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Intro ductionu* 

This monographie 6ihapter has grovn out of a planned much 

less expandisd review article on the moont r surface $ solicited 

for'the end of 1966. Instead, a complete 'mechanical and 

statistical snalysis of the lunar surface has been dravw along 

new quantitative linesv vithout bovever attemnipting 

thing like a complete review of tne ez.isting literature Aloc 

during the Wvxo years whic.. have passed since the above

-mentioned 2rovisional deadline, mu61 new factahal material 

has been pr-avided by the American i ngerj Surveyor and Orbittr, 

as well as by Russian spacecrafts; tome of these dat.a have been 

incorporated into the frameowork of thjs analysis, incomple

tely ho. ;evcr. The material is too vluminous and still 

increasing, aw itizg exhaustive tre tnt at a later date. 'Yt, 

as things stand now, -the selected data used here 'apnar to be 

sufficient in characterizing t.he mechanical and other proper:ties 

of the luncrx soil and surt ace9 so that not much substantial 

chnkge excypt in some details can b, expected ffrtom a coimpre

hensive di-scussion of the 'entire ma~erl. The success in 

predicting statistial y from first principles the observ-ed' 

distributic n of crater numbers over a wide range of sizes, 

from 3 Cm 10 5 !aan5 lends support to the reliability of the 

theoretical basis of cratering and rcs"on whieh fonLs the 

backbce o-f this c'napter. 

in the t- bles, abbreviated nulneraLs are often used, substi;uwt 

.en.
ing for Towers of 1o58-L.O 3 Xlo-06lO 10 



The phenomenal growth of lunar literature, while qn

tributing to the 3novledge, Qt our satellite , has not 'removed 

'the occurrence of cont.radictory interpretations even in suab 

basic questions as the origin of lunar craters in. this respect 

an old tendency manifests itself: to make hypotheses about 

astronomical objects which are based on only one aspect of the 

problem, while overiooking or ignoring contradictory evidence. 

.Hence an inpression is created that astronomers' always disagree 

between thomselvesC an impression that transpires even by 

reading thu best review articles on the moon (Baldwin, 1964a). 

Unoubtedly'difficulty of a di:nect proof and impossibility 

of experimntation were conducive to such a state of affairs;' 

surprisingly even in the case of th- nearest of all celestial 

bodies. Also, lunar physical study has for too long been 

neglected by- professional astronomess and left in the. hands 

of amateurs -"whose merits, however are by no to bemeans 

underestimated.
 

At present space research -bas brought the moon so-to
 

-speak within an arm's length, and many theories can be prored 

*Symbolically in this context, there exists a purely formal
 
anbiguity in defining selenographic directions. In this article 
the directions are reckoned "astronomically,, ap .for the 
terrestrial telescopic observer. When South is above, West if; 
to the left, so that Mare Crisium is in the western heri 
sphere, in the "astronautical" reckoning, the directions are 
inverted as for an observer standing on the moon, 
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or disproved as in a laboratory; and the moon is increasingly 

becoming the object of professiona). study. Yet a now source 

of misinterpretations is becoming t:woublesome. In the old 

days, the astronomer.had time for the study of all the relevant 

literature and for a critical asses sment of the available 

evidence. -,,oraday-s, ith the enormovs supply of scientific 

publications, it becomes progressively more difficult to
 

master the entire literature, or evan the details of one narrow 

branch of science, This has led to an ever increasing habit 

of trusimy authority7 second- and even third-handt State

ments are repeated which never would have been made upon 

eritictl sbudy of the evidence. Erring is in human nature, 

but too much reliance on unchecked authority may lead to un

warranted perpetuation of error, as has happened with the 

much publicized so-called gaseous eruption from the crat 

Alphonsus0 The spectrogram was not studied properly, or it 

would have become obvious that no gas was emittids but that 

luminesceno4 of the solid peah oy the crater was responsible 

for the phenomenon As a classeal case of repeated mis. 

interpretationy the Alphonsus "erurtion" is specially dealt 

with in Section 1.
 

When this, and similar unfoUNced or one-sided inter

pretations are discarded, the picture of the lunar surface 

becomes much less cohtroversial. As a powerful instrument 

of interpretation, too little used until now, the quantitative
 

theory (anWd experiment) of solid-body impact (hypervelocity 
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and lo,-velocity) helps to resolve the most relevant problems 

of crater formation and erosion, dust formition and transport, 
bearing on the strength of lunar sol wad rock and the 
mechanical slsructure of the upper faw kilometers of the lunar 
crust. The quantitative approximation is of the order of 
10-20 per cent in absolute linear measure, tbus far better
 
than an orCef-oi-iagnitude approach, With another little used 
instrument5 the theory of planetary encounters as developed
 
by the autiors it is possible to reiove much (if not 
all) of
 
the atbiguity relating 
 to the origi and internal structure
 
of the moor, .hich is also directly related to the present
 
structure and properties 
of the lunr surface, 

on the Lun r -" -c 

instigated by some observations of Dinsmore Alter in 
Californiag the Russian astronomer iozyrev kept under obser t
tion the crater Alphonsus in October and November, 1958. As 
stated in his report (Kozyrevq 1959) he was intentionally
 

in search oN volcanic phenomena on tie moon. In the early 
morning of ]foveinber 3, 1953s he noti ed an unusual bri'htenirg 
on the peak of the crater and, while the brightening lasted, 
a spectrogram taken with the 50--inch Crimean reflector (linear 

scale 10 se(onds of are or 18.4 km to the'mmdispersion 

23 X/mn at k p , exposuLre 30 min) shoyed strong banded emissioz 
over the peel: The emission no longe3 was visible on the next 



spectrogra, nor vsa it visible in previously taken spectra.
 

The moon xvas one day before last quarterg the altitude of 
'the sun ov or Alphonsus was 180 5 and. about 310 over the 

illumintea2 slope of- the peakG Reproductions of the spectro

grams) wita photographs of the crater itself, were publishe
 

repeatedly (Kozyrevy 195Gbg 1962) bu; n essential 
points 

were added to the first discussion (Kozyrev 1959a) which 
Ah appeare!d under the challenging title of "Volcamic Activity 

on the oo i". Essentially Kozyrev--and oters--identife 

the band structure of the observed e-'-" on with that of the 

cometery radical C2 as fluorescent in sunlight. 

Yet te details of the spectrum along the slit, or at
 

right anglos to the dispersion, sboi without the least trace 

of doubt that the luminescence was strictly confined to the 

illumina-te, portion of the peek, and that therefore no 

eruption of gas did ever take place. This has been pointed 

put by !\pih (1962a, p. 252 nd b7 p. 2l85 1263b) but somehow 

overlooked, Distinguished authors, 
tusting Kozyrev's announZe

ment and vi thout taking a critical Look at the published 
spectrogranBs have been led to disc issions of the "gaseous
 

eruption" (e.g
0 Baldwing 1963, pp. 415-419). Actually; Kozyrv
 

did measure the distribution of monochromatical brightness 

of the spectrum along the slit and his measurements did show
 

indeed--wbt was also obvious from ; direct inspection of th(! 

spetrogras.--that the increase in 1rightness did not affect 



the shadow af the peak (Kozyrev, 1962, Figa2; obviously the 

linear scale there should be kilometeres not seconds of arc, 

and the orientation is inverted relative to the spectrogram) 

However, he did not see the-consequences of this factf every-" 

body ee jcet:heJKyevsinterpretation on his authority. 

ozyrevts announcement was hailed as-the first definite
 

proof of gaseous phenomena o the moon0 After some doubts and
 

questioning 
 chiefly conceined with the band structure of tho
 

spectrum, the astronomical community 
seems to have accepted
 

this interpretation. Nobody seems 
tc have worried about the
 
second dimension. of the spPctrograM Vhicb reproduced the sur
face 
feetures end showed a puzzling detailThe emission was
 
spatially restricted to the brlight peak about 4--5 Q~wide, 
without trespassing into the shadow of about the same width,
 

The trai ition was abiupt at th boider of "the shadow and 

took place over a distance of about 1 kn which corresponds
 

to 
the resolving power of the photograph° The neutral Up gas
 
coud not have been restricted by a agnetic field and, with 
-

a molecular velocity in excess of 0W5 km/see, the gas would 
have spred over a radis'of some 90) kmiduring the exposurej 
covering both the peak and its shado 1 Gases Omitted from a foint
 
source 
(the peak) would have formed something similar to a 
comet's head (coMa)t with a strong c ntral condensatiqo and 

an inensttr decreasing inversely as the first power of 
distance, Te average intensity over the shadow would then
 

have been ecual to about one-half th( average intensity over
 



the peaks Nothing of this sort wn3 shown in the spectrogram.
 

There nevertheless appears to be some sirmilarity betwen
 

the emission from Alphonsusr peak and the cometary or Swan
 

bands of Q In this respect Kozynev (1909a, p.87) points
 

out a strange detAl (translation from Rusian): The S....i 

bands should be comletely sharp on the long-wave side, ye-;
 

they turned out to be washed out over about 5 i'Here seens 

to be the clue to the inte retation : ban& originating 

in a solid latte must be washed out, on account of 

perturbation by,nearby ot4er ato s. Kozrev proposes anothEr 

interoretatio tofit into his concept of a gas- namely thet 

the radiation was created in stt"asen h CYdue 

froi its parent molecules. However, t.his would mean that 

each O molecnle was radiating only oiee, not being re

paoedly 0-10 times per second) fLuo'rescent in sunlight 

(what could have prevented it from doing soyj, and the brigh; 

ness coul& then never have been Q04 time'as intense as On 

comets" (ozy-'v'S estimate),
 

Cleaxly ozyrev's phenomenon can be interpreted only
 

as emission, probably fluorescent, from a solid surface, an6
 

not fron a,- expanding gas. Most that has been written about
 

this event is,- therefore, not valid; also, the Identificatio-i
 

of the emi tilg molecules can hardl'r be-made with any degree
 

of reliability, although there may have been blurred emissioi
 

from C2 soiehow present in the solid lat-ie
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hxperimentallvj it hap heen shown that mteoritic enota
 
tite (QgWiC3, FeSiO1 
 as distinct f.om the more usual olivinms, 
180Si41 Fc 2 iO 4 , 117eSi04 ) emits fluorescent light under
 
proton bombardment (40 Kev) 'and also that oertain regions
 
on the moon, around Aristarchuss and ipler in paTticular, may, 
become fluorescentsapparently in re'ponse to bursts of
 

corpuscular radiation from soiar flores 
(Kopal, 19668a) Tborc 
is a grave diffieulty in describing the source Of the observed 
lunar fluor,aeence in terms of tNe trergy of the proton

stream whici falls, short by many 
orcers of mognitude , as
 
follows 
 fro. the observed intensities of solar-vina. Focusing 
effects of the earth's magnetosjbere have been suggestbed
 
hieh would hardly wiork 
 It seems that tie only explanation
 

is to ascribe the fluorescent radiat:on 
to direct, sunlight
 

(as .for Cp i.comets) wherees 
 the role of the corpusculaw

bursts would be 
to raise the'molecuva to a metastable state
 
capable o ftuorescence. 
 The ground ttate of the C2,molecule
 
is a si9e while the owast level 
 of the Svan bands is a 
triplet stetQ, only abOut 0.09 ev above the ground state. 
The trnsition from triplet to sinlet is forbidden and ean 
be eiCient y achieved only by collisions. A similar 
situation mLiay obtain in -the case of lunar luminescenca; the 
emission fror the metestable state woi ld then derive from 
direct sunlig t, which is amply saufficient as it is in comemts, 
and not from ;he inadequate energy of the corpuscular strm 

acting only ao a trigger, 



II.o Ctcring§.elntionshi os 

A. :cestructive imoact arid Vo]a i ..
 

There are no signs, of con.tinung volcanism on the moon.,
 
Extensive laVa flows as witnessed by the maria• flooded
 
craters and small '"domes&must have happened early in the
 
history of the moon, durig tbe first one nillion7 even the
 
first 20,000 years of its existence, On earTth volcanisml 
 iQ
 
related tc mountain building and this in turn is the eonseqaence 

of powerf.l erosion bycles leading to recurrent imbalance
 
in the eaxthls crust. On the 
moon, erosion from interplane;
ary dust is about 2000 times less Efficient than in terrestia. 
deserts ( 6pik, 1962a)5 if on 
rdrtb the major orogenic cycoi
 
followed at intervals of the order of 2 
x 108 years, on
 
the moon the interval shpuld be of-the 
order of 1012 years
 

it never could happen.
 

The 1mnar.surface markings;q from craters down toAhe
 
compacted aust layer, are undoubtedly produced or evolved
 

under the )ombardnent of interplane ,ary bodies and particlen, 
as well as of the secondary ejecta .rom- the surface itself, 
The quanti, tive study of cratering contains therefore the 
most impor.ant clue to the structur and history of the 

lunar surkhce0
 

Usually, the term "hyperveloilAyrr 
is applied to orateri A 
impacts. This refers either to. the (ase when the initial 

velocity of the proJectile exceeds thle velocity of sound in 
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the tergetlen/or when the frontal pressurecs at. penetrction 

exceed the strength of both the projectile end the target, 

so that the projectile itself is destroyed nd flattened 

while entering the target. 

Actuelly, orateran is not a purely hypervelocity pheno

menon when tine V0hole of the crater volume is considered.
 

Hyperveloc:Lty phenomena 
may occur osly in the heart of the
 
crater. Destruction and ejection of the target 
 tt vat
 
nrterisl twkes place over most 
of 1,Aa, crater volume when
 
the shock :ront velociby 
is less than the velocity-of sound 
yet vhen the shock pressure still e:cceeds the strenjgtha f tha 

mteria1 or9 hen the energydensity of vibration is more
 
than can 
Ve borne out by the elasti,3 forces in the tar:et. 

Frot this F'ta1ndpoint5 a uniform quantitative theory of de-

structive c:ratering, applicable alsOl to loW-velocitA impact, 
has been wc rked out bk dpik ,(1M, :.9 5 a, 196>). he'theory, 
based on the consideration of average pressu-e and inoenttu 

trans br over shock fronts, from first principles and withou, 

experi.rnental adjustment of the parameters gives an approxi
matiOn to experiment within 1 -20 PCr cent in line.r diiensicns 
and can effectively substitute for the huge amount of experi
mental Mater:ie accumulat,ed and not yet properly systematizec, 

Full o mutually destructive imPact is the cormjon "hypex
velocity, else w/hen both the target -andthe projectile are 



destroyed during.-the benetration . Formulae for direct- application 
to lunar or similar cases are give a belowv; they are partly 

new developments, as a sequel to the latest published paper 

(Opik, 19&ta). 

In Fi 1 a schematic half-section of a cratering evel, 
is represeated The relative dimensions. are part y k.ent to 
scale of bhe ."Teapot" nuclear crateri-n the desert alluvieu 

of Ievada (Shoemaker 9 1963). A mete3rite of :?equant shape" 
(vhose linear dimensions in different directions do not differ
 

more than in a ratio of about 2 to "t mass 5 density C el:d 

initial velocity yro 
normal to the taget surface MS
 
penetrates into'Vtarget 
and, while itself flattened and de-"
 
formed or "roken up, Stops;at with its front Surface
 

reaching a.depth x. below the surfa z 
 If the velocity was
 
sufficiently high, the meteorite wih a 
 "central funnel" 

Q (20-25 times the mass of the"netaerite) may be. completely 
.or partly vaporized and backfired Uhe forward passage of the 

meteorite combined with the backfir.ng create a destructive 

stock wave which stops alt A, at a depth x) in the frontal 

direction tnd propag.ates laterellyzz: a radi.l momentm 

(Rado) .eitler vith the shock velocity u; or the sound velociy, 

whichever is greater, In the crater bowl the material is 
crusbed; pulverized, or even melted (near Q) and, after Stop:d
 

at a.bedrock -rfaceAAL as conaiticned by a limiting' 
"crushing" value of u Us, is partl, ejected upwards (velocit 

vector v inside, Vo at the surface under n angle t
to the
 

http:backfir.ng


noral) The bedroak surface AAL Q itself disnlaced out

vrcrds, producing a raised lip LL,4T, vith the irnderlying 

strata Lf L2 5 L3 characterist ca ly bent over into the lipt 

Part of tae debris falls back into the craterg part is throrn 

out over the lip, forwing the apparent orate and s urround 

Sing 	 SUVAfBac Aith the rim at C and an apparent epoh x 
WO distinct from x end S), The volume of the eratcr boor] 

.AALLo , below th e bedrock rim level, o; is close to 

Va 0.363 xp BO2 9 (I) 
where 	Bo is the rim to rim diameter of the cratero 

The 'Mass afected" is assumed equal to 

hore 	Q is the original target eaesity; it depends on the 
M-~1j~vs/u~rmil mo mentutn,	 (, 

,,here 

Here 	 S(dyne/em2 ) is the lateral cushing strength of tWe 

target, and k a coefficient of radial momentu varing 

between 2 and 5 al depending on the degree of vaporization and 

baokfiriny, defined by the quadrat±i0 equation (&pik, l061S) 

ka n0o2(i 30.0 0+ 2 , (5) 

where n -3 5 k 1O",for iron impa A into stone; and 

4 2x.10' L for stone into tOn henimpact o w0 is in cm/sec 0 

Prom 	 numerical integrations (pik, 1936) an interpola

tion 	formila for the relative depta of penetration can be 

/5 



set up: 

21/6&/ 2(w(,VL Ies) 3 0eo 1'l (6) 

and from equaticons (1), (Z, (3) ,nd (4) the relativy, cratr 

diameter results as ( )oI r - "! ) 

BWere the non-dimensional numerical factor, l2O allovt 

for the fcunel-shaped crater profix--e and differs from the 

factor of unity formerly usecd(Opik, 1961a), Equation (6) ten

tatively nllonrs for oblique inciance being the smgle 

of incidence relative to the novma to SS, and s it the 

compressive strength or frontal reistance of 

the targelt material (usually an order of magnitude greater 

than s). The reduced spherical equAvalent. diameter of 

the proj ec(ti'e is 

a (6h/ 7 )~ 241( (8) 

and p and D are the depth wid diazater of the crater in 

units 0f a. 

The ratio of depth to diamete:2 becomes 

IS/%---/D=1.99 (co s7) (sS /L~k?)2)P0a 4 PP t 

The numerical coefficients in (6) and (9) are dimensicn-

aill-datod to cvgos :t u'its n (9) the dimension of the 

coefficient is clrpu5 g-005, anaLdn (6) it is c g-t/3 0 

Typi(.al parameters can be .assimed.silicate stone of a 

planetary 'upper crust, 0 -. 2a6, 59s x ls, 2 *x 10)9 

nickel i , 10 . ,able I contains somen C:7.8s; sP= 2 x 

rel tive orater dimensions calcula' od with these constants 

'/ 

http:Typi(.al
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R " TAL I 

Relaive Crater Dimensions for V'ert.jgn2 Imnct ntQ8_otA 

ho4:; 

%4zra/sec 3 U 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 50 75 

Stone impact into stone? 1 

2,0.3 2.14 2.36 2.78 -331 307; 4.18 4,44 4,44 4.44 4.44 

p 2.03 2.12 2.20 2.26 2.30 2.33 2.37 2.39 -241 245 2.51. 

D 4.82 6.36 .9.12 12.0 1I.9 17.8 20.3 22.4 23.9 36.5 32.1 
Iron impact into stone 

k 2.06 2.32 2.56 3,12 3'75 4,21 4.52 41,70 -4.70 4.7C 4.70 

p 3.25 3.6a9 3;82 3.93 4.00 4.0$ 4,11. 4.-5 4.19 426 - 37 
D 6,63 9o17 12'5 16,7 20,9 246 28.2 30.4 32.4 35.9 43.4 

TA2BLE 3I 

greta 12o5 0.378 0.158 0.047 0,376 0,376 *Ao 

Vqo Iall/see 5.22 6.87 8.63 9.05 7.80. 658 
st -09 yne/em 1.03 .01 iO01 1.01. 5.07 .2.8 

k, celc. 2.11 2.19 2.28 2.30 2.23 2.1? 

Xlip5 obs., cm 2.36 1.36 1.58 1.04- 1.50 .1.41 

i.16x0, calc., Cli 2.40 1.65 1.24 0.84 1.56 1.57 Aver. 
xpratio cale./oas. 1.02 0.89 O79 0.81 1.04 i. 0.94 

B80 obs.,etc 4,a4 3,.32 2.76 1,82 2.71 2.68 ... 

Bo0ratio calc1O.s0 1O0 LO9 1LI2 1,16 - 0.92 1.04 1.0 

Bo I calo CM 4.71 3.62 3.10 2.12 2.67 2.78 

/7 
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The squation-c ,ro to valid!tihenl the aree supposed be 

dynaic peu w t edg coefficint K 'O0, 

greatly exoeeds sp, the conoressive strength of both the 

target ad tbe projectile, For a sixfold safety margin, 

wo > 3 bi/sec for ir'on impact into stone -t,j , > 
for a hard stone projectile Upac; into stone. In such a c. se, 

asiae frcm backf rin% a radi.l momen u equal to rL iso 


generatec. bpth in the target n ,nthe ading
projectile, up
 

in k as , component equ.aL Io 2; b %,kfrinrdue 
 to ex-2 sive
A 

vaporiza-ion increasen the value )f 1 as the velocity ill 

ceae0ses of0 equation 

Only the aerodysamdc componet of frontal pressure 

generateE radial vomenturan whereas the "dead resistance',
 

S doe. not participate, Henee st smAller vel.cities k
 p (5)/
further iereases7freing no longer valid, in proportion t0
 

the ,ati( of aerodynamic to total reaistance, and dovn to 

a vlue cf unity and even less. Thiis is reached at the 
lower ve]ocity limit wM for the ajo lieablit- of the model

.Phe tvofe modal 
when the proj ectil is no-longer u.uaject to lateral ex

pansionr or ,hen 2 
w" S P a (i)(projectile) 

For hard stone-impact into'stone WmCOS=0 9 bWsec; for 

iron impGot into stone, W0.m-. 2- "se, 

In 2arge-scale .phenomona fri-tton gener--es an addi

tional cc aponent of lateral )esis Thnce depending on the 
weight of the overlying mass and "he coefficient Of frieti, nA 



f.SS fsg C( 

Here ac is the component of lateral strength due to cobesion7 

g the aceleration of gravityq an? x the half-deptb of 

radial mo'nentu inich approxirmatey can be set equal to 
X 6 iO 0x (12)
 

with
 
W0 Q~OW xjp O)
 

these valyes representing more or less overall averees
 

for destroctive impact (cf. Fig.1).
 

in s)me cases se itself may end on epth; 
 an*
 
efe cive depth corTesponding to ic is then to be adopted.
 

To cmpere the preceding for'vulae Mitbexperiment Y.ould
 
require laborJu&s study- on accourt of the amount and
 
compiexit-r of the experimental material accumulated, It is 
also unnero.ssary at t is stage because it turns out that te 
formulae describe the experiments With an accuracy that is 
not inferior to that of the parameters involved vhen tey 
are known, such as te srength ch.racteristics f the 
material; and in many cases the paameters are unknOn and
 
only Can le derived 
best from the jery forulae as given
above. This especially applies to the moon. 

A couple of examples may tlutrate the approximation. 
to experipent obtained by the appl.cation of equations (3) 

(4) (6) nd(X iellerpt.ffrtgt!Tebehbvicro Aci ntrial\ has\ ...!-ei- :'...,~p .d ;teoe.\a/ I r , A/X
/\ -dx" ca / \<~p- dte / 1i'a.ei~ 


01/1A
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Table I summarizes. ej periments with alminum spberieoal 

pellets, accelerated in vacuo with a light-gas gun and fired 

into aluninurn tar-gets of dii'fereir; tensile atrstn'th (sq.) as 
determined in the laboratbry(Rols-;en 2 Hopkins and Hants 1966). 

?or duct§2te metallic *olids, S.p=I 5%e ans be a&s4 

and much of the mass affected will stick to te crater, 

,making its diameter smaller, thanpredicted by equation (7). 
Ts expectation is borne out by 5_be last line of the table 
2lthough the systematic differenct is but slight The 

observed penetrations include the height4 of the lip, and ta 
mke the data comparable the oalolated penetrations, x.
 

were increased by an av'erage factor of 1.16. With this, 

there is a perfect--and rather •" betwee 

theory end observation. 

in anoher set of experimentus' (,M-rford5 1966) the 
results vMre Compared with tkts theory withV6onclugl n 
that uthsory and experiment agree reasonably wel! for brit';l 

materials, but there is only partial agreement when theory 

is compared ith measuretents on euctile Materials" The 

latter point, retferring to the behavior of ductile 

materialsq has also been anticipated theoretically (dpik 

195sa4 p,32) The disoreanev is shon to LA kttrib-table 

• n -t~mb~ab6
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,61P to the ability of ductile materials to deform plastic

all without fractIdIng" (Coerford, 196)O oPlanetary crustal
 
or SurN=ac mSt erials are predominantly of the brittle type
 
and the teory should well apply here.
 

Not Al of the mtass affected is demolished; part of it
 
is plastially diplaced into the 
rim or lip (cf. ?i4
 

LLo) The crushe& volume 
 of debris7 as contained bet:een
 
the basic rek (AALLNO) 
 sand the epparent surface (xP3ABCB.QC)
 
equels 
0.69 of the total volume _ffected, for the typical
 
crater contour, I{ence the mass crisbed can 
be assumed "equal to 

1%•"; 0O 6 9 ktcvs.,/us (1i4) 

and the volume crashed 

0244: 


Part of it 


V 0 Bo 2 

falls back intoy or stays in the crater
 
( "fallbacm Fbk F0i)9 part is ejected 
over the yin 

(thr.ou ..They Fig. 

The modification of the target in cratering events is
 
basically of two types 
 (apart from the hyveralooity pbenom'na 

in and arcund the central funnel, Q)7with possible taneit..as: 
the destrucotion of the target over the volume of the crater 
bowl (IhAIa, igvl); and the plastic' compr-ession and de
formation of the bedrock surface (vML. , o of the debits 

of the bovwl are fanning out .into an expanding volume, being 

crushed as in one-sided copression in "normal" fragmenta

tion, for fregments of 'finite" dimensions, only moderate 

A, 

http:xP3ABCB.QC
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heating takes place, because ecessive shock roequired for 

frictional and. czto,,5 9ional heatin g would pulverize4s the 

Matsrial4 iRmvener,; sooa of the 'tavgct nateriai, espeeieliy 

around th- central funnels may beyo e looked in all-sided 

eomprosaiOn which et prescures of 10 20 atospberes 

Day be iubject to pressse modifinations of it .rystal 

structure (c9eelto) and to soy tItert3C hea-ting WIthout 

hobwe;eer aqnuiring conside~able ejection veiocltieso The 

ampunt or su~ch wZteriaiy subject to iiyperpressures without 

ultinnte :ragmentation, is relatively smal In tbe follow

ing we ';a.t concern ourselves only with the ...ssiv diebris 

end ejecta of the crtater bovl which are the product of crush

ing, iea&:ng to '"normalY fragmnentation*0 With a Sew rcnsexva

tions (epntr3 funnell vaporization) the fornalae of this 

section apply also to semi-destructive impact (ci. next 

Zeetion)o 

Let P'(Figel) represent a surface of contant shock 

velocity u, the mass enclosed in it being yt% so that y 

is the nfractional mass affected". The shock velocity at 

P is then 

u = kw, hCAn U/ ,$ 16) 

valid outide the central funnel Q) at which approximatel; 

(17)ere 25P/31 

S"04 ke. (nn8) 

The WHO nergy is re~.eased and converteder21 at P 
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mainly into heat, partly into the kinetic energy of ejection. 

If Ax~ if te kinetic elficiency of tbs s1hock at de-pth z, 

the transversal velocity at the shock front is 
" 
v ' u p (-19) 

end the heat release in erg per g:wa of the crater amteri 

beconies tpik, 105nsa) 

gq j-u 2 (3. =A x ) (20) 

In the central funnel turbulent mixing is supposed to 

lead to e uniform heating and imptise ejection velocity 

oak wo I so that the heat releese becomes (Opiky lg5s.+
 
1961a) - O 0 k )l ~ )(1 

... 0.0 1A2) 

If leadil to vaporization, it increases the velocity Q: 

ejection :thtle central funpel w-ir the value, of 0.24 0 0o 

and increases the recoil mometum; this gha ben Taken 

into account in equation (5). The :'raction vaporized in 

the centatl funnel is then (§pik, 1961a) 

f 23.3 x 10 L - O0. ON Ci 2 
-Sow l. (22) 

.p,---: -aehed (k2 -->20 for high, velocities and stone 

ilmqpact into stone). f0.in 1 is reached at woo24 kmlsec 

(k 2 =15). Yor higher velooities, shcck vaporization at 
the exoone of released heat (q) becomes possible outside 

the central funnel. Vaporization oa' take place only zhen 

wo > 10,4 1r,,/sec according to this egition. 

.kn element of massdy between two shock surfaces P and 

P1 (Fig.l)• is streaming out in a nmnner analogous to 



y~rootatic flow of a liquid from the bottom opening of 

a vesoig the velocity decreasing arcorring to A W 
fluid leel f thne v035elo For a vessol of constant width 
tne Mais Is My/the kine'ti energy v'ru hy and the frequeney 

v 2of tct%0 d t is proportional to &x or to d(vr) the 

kinetic Energy has i constant frequency Th 
t-vW&) = d(&) x const0 (2,) 

e assmve the same law for the dtribution of v inside 

dy, the ejection velocity decreas:ng linearly with depth x3 
4Convent onally9 'e assume all dy elements to reach to the 

Sane depth x 0 9 so that 
" Wx/o)
 

also
 
Vor=z u , (25) 

and the -elntive (normalized) frequency of v8 or the 

P
raction of V2 between V and X dl to be 
ton ..- dv v' f'l'x/xt.,
 

Although the hydrostatic ana!0gy Is remote,~ the accented 

veloCity distribution accounts9 qualitatively at least1 

for loss of kinetic energy in co.isions and turbulent 

frictipn while a Mass element mal'os its any outtardsq so 

that the :Loss will be 7reater the deeper it had storted
A 

The ssumptions ae Justified by the application to lunr 

and terrestrial crater profiles (of. Sections 1, p and 

Vo A) ancy probablyMe not far from reality even quantity

tively 

A similr rough assumption it to be made for the 
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distribution of the exit angles, , of the ejet(Fig. 
 3).
 

The condition of continuity and na..ncompresibility' of
 

the targ t material over the relevant mcejor fraction 
o
 
the nass affected requires that the ejection 
vectors must
 

be -ll in tIdr jji u planes direc ed Outwaors, and th]3at tcfL 

exit anT.es form a continuous sequence -frnma .0 a the center 
to a St the rjlm tat y - 1, where the direction is tanep"t 
to the .ater lip at L. An intrp Iation formula, 

sin 3y suni.b (27) 
is here proposed without fur-her justiication, to
 
represen the funning-out of the 
 jection angles at the
 
original targot surface.
 

Eqution ('7) defines an aver- ge 
crater diameter thicI
 
in the case of ellipticity, can ba assumed to be the nmean
 
of the imoximtum and mininum diametirs In a bomogeneou
 
target the crater 
ellipticity2 
 (a - b)/as in the direction 
of r..otion of the projectile, stouxa depend on the ang e
 
of ineicne as follows (07 1e 
 o -h)
 

.=L2[secT-t (p tanY)/a S (28)
in former notations. The formula 



hould be valid for
 

angles less than 
 ,'6oa.nd roughly up to 750 

D. Semi*-estvUOjveIn oat 

This is the case of a hard projectile entering a Soft r 
target with a velocity below % equation.... 
 . TI 
projetiul essentially retains its shape and, to some ex
tent also its aspect relative to the direction of motions
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while the target yields, being crushed and forced into 

hydrodyna'ic flowo The equation of motion (for rf- 0) is 

= -)(.K'twatK go W*S (29) 
in former notations, with the meass load 'per cl 2 cros 

section being defined as 

M
 

vahere R, is the equivalent radius of tie crosa 
section (C) 
contour at right angles to the dire6tiou of ,otion.o crz 15 2 

The drag coefficient dpends teon shanpe of the
 

Projectile- For a flattish amgular 
front surface X .75
 

con be assuned as an overall mean 
 ch.ractetist.ic value
 

(While a value of 0.5 better suits 
 a hemispherical front
 

as well as 
tWe ease of full 0"ostucjvern" ih 
hydrostaticLay deforrning projectile). 

dw/dt w...VdX 

equation (29) can be integrated for the specific case of 

iq2 = (V 1
2 

. I) exo(-Px) -T , (30) 

where wI is the initial entry. m velocity and 

N = spAC P 2,a m 
For vis 0, the eoth of penetratioa x0 is determined by 

ePx= in tA, , .) (31) 
Lqua-;ion 7 remalns valid, as well as other,. 

equations of Sections 
Ji, B and C o-cept (5), (6), (9), 

http:ch.ractetist.ic
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U)A (20, Instead of (17) and (18) 

K,-, V I ad u,= kw can be set. 

At first contact of the projectile wit the targ t) 

there is a shock forcing a hydrodyn~nic flow pattern on the 

targ i o.ily after bhe' .,.v is establihed is equation (2$) 

vaCid. Fo' an incompressible model with a blunt'front the 

shock momintum transmitted to the target is close to -j, 

'! y snd this most equal the loss of momentum 

by the projetile, (we--wjl)m6 .Nbere is the initials wo 

velocity before contact. Hence tbe shock ratio of velocities 

becomes 

ripI 0 (1rjk/Q R~/v (32) 
The &Soeffiicientof radial momntum is less tban unity 

and is obtained by integrating the first (hydrodynamie) 

term of 0 4,a iidti( 2Ka TI) 

a not cancelled .ith
purpose),
 
k-. (i- tax%-rat- a 

The m)mentuni integral is ratE r inconvyeient for ouick 

use. InsteLad1 the work integral yilds the iraction of 

hydrodynnmc workrLdx of first tem in (29), with (S0) 

substituteJ to total work AS 

w=- (SAM ) in(li x2 I'1) (84) 

For very varied conditipna and parameters an empirical, 

rela ion W~s nerioal integration,Meen established by fu 

} 4 - e -1 / q 
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which represents the momentum trxnsfer 'within-a few per 

cent. 

Alsog instead of equation (13) which refers to the
 
mutually destructive imoact) 9 the effective 
 depth of distubed 
material in the target enn be ass-uned equal to 

%P-±.1Z (36) 
.The above equations'are for an idealized ease of a
 

flat evenly loaded front surface of the Projectile parallel.
 
to the tnx'get surface and 
 Tf=.Oo'-he actual shape bf the projec
tile end orientation of the front surface ,would introduce 
coplica'ions, including rotational couples which here are
 
disregardedW. Foi oblique impact 
 uider imaderate angles9 a
 
symbolical- improyement 
would consist in replacing x by
 
xsecZ it the preceding equations 
 and in taking the
 
-encounte' cross 
section at right angles to the direction
 

of motior.
 

F_ Ipct of 
 rojectile into Granular -rt 
in the precedirg the frontal resistance from target 

cohesion, sp assumed. was to be constant. On granular 
surfaces-.dust, sandy gravel, including partly consolidated 
material, the resistance is variabLe, increasin with the
 
depth of Jenetration; this is obvious from the experience 
that a heavy load sinks deeper into Sand than a light one. 
Experiments as reported below have shown that forn upper 
thin cohesivelayer- of sand (0o5--15 cm) pethe rental resistpnrn 
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be will represented by a small constant term plus a main
 

quadratic term of the depth x,
 

S(= S a) ?. 87) 
Natural sand or gravel containing an unsifted variety 

of grain sizes, end natural stony projectiles with a flatt.sb 

bottom wire *referred to artificially normalized laboratory
 
condiions Experiments on a 
 natural beach (Almaidecar, 

Spoing October 1966 and 1967), though showing considerable
 

local diferencesq generally vere conforming to (37). 
There
 
were no )bvious differences between the static values of
 

(pure pressure without motion) and the dwanm.ic values
 

computed from cratering impact experiments? according to
 

the modi:fied cratering formulae a3 given below. It 
 was 
surprising to find that similarly conducted experiments by
 

Surveyor spacecraft yielded even quantitatively similar 

mechanical characteristics of 'the soilopujsoil. 

Whet (37) is substituted int'o (29), integration yieldsg 

for this particular ease of varialle resistence
 
w22 /Q(/ aTp2 ( 4- ) (28)

ith Q,::?x , P being t e same as in (30), and with
 

Q S2 (c33ec 2 ~m /( ac ) (cYseThe ultimate depth of penetration, xo K// is obtained3 

from (38) with w 09 or from
25'a - O- o > 2rlS2.2,a;j te-) (w /o) (40)' + 2 +a 

Equations (32)5 (33) and (35) further determine w,, the 

entry vol city, and k, coefficient of radial momentum 

transfer, but instead of (34) the iynamicaL work ratio now
 

http:dwanm.ic
http:flatt.sb
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NOt1i
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4 \ ' ).2"Ga,,en oC 4o.?20) 2 %~~w Q 	 and-a 

V7ith the total radnil worentirn defined as 
=Jr kr'o 

and on the provisional assumption that crator volme is 

determined through dynrmdcal action alone accoring to (1) 
(2) 	 -(3) , and (').)n "apparent" aerage lateral strength
 

a deined as
 

> (-x ) (Gyne/c ). (4-; 
AMic. is an apparent value an! a lower limit becauac, 

at the 11v velocities and energies involved, the static 
work of penetration (against coheaive strength) also 

appreciably participates in produzing a crater as shotn 

by 	experiments in gravel. 

A sttisfactory representatiol of the experiments by a
 
law of achesive ritance in the form of equation (37) ha; 

been arrived at by trial and erroo Surpr:toinwly no 

dependence of the static or dyna c resistance (hearing 

strength) on the linear dimension could be detucted except 
%be inevitable shock interaction (32). Shape of the contac-. 
surface (projetile or slug) is, of pourseq of decisive 

importance in the dynamic interacion s it determines Ka 

and k ; t e use of' tiattii surfaees throughout haa given 
a degree of homogeneity to the experiments which alo shoud 

correspond to low-velocity impact of tbkrc 'Wout boulders 

on the moon0 



Tbe constant component in. (37) was too small and vari
able for oxact deternttnation, but 
its form as a.Sp" 5 thus 

proportional to the strength at greater depth And not an
 

absolute constcant, was prefer'able, with an overll value
 
of the pa'ameter a4 2 1 0o5 cM&
, (The same constant worked 
well also in interpretihg the Surveyor experiments gon.on the 

The constant ter.mttis, of course, of importance only at small
 
loads and penetrations.
 

Stat:e tests 
of eratering interpreted according to a
certain ritional model gave the 
clue to the ratio"ofs/s" 

the true "o'apparent 
 Overage lateral strength. If ft is the
 
static mals load, g the acceleration of gravity, 0a -the
 
frontal c oss section (of stgne, 
 slug, or rod), the?o 

equtlibrium depth attained by gradual loading so %hatthe 
velocity :S kept near zero, the mazimum resistnce equals 
S (max)w Ig /0&1 and the resistance parameter of equation 

(37), with a2 and cogcsa units becomes 
7e 2 , / • Sp '-g /C-(no ' 2) (dyne/cra" 

The resistance averaged ever x.7 the entire depth of 

penetratiOn) is then 

A "pressure crater" is formed, of diameter B0 and depth 

X1IKAx (unlke the impact craters in sand or gravel 

where X x 0-a invariably reachine the bottom contact Sur
face). ThL volume diSplaced by slug and crater then equals 

of 0qu. ). 

VP-~~c363M1 A ~ x ~ T;7 VI+ V2 



The total work of "static"penetration evidently is 

Bp;Vruq x0o (erg),p" p
 
a fraction F of which is assumed to be transmitted. at
 

right angles-on lateral work of .cvatering as measured by
 

the product 
of lateral strength ar.d volu-e displaced, 

in an incompressible medium the vclane displaced is .iMn-e
ly liftec up, the average liftins height being 2101 - b 

for A and 1 - h) for V 2 , h denoting the rA elevation
 
of the crater, This involves work
a against grviation% 

, Lag h) (S-t b)W., -4 (x'+ + 

The work of uplift against grayite'ion s transmitted at
 
right anies from lateTal ex ansicn, 
 in tbe sate manner as 
the lateral work originated fromito downward work of
 
penet±ation, it ensible
is then to assume (and the nuellalJ 

applications 
emply support the aEsumption) that 
= sv=. FAV "-FED jor v.= ' /u p)

&VQ ~ ~ Eg E)
 
whence a value for tb&average lateral strength in 


~ orI-(T 

stat
 

penetratan- Yesults as
 

:'As ?xample, in the satatie" " xperient 2 of Teble 1=9, 
Part a, with a round rod of -'0=3.63em2 and final lead ota 

7.28 x 10A g6 , hix 0 = .6 cm,, x I =Is b =1.0 
Hence VI2 . l1400 n3 25, m S(:s. -3,7 0 

015V2 =63.7 C& s P(wnax) xX)10dyne/cm2 ,% 865 ± 4 n/mz s/c 2 ;,, Sp0=8.65 x 104 dne/em' -zp 6066 x 10 6dyne/cm 
EP---362 -0 erg, Ea= 9.73 x 10 erg, FnOO051B and 
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s 1.12 x 1f0-50o3(determined friom angle
 

of repose), 
 g=980 k-/secq the -frition 

becomaes equations (12) and 
beconast'. )and l\% 640OX0 dyne/cm, Indj the 

lateral strongth acco"ding to. , is then s (= 1.12 x l05 

02 x l-5 dye/c Tnliko"' s this is an av¢erage 
or effective value, to 'be comared it he average bearing 

strenguh " g 65 Z3(an unusually igt. raiO) Although 

variable5 there did not seem to be a G'T.stenatic deopendence 
of this Oiltopnetblation,on whenie (37), properly modi

fied, csn lso be adapted to repeabent the aye-c-nmo latera'l 
strenrgth, 

the value of a= 2 em2 being used broumghout. 
In irterpreting the dynmic (impact) Ie mens iU - n,)ioe-rj~c)0, en~t it 

w'as assumed that the indeoendentlj calculated. dynamic (V.) 
and stati( (Vp) cratieril-nvolumes nre additive, Let 

V =% Vrd . denote total crater volume to 
% the proportional 

Xp Bo2 of equation (42). According to this equAdong 
evidently (Va/d 2 V2 -

\sV y-

A quadratic equation with respect 
- o a is obtained wuhicl)
 
ultimately yields 


-

s/ A (I JA) (Ai 

vhere 

An averag(: value of F- 01iI3 obtained from the first six 
static tests nle iIij2 was used. Table IIi contains a, 
sumw,,ry of the experiments. No two xperiments (static with 
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gr-adual loading) vete made on the same spot; only the 

ultimate load and penetraLion are recorded. 

Because of the large dispersion, logarithmic mean 
more 

values are quoted as being sgxificant. The "6robabl 

deviation ratio;' of single experiment1 toa 	 covresponding 

0.845 	of the aboolute deviation in the logarithm 

'Al/n(n L would indicate that 50$ of the deviption3 

if aassiai are expicted to be within this ratio of the 

logarithmic mean and its recipTocal. Experiment (25) was 

made at Clique incidence, P2406 from the verticalesnd is 

interpreted witn corresponding mod Lficationr j =_ see " 
and using S cos2' instead of.S n Zauatio. whil b 
rempins unffe'Cted. x3per.ients (W)) (31) (32) yield anomal

ously high frontal .resistanee whio the 8s values are 

normal despite high s/s a zWios These were 	 exthe only 
periments where a longish slu.g was made to impact on its 

narrow en&, and every time it tilted over and was found 

lying overturned on t its long aids after impact; posibly, 

in this twisting movement the area of resistance was increat ed 

hich could account for the aonorm l values calculated on 
the assumption of the small area of encounter, The lateral 

resistance was not affected, dependng on total momentum, 

actual volume of crater and penetration, without direct int r

vention of aspect or area of contact.-


Although measurements of x0 and B. on sandeorters 

cannot be very accurate, the dispersion in the inferred 5 
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TABLE MI 
--e hanical Strengh and Crc-ering nN ural Beach Gravel 

Site I II. iII iV V
 

Average grain sizeq mm 5 .3.5 4 1.5 1.8
 
State of risture 
 dOy dry dry, wet. moit
 
Assumaed de:wiLylg/cmP 17 1.7 1.7 2.0 1.7
 
Friction, fT 
 0.63 0.63 0.63 0w40 0.63 

(a) Static ppierimnts with Craters ideasured (xI - 0. 15x0 ave:Ka&e)
 
ITo Site x0 Bo -r' F slmWx. -p S 
 Sp/ 5 o 

cM2
cm cm -dyhe/cm2 dynQ/OD2 dv 4dyne/m2 dyneo dyne/em dyle/cem


(1) 11.5 &A 0,117 10 45,o1o
4.33. 56M A 35800 
 1620 22.1 
(2)I 15.0 12.5 363 0.052 1.90h107 6.66i06 1.02x!05 86500 13j0 65.0 
(3) i 1o75 23.5 198 50,094 3,69xi0 2-20:K05 J.753c0 4 72800 5800 12.6
 
(4) 8.5 22.5 20.3 0105 2.42x0 8.5&Q-0 5 3.82 ' 3 0 1,160 

0 o .:u3,p600 
 10 22.3
(5) 1 5.2 10.5 3%,.176 6.271 5 2.3aaci0 5 3&9 x103 21600 510 26.8
 
(6) I 6.5 oo2:,101.28x10l~ 204009o9 3.25 0;-161 9;02x0 3. 28M,0 300 25,.o-


ean o.118 Logarithmic mean ...... 250 
Probable deviation ratio 1.36-

(2a) The rod of rxperiment (2) was exearated in situ aid the sam)
 
load of s- IK97 x 107,applied. The additionl Pena tou pnetration wa's
 

0X10.=o cr(thus reaching a total Of 15-05.0=200 cm below 
the umdisturbed surface) 

(b)O.. rSta-, exnt,,r,,+
 
No Site X  .. ( 

(7 °9 -/ 

/


(-7) 0.9 Se 2.82x10 
-. 

100 000 (15) II 2.5 /r4?6XlO " 5Y800 
(8) I 125 3,63 4.3x10 - 121 000 (if) I 4.0 1S5Oxlo' 8300(9) 1 2.82 3.63 6;16xlOr 61 900 (17) 1111.4 1 &40xi0 12:Doo

(10) I 4.9 3.63 1.15x0"i 44 200 (in) !V 0,9006...1O 2&001,,;
 
(11) i 17.3 3,63 19Gx10Q 61600 (19) IV 2.25 J44.8a x10 68000(12) 1 0,0 29.3 ±65xio 79 300 Loa, mea of rxper.'13) 1 1.7 3.25 2.46x10U 50 400 ()i 16-59h14) 12.0 3.26 M3.x' 58 300 P robable eviation rabi4o 
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t TADLE III, Continued
 

(c) Dynamic (Iact). Experiments 

No Site 0 

cM 
0 

041 
r/M'Wo 

i'ricM 2 
w 

CmTacVsec 
/w 0 /S a S P 

dyne/cRn-
S 

dyne'rM 4 . 
/i 

(20) W58 4 4.5 525 577' 0.759 0.233 1.69 31500 320 9.7 

(21) I 2.6 21 18.4 108 221 0.788 0.211 1MS2 19900 252o 79 
(22) I 3.9 26 3.o4 108 479 0.788 0.250 1.93 02000 2980 10.7 

(23) 1I 2,3 8.8 ,05AM 372 0.S 0.260 1.70 25200 4230 6.2 
(24) I1 2.4 10.0 8.05 !5-8 525 0809 0,27 1.96 47000 540) 8.7 
(25)11 2.3 12,0 8.05 158 573'1 0809 0-21 2.41 60300 338) 179 

(26) 11 2W9 /4,7 7.55 02A 1266 0.770 0.317 2.03 132000 9753 13.5 

(27) IV 0.9 20.1 12,93 140 220 0.660 0.257 1.43 59100 3423 7-
(28) IV 1.2 20.1 12.93 140 372 0.660 0,268 1%43 112000 1410D 7.9 
(29) IV 2.2 23.5 12.93 140 525 0.660 0.300 1.49 70600 853) 5.7 

(30) V 3.2 13o3 105 90 A266 0,880 0.237 4.31 220000 521D 422S 
(31) V 2.5 12.5 10.5 9.0 625 0.880 0.205 460 73400 1533 42.0 , 
(32) V 1w8 D5 10.5 9.0 372 0O.S80 0-169 3.87 77200 3082 25o!'i 

(33) V 2.6 -12.1 -4.87 19.4 1266 0.677 0.097 1.4? 63300 9063 6.4 
(34) V 2.1 10.9 4W? 19.4 525 0.677 0.36 1.48 20800 3340 6.2 
(35) V 1A? 10.4 4.87 19.4 372 0677 0.339 153 17700 2613 6.8 

(36) V 3.7 16.1 7.55 22.1 1266 0.770 0.344 200 60700 3373 15.7
(37) V 2.65 12.0 7.55 22.. 525 0.770 0.304 1.78 29300 3589 8.1 
(38) V 2.22 114 7.55 201o 372 0.770 0.281 1.81 23500 2789 8.5 

Logarithmic wThaI Exper. (20)-(38) ... ...... 48600 4380 10.9 

Probable deviat:on ratio ..... 6561.541t. . . 

Experiment 25) at oblique incidence. 
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and Svlusi Muich gvea L. timzln Could be due to stral~wht

foward e 0rors of observation. A nM;ural grontt~r layerP 

poxcte~aeuanintxinsic non-houogonaity of w%,hicb L-~ 6i s

persi n t .&tifies and which in particu ar may depend on 

cidentnL cx-.'ig~nxtio'-t Of the larger 9rais or? pebbles 

The inere se of strngth ..ith depth Mpends on ao 

factors: We. tighter packing of the deep layers, and th,4 

strengthini effect of the weigt of' tho oerlaying layw 

In Yxper! wont (2a) when these layers in pevrii ne1t (2) 

were removed, the surface laid bar; in such a manner V:as 

una'ble to support a load of sp= 1.97 x 10" dyne/cn vhich 

it withstind under the weight of the .n " lyerO of 15 a, 

with p 8.65 1xe dyne/cm ! th 'e-application of the 
former loadq Te, penetration of 4= 5.0 cm waL achieved0 

Y.Ilcding a strength coefficient S.... x 

8.4 times larger than the former value--a characteristic 

of the intrinsic tghtening of the granular matriz witV depth. 

tith uMnremoved laYer, the resistance at v:-15o00 + 5.0n,210.0 

cwl accoriing to (37)) would have been spo8o6,5 x 0? x 40 

3o. x 10 dyne/ems, 1o77 times tae value when the layer 

was removtd; this indicates the de,qree of additional 

reinforc!2ent below> the depth of 15 cm due to the weight 

of the ov;rlving 15 centimeters, 

All these details are brought out because of their cose 

quolitatVe and ouantitative witbh .nalQysim lar experi
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merts made on ithe lunar surface by Surveyor spaeecra tts so 
that the results of these terresrial experiments caq be 
applied with some confidence by way of extrapolation, 

to the mechanical properties of the lunar soil. 

Although of good working valte it vwould' be wrong9 to 
extrapolate equations (37) and (37a) to greater depths with

out limi'vation The quadratic law of increa-5sig Strengthf 

can be valid only in a top layer; at greater depth it should 
merge in'o a constant value c6rresponding to compacted 

granular material, For the "Teapot" nuclear crater in' 

desert aNluvim (cf. Shoemakery 1563), at Xo= 3150 em 

2
S& 4.0 Xc lodyna/c (ct. Sectisn 11 0F); a value of 

SC= 4 x LO3 which is about the mean in Table 1II(c) for 

gravel nould reach the observed value at x o 100 cm, and this 

shall no=. be surpassed in a granular matrix except at very 

much greater depth when plastic compaction into solid 

rock takcas place. The same must be true of the frontal 

strength; with spI-2 x 108 as for sandstone and Sp-5 X 

as a mean value in Table 111(c) tae limiting depth for th4 

quadratic term is only about x,= 33 am. Thus, it can be
 

assumed provisionally that (37) and (37a) are probably
 

valid to a depth of about 60--100 m, beyond which s e and 

sp assume constant "compacted" vaLues0 

The logarithmic mean of the .atio of frontal to latei al 

cohesive resistance at impact-.Tale III(c is l. This
 



is about the some as the ratio of compressive to crushing 

-strength of brittle materials.
 

All experiments were conducted at vertical incidence
 
except one on Octobe'r 12 with?& 25° w 0 =57.8 cm/se; 

it gave the crater ellipticity as 00039 t 0.008 
,measured), to compare with a theo.etical value of 0.046 

according to-equation (28).
 

- For some of the impact experiments of Table 111(c)5 

on-sites 1I, III,-and V7 the typical crater characteristic 

mostly averaged in-the form as they occur in equation (7) 
are collocted in Table IV. The.sec~nd half of the table co atainr 

the relative dipaeter limits to which tbrowout of the 

qualitatively described intensity wasreaching. 

F. Rinetic Efficiency and Throwout 

in low ielocity collisions of stone or other brittle 

substancesq part of the kinetic energy is lost into heat

ing, destruction or rotationg that the transso reflected 

l'ational kinetic energy is a fraction 
12 of the original
 

see 4 ecuations (19) and (25)> 
 IL the proposed cratering

oJ 

model (Fig. 1) the fraction is assumed to vary uniformly 
from 0 (at x , o) to A2 (at xz0) at constant us so that 

the average translational kinetic energy per gram of the 

ejecta at yw const is fQ2 

Experiments with stony projectiles falling on a
 

massive sbony surface from a heigbt of 005 2 meters and 

reflected from it gave ? 0 °23 as 
an average If an equal
0
 



TABLE IV 

Typi cal Gravel Cretering'Parairees 

2xperiments (23) (24) (36) (37) weighted 

B0 crn 34 S WOE W0 10 xoio height *s/ 0 xp/ . 

dy!/e 2 csec cm hyem 
Average ON 12.0 2.07X1C 250 60 2.5 0.220' 006 0.066 0.286 

Throwoit Estimated Characteristics, in Unite of to 

Experivent (26) oulty Po= ]A1.7 cM 
Outer Crater Nassive Considerable Extreme notice

wall throwout throwout able throwout s kI 

B/ e L% L96 3.9 08 4.80x0 43N 126 

TABLE V 

"TJeapot" Nuclear Crater Rjecta'(Fallbctck Throwout) Distribution
(a..iStic distarce) 

T5/, 0 000 ,.1W. .3C* 1,414 1.381 10732 NK 

Calcul.telv 1.92, b=0.801 sin% =0.800 for ballistic distance 

"'B " 0.346 0.400 O.46 0.63 0.317 0.531 -1.000 

Observed, Fig . volumne iX - -?)0ayc. 

RD 0.274 0.39 0.490 0.570 0.565 0,731 (1.000) 

Oalculhted distance reduced by etmosplherie ,ag, 
2/4 1.000 1.175 1.2%9 0522 .522 GO 

1.38% 

VP observed 0.274 0.34 0M77 0.550 0.631 0.676 

Yn calculated 0.346 0.400 0.425 0.468 0.517 0.561 

TAPGL VI
 

Variation of Mass Ratio of Two Accretin- Nluclei
 

LL0 1.000 0.12 D.210 0.125 0.004 0R. 0.w08 10 10 10
 
I t
 

19.0 10.7 KO0 4.6 2.37 1.10 1.03jjv2S81. 4M. 07.S 



amount Was stored in rotation the coefiiicut01 t 

reflectivity would be 0.2. The experiments consisted in 
neasuriog the length of flight [uation (45) ; on the 
assumption of z=450 

9 the apparert values of /2 rared 

from 0.C8 to 03 (n3 26) with an apparent average of 0, 100 

allowing for a dispersion in T , correction factor 

of Q!T was then applie.t 

Ths greater internal friction during cratering is 

:lke1y- to lead to a smaller value of A than in the sinDle 
tvo-bodv collision From Table IV it can be seen that the 
ejecta spread over &t± extreme d.-'nmeter of 68 B0 [xpekitlnt 

(2. or over a horizontal distance of L e\ 47 er. The flight 

A=sanc is given by 

1 0 (v" /g) 2sinz cosz (45P 

wbere 7'( (Fig.l)'is the zenith angle of ejection. From 

equation. (4) and 6=087 x io 41 bO7 and wot 1266 cnVse 

as for xperiment, us= 169 cm/sec. With the cpndition 

P 'Two instead of equation (17:, (16) yields y > yo. 

/vo.lo3 in the present cae, Takng yz:2y<= O;266 

as a m_?,dle value for top ejection 2u=635 cM/Sec, sines O8 

and sinji= 0-2131 cOs a 0.977 according to (27)9 the top 

velocity of ejection according to (45) becomes v:=333 

on/sec9 Hence 01333/635 = 0o7 )= 0.275 with a con

siderabje margin of freedom, howoveo It is perhaps an 

overesmmi, as, for constant 2 , u increases with de-, 

ceasing y and the farthest throvout will come from the 
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inneraost portions from y'- y, Taking A now y ,0.l6 

u.-1126 cm/sec, sinz=: 0.12, v=440 c/sec is obtained whence 

A-391 X2 =0z.t53. The grain nieO yymo.7 /m 

Mnas such that over the flight length of 47 cm or through ai 

air mes of about 0.07 g/cy about 5 per cent of t he velocity 

would have been lost at the endpoint tbrough air dreg. An 

increase of ,kby20 per cent would be requi~ed, making it
 

04,01 an? 5= 0.16. This latter value is probably the bes 

guess tb-t can be made. 

WIth the aopted cratering mcdel 5quations (4), (16) 

(24)5 (25) (26) and (27 the fraction fb (fallback) of 

ejectas falling inside a radius J'B from the center of impact 

and originating along shock surface P of u= coet. (tig.1) 

or y-mconst. equals 

fiL- I VA. by(B/Ba 21( nYsn1: 
if sir IFgKI(~ Y) lot)(

The Term :r represents conventionally the distance AE of tbs 

ejeation point (Fig & in units o B0 . When I- 1 is 

obtained, f'bl is to be taken. Here 

a S8 sinfsq% (47) 

so that a ) accounts for the work o gravity in lifting the 

ejects. from the deptb of the crateo to its surface, and 

takes care of the horizontal length of the trajeoctory 

The "otal deposition of ejecta inside 13 is obtained 

by numeriral integration. 

: Ys (49) 



Ur the td-o para,-ztc'r.s b is by far the more .mpor o-nt" ono, 

ig. .2 represents the function log (3- - Fp) a5 dPenIcclng on 

log b f:r four selIected values of a and for sin!-= o$0 

The inset, ?ig.2a, valid r r a O9l, .... + o 

CL - IB) as depending on log (ab)> 
it may be noted that the deatruo.ive end ejeedon 

phenomena depend prirnariy! on thE properties of, the rock 

trget s U For at cratsr of given dimensions,u). ) a 

the distributilon of the ejecta will be p'octicaLy. the samr 

.betever the velocity of the projectile, or wba;ever the 

origin of the erat,-ri-meteorite aipact, h4tIh explosive or 

nuclear blast if the charjge is Ipr:perly placed (not -oo deep 

nd -not too near the surface) so that a not too abrorrai 

crater profile results, The difference in tie -origin of tbD 

blast VE oeity and impactiing ms .3 etc, would reveal it

self chicfly in the central funn&le Q while over most of tie 

crater volume this is irrelevwut once the crater size is 

given (the size5 of course is n by the oonditioa 

around the Center of imnaot). 

lWe chose the "T eapot" nuclea:r crater (Shoemaker, 1963 

iVordyke, 1961) \Nifose profile is reproduced in Fig. I. The 

aimeslmons re : 2(I)L3o= 10500 cm; of the ground-level 

bO-lwl 21L .9100cm; xe= O..xD= 3150 cm; x 0 .0.bt%=l920 cm. 

The targe" is "a loose sand-grave! mix with a density of 

"1.5-17 enid a water content (at Ccpth) of about 10 oer cent". 

Wie assume =i7 in situ and for the ejectadeposiit 



xwhose volume is thus to be multiplied by a factor of 

.5/1.7= 0.883 to reduce it to that of the parent matrix. 

in similar ground, the "Scooter" TNT explosion indicated 

a radial stress of 600 psi at a distance of 200 feet 

(;u rr-e1rT~e wbich, &Oaar (150 ft) an1961) at the bowl and 

inverse-t.ube law for the stress, .ould correspond to lateral 

strength s-9.8 x 107,dyne/cm2 ; -with a depth XcOa 1800 Cm9 

0=1 05 a small frictional cornpnent of 2 .£ x 1ff would 

make litse difference, soTt 6 x 107 dy,em/ 2 according to 

equation (1l). Within +100 to -50 per cent, this .sheould hold 

also for the "Teapot". 

itegrations according to (43) and .(1)9) with. 9 1.22
 

b.. -0- g8ve di tribf-ion ejecta
sinro.r&., the of the 

as shown in Table V. The value for f/Bo 1.00o is the true fall

back .(-bl Fig. ). There is a systematic difference betweea 

the obseoved and calculated values; which cannot be removed 

by a dif-erent set of Parameters. N ely, only the choie 

of b is to some extent fyee, wb.ils a and A are prescribed 

-by the crater profile. With a obange in b , all the calculated 

values 01" i% move in the same dirnction- so that an im

provement at one end of the table will be countered by 

deteriorntion at the other. Some of the difference may be 

attributcd to air dr g fnich forced the ajecta to deviate 

from tle purely ba-ll tic trajectories and descend at 

distances smaller than those of ecuation (45). The air dy: 

on these massive ejetta does not c.epen& on grain size but 
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OnI the total masri 

air mss the loss in 

tUbe streeaI m; if m 

velocity is 
tv/vt -fli/m--g b/k 

is the traversed 

The relative loss in the -distance is tueni equaL tfo the 

averege loss &viv 2 over the nt:ire trajectovy. or to one-_ 

half the fi-nal loss L v'/p w,hich is Aviv as indicated. 

With this and m determined, from the thickness of tho depoit 

(from 4 ta 1 meters), the ballistic distances are decreased 

to W iBo as given iz the bottom p :rt of the table. The last 

two lines contaiin tbe comparison Leteen observation and 

calculati)m with this refinement. The discrepancy is 4ii

nished bu, still persists. Nevertheiess8, for an a priori 

svproach, the results are quite satisfactor3y. 

W7ith b = M3O and the other prameteTs equatioens (47) 

and (4) y: aid: 

>2 i 2 # /-23x L 

or-, wau it yj, 

s x 1 
for the desert alluvium With s 5 to 20 x 107 as for "Scooter", 
one would obtain P =0014 to 0,034o aking '>2 0.16 as 

for the gravel craters, sc= L2 x .7 drne/c&O can be con
ventionally regarded as the best ettimate for the "Teapot" 

aIlluviu, the gravity friction correction nmoi7r - tn 

mere 2.5 x O dyne/er?. 

iII. ?et~y Ein(ounters 

.The s irface properties of the moon cannot be -ell 

interpretel without its past histo y, beginninag wvitb its 
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origin and folloyed by 	further exosure to Collisions with 

interplanetary stray bodies. This purpose is basically 

served by the theory of interplanatary encounters t'hich Kt 

its original "linear" form (Opik 1951, 1963a) is concerned 
with verj small collision cross Snctionsas compared to the 

orbital dimensions, Supplemented by tbe consideration of 

acceleration in repeated grvitat Lonai t e l ast i ' encounter
(Opik, 1966a)g it requires essential modifications when 

dealing with rings of "planetesimfsl" orbiting in tightly 

packed n'ariy circular orbits.. Th. relative velocities ore 

then small; the cross sections l-ge and the linear approxi

mation (i.o treating the orbital arc segments near the 

,points oW encounter .s straight lines) is no longer work

able. Appropriate formulae for those cases are for the 

first time given further below.
 

The linear approximation f orniulae for planetary en

counters are as follows. In a Jacobian frame of the
 

restrictsd three-body problemg a smaller body (planets moon 

to be called further "satellite") of relative mass IG re

volves saound a central body (sun earth to be called 

'Main 0o4m,)mass I (Y- I more precisely) in a n'ear.y 

circular orbit of radius I and pe-iod 25T 9 so that its 

orbital velocity is taken as unit, a-d the gravitational 

constant is also 1. A stray body (to be called "particle") 

when at &tstance k has a velocity U relative to-the 

circular velocity of &I	, in the urits chosen, 
2S- (I - e cjcsi - /A (5(,) 
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and a radial component Ur. 

Ur 2 - A(!'-e 2 ) - (50) 

w{ere A ,semi-major axis e Cr4 eccentricity, end i inclina

tion of the orbit of "the particle relative to that of the 

satellite.
 

A particle which can pass a; distance 1 "ciossesi 

the orbit of the satellite withou necessarily intersecting. 

Due to socular perturbations preession of the node and 

advance of the periastron of the .atellite1 orbit, re

sulting :.n a secular motion of th argument of periastron 

(periheluony perigee) aq I a parttele crossing the orbit 

of the sotellte will be intersectdng it tvice during th 

period of (o I t( -) For the earth in heliocentric orbit
 

the repetition interval is "?4t( 32000 years. The "pro

bebilityt ? 0 (tthematicel expectation) o per
encouner one 

revoluticn of the particle is then
 
2o2)>f 
 2 4 4e)2 5)A0 == (co ,-!sini) (I 0r -rc,)I A 

where eo:neccentricity of the satolli.te's GVt uetorbit, , 


radius or encounter (collision) parameter in units of the
 

orbital iadius of the satellite. Iokr the inclination the 

average vector sum 

sini-- (sin2 i ± "in 2 tAio) 

must be taken, where i P and iA am, the average orbital 

.inclinations of particle and sate l ite to the inxvsripble 

plane of the .system However, 'The.i the encounter ifetime 

Sequaticn (59) beloj is shorter than one-half the 
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hsynodic" periodr& orbtal preccsion , the instnt neous" 

value of tho inclination oust Ve taken :4, similar re

strictio holdsfor tne term O4.0e 2in equation (52) 

with respect to -the synodic period of the longitude of 

periastrmw 

For physical collision with the satellite of ramdius 

R (in tae same relative unite) 

- '/ (54.) 

is the square of the escape velocity from the surface of 

the sate.lite, For a complete gravitational elastic 

collisioloq yielding s mean angular deflection of goo
 
the cyses: section radius is efid trough
 

A2 2 a. 
 a Ta) Ran~1I (5 3) 
'Vitb p-

Ta: 16 1/AJu (57.
1 

Q! tin 1(53 (58, 
is the radius of the "sphere of action" upon tbe particle 

of the satellite against the main body. This is not a 

cleareut limit of aetiong but its use in logarithmic form 

renders unimpartant this uncertairty. The average peff

turbation vector of the main body on the radial ;cceleratioi 

of the pla...c'erelative to the satellite- is zero, so that 

there is E0 vrrtual limit of actio', only a disarrontement, 
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by the.perturbation. 

The lifetime of the particle izith respect to a given 

type of encounter with probability Pe is
 
t( 2 V'iA / e (59)
 

and the true probability o-C encounter dluri- a time inter

val t is 

expjt/t cA-; -,0 
The validity of the linesr apgroximation P. is resty'ieted
 

to the ca e when the curvature of the are of encouhter is 
less than the target radius a' wmhich for as for the earn.
 
and near-cilar orbits Of the pa-tic.les requires ('pik1951)
 

E> 0.0063, sini > 000645 U >0 0 090..027 km/sec. (61) 

Further, provided that sini and e exceed G' hhe 

radiujsWe lifetme 


t target 

must exceed o"ie-half the period of the 
argument of periastron (no-t the s-riodic period in this esee), 

If this is not fulfilled, 

must be taken unless a shorter 1i3'etime not depending on 

the secujzr advance of o is indicated cf. equations (69)-

-(75) 1 
The breakdovn of the linear anproximation leads to un

reasonably high values of Pe in (5). in such a case an upper 

limit Pmi pe is set ( 6 pik7 1966a) , still Eepending on tbe 

secular va,-iation of C- yet independent of the orbital elomerts 

eand i Pe Pm- - o -,, U) (64) 
1 

( 
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When this condition is not fulfilled Pe-=PW. must be
 

taken instead of Pe (unless superseded by another limit).
 
For small values of U, when, 5? C->5 , repeated elastic 

encounters bring the variable sini end Ur velues often near 
zeros so that partly (64) has to step in instead. The
 
statistical riean probability Pe i then
 

(P aver.~%% §&/ 
 (@
where K 3 for heliocentric encounters with the eartb
 

and Kp-:= 2 
 for those -withJupiter 0pik 1966a). itpplying
 
eq~ution (64) 
 to Pe- pc with 3 the conedition of valid

ity of (65) becomes 
<-42/ 0o0707 ore 7K0oo, (66)
 

Otherv.,ise -P as in' (64) must be u, ed. 
On the other band, the target radii should not exceed 

the sphere of action, 

a (67)
When equations(s4), (56) or (66) exceed this limitt =AR
 .
 

sh-all be conventionaaly taken; although action 
a 

is not limited 
t6 this Oistanoe it cannot be treated by the simple
 
statistical model 
 of two-bod encou iers; classical Per
turbationqi methods must bethen used instead, 

The or oeae
 
di"equtios of encounter 
aply when theorbitsl i-nge of the particle comes wthin tbe reach of that 

of the saellite, augmented by the target radius, The range 
Of PPlicAbility is defined by the "lto condi.tions of full 

croSSsing "1o be fulfilled simultaneujsly; when e > eo tbheE 

condition, are 



6A('l 1) cis.)-,A(1+ e)>l-u-eo . t~ 5o e ; o 

and w-'.en e < e O the roles of perticlo a- d satellite are 

in Ster(hanged. 

A fractional factor mry soieilnes be apli.ed to the 

P-values allowing for partial crossing (6 pik, 1961, 1%63a) 

ror very small vOiues of U, as those which would occuz7 

in Pre-planetey rings of nlanete,.mls, an overall upper 

limit to the probability of encounter evidently iS-peLi. 

how.ever, two narrow-er limits exim wbic n-not Qe surpass~kI; 

the average lifetime for an encounter, wa tever its target 

raiu, must be longer than the eborter one of two zo.hor 

onc-half the synodic period of revolution, to I of tbe 

particle, or the time of unperturted fall from a disOlnce 

of N (mrddle of circular orbit) under the attraction of 

the satellite. Thus, 

° -U A' [AlO it (69) 

or 
t~)> t-!(2.8 )2 ,(70) 

w-hen 9f is the orbital period of the satellite around the 

central body. 

These cases occur only Mhen the orbital semi-crjor 

axis of the particle is close to uvity,. 
-A:-" tA (71) 

so that a Linear approximation to (69) can be used,
 

3 NO) 
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At i shorter than equation~ (70),2'/'1. 26 ' wh~ren 
(73) 

and when 
t-,is te loer limit to t(tc'). Wnen (73) is not 
fulfilled, F is 'the limit. When the lifetie as calculated 
from (59 
comes out sborter than the limit2%- or ,'PinuSt 
be s bstituted for it; the equivalent probability Pe can ten 
be calculated from (59). 

As 0an be seen, complicationa arise 

precessng Prbit of m;e satellite (Apik, U"KSA"
 

Wien U is small. 
A "Fermi -typet acceleration of hn encounter velocity for I 
non-circular 

1966a) could increase it sufficiently before a collision takes 
place, so tbat equations (65) or && epuld apply The acle

ration i; given by 

ano2e_" sin io41 t(O-a (74) 

In former notationsz ,,-. Fwbere Jre )2 " a u3. 

when t> )-
 c"o ), When the defltiOn lifetime is short... 
than t(co), 

V n ) 45 (72 

Whi]e being deflected and ap:eiarated in the elpstic 
gravitatonal encounters, the particles we removed by' 
physie collisions, so that they virtuelly disappear befoi e 
a certain average value of U is re ached. The fraction sunr 

L 
C /2 -- t(s)a5 (76)1when U is accelerated from U1 at t= 0 to U2 at t. in this 

equation ?'(zad) does not appeari and the-re is 
no restriction 
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dpendng on lifetime vhich enter,, however, Implicl y 

through (74) from which the interval -t is to be determined. 

"We U exceeds the critical value of 1::.; 0.414 

addlitional 6ep tion of the par-ticle population begins 
rf-


Lhrough cjection out of the system by wayof hyperbolic +Its, 

for particles encountering the earth with lowr initial 

encounter velocities U 0. (3 :c< isec) 5 rapid depletion 

by Physical collisions prevents 9!t.9 per cent of the partifles 

from reahitng U> 0 3 (9 1&sec)o-he average encounter 

velocity of such particles& when oaptured by the earth or
 

the moon, is then U=-0.178 (5.3 Jzkisec) ("6 pi, 1965a, 1966b). 

Of courso gravitational action W L11 increase this value 

to a collision velocity of about 12 kaiSec for the earth 

and 5. .un/sec for the moon. The fraction accelerated abova 

z.OUL4 ie, less than 10-13, so tat ejection is negligibla, 

the EntiTe population being reaov~d in collisions. For 

jupiter, hovevr, the condiion. are veryT dxferent, and so 

are thos fOr the moon with rspet, to earthbouw.nd orbiting 

paxt ele.,
 

The preceding equations applytjo free orbiting particles 

In a pre-planetary ring mutual collisions and drag oil! 

reduce U to very small values and wi]l also Prevent the 

aceele.asion mechanism from working (dpik, 1966a), conditi -ns 

which mrwt have prevailed during the origin of the moono Also, 

when the "particier is no longer -f infinitesimal diminsions 

http:earthbouw.nd


as compared to the "satel.te" the radius R.- Rl, R2 

6nd the massas- must be b ken as the sum of the 

values foP the two colliding or interacting bodies, the 

atellite Iand the particle. 

IV The Origin of the Moon 
A. Meoretical and Observational Basis; the Alternatives, 

The events which shaped the pruesent surface of the moon 

must be traced to the very origin )f our satellite as an 

individual body. Three principal m)des of origin have been 

envisaged. 

(a) he 0Lsrdon theory propos '.by Sir George Darwin 

which at'present has fallen into disrepute though without 

convincing reason; 

(b) Ohe theory of formation fnom,swann of planetesimals 
orbiting ,he earth, simultaneously pith the formation of &ur 

planet (Schmidt, 1950; bpikq 1962a. 

(c) The theory of capture sucgested by .an extension 
of Darwin's calculations backwards by Gerstenkorn (1955) 
(Opik, 19159 196 2a) and recently-sonsored by Urey (1968a) 

and Alfver (1963, 1965). 

As will be seen5 there may be more variants of these 

typical hypotheses. 

Hypotnesis (b)q originated by DJo Schmidt (1950), has 

been strongly supported by Russian nstroobysists.-usk-, 

Levin and )thers; Levin (1966a) provides a fair survey not 
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only of the work of 0.. oculdt s school in uais direction, 

Inut also on work done elsewhere on hypothesis (c), while 

(a) he yejects outrigbht becse f he impossibility "of 

the smooth separation of a rotlating fluid mass".a The objection. 

holds oily if a ready-made moon is supposed to be the end

proeic'., !o woever the products o:l Hiasion, broken up into 

numberloss fraentnsie Roche s limit,$ could later all 

gather tnd recede, leding thus ;o a variant of hgpothesis 

(b) 	 (Op.k, 195Q).
 

0hs ervationej, data, based on the statistics of e-....

cities Of lunar craters and the geometry of tidal doforma

tions (Cpit, 1961b), point with a good (though not over
vhelming) probability to the craters in the lumar 

continentes having formed at a distance from 5 to a 	eath 

radiit 	Asu?Porting tna bhrpotbeeis (b) as outlined by 
oT. 	'Selidt. While the upper liutt i.s uncertain owing to 

the 	statistical error Of sampling the lower limit is well 

determild it is pretty certain that the lunar cr- ter"s in 

the highlands have not been formec at a distance closer 

than 4 c.rth radii, 

After selatenkor 1 , wevrosoective calculations of the 

evolution of'the moon's orbit have been made by hacobonsld, 

Slietteri Sorokin, with very Aift ecent results as depending 

on the 3usmuled parameters (Levin, LOa). All these point 

to a 	 mininum distance somewhbere nenr or inside the present 
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Roche's 10 9limit, 2 - 5 x years ?go. Yet the history3'of
 
the moon preceding this mtinira distanc6 or tt 7 Q hour! 
 can
not be dcided mthematie'l-y because not only the tidal
 

friction -arameters but even the masses of the interactig. 

bodies themselves could bave boon v-arile -andtheir identities 

unkno'n tbtere could hnve existed several moons , o:e -hich,
 

only one survived; nd the moon, mDy 
 never ha:ve gone through 

tilis stage at *all(pik, 1955> 
/ 
. I is reasonable to assume 

that zero hour was some time near the beginning of the solar
 
systern 4,5 x 109 years a4go. At that time 
 the mass of the 

Varth W78 accUMu' Aingqand captue of the moon could have 

taken place at close approach into any near-oarebolic orbit, 

and nob necessarily into a retrog: 'ade one 5 by non-tidal 

trapoing through 4 rcrease earth's and0f masa loss of 
momentum in collisions during the passage. 

It nust be emphasized that d: rest condensation of the 
moon fren, a gaseous state is a ralher incredible propositi)n. 

hven if the required extremely lor temperature and high 

density of the gas prevailed, the eart- would have profi-tel 

from it first, turning into a g-art. planet like Jupiterg 

Accretion of particulate matter is reasonably the only way 

the moon could have come into being. The imfpact velocities 

must not nave exceeded 11 kiW/see-, otherwise loss of mass 

instead of accretion would have resulted ( 6 4k5 1961a) for 
tbe presenit lunar mass; a lower linit down to 2 kuVsec and 



less must be set for a growing smaller mass iof equation 

(22) it is therefore imporativ- that acceieon must have 

taken plsce from some kiid of a ring of solid particles in 

Wvich the relative velocities wert small. 

oss Accumulation froth OrtingDeios 

E.ver in the capture hypothesis of the moon, it must 
hove entE red the sphere of action of the earth on a near 
-parabolic r elative orbit, or U -90. According to eoustion 

(50)i thiK requires A 1, ey=0 i: 0; The moon must have 
formed on the same circular orbit with the earth inside the 
pre-plenetary ring and from the sme material. Any hope to 
find on tiae moon cosmic material of different origin than
 

that of trrestrial material-is thlus not justified. Also
 
the time scale of the major aocumilation, or depletion of
 

the pre-planetary ring, was determlned by the earth as the
 

major body.
 

in the pre-planetary ring, a :,emnant of the solar nebula 

the origira.l cosmic distribution oV the elements with the 
predominanceo 
 of hydrogen must have prevailed. Jupiter and
 

the outer planets pparently have incorporated hydrogen,
 

helium and other volatiles in cosmic proportion, while the
 

terrestriaL plnets consist tS 99,9 per cent of the non

-volatile 
ili-cetes and iron. If in cosmic proportion, the
 

earth woul 
hwe captured about 100 times its mass in hydrojen,
 
enabling to keep gravitationally this an 
other voletiles at
 

y thsadOhr-ltl8a
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any imaginable te "aerature. Thereforo the gaseous consti
tuents of the n-ebula must have been swept away somebow from
 

terestrial ebfore beingsucked into the earth5.w
sohil
 

the rfractory uteria.s gat.heed into a com~on plane) into
 
a this -sheet similar to Saturn' s -rings For a ring spread
 

from 0°9 to ll a U , over a wicib oVf 0.2 a.u. 5 the tot].
 
mass of the earLh---moon system 
 -ofld correspond to a mass
 
load of"m 
=2L.3 g/cra over the -oital plane A £Ipberical
 
planetesimal of density O-' 2 (ometry 
 nucleus without )ee 

"ices)and radius !, (ea) has 
 a mas.; load 

mer - 4$ -/3 (7')
 
or 1.73% g/cn. 
 The daming liftime of tthe e aive 

c aflelire-tionobtL i of a -artoicle wbich ba
 
to j)as, throuhh the rinq t-vice durin~
i unts o
time or one orbital revolution (a year) is. 
 in the relative
 

UnI.its -'0 3en
 
tz,-%mesin±/umo 
 , tzJ -r,--m s-ni/um0 (years) (78) 

snd the d)iped v tue of y after-a etin'.interval t is 

112 - LUt exP(-. tt) (?9) 

The ,orbits of the olenetesiil±s v.;ben pertube,,j De will 
rapidly b.com, circles ogain while the Jacobian velocity 

decays on a ti-ae scale of 
t /2"1 =I 

-/ (years) 
for a- typicel Case of siniAL=0.5. iere is the, M frction 

of the totae 1 .nss innretthe ring 'Mrhof tett has not yet been-acrtq 



by tbhe planet Tb.. for a typTicol Projectile produoing a 

crater about 10 km in diemeterx R r-v km+ t 12 O00/', 

yrear, )thtts sbort. by cosmogonie standa-rds,
 

D3.-mpLng is even very muciz greater for 'io when
I the
 

U vector is in the plane 
of the ring In that case instead: 

of the cress sections the lineer (ncounter, diamete-r L4eA !L 
is the sveeping unit (e is 'assired to be greater than the 
thickness of the rings and 'slithtly displ-ced from its p1io 5 

the lonar lead 6f the plantestiml is then 

or 4.1 R g/cR.. Over a path dL it stlcep a mauss ')I 
CITper cv.i The" radial displacement being R!, -~sI,/,ute 

raciQQ danping lengttb then becomies 

or, vzdth ,ypi,)ly U O 0,o P,1- 3 

Lr~Q,1 %(cm). 1(83)
and the d&obping time is (independent of the raUtio, I U) 

t- 2 /(U 3 x 1o6%(see) -15- 21 , (Yea)
10 j~sec>~2 -.0 £ 1(1>?)(~l 

For R 0 cO~mas befre, L...1./ ()0-x x 

The Gameing is highly eticietr and, unless disturbed 

by the grvig i earth or other cent3rs of condensation, the 
particles of the ring ll all mov co-plar.... 
orbits an( mutual coagulation ivou~l. stop when arethey toudl
ing side I y side , as envoisagea by ,reffreys for Saturn's tints 
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(Jeffreys, 1947h). 'ith small porticles, an almost continu-us 

disk is thus formed which, from orbital friction and gravita

tional instability, is then breaking up into larger planetsi

als through. coagulation of neighboring regions. When tbeir
 

size and .amping time are suffie i.ntly le, 
 they cn;n The
 
colee[he? gravitationally by the growing planetary 
nucleus
 
idien platetary perturbations divert them into its path. 
AMo$ 
perturbations will change the orbital elements, eand i of mlhe 
earth's nucleusythus increasing its range of heliocentric
 
distance and 
 sweeping ability. Incounters with other massixe
 
nuclei will also 
lead to changes in the orbital elements, 

Disregarding damping at first, the earth can collect
 
the particles from 
tMe ring only hen their circular orbit
 
are perturbed 
so that they can cross the orbit of the earth, 
An exception are those which lie within a range from 1+ e o 

to 1 - eo heliocentric distance, wshere ea is the eccentricity 
of the eeatthls orit. From equation. (so0 it can be shown that, 
for A--=I, \A, iz0, end A(1- e)zI.l just sufficient for 
orbital c:.ossing, the encounter velocity becomes (to teoms 

of second order)
 

U (AAY) or -jA= i 
I-lance, whn perturbations or collinions induce the particio; 

from orbit A to cross and thus sub: ect then to chances of 
Collision f the b-parameter will I e close to t-mt of 
equation (85). For the envisaged ring, U valves yp to 0.05 



are thus expected, with an average about 0050.75
 

]rmisec. in.such
I a case, for bodies even much smeller th*nn 

the eathb, with an escape velocity v , lo5 k/sec, the untty 
term in equation (54) can be dropped, and the collision
 
cross 
sectin of the groxeing earth then becomes ns from (5-) 

T, Q2.63(x1l7lOl ) IV;SV2(6a
cvand 2 - '-3 )/X (16a)5-zLi.62 x LO-(1 -2/3' (Sob) 

With the Collision probability £rm equation (65) which 

holds, the corresponding collisioa lifetime from-,59)
 

results as
 

t(C2g =-1.27 )4/3/%3J(i(>years)0 '. 7) 
For U"0025 eorresponding to Awl.05 or 0.95 as the
 

median for the ring, and =0_5 the lifetime is 50,O00
 
Years at the outskirts 
this Moy attain 400,000 ypers.
 
The period of oJCU a set 
 050000 years,
 

Provided perturbat ons are 
 available Soon enough--wni i
 
may net lie the 
 case at all--a MninmmAm time scale of secre
tion of Ile earth may be set at 50,00 years. The effect:Lv 
time may be several times longer.
 

One source of the perturbations is the earth itself 
bich passes the particles at the close range of A A during 

a synodie period 

first-order approximation. Duringto 
this period the 

eccentricity is excited by earth's 'erioi perturbations 

http:5-zLi.62


to a value of aboutc, 

te peribeion or the direction of the e' vector revolving 

\it the synodic period. To reach the earth's orbitye'= Ak 

is require :7jihich yieldsS -, .13 /3 

CK1(90) 020 

or practically the radius of the sphere of action of the
 

accumulated nucleus Lequabion ( A8 
0 0 1 1 5 Ra" , (U 7 )3 

A secular increase of the Senn-major axis of the
 
pnrtielela orbit with 
a tie Scale of 

Ch mtve 1A/ (RW it (ALA) 72 \/-2n(2 

gives tAw 3200 years at MA=002, 1.a X tors atAA 0
2 X 100 yxsP at 00A=10 This has the etfeet of moving
 
away the outer Portion of the ring and bringing neerer the
 

inner portion
 

Of ccurse, with the distribution of masses 
 in the soWe7 
System algaedy settled, perturbations by the other planets 
will add to the effect. The time szale of secular perturbs
,ions here is of the order of 50,000 years (half period, 
quite sufficient except for their small amplitude, only 0*03 

in the eccentricity. 

To mke perturbations (includ'ng ccleration ork, 
damping must be overcome, ror the ;periodic pert2urbations 

its < or tTicrequ re From gua ione (8 ) (80) and 
(83) we tbus obtAin, for U=o025, A7.0o5, tA=0.05: 
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, ±7no cm rrom tu . but R0 > 65kmn froAU u * iiutUeau CtLUjU 

will be needed to counteract dampoing5 provided the perturba

tions include.inclination. The case of i-.0(vith the sheet 

of parSiculete mater thinner. than the diameter of the 

planetesimalis too extreme, and the clumping limit too higt 
to be considered: there will be always some deviation at 

right angles to the plane. i J 0. 

For long-period perturbations, -.ncluding those in i, to 

be effective, for t1>509000 years wE find R2> 2.5 km. Below 

this the particles of the ring must Pespond to ,the perturba

tions somehor in a cooperative way. 

,I seems that, with ay{ secular t;plitude in the eccentri
city of the iarth .of about 0.05, a similar value of e for the 

larger pjrtiles above the dam ng limit as caused by 

perturbations pf the major planets, end with additional per
turbations by the earth in close passages, the particles may 

be accreted :ndeed at an average enccunter velocity of U =00.5 

and a time scale of 50,000 years, 

Th x&-/coo&., (93) 
being the unaccreted fraction left in the ring after the
 

lapse of t years. 

C. Capture Hypotheses of the Origin of the Mo3n 
a. J;;oon formed independently Rnhsitujred byey -ttDj.A, 

process
 

The inclement of mass of two bodtes placed in the 
same
 

nedium is proportional to their colliiional capture cross 



section, For the lov yelocities of encounter the unity 

term in eqation (54) can be disregArded; the rate of 

accretion oft o independent nlcei of equal density (for 

the ske of simplicity) is then proportional to the 4/3 powerz 

of mass The diferentil equation of growth of two in

dependent centers of accretion can be integrated end the
 

result represented as * 7eriable ratiok of the Masses, 

ith t)e '/11 a -- -~ (94) 

Withtheadjustable parameter 3.34, andc5 
is obtsined as for the present maas ratio of earth to 

moon. Table Vi then represents the variation of the mass 

ratio an depending on the vplue of 1G -- the variable mass 

of the earti in the course of accretion, 

Thus, .,otng backwards in time (.uring the process of 

aecretion, She mmnass ratio decreases. At pw-tO > when the 
radius Of the earth was onen'tentb its present value, the mass 

ratio was 2,37 only, Thie initial diffrence in the size of 

the nuclei could have been very smlt, just a matt r of' 

chance. Alsc, in the-beginning there could have been many 

competing ntclei of comparable size, 

if.A is the mass accretion per unit of surface area 
and time, w the impact velocity, To e eratur,originsl te;moPerstu~ e 
of the ,ecren material in spgace, the surface radiation 

temperature, el the average specific heat of the solid, 

567 x I- stofan .raditionconstant, the subsurface 



temperet 1u; TS of the aecreting mnterial will.mo-e or less 
C 

sotisfy the equation
 

r kZv' - "'e(Ts -k 6 - To ) (95)
 

For silicaite material, cl 
9 X 106 erg/g daegK, also T0=300
 
doegK can to ascu-,wed. Becace of uW2faee sieldq and fnitij
 
condretiv-ity 0 -ne solid, 

10>1>10(96:1 

Setting T eV T s=T 0 {in (95) ? " lower limit fr theIt r T-- T 
An upper limit T", corresboPnYin to zeo rdition losses..bts 

6j5yel~ue is obaidYnW tnptUv
above T. 1800 K, the temperature of fusion, equation (95)
 
does not epply. t'hen the lower liMt, 
--s is below the fuMn 

limit and Xw W 1&64 kn/see, fusion cAnnot take ieo evey 
at complete hielding, and the upcor 1init is then 

T."% T+ v 2 / 201 (97*
 
When w > if in the 
 case of extreme shielding pajtieL fusio:
 
must take place, 
 Let G be the mlted fraction, a d let the
 
same 
 raotion of the surface be unshielded liquid (in;va)
 

radiatiq with the intensity
 
"c r 4 rn O4 
 .,
 
" - ) 6 x IS' erg/cm3- sec. (9sthe rest of the surface-being completely shielded (eog. by 

insulating dust) and at TT O . The maximum melted fraction 
(on the surface as well as in the subsurface) is then 

wAhore .,35 x 10e10 rg/g is the heat required to, raise 
the tenper'ture from To to T 
 I ard HfO27 x It0 erg/g is 

2 
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the heat of fusions
 

then 0 exceeds 1& compleLe fusion t..e. place0 The liquid 

is assumed to radiato Wnto space unshielded, at TeOT 


probablre temporoture T (not a limit) is then determined 

by the coqation 
~ '" - (h ... ) %(TT )m .(T - )(too)

Sl -' k-, T - -ToT ko 
T T0 

whtave Cy ic the peocific heat of Ile jiquidt 

Over the short time scale of accretion, cofcujc&ve 

exchnge of heat -itb tin interior will not groat.Ly chAnge 

the resul ts 

For a planet of densit 3 anti rdius R accrcting on
 

a tice sele of t(oC), the acret!on IS
 

Nan lectixg the small role Of the :.ndepeSdenlr screting 
mon at .1 .ot. , 6- 1a0 On0'C' 4oo 

, 

- Oi O 

YearsIV, N 6o 2 rfdJm(ea-h- X _0- 4 gle see faling

velo.city of ksecat a &4 im UP9l ihe half-mss earth. Foy 
tbp moon of ]/50zh the earth's mass (cf. Table VI) the 

acc.,etion per unit area at constant U P'i
 

fyauatiors (54) ana (65)1 is 1/-14 that for the earth or 
JM (moon)" 47 x to g/c.2'secQ aith 2A0 km/see for 
the soon at that epoch (messn Od of present moon) and 

=0 wo4.6M and W=2 0
x (cmi/sec) 

km/sec i the velocity of fall. 

Wit! these data, for the indcoendcr, moon at epoch 1) =0.5 
ton 
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of accretion and a time scale of 50,000 years; equation 05) 

yields TS> T=' o0, thus a iows minimum value of the* 
temperature, although beating is not negligible. The true 

temperature would be near this value for continuous accretion 

of finely divided meteriaL which does not penetrate deep inno 

the surface.
 

The cther extrere cog 0 conditioned by an insulating 
dust layer of low thermal conductivity covering every bit oe 
a solid ezea, would allow beating of the bulk of the anss to 
nearly 18C0 °K. According to equation (99), the fraction 
melted as well as the fraction of cposed molten silicates 

would ther be 

only A lot solid body with some ].ava enclosures and ex
posres! Just sufficient to raiatc away the extra heat5 
could be nvisaged The lava exposres act as a thormostat5 
keeping tMe mean temperature near the melting point wit-t

complete aelting. 

The craters in the lunar continentes correspond to the 
accretion of the top fraction of ajout 3 x 1O-5 of the lunpe: 
radius or 9 x 1O-5 of the mass (dpik7 1961b). At that stage) 
the collision cross sections of eaxth and moon were in a 
ratio of 230 to 1 Las they are nowl f equation (4 with 

U=0.025j so 
that there was left over unacereted in the
 



ring a fraction 

10 l _)-qo x x 281/ , % 3.1 x 

According to (93), this would require a time intervsa of 

about 400 000 years for the beginning of the formation of
 

craters which -have survived, and 6C0&OO years for the 

practical ermination of this primeval crater-forming epocb, 

as reckoned from the epoch of half-accretion, (' 0.5). 

Accretion must have been slowewr in the beginning, before 

sizeable nuclei were formed, and eOttote length of ac

crelion inbo the earth-moon systm mtay,.have lasted about on,
 

million years 20 times t(Q2), according zo a certain mode. 

(Opik, 1Jb .-

A non-tidal epture of the moon into a direct orbit 
could have taken place most probabhk when accretion was :intnse, 

thus not t the very last stage, The craters uould then have 

been formed on a moon in orbit aroound the earth., Whaever 

its origiral distance of closest'a)proaeh wee, in 25000

-100,000 yeari it must ha-e receded tidally to 12-- eth 

recai. Th majority of the craters could not have been 

formed at 5--8 earth radiis and thoir tida.l distortions (in

versely proportional to the cube of the distance) would ha~v 

been 10 times smaller than measured (Opik, 12l6b), or entir

ly negligbleo• 

A stionger objection comes from creter statistics. 

Boneff =" Fielder have show-n that the craters are more or 



less evenly diatribu ted over.the moon's surfece (continentes 

and maria taken separately). Contrary to expectation, the 

estern hemisphere which is trailingbehind even carries 

about 10 per cent more craters per unit area than the eastern 

w;'hich is preqe-inQ in the orbital motion (Fielder, 1965, 

1966) In vMeW of the great differences in crater densities 

over the mo n's surface, the small excess is not very re-. 

levant and may be ceused by unequal maria flooding. Now, 

with the craters imprinted when the moon was at about 10 earth 

radii, at an orbital velocity (full earth mess beir attained) 

of 2o5 lorVsac .and isotropically distributed hyperbolic 

velocity of the infalling fregaents of 385 isec, strong 

beorrazlon :nd bias toward the eastern hemisphere should havE' 

resulted.nAer these circumstances, an approximate calcula

tion based on encounter equations ard which considers the 

crater numbsrs to increase inversely as the square of the 

limiting di;-eter or, for fixed crater diameter as the velocity 

LouWtion ('?J indicates that an excess of 74 per/cent is 
exPected fWv the entire eastern over the entire western 

hemisphere cf the moon, 'instead of a deficiency f 10 per 

cent as obsorved. The crater statistics-are therefore in

compatible with this model of formatLon of the moon. 

For th earth equations (95) ani (9j), with Z o )= 

50,000 years and a'half-mass or 05, yield 

T6 TS - 1,410 8(max) OCS?7 



The two extr "t:"esare In this case not very different, 

A partially rolten earth is indicated, with oceans of lava 

that must have considerably influenced the tidal history of 

the moon (if it was near the earth at that time). Otberwise 

these fiur , stand irrespective of the history of the moooi 

they depend only on the time scale of encounters,
 

E. Accretion of on rEarth-orbiting Moon from 

Interplanetary LNterial 

On this aiodel~the overall frame of accretion of the 

earth-moon mass is the same as in Sectiohs IV. B and Cy but 

the moon is now supposed to have started from a nucleus 

already placed in orbit around the earth. The moon is now 

the "satellite%, the earth the "m in body" of our model, birt 

the particles are now entering in hyperbolic orbits with 

respect t) the earthimcon .system Ena the equations of en

counter pobability per revolutior of the particle are no 

longer vaLid. Instead the followirg obvious equation7 an 

exact equivalent of those for elliptic orbits5 applies. The 

total ac'etion rate ,on a moving "satellite" equals
 

A Ut jv 2/,..v (102) 
Where 0 i the space density of the particles and v their 

(average) velocity relative to the satellite (Opik, 1956)
 

Also
 
Jmw-Ap4jPrptI=.v (i)(103Q 

For accretion by the half-mas-3 earth (1q "--05), ? -= 0 
'M 1 
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is the- averagc density of mtter in the ring, v.U.O75 

km/~ow~,8~4kr/8e0 -- ?or accretion by the eartb-orbitinw 
moon at 10 earth radii) with v as.tbe yector quadratic sun 
of the moon ts orbital velocity (2.,5 k/seej and the velocity 
of escape rom 10'earth r "dii ' 1r,-.- /ec5 "m*o4, 

r l+ (~i)~2~) '- {u(Opik. 1965b) -the new value for 

accretion on t e moon as "hplped by the earth now becomes 
5.8 times greater than.for the "independent' moon, 

O /&ee., s The impact velocity, with V''(=
k/see for the moon, Js no(v2 2Y14 or wo. 4,79)2 kmsec, 

With these numerical data, fop the "earth 
 -onitored 
moon at iO&eath radii and t(c';o-oo0 yers, 

Tsr> Tst-350 0K and 3 (max)--0.046
 

is obtineai. 
 The minimum temperature turns out to be. ouito 
high and, if its solid surface is Yel insulabed (or thick 
enough), 4.6 per of meltiogcent sould occur on the i1oo1
 
kept "ther ostaticaulyr 
 close to the temperature of fusion. 

Otherwise the two objeclionas ointed out in the
 
preceding section 
 Ad based on tidl deformabions of the
 
Qxttrh anI eSpecially on crater ccunts, apply here, too, 
rendering ;ie model highly improbable.
 

P ' a e-2 race Orbit 

Petropeetive calculations of the tidal evolution of 
of the lunat orbit, on the assumptirn of invariable masses 
of noonq ea tb, and sung and an absfnce of other relonnt. 



interactin bodies) all lead to mini...a distance alone to. 

yet inside Roches .f -:) 
TI 

as given b 3 

DrsZ (io-1) 
where E0o and 6o are radius and density of central body(earth) 

and;p is the densily of the satellite (noon). For the moon 

and the presen rnid ftecinsities (,232),3~28 

ear-b radii ith the effect of solar tdes, Gerstenkorn (1955)
 
obtains.261 McDonald (1964)-27n, and Sorokin (1965) 24()
 
earth radii for the minimum, distan,e 
of the .moon as depending
 
on the as~umptions, On the assupt 
on of an. unbroken moon, ;,he 
calculations extended further baok-'ards (Gers enkor. 1555) 
indicate capture into a retrogrde nearly parabolic orbit
 
at a Periee of 26 
earth radii, which then decreases, the 
ori tl e..centricity decreasing and the inelination turning 

QOM retrograde overt so to direct ((pi, 19551 1962a). We 
thus can distinguish an incoming phase , with the apmoon 

proeching; and the present outgoing phase, with the moon 

receding.
 

It sems now that if the min.mum distance was inside
 

cannot havethe Moon .imit, existed as an .integer 

bedYs and that the calculations beyond that point cannot "triotly 

apply when finite5et a number o2 fragments was formed/4 

(see below), orbital evolution must bate been slowed 'own 
ithout tie geometry being 
ss"ntilJly different.Th'ough 

coltlsionrl daAr', ;he frogments were forced to gty on 
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the samne eo'bit ant e cadul.ations are therefore formally
 

valid exce.pt for the tine Scale; Assume therefore tiaton 

indepenontly accreted body.of lunar mass was tidally cnp
tured by the finally scereted earth into a retrogrede orbit 

and went Kirogb Qerstenko;t' s incOming pbas? until it 

broke up wile in a circuler direct orbit (as the caloulq

tions indicate) At this mom.nt Gi 
 evolution as great

ly sloved doln(by a factor of N_' * where iT is the nuzber 

of fragmen's) yet did not stop comgletely. The reason for ttis 
is the strength of the solid lunsr body whieh must have led 
to frngmen.s of finite size to be formed in the breakup, 
as visuaii'ed by Jefrfeys (1947a). 2he upper limit of the 

radius A Of the fragInents, when formed at a distance
 

Df V7DT inside Eloche's limij, is given by (opi, 566c) 

'-S 
where G is the gravitational constant and s the 'ate-ral 
crushiig strength as used in equation (7) practically epual 
to se of (4.) In C.g.s. units, with a== x 0 dye/cm,2 

as for sanstone, an6. D e 2 " 
-.o a fa.o86 x OI cm or 

a dinameter of 572 km for the surviv~ngiprnmfets, about 

one-sixth that of the moon. The nmDoer of fragments if Of 
eqal Size would then be 224,M At tha strengh of 

i03S x Rpz 6 07 x 07 cm, ig 5f23. '"on ill further con-


Sider Only the- first cde. If 
 relesedin synchronous 
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Oil! enterrotation f:?om a circular orbit, the frpaents 

elliptical oT:its vT; h Ube encounter velocity ra3ing from 

1'U-()toj-I/- )t 	 1 52 LD Q 0. 164" awod 

of the psrent body.(Theroto the dis'nce from the center 

is no sign:.ficant tidal-defor'mation- o the brittle solid 

it yields to the ultimate stress J Fragmentsbody before 

earta r side rould :ech a perigee disreleased fcrom the 

tance of 1.2 earthh radii it. the attraction of' the man mess
 

on the relaased frag~ents is neglected, but actually farther 

broak up to somewhat smaller sizesi simil.arly thoseout and 

from the f {r side will ,have their erigees there and go out 

in eflipti al orbits to apogees of considorably less th n 

5,9 eartb Yai being bent inwards by the attraction of t& 

For foee orbiting fragments at 20 earth radii, in not,

tions and. nnits of Section III and for collisions of two 

eaul partz:cles - 000360 orbital circular velocity 

1 (4.93 ec),IWorbital period 0.23 days; Vy 0.079 (0.392 

kWOee) eMnal to average U10.079, the collision cross 

section is 

S 2.6 x l0(, 0.050- 4 0.0707 

therefore tquation (65) applies wito 0 -- 2, yielding 

P0 
= 0.066, t(S ) 'n :l5 orbital revolutions 

or 3.5 days. As to t(WA)q the so' perturbation is in

significant and the only important Offect Stews from the 
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oblateness of the eart hich yield (Lpik, 1935b).,at a. 

distsnee of 000 eartb radii and for an orbit of sm&ll 

eccentricity and inclination, 
t(L-,( WoFrth Pot° 24h) (ICA)
- iR 


in days, i'; equals one-half the period of precesnion of 

the node6. vith 4. hours as the pe.xod of 'otation of the 

earth at that epoch, j d ys 2tc18t- ) ence t e 

collieion lif.etime of an isolated pair of fragments -ould 

equal 9 days Wi-t IO0-200 fragments around, in a matter 

of hours mutual collisions would cotpletely destroy the frag

ments vihioh originally survive d tid 1 disruption. 

Originally, the fragments coul be imagined to be in

jecteci into a ring about 4000 km wie or thick and 105 kmu 

circumference. With Ql= 2241 this yields a number densitj 

of N00.8 x 10- 1 km- 3. The collision cross section, %7" 

.
is 2.1 x 0 km2 . Hence a collisionaL mean free path results 

as (nL i0 )-i 2600 kin. This is o:. the order of tbe 

diameter of the moon and, -therefore, collsiosr are not re-

stricted to particles of neighboring origin3 tie full varietY 

of encounter velocities and full gravitational interaction 

will be realized as has been assumed. 

VNb v-=5 x 10 cm/see, s--2 x )Q8 3.2, 

enustions (4) and (14) yield
 

for the relazve mns of secondary fragments 'hen the target 



is much iarger than t Here franmenbs of comparable &litensions 

are colldinq; they All be esetroyed completely in the first 

coiliSioll? and vili redue theVillbsequenttcollisiofs entire 

'mss to rubble and dust 4 coleated in a ring vlose sections 

are orbiti-g separaqtely, Let the eq iatoria, velocity of 

ken/seo) be f ;synochronou3 rotation of t Parent oody M538 

mass can be assumed to corresthen the ultimate heating of the 

pond to the average kinetic energy of MotAion I hQ er/:'-i 

wich, At = x 10 erg/g, ytelds only about 63 OC. 

Aitt the proportions approximately as of saturns intne

ringy exftending. from 2.25 to 2.75 esrth radiiI or Aih a 

surface of 318 x AJ3 R ,_the avel age mass load per unit 

107 I/NS2 ; at averago densitysurface of the ring is 2.31 x 

E12 for the rubble, the average lhioknes is 115 km. 

No.w even the low astih cooehion of sandv clumps of 

e n ~Smaller than 1, iequatlwn (105). will be formed 

4 ,gan. At incidental contacts, fic';ion at the ino sce- of 

of the independent1y orbiting sections msy force t- cl 

to rotate in a retrograde directioi with an angular velocity 

up to 

AMere & :.s the orbital angular ve Looity 

The x:nngnxdeg!1rfm 

hverste centrifugal stres.s in a rotating sphere 

of radius Rf is (0O0k 1966c) 



2s---e C 2 (v209) 

and, after substituting.Rf and Woe from (105), (107) and 

(13)) t -' sraZ (11D) 

is obtained. The ratio is of the )rder of the tolerance 

of Ost "britt1vmaterialsj whence no separate considera

tion of WNe survival of the clumps Qvm the standpoint of 

teasile stresses is needed. 

The ring is to stay for sevenal hundred years at laost 

before in is pulled outwards by tie weak tidal ac leration 

efC& equations (ll) (I1 Its separately rotating parts will 

probably possess the mechanical properties in vacuo simlar to, 

or slightly harder than desert alluvium; from Section II :5' 

we may set sA 6 x 107 dyne/c& and 22 g/c 2 for these 

l'orbiting sand dunes". Equation (:05) yields in this case 

for the newly formed Clumps;, 

Or km x(Oo3/- "2O 

It spher~caly the averge tbicknens is (4/3)R or 2M9 k. 

This is rare than the estimated thickness of the ring and 

would leWl to loss of perlanent contact'between its parts, 

a frscticn of 115/2O, 0.4?- of tiing area being occupied 

by the projections of the framen s. This corresponds to 

an- average specing between the frgments (A !yOf /o. 427) = 

- tUp or ""86 6A km. 

2.71 or W? M. The total number t? fragments or mini

-satellijes in the middle ring is then Nr±IO /547180 ant 

17 

http:substituting.Rf
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over the width of 0, 5 o :3200 km tacre will be 6 full a 

the total number of fragments beimg ]JT" 1080 in this sYM

metrically arranged model, Each of the six rings is orbit

ing indepandently, smal - ierturbations of individusl irembars 

being demsed in mild collisions inside a ring, 

Poch of the 1030-odd members or moonlets raises on the 

rot.ting Snrth its own tidal bulge, the instantaneous tidal 

bulge is the vector sm of the component bulges amd, for a 

precisely symmetricalarrangement of the moonlets, the re

sultsnt tidal vector would be zero. However, within eaceh 

of the si 'rings there is some freedom of motion for its 

members; their grouping will be ruled by the law of obance 

and the r:RSn{5n average absolute value of the resultnnt 

random vecto& will be propofrional to the square root of 

their numoer. For YPoisson distribution of equal maps 

points this would be exactly true; for finite size members 

the freedom of re-arrangement is limitedg but a dispersion 

in the ma ses and radii of individual members would add 

edditional variance. It can therexore be assumed thaL the 

tidal acceleration, or the rate of tidally--induced orbital 

cbenge in one of the six rings is 

or 

(aaj t))f / (a d o o.robt-- e0ol 

vihere (d.@,dt)odenotes the ratbe of 3rbital evolution ruled 

mailto:d.@,dt)odenotes
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by an integer lunar mass. The time scale is thus increased 

SO tiaes and instead of some 6 years sojourn inside Roche's 

limit, this would take about 400 rears 

,eighbori-ng rings will not edId to thia acceleration 

(their ttdel- bulges induced on th, eorth cannot smay in re

onance) except through a perio¢ic term of accidenvll.y 

fluctuating am-plitude of zero expectation over the synodic 

period ( u to "regyroupingt of tbh members of a ring) 

These teas work in proportion to the square root of time and 

their ccrtrfiution is small or neligible (a calculation 

has bean made in this respect). it can be assumed that the 

contributions from other rings concel out over one synodic 

period (5 t-,ys or less) end that the residul tidal effect 

upon one of the six' rings is fully accounted for :t by the 

random reiderings of mebers within the same ring as expressed 

by equation (111). 

For he rete of tidal orbital evolution in the outgoirg 

yjbse a interpolation-formula caa be written satisfoctori

ly repres'nting Gerstenkorn's (1955) ealculetions at geo

centric distances smaller than 12 varth rndii, giving the
 

timae of Wift in years for an intezer lunar mass as 

-tar:.Oo (a250 " 5J 5 ). (12) 

wbere a2 .nd a l are the distsneen in earth MC.a1i (Between 

12 and 60 earth radii the average "ow:er is 7.1, Ps co'pmoref 

to an "ideal' value of 6.5 for constent inclination Pnd 

7T
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frction, and the time scle should be adjusted to 

4.-5 x.10,yvyars.) 

Y -eb of the six rings drifts outward at its own rote 

expected- to be given by,(11l) with 

(dedro&OW da2 /daa. U13)
 

as defined by (112V. in the case cU overtaking by nembers 

inside the same ring, collisional damping v;ill adjust the 

a1--pace The outer and inner edges of the ring, at 2.75 

and 2.25, respectively, according to (li) will reach 

Eochets limit at a2B= 2.86 within E0 times the time siven 

by (112), or within 210 and 560 ycars, respectivelyj the 

interval between the extreme rings is thus 350 years, and 

between two successive rings 70 yEars. 

As soon as a ring emerges frm Rocbe's limit, its 180
 

-odd comyonents will be drawn togc ther and accrete into a 

moonlet of one-sixth lunar mass, with a radius of 956 km 

(density 3.34 assumed for the compressed and heated mnteril) 

and a velocity of escape of --3 31 /see. The-ring will 

collepse in "free fall', the time scale being given by 

equation (70), 

t / 6Q 6 orbital periods or I6 x 10" seconds. 

The Dvernge potential energy (3/5) 2 5. 07 

erg/g doe; not suffice for meltinp. At middlO accretion or 

=0.5, the rate of accretion as Iiven by equation (101) 

2
is 500 g/cm see. The accretion is so intense that radi-o
 



ation losses are negligibleo The minimum and maximum tempo

retures from equations (95) and (97) are ianntical and, witl-. 

T0 ==300 Oil yied for th average, tempereture of the acorqted 

moonlet 
T >Tz-W XT 833 OK 

As conditioned by tidal interactiong the moonlets emerge 

thus at intervals of 350/5,70 years, and with incjinations 

to the earth's equator decreasing from about 120 for the 

first to- 270 for the sixth moonlete The compacted moonlets 

dift outwards on a time scale 14 times faster thea the 

rings "eqation (1il) with Nrfll ,f -eonventionollyj ye, 

still six times that of equation (112), so that when one 

reaches Rocbets limit, the preceding one with its fester 

rate of recession bas gone far enough to escape diree con

act with the newcomer. The orbits are nearly circular though 

of considerable inclination (specifically for the capture 

model) 9 aid interaction between t'wo consecutive moo-nlets 

begins only when they approach within the gravitatione 

tftet radius R. without their orbits intersecting or crossing. 

This is made possible by the law of tidal evolution as 

expressed in (112) which brings th-, two moonlets @A-Pa+sted 

by a time interval fktz70 years tae closer together the 

- 4 ' 5farther ticy go (da/dt a ths pidly decreasing with 

distance) When interaction begins, Roche's limit (mutual 

for 'the tim onlets\is always rea ted before physical 

collision can take place, because
 

D > It 



nTeor f0 the. two moonlets first breqjc up into a large 

nc-ber of fragments whicb then, while Tftually colliding, 

scorete into a moonlet of double mess which bern.s d-ifting 

outwards at double speed. 

The ti. e sceale of this sction is ne-- e 

the synoC ce period of revolution of tbie two epproeh-;i
 

moo letS and runs into a few days The relative orita!
 

inclinatft.on may bave any value from i I - i 2 to iI+ i
 

)res lng nodes, and will
acco-..ding, t-o the positidn of the A
 
not chng.-e much during the proces of accretion , the
 

period o:. pree.ssion being (Opik- 1953b)
 

t(t) -35.8 seci-a 3 Rot,/2Th)25 "arth (i 

the period of the advancing perig-e 

WIt) '=365.Sa 5 (..rbb Rot./24N (I.5cosi - O5), (l)
 

and the period of the argument of trie perig.,ee
 

t()Ytit- Jt(TI (le)
 

,or nearly dircular orbits the motion of the perigee
 

is irrelevant and only precession of the nodes matters. Tie
 

r'eletive inclination of twio orbits varies with their
 

synod'c period of precession whic., runs into tens of years
 

in the p-esent case.
 

For a pa.r of interacting moolet epeh one-sixth the
 

lunar m:ns,' the sum of the radii j,,956 +-956 }g-- 0 300 erti
 

radii, aid Roche's lirit is about 0.40 earth radii, each
 

of the m(onlets breaking up into *) 120 fragments of 194
 

2i 

http:inclinatft.on
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7 
rac (sz-C 7m I equntion (105)1 

the order of magnitude of bo closely interaction begins 

The appropriat6e distance is reac d approximately 140 years 

ater the eme rgence of the preoenul and 70 years after tre 

followring mooniet. in Table VII thy history of eccretion cf 

the aoon according to this scheme is shon. At t - 1-40 yrs 

eosniets 1 0-! are assumed to nee, at 280 yrs--.iT TV, 

at 420 yrs--V+VI These pairs t-en may further combine at, 

40 yrs and after, leading to n complete Terz:er somevnere 

near a6 earth raiV On account of the high power of'. 

distapcc in equation (112) this last result is ouite stable 

for widely .iffering initial asstmptionso. 

The heating of the moon, fiv&elly accreted at 5 eartb 

radii, ortly depends on the timE scale which, for the 

coliatanation of all the consideret, phases of accretion, call 

be set Att 350 years, yielding J01=0.0174 sc eec as an 

overoall average Pequation (it01 it chiefly depends on thM 

average encounter velocity UM W1icb, from equation (50) 

for e- 0 and Atol conveniently Is reduced to 

X 107 - .This zet 

- r' at redu(1d ) 

LT 2(1 - cosic ) or 2sinatie(d112 

where ie is the average inclinati on of the combining 

orbits to the final resultant orbit. Thusq with an aver o 

of the component inclinations of 360, U-M=0.G2 is en upper
 

limit when the resultant orbit coincides with the equator:,a. 

plann, end will be less for a i'aoal inclination differe-, 

http:U-M=0.G2
http:yrs--.iT
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TABLE VII 
irorn:Q/pothetical History t Accretion ot the Mon 

IrciinsionsSix wooilets witb High 

Time 
420 490 560
 

0 70 140 210 280 350 
years 


, rt, RadiiDistance 

M1oon)let 

1 2.86 3.37 3-66 

°	 .
1i 3 90.	 * 2,86 3.37 .. .o 

.o "4 2.86 5.37 3.66 .o1i 36& 

°°
 '' 
2086 3o?.37.
I 3e ... ... .
 

2.0 337 3.66V 300 .. 

. 2.86 3.37 0.4
V! 270 


1411 .7 - .52.~ 3096 4.26 424 4.66 4.3 A05 
% 	 4i . ... 4.. .. &52 3.96 4.26 4. 

3.62 3M96 4.26V4V .o. ... 




fram zero as depending on toe phase of preocssiol The 

pvrobsble value of Uhl cslculted as the deviation from 

of six independent vetorIs tos/ g "cO56500--h05 or9 U rm-ean 

kr./SeC at 5 eWfth riQii(orbitnl vclocity vo=3.5 k/see). 

of the final escape energy as an averageAib thrvefAifAbn 

of the potential energyq 'Too863 cj as from the original 

forMtio, of one znoonlet, the minimum average internal tenpe

rture of the moon at formation becomes Tst 1680 X equat:on 

(95) an? the maximum fraction of malting is - O.S3 

These *re probable values; vith an improbable cotiibmtion 

of the nsMjs o precession at the W1ms of interaction of 

the six ioonlets and their resultnts both Ts ard 0 Mx 

may be lower, the resultant inc ration remaining large in 

such a cae. This, however, is not supported by the uajori':; 

of calculations (2acsonald9 1034;o'oi knin, 06i Slo ter. 

1963i Dar,,n, 1579) vmich point to a lov value of I.o-14e 

at 5 earth radii, a distance to vbieh ths retroapective 

csculations Dre more reliable . he lower liwits of 

heting are for zero relative inclination at encountey and 

are idenbical with those calculate+ in siection IV. G; they 

hardly apply to the case of tidal Mpture in which om 

ponent i.lintions of the order o ! 360 at encounter 

must have been reduced to some 120 after completed aecretio2 

and must have led thus to intenje conversion of kinetic 

' energy and heating. The overage encounter velocity in our 
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model eycends' it -1, and ejection of some fru 'y-entvr 

to interplanetary space becomes possible (Opik, 1963a), 

The fraotion ejected is 
- 2 2 :2f 2r
) /(U± + q c <i 2U - :0/40\ (118) 

oWsider the middle pair of moonlets III + IV (Table 

VII) whose merger is supposed tc take place at t = 280 

years and a =-3.52 (average of 3.37 and 3.66). The orbital 

periods of revolution of the two before the merger are 0.363 

and W.411 days, respectively, the synodic period 3.11 d.ys; 
one-haUC of the latter is the t.me scaleg t(Q. The 
orbi tal precession periods are L1.0 and 146 years, respect
ively, and the synodic period during which the relative 

°
inclination Sluctuatles between *O and 720 is 45 years, 

After Eerger the combined aouble mass settles into en inter

mediary orbit with inclinaticn m . Neglecting the small 
difference between the two original inclinations, we set 

i=i1=i V35.0 From spherical geonetry we have 

tanim= UKn- cos(-IIJ (120)
 

while the Telative inclination of the two original orbits 

is 2i . Bare 6. is the difference in longitude of the two 
nodes on the ecuatorial plane. with the assumed inclination, 

A= 900 or 2700 divides the equator into two oqual parts, 

one N-th U >W7 -1, the other with smaller U. In the first 

mentioned high velocity part, Dav W 0.52, ao2= 2.49 x 20-3 

vaa= L.92 x 10 -4 and fi = 0.0090,Oompletely negligille 

is als) the acceleration, according to equxations (74), (75), 

(76), vhere t(i) is to stand fOr t(co) . The total coiding 

mass is one-third of the mass of the moon andthuss in 
the encounter of only one pair of moonlets in this orbtal 

configuration, 0.003 of the luar mass is expected to 5e 
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ejected to interplanetary space. Prom there it returns as 

considered in Section IV. D and, over a period of over 5D,000 

years, is captured by earth and moon, the share 6f the earth 

-orbiting moon being 607 times less than that of the earth, 

Henoev from the ejected mass tho moon will receive a final 

eontribu.tion equal to .003/61,i or 5 x 10- 5 of its mass. 

Th3 craters on which crater statistics were based, of 

an average diameter of less than 20 km and a depth (x p) 

about 3.2 km, covering about 50 per cent of the continer tea 

area, correspond to a depth of qrosion of 1.6 k, inolxing 

9 x 	10- 4 of the lunar radius or 2.7 x 10 "3 of the lnunar mass°
 

At W 3 km/sec, s=2 x 10-8 f=2. 6 , k=l, one obtains 

M /fL=3 4 fyqnations (3) and JQ4. The impinging mass ihat 

was 	mainly responsible for shapLng the present relief of 

the 	cortinentes would thus equal 

0- 5xl2.7 	x 10-3/34=3 

5
of the lunar mass. The contribution of 5 x 10- or 60 par 

cent of it would suffice to influence the crater statitics 

in a mn.nner different from that observed: the late into 

planetcry projectiles would not contribute to a systemati

cally arranged ellipticity of the oraters.Hence 20 per ient 

of inttrplanetary fragments is,perhqps, the upper limit 

admiss.ble for shaping the proent surface of the oontientes. 

The 	reot or all must be of erth-orbiting origin.
 

There are, in the scheme an of Table VII, altogethcr
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to'ur mnrger eve,- each of which would suffice to oblite

jrate the uniforniity of orat r numbers and the tidal de

formations of the craters (imprinted 50,000 years later 

at a distance wnere the deformations are negligible) if 

they hapipened in -the high-velocity configuration. In each 

case the probability of, the configvration if , one-half; the 

probability that it did not take place and that, in the case 

of the tidal oapture theory, no ejection of fragments to 

interpl:,netary space did occur, is thus 

(4)4= 1/1.6 

a low t.aough not a forbidding v-dlue. With such a probabilit; 

the or or statistics can be reconciled with tidal eapttr-e 

of the mioon wad an ensuing high inclination of its orbit 

when at minimum distance from earth, 

Y. 	 Origin throu-c.b rission or from a Ring inside 

LToche's Limit 

Tho two possibilities are indistinguishable as far as 

the ult.mato consequences are concerned and will be treated 

toegethe:t. 

Tho fission, theory has been douoted9 even rejected 

(Levin, L966a), because it is inconceivable that a mass 

separatt.ng from the ePrth isid- oehe's linit and in 

violent upheaval could have pre. erved integrity. This how

ever, i . not needed and, with the finite cohesion and clamp

ing mec .Asq, the ring of debr s could slowly recede ani 

emerge "'.on Roche's limit$ to form the moon in a manner 

http:separatt.ng
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described in Section IV! R. Thcr3 is one 
important diffeence 

the inclination of the Ting to the torrestrial equator would 

have been near zero in such a case, As compared with the 

preceding model, the sequence of events would be essential

ly sil4ar but the kinetic energy in accretion would be 

smaller %hc encounter velocity of the debris and kwi th U,) 
the Zooirlets, being near zero. Ejection of fragments to 

interplanetary space could not then take place, and the last 

fragments captured from the earth-orbiting cloud would be 

co-moving with the orbiting moon, descending on it more or 

less isotropically from all dire ctions. A small preferer e
 

of impacts from the rear, as reN ealed by crater counts 

(Pielde 1965, 1966), could be expected if the last fag

mentys' 'vere acocelerated in encovnters with the moon and 

rcmovcd into elliptic orbit wi<h large oemi-major axesi 

so that they were overtaking the moon while inodirect motion 

near their perigees. A similar oxcess of directly moving 

neteorites, periodic comets and Apollo-type asteroids is 

observed in the present terresetnial space of the solar .ystem. 

Another objection--that th backward oalculation o

the tidal evolution, based on the present masses and any.

lar morenba of the earth-oon-ean system does not lead to' 

a solution uch closer then Eocae'% limit--is only of 

"paper. value in this case, beczuse nher the identity 

nor the mass and momentum distiibution of the bodies ox 



agglormeit-aons ca:Cq considered know;n during this primitive 

stage° 

The iarent ring is assumed to-be in the earth's equato

rial plano, Ind so will be'the conponent six moonlets of our 

idealized model. Table VIll shows their calculated hypothetical 

history as ending in the formation of.the moon, Because of 

the small relatiVe.velooity as conditioned be the small 

relative nclinationj, they combine sooner then in the vre

vious sch(nes Ii at t=70 yr, i]I+IV after 210 yrs; V+VI 

after 350 years, but before this l.appens, at t=280 yrs the 

first two pairs combine into one containing two-thirds of 

the lunar mzss. This body (I-fI1+V),twice the mase of the 

remaining pair (V+VIl), drifts out twice as fast and cannot 

be easily overtaken by the smallea companion although their 

separatio. still decreases at fir t (compare 3rd and 4th 

the bottom of the tablh). instead the collisionlines iron 

target raiiusC% last line of the table, from equationZ 

raiidly increases and when it exceeds the separatiolL(54) 

between the moonlets, final mergea occursat t=420 or 490 

years, at a=4.5 - 5 earth radii, lefore this happens, a 

passage tirough Roche's limit of the larger body destroys 

the smallir body (Y+Vl), The radios of the larger body is 

then fP =1 19 km=0, 243 earth radiis and 
----------- - 2 2 121) 

e=C. 243(l +2 i 

in earth jadji is calculated with t=2.O 8 ]m/sec for the 
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Idoz-l- '3dJ.irtc. oi0 CC 1 the Eo on Ui 

year.s 

;:Onie% 

I 

Ail 

2 n36 

70 

S3.37 

140 

08a 

21.0 

3 ,7"37 

230 350 ,-50 4,0 

i12 3.40 000 .37 ... 

M 4 iv ... .. 3... . 3 o76 

UI km/ ee 

Radie 

. " 0.75 

O. 2 

0.43 

1-1 

0. 40 

1.29 



larerx body, Whi? U it -taken as the ditI'crence of the 

orbital velocities of the two circular orbits (cecond line 

from the bottom of the table). 

To calculate the heating l_its quations (95) and 

(99 J, Teagain set J =0,0174 /cnm Cee as for a time scale 

of"350 e,-, To=863 0X, and take -, 1,19 x _.1 erp/g; 

this is equal to-three-fifth of the kinetic energy at 

escape velocity of the present soon (2.38 NWso) less 

5 07 N 1O9 er-/g as the ootentiel energy of accretion of 

the comonent noonlets. The ninimum average internal temp 

rature of the acoreted moon is tb en . 'L26O 0KQ and the 

upper limit of the melting fraction 4=O.30-, The 

kinetic energy of U, or tbe free orbital energy, is 

neglocto6; it is 4early compensated by the overestimate 

in the potential energy. 

G. Thermal History and Origin 

Ta$~Qe IX contains a summarn of the pxeeaing sub

section3. Although based on numnrical data which are in

evitablj rather rough, the concLusions in caoh care are 

comparatively stable and may serve as a basis for 

judg ete which is better than a mere qualitative &proa(O. 

The following sum-mary can be made. 

Hypotheses l 2, hnd 3 disagree with crater statis-A 

tics a i tidal deformation trends, while 4 and 5 do agroe 

In Hypc thesis 3, the surface dring cratering in0 too 
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TAB2 IX 

yo>isoi?, Gritin &n4 Hetin-Prz 

Hypothesis 1 2 3 4 5 

Inter- Inter- Fisi=oAccretion Source Inter- Inter-planetary planetary 	 planetalry planetay or Ring 

It er-I nter- Ynidertrst Accretion inter--

Place 	 planetary in earth-bound planetary planetary Itoche 

nit.
orbit 


Mode of Capture Non-tidal Formed in orbit Tidal Tidal yorme, in 
outside foce.., plaWe 

limit 

Final Accretion Inter- In ehrth-bounl Earth-bound Earth-bound Earth 
-bound
Place planetary orbit 


Distance$ Earth
 
5 	 )Radii 10 10, 

100 340 00 
any any
Inclination 


Time Scaleyears 50,000 5,000 350 350 350
 

Minimum Aver.
 
1680 1300 1260
Temperat re, TS 0o 404 850 


Final Crateting 
Inr'aot Veloetiy, 

Fc- sen 2.1 4.9 3.1 2.4 .2A 

Isaximum Helted 
0.838 0.355 0.301FractionTs 0.0016 0.046 
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hot and too much melted to ao nt for the regular and. danse 

crater coverage in the continentes (lunar bright regions 

or highlands) Hypothesis 4 reguires an unusual combina

tion of the nodes of the component orbits (the probability 

is 0O.0, or less if there were more than, six component 

bodies); also most retrospeoti'e calculations indicate a 

small inclination at 5 earth ra.dii - contrary to the re

quiremants of this hypothesis.
 

Ouly Hypothesis 5 is free from obvious objections and 

will be considered as the most probable working basis. As 

to the eonsequences for the.st:,ucture of the lunar suriaco, 

Hypothesis 4, although much less probable, is almost YOVe1 

identical with Hypothesis 5. 

The termal history of the moon has been treated by
 

different authors, mostly on the assumption of an orig:.nal

ly cold acoreted body heated by radioactive souroes. A
 

depenting on the assumed amount and radial distribution 

of the heat sources, opposing conclusions have been rexched;
 

either that the melting was essentially complete (icuiper, 

1954), or that there was no avustantial melting except in 

the dUep interior (Urey, 1960b, 1966). Most comprehensive 

calculations have been made by Xajeva (1964) and Levin 

(1966a, containing a review of her work and that of others); 

radiative transfer as a component of thermal conductixity 

and different abundances of the radioactive elements 
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were taken into account, as well as diferentiation of a 

lighter sisto crust from the heavier simatc melt; for 

various initial parameters, the main conclusion is that 

at present the moon "is solid at least to a depth of 500

-700 3nmn Dat. the central part, enbracing M-40 per cent cf 

itus mass, must have been in a moltan state up till the pre

went time". 

The estimates of initial heating, as originating from 

gravitational energy, and as for Hypothesis 5, would enhance 

these couclusions. Initial melting could have ocott on 

a large scale as the oonseduence of bombardment, although 

for the present thermal state the difference in the initial 

conditions would be essentially ebliterateV. This is. partly 

due to the nature of the thermal decay by cooling, partly 

to the s.alie diffreentiation which, transports most of thl 

radioaorv elements into the grnitio-basaltio oust 

whence the heat easily escapes tc space while further 

heating of the melted interior stops. Thus, melting is a 

regulator of interval heating' tht automatically limits 

itself a. soon as it starts. in a solid body of sufficiee; 

size radi oactive sources sooner or later lead to melting; 

this can-es sialic differentiation, removes the heat 

sources from the interior, so that a cooling phase starts 

Aocordine to Levin (1966a), after a cool start the lunar
 

interiorwould have reached maximzm hoating and melting 

qs
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"I - 2 billion years after its accsmalation t . Levin s 

assuanptfons correspond to our -'ypothesis 2, yet on a very 

much longer time scale; with the shorter time scale as 

follows from the low U-values. ;he initial average internal 

temperature of the moon should have exceeded 850 °K andv 

with suffioient sbielding by a rotective crust, may hev-e 

reached 1800 0E with about 5 pe.- cent melting on the suifaaoe. 

This no longer is a cold noon for a startv and in Hypothesis 

5 an a-verage-interior temperature between 1260-rd 1800 OK 

is indicated with -up to 30 per cent surface melting. 

In such a case the Lielting of crater bottoms and the la'a 

flows which covered the marie need not be relegated to 

some lter epoch awaiting radicactive heating, but most 

probably were contemporaneous vith the accretion itself 

and th? last oratering. On the continenies7 a solid crust 

of unpecified depth, 10-20 Isz at :Lea-t, must have existed$ 

while the maria werve overflown by lava 

On a lava sea which is a'ble to form a solid crust 

eithox because of differentiation of lighter minerals, or 

becau,-e the crst is not cracked by impaetov the "botte

neck" of heat transfer is the conductivity of the solid, 

radiai.on from the surface coping with the heat flow at 

a very small excess of tempercture over the equilibrin 

tempe-,ature, To0 300 0K Witi the liquid at melting 

tempecatLire, conventionally 1f;00 oK, an assumed Secilic 

heat = 2.7 X i07 erg/om3 deg and heat conductivi-y 

http:radiai.on
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2X 1 5 er§/cin~sec~deg (allowing for the radiative 

component, the thickness l h of the crust increases with 

time (in years) closely as 
I 

Ah~.0181 (m)i (122) 

!Airing an upper limit of time for crater formation on 

tie continentes, =2100 years tiring which the moon receded 

from 5 to 8 earth radii Yquation (112 * h= . 82 km only. 

The crvst would be too thin for the craters. The procoes 

cannot be advocated for the formation of a basis for 

orateri ng. 

Icwever, as pointed out by Urey (1966), the crust vill 

be battered and cracked by impacts at the outset; the solid 

,Trag nwts being heavier than-the liquid, are sinking to 

the botom, leaving the open liquid surface radiating to 

space at a rate of 6 xiO erg/icm osec At 7,3 x l0 

erg/n as the heat of solidifioation, the solidified lnyor 

at the bottom nor increases lir.early with time, 

Ah/At=26 *kr/year (123) 

TThe rate is high enough to overrule all our time 

scales of accretion. A pressure-dependent melting point 

will nNt essentially influence the process, except by 

providing a "bottom" to a Pupe:ficial pool As a resull, 

during accretion that is too rapid to be influenced by 

radioactive energy release, a solid almost isothermal lody 

is rayidly formed througbout, at a temperature near the: 
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melting point, hile the exos energy is radiated away 

from the surface of the liquid, This is ex-ctly the con

dition on wich equation (99) was base.d This makes W.0O301 

an ,p;er limit that is close to the real .sui value; i. 

differs fron it only in so far as the remaining 70 per 

cent of the surface, being solid,does participate in 

radiation to space; the partioLpation. must be simal ineeci! 

renoe tmay represent, in fact the instantaneous surfce 

fraction of transient liquid pools, formed bybonbardmunt 

and rapidly solidifying at the bottom, The quoted valuo 

correponlds; of course, to the midde phise of intense 

bombaidmen; at the epoch of crater formation,Z,must have 

been rear rmero, incidental melting occurring fr-om the 

cratein s tmpcts into the hot substratum. 

Vth the rapidity of soliification from the bottong 

no large conbined lava pools could have been Tormed, aud 

the melting must have been confined entirely to the suyface 

of tMe moona A oonolidated, de-nse and hot body was 

forme? in such a manner. NO lava extrusion, caused by 

rupture of an imaginary oruan oould have taken place at 

this ,tage. The maria must'have been produced super-fc ial

ly an locally, by impacts of a few large planetesimal

soon vter the intense bombardment ended but not very Aueh
 

later from the number of post-mare rater on th t-iir 

age onnot alffer much from the 4,500 million years of 

the m~on itself (Ork,3-960)
 



In the process of surface melting and.bottom-solidifi

cation in small local pools not much differentiation 

could have tahen place, any differenee created in the
 

pool being locally frozen in, without exchange between 

different depths.Iron phase cou2d have separated into stal 

pockets but prevTed from concentrating in the core, (There 

may be now a few per cent metallic iron in the core.) 

After a hit solid moon ha. accreted, isothermal at 

the suzface melting temperatur but about 200 OK below 

melting point at the central pressure7 radioactive heating 

of the interior and conductive cooling of the outermost 

few huadred kilometers must have started. From curves of 
radioactive heating and coolinq of an initially cold mcon, 

Levin (1966b) concludes that widespread melting from a 

depth of the order of 500 kmdown to the center, must lave 

occurred about 2.0 x 109 years from the start. Thic coares

ponds to a rise of central tem?erature by about 16000 

With the initially hot moon, tie required heating is 8 

times lese; allowing for expo nmtial decay of the radic

active sources, the melting shn)uld have *occurred 10 tines 

earlier. Thus, some 200 millioa years after accretion, 

a second stage in the internal evolution of the moon must 

have teen reached; in the molten interior, sialic diffur-

Sntieion must have occurred, forming a lighter inter-, 

mediate layer adjacent to the outer crust. The crus:t
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itself, however, must not have bee, affected, retaining 

its original composition and cooled by radiatio The basis 

of the craters--the highlands or continentes--must have 
U 

been mreserved as it was torme. So also mst have remained 

the uaria At the epoch of radioactive molting, the crst 

was tWe thick for lava extrusions or for being pierced by 

an impacting body; the original planetesimals must havo been 

swept absolutely clean from the surrounding space by that 

time Tc'. equation (93, while stray objects of the r-quired 

size Nrom other parts of the solar system are too rare to 

produe one mare-generating collision (not to mention everal) 

on th moon (Opik, 1958,,1960) with a reasonable probability 

There can be located 8 mare iipact areas on the earth rd 

hemishere of the noon exceeddng 500 km across or requir

ing pojectiles ilarger than ;15 4m-in diameter. For tbe 

AX' 9 
whole earth, one such impac" is expected onoe2 X 10 years 

(Opik, 1958a)7 and for one luntar hemisphere the time scale 

is 6 x 1010 years, yielding an expectation of 0.075 irter

planetary imp& ts during 45 ln years.-The Poisson 

-formula yields a probability of 2.3 x 1l 1 4 for having 

8 such Impacts. Clearly, it ins reasonable to assume ti'at 

thejarria were gencrated as an immediate sequel of th 

events, and from the same sounce, which finally built the 

An idea of how much an i.aitial hot stage could love 

-Acc
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influenced the present thermal state of the moon can be 

obtained from the calculations by Allan and Jacobs'(1956) 

who somehow varied their radioativity paramwters more or 

less at they would be influence? by melting and different

aation. For a Iu ar size body, Table X shows the chcnge in 

9 
years, 

for throe selected eases: As a cold start th strong 

radioaotive souro-os throughout the body, the eoncentrationc 

of uranium, potassism and thorium being those for an actual 

chondritic neteo2i2te; R, a cold start but with about 4

times less radioactivity, a concentration assumed to holl 

for the earth as a whole; and G9 a hot start, but Pith 

still less radioactivity, nearly one-half of that in B and 

equal to that in dunite, believo.t to be the mein coneti

tuent rock of the earth's mantle-

Bachi of these assumptions has something in its favor. 

Case A might appear the most probable onea, yet moteori(ic 

concentration of radioactivity %hich nay have prevailed 

at the start must have led to melting even from a cold 

starts to differentiation and del!etion of the internal 

heat souoee; Case G may then relresent the continuation
 

(the absolute values of tepemrature are not relevant; thc 

starting temperature could be that oi"melting). Case E
 

shows th.t, with an average concentration of the radio

moctive clides as in the earth, an initially cold moon 

aveiage t emprature over an interval of 4.5 x ye 

/4/ 
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TABLE X 
Pu-nple Calculations (Allan and Jacobs, 1956) o' Ther al 

"Conditions in a MY of Luner Size 

Age9 lears aoMral 	Temperature, Average Temperature, Radioaotive 
o, 0 -Heating, Temrpe 

_ raturo Rise 
deg C per
blillion Years 

A 

0 300 	 300 3.2
 

4.5 x 109 5300 	 3750 0.70 

E
 

0 300 300 0OM
 

4.5 x 109 1400 	 11O0 O 

G
 

0 16OO, 1600 035
 

4.5 x 109 1670 	 1260 0.20
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may not yet have recched the melting poin-L; howezver, as ehhcsn 

aboves gravitational heating during rapid accretion would have 

overrued this restriction7 toog and with the higher radio

activity as compared to Case G a molten interior wodld havo 

been Preserved until our time. 

A poseibility that the maria were fored as the result of 

2(04 




radioactiyc heating during the 200 illion years follova-ng aCcretion, by 

coplete zelting of the mantle underneath and Collanse Of the solid crust 

inards, mist be rejet&I for anothec reason, besids ojectionz fro, the 

stmnindpoint of thernal balae.eo The non..tiffeentiated base of the continents 

vottld have collansed also and hav'e become non-e.x ,.tnt. Also, .deep rclting 

on the mnria aiculd have 'Led to difocr .Lationand fontation o a of Sialic14g-1i 

crust in tbhlr place vAnile the contn e:d-es if saehovr preserved, vcudI be 

supported by a heavier base. Isostatic ecyilibriurn would have s-'nk tirem 

deeper, liftink the maa'ia surfaces into %.planas, mTich is the very oppcsite 

of -the actul state of things. The 1"r a are deP:itely depressions 28 

sho,Wn by Ba -dns (1965) contour :raps, ' .52 015 Ia below the avcrake 

conti-emntes (Opk,1962a). Although ,a-o.e of the same material, the tcp 

layer of ti contIX0-.tes may be battered into r..ble and ybe 4 -4tew. 

M'lelting at :t.Impact of thle relatively hot stbstba o (of. belowo) vrotttd favor 

compaetion, but. a ratio of about 0.8 of' the density of the rabble Ln thr 

highlands tf, the solidified rooks ofi the maria may be a fair estinate, 

The thiclale:s of the uncronsolifat od nateri cl in the contin-ntes as required 

by the postulated isostatie eclrlibrur,, -,.ould thno be 12.5 hkl or eight 

tines the ertiote thickness of the layes. eroded during the formation 3' 

the present2y s rivingS craters. 

As to isostatic adjustment, it ffrdst bave ,orked on the QriEieval not 

lunar materf al as it does or earth. \th cool3 of the outer ;nalc, 

soae rigidily must have deoeloped as tt- tossed by the earthward bulge of 

1cut h = 1,16 Im in excess of the ecjiitriumn tidal confi-guratn (Opt:. 

1902a) (ayn1i.cal value Crao. j:ysicsl nb:ation) The extra load, sun'orted 
ex'&.load sl'por /. 

http:balae.eo


bj the solid mantle whose inner end outer 'aii are RI and Re0; 25SPcotiv- ly, 

causes a compressive stress m in the -antl>,vittout part cpatLon ot the
 

MiUMd core,
 

' =i Cs(l iR1/ " (1%) 

With 500 1n, as the thicness of the rtntl at the time of the last 

adjustment of the bulge (not necessarily nVo) 2;6, 11/Rh'-, 0.7, 
- I 

se,= 
& 

==;33O N 10 d .e/Mo (43 atmosheces presszue) must have been the 

average compressive strength of the lunar mantle, The excess bulge, not 

really a "fossil" tidal bulge but.rater a laging behind remnsnt of it, 

would indicate also the differonces in lunar level which can be suiYprted on 

a lare scale without isostatio adjustnert. 

H. Grater Statistics agnd 01iji 

IT the relative equality of the crator densities on Vt eastern end 

estern he s heros ("hsronomical" termnolozr f orientation) on lunar 

continentes, snd even a slight excess in the estern can be understoode in 

terns of the i6l1 directed accretion history of the soo0n and the 00-0obitn

smarm (of, Section IV P% a similar distribution on the neria may ap,C'r more 

of a puzzle. Unlike the hypohetical pfinltive projeotiles which vnerc 

bombarimng the continentes, those on the maria must have belonged to I e 

known classes of interollnetary sbray belies - comet nuclei, Apollo gx<Up 

"asteroids" (extinct comet nuclei) and true asteroids deflected by iMarg 

pertuoatic n. W7ith respect to this exiernal mediuv, whatever the di- ributio 

of velocities, the precedi-g honisphere of the noon is subjected to a Ireater 

reqency cr impacts than that trailing Tehind, and an escoss, instead of a 

1/2( 



deficiency of craters on the easicrn hcmishcre should have been expcted. 

otevr, the orbital velocity of the moon is so small as cozrp"ed, to the 

Lnterplaetay volocities that s: effect ctn boexpected; thisonly n.l 

could be easily masked by sapli g errors, in ho'ioencitios in the counts 

(as ekn e.anlo , for Hare crisiun, Balcbvi_ (19oo) finds 62 craters exce diz

one rile it diameter, agains 40 counted by Shoemalker mnd Hlackman) , 0 even 

by syfstemabic diffe-rences in the eohaxniaal nroerties of lunar rocks in th 

twto hetAls-4res winh-look so differnt. Also, a ditictio bet%n 

ppimary andl secondary oraters must be ai-e -when suail craters are cou-nbed 

although, " or craers excee(tng 1.6 k- (o mile) in dimletor, the nun'jer 

of seconday orators in lunar maria is onily 4 per cont accorcing to Sbomaker 

?tom data by Shoenaiex and Neeiman (1965) as njsted by BaJ.ti- (12,5), 

the numibev density o2 1rioaxy craters in lunar m-ria Ln the tw.o heB.IsO lores 

is as repnrsonted i Table XI 

T/I3L XI 

.... --. TUE ISDjiaTVE FRECTE,. M jnd{ 1-Y NP'UJ1R ! .-- %sraTTTO ,,P.... 

Hemisphere -,,& kmi2 -,,,.e U: wber Der Numoer A0 0 er 

3astern 1. 52:10 585 S"15+_l.1 275 '. 0,). 8 

e cor1 2sXle 6 555 44 i.0+1. 5 276 21.352 1o9
 

400flgio E/VTf .589+3.04 en0.84-i).06 

http:en0.84-i).06
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The purely statistical probable error of smpling is indicated. lor 

the eastern hemisphere, ,Mare Iflbrium, ]Iivn, unoru and Epideniarun, for 

the western, Pae Seronitatis5 Feote citatis, Prazqullitatis, hotani3 and 

Crisium vere combined, The largest and easterznost area of WOeanus 

Trocellrvun is not represented. The avora number density in the .a..tern 

hemisphoro, both at the 1.6 ki and 5.2 ka crater diameter limit, is fo nid 

to be markQd!y smaller than in the weste:on 

For a lunar body orbiting in the ecliptical plane with a crocu'. 

velocity v; and mcting a stream of par-icles of velocity U relative ";o the 

earth of a-bitrary direction, integration of the accretion flux, for t ie 

linear casc, of Vc/u being small, yields a hemispheric ratio 

Fasterr;Aestena = 
/0 

1. o9 v , (25) 

practically independent of the insinatio of the U vector to the lunzr orbit; 

at zero inolination, the coefficient is 56/3 : = 1.89, and at 90 it s 

6/" = .,9.. The concentrat-ing fasctor to represented by the second3 trm 

in braketnh of (54) is not taken into acoount; it is of the order of 

(n AD4 atd thus negligible for the sno- I luenar esca e velocity. Por the 
9

inner orbit 2.25 X 10 years ago as the r:_ddle interval W bonbardmc-nt, 

a= 55 earth radii and v = 1.08 kn/sec can be assumed. For Apollo group 

objects, U = 0660 a.97 kn/seo 6s ain otscrvd average (Opik, 1695a) 

xhereas for isotropically orbiting ojects at heliocentric velocity vh the. 

average weighted by the square of oncotul er velocity (stream velooity imes 

cumulative nunber proportional to D2 : \ ; to equation (7))or the 

average impact velocity square for orators of a fhed size limit, is 

2 2 22 X V - )
U= 1 1 2/ + nh (12t )/ 
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For praolJic comts, vh~ 1,858 55.5 ]kvseo' 

The tro extrene types of objects yield according to equation (125') 

expected iot retios fcAn the two Inner hcOrtsphercs 0f0Ad 1, 04, 

rospnctive]y. For craters of the size 3imitin yuestioA, the n"erege of 

the two g-upS may be represe~ntativre (USPS, 1953), or a ratio of 1,07, A 

differenc from the observed values (T ble XI) appears to be well esta'r 1- shed, 

but it wou.Td be rathev far-fetchod to drssF conclusions as to tre origia of 

lunar craters fros such slender devlatioy.s of the rtos from unity eldr 

1955, 19SG6
 

Here it ay be pointed out that oote-t nuclei, carrying a substantial 

proportion of volatile ices and of highex velocities, pill for equ&l mitss 

>roducoe more violent ezp2osions than the extinct nuclei or asteroidal

objects. The effect of volatiles ,vas net considered in connection vIh 

the origin of the moon because it nay be assumed that, in the terrestri al 

'e--plsnetsry ring, these volatiles ornli not be condensable and, appis ently, 

ere not zessively refoesentea jumgin% S the compoition of the earth, 

The Lensityj of craters in the continentes is oMtisate to be 19 Ulles 

that in an average i Iibrin13 (Pieldor, 1965) - er 15 time-n-mre o 

(Baldvin, 196z). It is therefore expec ted that 5 - 7 per cent of the 

craters in the cont-jaunntos oae of post-ware origin. These noy be difiovlt 

to distinguish except for the ra craters Richi ore apparently the rest itof 

more vione::t impaots, psrhaps by the high-volooity cowet nulei. Of hs 

50 ray oratSrs in Ba wdinb (195) list, of are continentes (a fe7 just 32). 

the margin), 1W on maxia Which more or loss corresponds to the ratio c areas 

on the earli,-varS heriophore of the noon, So - 6 per cent being oocpicaby 

Alls 
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continontes (more in the limb areas nhioh, from projection, rcpresent a 

smaller apparont fractioa of the visible hemwispere thn. oocupied by th, ix 

actrul area.t ]ihe post-m;erc origin o' thee featres is hus dovious, 

Between the hs.-stcren, 23 : craters in the 2vstorn,the etxIt1xn;y are 24 in 

if polar and centrally placed indiiferer;" ob;]ccts are onitted, 14 are 

definitely vestern 15 eastern: TIhe nil'ornity of t4istribution is A= 

aparent, however Vtoh a large statstiOl sampling error implied (cbou'-; 15>), 

eoodering the smallness of the nuterxca crump2e, 

Reverting to the general crater dcnsities in tbe tvso hemispheres the 

crater m uott see.q to be much more 4 nflu.noed by throwout from a few ltrge 

orateriz erenbrs then it would appea, fro Shoowaerts (295) estimates, 

In a special ly Inves&4oated awea of Western Uare LIbrium, coterIng 35,00D 3o , 

a definite increase in crater nu iers is evealed in the southern Vao n( of 

the nare4 It the vicinity of Gopernicus.aYd vitlifn the reach 01 its ryVE 

(Qik, 1930). it an effective iit of 1.1 km for crater dia eter0 the 

Pnother hal-f shors a crater density that is uniform within the sa pliuz error, 

15 + 0.5 craters par 10 _ Fron the Iddle of the eras the densities 

increase sortihar-ds far beyond the snaplirn error, so that 590 craters enunted 

over 152,500 iO yield a density of 25.6 + 0.9, Assuning 15.5 to be tba 

density of primary oraters (a mximum valu: - same secondares may be prasent 

in the northyn hIf, too)' the excess density in the southern hall is to be 

attributed to 135 secondaries - 22o3 peer cent of craters in the entire mwn'e 

Shoepaleer's g1%6)g-aph indicates only 6 ,er cent at the 1.1 la liNit. 

M.oreover, about the --e relative exoesws psrststs also in Southern zere briuam 

at the highe: diameter limit of 2 5 kl. t2ho Ywte r of seoondParies inorases 

/ y 



soutircmrd as Coperni.cus is approached; from 52 :t 6 per cent in the norohorn 

third, to 22 +.7 per cent in the middle hid and 61 + 6 pcr cent in the 

southern third of the southern ha1 9 of the mare (Gpik, 1960)>0 

As s o'mnu by the Ranger photographs, the rays appear to consist 00 

tightly di;tributed seconda y craters (ShocuaI.er, 1966). Crater &caias 

belong to ";ho same phenomrenon, produced by a salvo of projsctiles, or ny a 

spinning 1ar.ror clu,"ip shattered by the hock %hich breaks . in fligh-, anda 

sends out z'ra oins with different veloc:ties at dinerent locations naong 

a line. 

A djiterent kind of exceptional object arc the lava-filled or flooac 

craters. 42 of them are in the highlands or continentes, ana 20 on Ve 

marginal regions o2 the maria, flooed buy the lat er, ('aldwin lF49); "*hey 

belorg thus all -to the pre-mare stage. This is il hnraony%11.2ththe PLO.ctuaze 

Of accretion of the moon as drawn above; the continentes base, still hot * 

after inteise accretion had sufosided, -woan then receptive to inpaot melting. 

In the post-mare period, the crust had coole& and impact melting beon muca 

less promii ent 

I. Heltinga of a, Move 

E trusion of lava from an inner moLten core to the lr'utni s ace is as 

difficult to visualize as it is f'-r the (oarth t s core. On earth, la ,a 

formation tzd extrusion is connected ith mountain buildin,, fo.dinz, 

subsequent erosion and isostatic depression which leads to the raclioae&ive 

sources being buried deep and insulated. The rocks are heated beyond melting 

point in sibsurroce la-vn foci. If sat-nuated with vater vapor arid oth( r gases 

i/I; 
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(water dritting aovn from the surface), volomoes are formed, ioxecwr 1 more 

,powerful lwva extrusiols t-re the platea basalts, Colang tulougnh cxvkst, I crac-s 

and overflcring vast areas at a time, coo7-eang handrhas of thu-zands cf square 

tlonetes 

On tho noon the mzoctoitn bufid6inz :rocszes are absent, erosion s too 

slow 	and surface stores of water are not availabloe. The lava pools of the 

period of intense accretion most have completely solidifieda.t its ooncluszionyf 

At that tita, perhaps some 2000 years after the start of final aooroticn, the 

"ssurfacerockc must have been hot, from a depth below some 05 in Wing 

equati'lon (1-22) for a rough estimati At a taeauonear noltirt 3gflnt, 

Q.i 	 shock ea cr of' a cratering impact than easili caused EtIlting. 

using eoyat-ion (20) witlh)2 0., t~ an upp,-r limit andl q =2.7'K 1x9oerj 

se for melting of a solid already heated to the nolting point, tho shock veloc:iy 

at the frile of complete nelting becomes u lO4 kD/seo0 Elquation (6) with 

I:= 2;then lds the melted mass ratiolt that of the projectile as y = 

k /WJ 	or 5,07 when s 2 X 108 dyne/cm2 . =nd5 ksec is a~sumed a5 for 

the low velocity prilaeval impact into roe ; softened by hea. Choosing a 

depth 	of penetration of x0 = 100 km, Y" M - Q z 25 as for a loose 

sandball, ~. 26, the orat ning ecyationrn yield p 1.09 , d = 1105 kn for 
the diameter'of the wojectile, P-rther from (1i) with f = 0O7S, 1.0 X 10 

(of. ection T)7 s = 2,lX 10 dynec/cmt2 obtains as chief ly Caused bj gravit'-2. 

friction Equations (7), (4-) and (14) t) en yield a crnter or mare dianeter 

o flB 24 km 0.2105 k14sec, !V 21.0 (mass af-focted), I,,o 41 
(mass orush d or mel-ed), y. = 5.77/21.0 0.75 (comnpletely melted fThaution), 

1/ 
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The projectile itself is not here inoludce; its me Lerial way be mostly 

do not occ-cr.melted, v e vaporiza.on, .izrtng and a distinot "central 	funnel" 

vo.me of co plJetelYThe volume cf the projecbile is V -=7.8 X 10 ke , and the 

I ,vbioh could oov=r themelted rock resnlts as (t/ )V X 5.77 = ';25 X J.l 

5 2 a Io. The spreyaed liquid 	and
crater area of l.41 X 10 kn. ;vth layer of 16 

thetro-k debris, ejected with velocities of 0O2 - 6.5 Ivsec, are fhliog bak

the rim.into the cruter, little being th om over 

pzpoportionOutsideo the Completely mited on, 	yfy., par-tial me:lting in 


1-
 Te

to the heat release or to (y./y) 

2 
vill 	oo-ur eguations (16) 9-id. (20)' 

total melted fraction of the mass mffectel is then 

S t =4 2 	 (127)
Sf dy/y2 + yi = 2Y. y. 

leaving a.J.ava or f = 0.609. The unmolten rook derbris wTill settle doi -, 

sea of 5.65 X 1 o; 1i spread vUniformly over the crater aEa, a.1.id 

lvZyer 26 im de6p wTuld result, Acooraln - to (125)9 unxder bomba-raeat the 

would take only about a ycea . On thu 	othersolidification of this lava mere 


hand, if the mace was formed wti.en itxense bobardrent had subsided the
 

ufroken solid crust ;youid hWc. become Tpssible; on the
fornation c-f an 

differentlatioi7hlinear scale eontenplated tlfis could have hapened. only through 

0 the Ji.gT(tcr sialic reoks .Yih would float on the simaiC melt,
 

trait of the descaibed ma-e-gnrabinj mechmvisns i the
A ohzaceristic 


deep penet" ation of the -impact-ng3 body, <.o about one-quarter of the di:IeIter
 

of the a. The epth.-of penetration t oblique incildence (lO0 1m) is here
 

less than die.tor of thei projectile (114 1m). For I'lae I-Cbril""-10t 

B 1050 !:a, the otho linear diMencion.t murt be increased sommtauat vore than 

/!e
 0 
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in proportion to the crater diamieter. ice the lateral strengtl is 121 thi's 

case Closely propor tional to cr ter dept. (Ql), from (9) te have 

hence, to tAre Imbrium, A = 45 an find x 5 kp for the penetration 

of the front of the pxojocble wThoao dianeter grould -thenbe $84- km (£densityr :}. 

The average depth of the molten layer vould be about 87 I. All tis Ls on 

the assuAtton that a single event was re,?onsib]e 'Ca the croation of tO

mae, an as snption that is difficult to :efste in view of the reguar, nearly 

Wocular outlino of its border. A satellite which l rOduced Sinus I Mia 

may have impacted ne!arl- at the sa:.e tina, 

K.0 Lh PaeOfCoetAnoo nd_2e.0SMo ue tr 

"athematmica. attemptAs to retrace bnckwvards in time the history of th 

earth-noon cystm depend, in the first pEce, on the assumod la of AM1 

friotion, either as it did, or diid not "sr7 in the course of tice. Th

different results obt-aned by difterent aut-hors (of Section as to the 

.,Snimum dist-noo and, especially, the time scale, depend PaLII--nly on the assumed 

history of Miction. The relatively short time intervals of 2 - billionb 

years obainad for the time of closest dis ace are undoubtedly dub to al 

overestiate of friction rhich so fiMainonn;ally depends on the dstribuion 

of the oceani. and contie ts, as well as uipon the total amount of water in 

tho hyyosph-re of the cexth, The oldest dated minerals, sudn=s the Z'ihos 

in the gneistes of ilinqosota, show an U-Po agoe of 3C5 x 10 9 years, equal to the 
oldest repreaentati;ve from the Central Manine and the Congo, and sedim Mtanr 

rcks reach cin to 5 X 13 9 Nears (Cloud, 19G3). The closes% apozch cW th 
ag,',zo. I vth .n 
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moon couV1 Tt have hap~pened later than thece dates* ocean tides of! up to 

10 km beilyl, accormapaied by rook tides of similar amplitude (at _ih O kn,= 


rocks becoc plastic a cohesion no Jongor can prevent them £ro4 follov-ing the 

tidal bulge of the rotatim-,earth, e Seoftion Y 3), and tidal friction heatinigl 

of the order o2 9 X 101 erg per an of tc entire oa would have avajoratedcr& 

the oceans aid pelted the unoor crust iitc a 2ava sea of VIAoh no previcus 

e:xtrunive or sedimentary rocks could have surtived. ndeed, the heat Vt 

tidal friction must hae concentrated in H iDpar portion of the earth3 

mantle, yielding-there well over 13I X 10 crg/g required for raisirg tie 

temperature Ao l10 X and relting (cf. Section rC). The history of tieS 

earth's proshrt crust must have begun- ,ih a completely molben state, 

synchronous vith the time wheyn as to (eitb5-the moon closest eaor- L-,arnd, 

or eerging from inside RoohIs imit as -Bsoribed in Mrco.-Sections With 

all the naextain-y as to the absointe timo scale, it is most natuxal to adjust 

it to a more definite event - the origin of the earth itself, Q5 X 109 yeanE 

ago. From toe theory of planetary encotuners (Section I._) a lJuar boy 

orbiting sore"here near -the earth's orbit could not have escaped close 

approaches to earth for longer than 105 - 13 years and, it tidal capture ever 

did take plaxm it must have followed the formation of the earth with not more 

than such a g in time. For this reason slone, any conjecture as to a Late 

cantu'e of the moon must be rejected as so ilprohable that it can be teri-,d 

praotioally ivpossible. ther 'the gcol,gioa. and geaocl-onoloical re-ord 

rendero basoltoly unacceptable theories which would put the date of luno 

capture at lees then 109 yeexa ago (QWvcn 1965)j or would ascribe the 

Caien-lFrec ,rilnon-o raity in bi logical-geological soquenJes ebout 
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700 million years ago to the events of lunar capture (Olson, 1966) (instesa 

of repeated world-wide ice ages as testified by boulder beds at this ond 
earlier epochs). The meicino is too stron Instead of boulder bods and 

interrupted organic evolution (with algae datiag 2703 million years azc), a 

global lava sea several hundred Idlompetrocs deep would have engulfed all traces 

of previous history, and not simply produced a problematic "non-conforvity". 

Under such ,troumstanoes, the critical appraisal of Olson's suggestion by 

,alter ii i-nk (19H8) sounds rather Aild; "Tw~enty years ago a hypothesis 

relating this unconforxity to a unique event in the Earth-loon history sight 

have reoeivf,,d sympathetic reception, -F, proolem less usLyenta 3omehc h is 

no. In mtuny places the geologic record is patched across the Precaajbian-

Cambrian interval, and the urxonforni ty in not so Tery different from o thers 

in the geolgic reoord. With regard ;o the explosive biologioal evolution 

an have succeeded only too well, by destroying all existing forms of i04 and 

insisting tiat life start anew0 The biotogist: won't have it". 

It tho Alfivn-Olson idea of a recent (late _rccambria) catastroiec 

event of suca a magnitude is not only refNted by geological evidence, bit is 

also contrary to the concepts of probability of planetary encounters (ti e 

probability of a primitive moon delaying itz fatal encounter Aith the ertth 

for 5 X 109 ; ears is less than 10 t), the mechanical variant of the capture 

theory propo--e by Al''ven (1965, 198) apijoars highly attractive, as it seems 

to reconcile the few critical data relatirg to crater elliptioitics and the 

time of thei' formation (Opik, 1901b) with the aesthetic merits of Gerstsnrn% 

;athematical model of tidal capturo and evolution. 



Accora gIto AliVen, the primitive moon was non-hmogeneous, VSt 

the outer laoy-,rs being of leser-density thou the average, wh-ile passing 

close to Roche 'a limit ast, renrn calcullations Ionia imply, it CouJl 

have lost its ligirter miprtlc Maile presernving the denser core which VMS 

still outside its own Roche s liidt and able to keep together by gratateon. 

In synohronowD rotation, the fragments of tae tidally distorted elongated 

mantle r eleas(d earthward would have been directed invards in elliptial 

orbits, possl-y even falliing on the earth, while those from the opposite 

end, turned atay from earth and possessing :ore rogulsr morentum, would sring 

outwards in elongated elliptical orbits, On a tvzoiody ap-nrorNbation, 

neglecting Vhe gravitational ction of the Soon's mass, from the tips of a 

tidally deforsed body, extended to double the 's diameter and in 

synchronous rctation at a mean distance of 2,.7 earth radii, the extrme 

inwardt fragmentz would ember eillitinal otozts tet-een 2.16 (apogee) and ( 75 

(p rigee) earth radii, thus collidding iith the eaxth; cju the c-etrem5 ou-ward 

fragments woull be thrown into elliptical o~its betwen 5.26 (perigee) and 

22.0 (kapogee) uarth radii. 2.71 earth radi is Roche's limit at denaity 4.14 

quation (i0 he original linsi mass Vas in a O of this acnsitt, 
a mantle of do isity 2.5- comprising the oth r half (and yielding 35A&as f'or 

the mean densit;y of the moon) could be throun out by tidal action, leaving the 

core behind. A second a-rpoximation, on tWo basis of the restricted thre 

body pro7len vth earth and moon as theprirvipal partners, would lead to no-e 

omplicated oI'its, the Jacobi integral howe-er peritt1ing more or less tin 

S-Tane range of geoentric distances. Things are more complicated-by the 

I/d
 



masses, by the aoOelertotif of the
Prosence of OCxnsiaer ble 	diffluse an. 

.fragments in .aer-miss ~noutcer's vit1 the accretI3g minnr core in a non

( clro po~ 305~5g arbi, drifqtin oxtvar d 9 from tidal intoraotioll, The 

pa tly Wsofoe by tlho eU-tll ald the ousaOrd- hilhwravdr fragne Tts, 

1p again a-nd ultimatody
tend to coagulate into nooniets, cof'liding amd breakng 

cloud, originally svriflginlg on mn avvcage
collected by bIe noon. The ootonar 

8 o =0o 9 25, vrill Collect into15 ellrh radlii, aorbit between, say 5 ac3 


rhile re ox,' loss conserv fng
Cloud of finber 6ecoisinoonJ.ets and i coherent 


or & ruifLa orbits Suzh tat

the orighiarf ng.lar momentum, mo Ingin n ihe. 

4P_9 eemrth radii; tbs is appzo:ibtely
mema distance becomes a = ) 


cas to have been for.ed,

wste craters of the 	conthnent ap9erthe ?here the 


T
judldgg from their sy5se-tic- trend in elhrtio d ,) 

outer fragments must bavoebecn rapidly coleoted by the tidally aA'noiltg 

of thea was prceserved from ftling.
moon. As tc the irner fragments, vjatove:' 

This imer moonlet, too s;all
the erth my have collocted into a moo'lei,.on 


the Lin body of t b e . n, was pertutbe& and aeceler1 ted
 
to overtao i id;:fll 

1 apog approaohes mntil, -tnapogee, a collisioni (1preedtd by
by thle lat-


side of -;he uootn took place; a satvo of
 
tidal -breakux) with the oarthwrd 

larrge fNOme ts le. thus 	to the -formation f the l-xanr maia. 
V 	 time scale, model of tidCal capture auldThus, xept for"the 	 Mt-en s 

olose passage is blc _-o 	 account not only for the om.be
subsequent mrUgi:Ual 

s 

in tbie corrt ontes ,nd tfehi syst matic ollpticities, but also for the '.ter 

carth rl&hemisphere of the moon.arformation 0 f tho lun 	 na on the 

in case one camot put much relicLace on pr cise
Quatitative, y, hcr'ever, this 

?r:cealng the stse of '"he noo t s
cCloiU)tions of tidal evolution near-, wad 

127 
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clore-t anzroach because the assumptions, neither of the constancy of the 

lunar mass, nor of the liited number of Lteracting bodies, cannot be 

ujLheld evten approyd-matel y. 

The cAy difficulty with this most attraotive model renains in th 

heat create,) -,y tbe impaoting bodies duri'g the last stago of roater .fojaaoor 

on the oontienteat The expected heati; wculd be somewhere between V'at of 

Models 5 ana -1 of Table 1X, and probably nearer to the fo.are; thi_s is a bit 

too hot, an- wvith too much .elti:ng, for the tiie then the highland crat rs 

Were formed Nevertheloss, pith all the other cu'staaes takeni 

account, -lWhen's model of lunar capture i peaxs to bave a good degree o3 

pxorao.iblity in its favor - about as much , Yodel I.1o5D the iost foavo 'd one 

of Tale flA 

V. S2U~qZT4' OF SMTAk 0aTH E00T 

A. Crater Toiiles 

The depth to dio,_tec ratio of luaz orators is iRnown to decrease with 

orator size (Baldwin, 194, i965). This is obviously erplained by gran itation 

influencing fallback. The avere velooity o? th ejocta is"cr_ rilaily itnd. 

by the strength of the material and the lddetic e atkity; for given -Velocity, 

the altitue and distance QZ flight is linited-by grea-tation, so that a 

sUN!ler perentage of the crater volane cat be ejected over the rim of a  _o

crater than overx a szall one 

The th ory outlined in Section ZtOF ;an be applied to the study of :Lunar 

crater proriles. In notations of thi S sul the pr3ceding sectionsthe o aparent 

depth of a o.'ater, x , as measzed om th ndisttnbed grounad level to 'he 

svxfao of te debris at or near the cento:.- of the orater (aisrogs'.ia-i 
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central lea: if"present), can be assuune eciual to 

x I- I'>B 	 (129) 

The throwou fiuction 1 - PB,is represented iW Fig. 2;, the fallback .Lracltio, 

being given by eanuation (49). Phis is the fraction of crushed material 

falling bac into the crater, but it may also be asnumced to cover gravittioao 
inhibition -In raising a lip end in displacing the unc~shed rock of the crater 

bowl. (M in Fig. 1); this justifies the application of the fallack factor 

to x , the ';otal depth. 
p 

Fpllbuck -ainly depends on mirameter b cquatLon (48)" vhich appriaches 

zero for small craters vyten fillbacn also tends to zero. I this case the 

grarltatiomVJ, friction component in lateral strength iquation (1i) mlf 

also become unimportant, and the c-aer profile, or the ratio of depth o 

diameter vui,.1 be deteriined by (9) (except for erosion for very &.,all o :aters). 

02 the paraieters in this equation, the lateral. strenth s + _, or the 

product S , is most uncertain. Nevertheess this, as ;Ve01 as valocir 

and density can be fairly vell guessed fo- a given coc~ogon o stagze. 

For tle larger craters, when para-me'er b is increasing with the l:.neaa 

scaleo, gratationa-l friction in (11) becomes importeant a even donin-lt, 

Fallbaok thc n depends primarily on 

2 2 12S: const. 	 (l5)) 
or 	on the p-oduct of kinetic elasticity e-d friction, md on the ma",in

e - , (Fig. i Settin" f' = 0, 73, sin 08 the depth to 
0 	 $0 

dia-meter curve for the large craters ca, c et by propera choice of>( 

which, thus, is mnother parae ' er that Gait be empirically deterine-Cd Pl ost 

independently of' s (within the marg'in o. uncertainty of the other, morc 
u0h 	 ter mr 
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certain parameters).
 

The msast'l.d crater profiles as usca bare ere from Baldwrin's (194% 

1963) work . hero the depth is rec'koned from the crest of the rim. Average 

rim heights were therefore added to the calc.ulated x' values; to rcndEr 

them conpara ble vith the observed depths, the calculated vaues of x B as 
'C 

rcfchred to grouid level were nulptiledby an emrical factor of I&( for 

Baldnin's Class 1 oraters, and by 1.30 foT those of Classes 2, 5, and 

the ratios do not seem to depenA on orat r size. 

Belasin's crater classes are mewat to re. resent relative age, Glas I 

being the youngest, shiowing the leant sta-nn of later impacts or the least 

imoaot; erosion. The classi .iation is sunoosed to be uninfluenced by 

the depth to diameter ratio, The later or older classes are more shallow, 

.-h i s perly the result of erosion bu; mq7 also include ...e subjeotive 

bias, Thi a is brought out by the distr'Znution oc crater classes as 

dejp.xy-d"ig cn taken from oatearwork (1965) and ifsize, Waidorins irenented 

'TaoeXIT. 

TBULE X1I 

li tribution of Crator Classes b- Size in Bldons LiSt 

Class 1 2 5 4 5 All Per cent 
Class I
 

Dismeter Nuiber
 

0 55 20 5 50 57
-Orls 24 112 

20-4-0 U.s (3 18 7 0 29 120 G 

10-20Is 44 4 0 0 4 52 8L 

59 0 10O
<lO MS 0 0 0 59 
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are registered predon-nantly as of Class 1, while 

among the laresyt craters"tis class is in a minority. It seems that the 

suall craters, being less shallow for fanlback reasons, tend to imrees as 

The ,nal.ler craters 

being loss eroded, Another explanation may be that; in an incomplete :List, 

s=2l craters are more often selected when they are sharp and neat, Mifch 

nakes for a preference in favor of Class I without classification itsel. 

being systesatic:.y at faul.t. la both zases only the laugest craters 

w.ould correztl.y represent the relative population of the classes. IHezee 

we may conclude that the Class 1 craters, aco-rding to Taele XII, axe r st 

all of post-tare Age, being srodued as the lost 25-4) per'cent of the 

total populwtion of craters; they could ,ell belo<g to a later stage &7 

pre-mare be sardvuent when the lunar crust had. sonsfebat coolea and ha dened. 

Craters of Ulasses 2-4 are shallo:er (Bal.wtin, 1249, 1935) nd can beto Chotter so"' 'Iard 

esplat nod byT leeVai~feBs an- ter crustal. nateriol at. tiea 

earlier staoes of the final borbarmdent. 

It th s appears that the orate r prc'ile data are not a homogoneous 

selection. Por throwout theory to be mo.;mnfully applied, a closer s tudy. 

of the stat.,tical material is resuired. 

Table XIII. represents the distribut'.on of the craters in BaldwK4n 

list (1s9) aocord-bn , to their surface bac-Iground, The selectivity is here 

vexry iaae.d, small craters being chosen c lofly when of Class I and on the 

ar.appent4~bccaase they ,ere easia to measure without intorferece 

from other craters. Of course, all post- re're craters except those of Class 

aro 'expJC e to be practically unaffected by later impats, hence the v.rtual
 

joy1/
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TABLE XIII 

1.iS I.UTLL._l 0? ?.J ,.E .i' MJASb1ThD C.RAT.,_Eo:a 0i MAMA.I .A§-0 )02~E~ 

Dianctor, -is > 0 20 - 40 10 20 13 

Contin. Maria GntLin, s.La Contin, laxia OontCin. Iaria. 

Nudor2 3 3 3 5 2 0 5 

Ybr cent 0ost.-1re 100 Lo0 100 10,) 100 ]-O 100 

Class 1 (emcxlucl niraers) 

N-aoer 29 1 47 L) 12 -4- :1L- 45 

Per CenL post-t-mre 5 100 22 101) 100 l00 0o0 103 

01asasos%53.4 (va~h Ooeravc ralsx> 

flunber 4/7 0 25 'I1 0 0 

Fer cent post-mare 0 o 0 0t I.. 

NHuber 28 2 13 1i 1 3 0 0 
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absence of Classes 2, 5 anl 4 from the maria as revealed by the table; theae 

classes undoistedly represent pre-mare dejects 

In Glas;, 1 1All craLcrs on the mnaria are, of coumse, of post.-mare ocigii, 

vwith agez ranging from 4.5 X 109 years to zero. 7ith the exclusion of the 

pree_oronnntly "continental" lint ar.eas, the maria represent aboat 50 pa:o cent 

of the area of selection, so that the continentes should carxy a nunber of 

post-nare m 'aters egual to that on the nsxlia, Assuming this the percantagcs 

of post-m:ar craters on the contnrentes wvre esi-ated, It appears tht, in 

Olasr I.,;hc ledgest craters (> 4 mis) re predominantly of pre--u1are .ge 

ald', beingf 2ess affe-ted by later impacts, uust corre.oond to the last Ztage 

of 1 imitiv crateriPg, soy at a distnc off sone 8 earth radii and 2000 

yems after the start of accretion (of. Sections TVoB and i). Craters of. 

Class .in the 20-40 mls group are also p.edomni-nantl of pre-mare age, althouh 

some 22 per cent may be of post-mare origin, but craters less than 10 m's -n 

Qiameter must all belong to the nost-,_,are stage, including those on the 

continentes. This heterogeneityj of Class 1 must be taken into accouat in 

the interpretation of crater profiles. correlations?rom the of damt tcr 

with depth as pitlishcd 'by BaldM'in (1949, 1965) it rz,-.y appear that hcte3'ogenity 

is izntfficant, the curves rLunlin smoob: over a diameter range or 1DC1 to 1, 

frola the snallest terrestrial to the largest lunaar cratcrs, yet the i-pression 

is deceptiv Systematic differences arcaali11g to a factor of 2 or 5n the 

depth to diaacter ratio become inconspieuojs over the wride rai)g.e en !1g 

absolute deth is conelated vrith log dia.-ter, istea, of the ratio, at d an 

apparently smoth run of the curves for ho :erogeneou3 material (depenc]iw-g on 

diamoter) cat be achieved where actuolly t iere are discontinuities in t, 

raI-An. 



As to BA~NKS (1965) Class 5, the lava filled or flooded ocraters, 

it actUlY conLtains ttt7o diffore-1t hind Of fo--Mations, Those on the 

continentes oa be c.olainod by local irnoc mcittw of the rimztti 170tre 

crust whoni the oratei was formed, while taose in the maria aYpear to be 

flooded from outside by lava from the ar,+ 

In Tables XTV and XV, in notations of, and from.the equations of flection III 

are collec0d some theoretically calcula-tod depth (rim to bottom) to di Metcr 

ratios, co.:remponding to a prior4 assumat probable paraneters of i.pac 

A median aqae of incidencei V - 45 as for isotropic bootardment, anl a 

coefficient of friction fa= 078 arc assumed throughout, in Table Xr1, 

W =5 k !eo an for accreton &Wing the late pre-nae cratering phase 
O -3
 

(Thvoheis5~ abh ),~'2.0, 8/0or as for a "sandball 

rla~ti~in&are further assumed, AS vith the assumned constants, an&C the 

lunar accelcratidn of gravity (162 onac'), from (1i, (12) and (.) no have 

S= Be + 160 Y-i (lbl) 

in q.gos. unrits, In Models A, B, D5 3, 11 and G, the co.'nprossive stret gth 

is assumed as for the hot and soft pre-mae lunar orust, a -=2 X iA yes/onM 

(of. Sectior V,B); this, according to (e), yields 

X Id= 1,095, 
p. 

a vlue that is insensitive to the actua-l VAue of a In Models A and B, 

a constant value of the lateral strength, about one-half of aP, is assuzad. 

a Model 0 a high orustal strength as for terestrial rocks is assused; tis 

itmprobable a3sufption is definitely refutel by the observational data, an can 

be seen from Fig. 5 in which Bald..nbs data for the pre-maro craters oA 

classes 2, 3 and 4 are plotted. Of the t o other models vri4constant s., 
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Calculated Orater Thoth to liarBter Ratios (1/3) 

for Lunrvrg-aii Fictionlf.VT 0. 7 8, 

Avee eoIncidence /_.5 and lag-.4re Condiion, 

= .,¢. z 1.3,& 2,. _L _2

x , m 0,25 0.5 1.5 5,0 15.0 25,0 50,08 2 "2, - 08, 
orlel A: s 1.04X 108 ;ycm2 oonst: 0.5- s 2 X 10 1.093 

s, 1]0 dy.e/om 1,08 1J2 1,28 1.84 ,53 - 5,08 9,04 

B, km 1.78 5.52 10.2 51.2 80,0 12f.' 209 

n/o 1, 8ct/B 0.210 0,177 0.115 0.0490 0,0517 0.0350 0.0549
0 0 

' eir" 0.50 

n/n° = tatX/n ° 0,222 0,196 0.144 0,0326 0.0686 0,0614. . 

Nodel 0: B a o as In A; s- 9 X 10 - 0.12- s - 2 - 0 = 31 

s, 108 dyne/c. 2 ... . .. 9. 9,8 11.4 Il.0 17.0 

Bo ... ... 6.75 22.2 64.2 103.5 194 

VB 0° = 8Ir'/B . ... 0.504- 0,196 0.0759 0,0441- 0,0251 

s, 2O" ayne/oil *,, 2M0 1,2 1,0Io0 1,5 


s, 108 dyne/or . , ., 5.2 . 2,8 59 5.2 9.0 

BO, km ... ... 3.14 28.1 77,5 120 209 

1,8x'/3C, .,. 0,.212 0.0705 0,0256 0.0181 060i94 
,ode1 E, s=s sam 

n/Bo = c'/no ... ,.. 0,22a 0,037 0.0521 0.0264 0.0287/B0 = ,tA0 



.. ..  
'Th31A3 X:LV' (Oont&a) 

Model 1: Sp. p as in D; ce.esinaph "t -t e lmrjie' A"'2 0.2so 


0 t5.0 2.5 .0 IN,a/e 503 


5.2 4,] 4-.9 6.0 9..7S. 

.. . 722 255 75.1 116 206Bol U 

x/n/n 0.265 0.127 0,.0445 0.0268 0,0273 

Model - p> p as in D; so decreasing with dcpt;h but Hill lsxger ,A = 0.28 

7.5 5.0 5.8 3.0 215
s 10 ayne/cm" 0.... 

10 I 7.7 50 6.2 7.0- 8 'od 

Inom ... . 6.54 23.4 69.0 Al 204 

H/B = i . . . 0.513 0. 1,2 0.0735 0.0421 0.05!A 

J"V.



TABLE XV
 

Oavlculatec Crats D)pt1 to Diancter !atiosfl/o) 

" for Lu.-:aity Friction x=07% Aer A o f nciemce 

4ii 0 and Pos± -eConfitkons: s =2 X 10 9 10 dlyne/c_0 


k kim 0.125 0425 05 -1.25 2.5 580 12.5 2b.0
 

s, l0 dyne/on2 9,02 9.04 9.08 9.2 9,4 9.8 110 15.0
 

1 2oelP Pteroidal bodies. ,w To Ck,.so .1 1, 5, = 0.22 

D 14.9 14.9 149 14.8 . 7 M,G 24.2 15,6 

Bo, bn 114 2.28 4,57 11.5 22,6 4.6 209 208 

o
iVo 1,6x/ 04170 0.169 0.161 0o.45 0 J.20 0.038 C.o3si oMI0 

iodelQ: o.n.etary "o . 00 .. w = l!sc ,=02 

D 26.6 26.6 26.5 26,4 96.5 2610 25.5 

BO IU3 2.21 4.45 8M85 22.0 45,38 867 211 

H/BJ0 = 1,6x'/Bo 0303B9 0 0381 0.0928 0.07403 0.0tNO4 0.0569 0.0)23 ... 



B is completoly out on account of the assuraed high elasticity, whi-le A with 

A! = 0.55 leads to a better fit vfiZch is st:ILl b ,,A er.nou as can be seen from 

Fig. .5 \linje for large craters the cur art- be adjutc -r a Ut[)1Ce 

choice of tne moller craters require an uncrease in s. 

It is nabura1 to assume that, on acoout of cooling1, the outermost crust 

of the soon accuired somehlat greater strength, Tentativelrl at an age c4 

2000 ye-s frc the beginni:t of accretion, Mien t"he resently survying cratei's 

in tie contineates were formed, the temperaiture distribution in t1e crust may 

have been &out as follows [of. equation ) 

depth, Im.(xc) 0 0;4 0.80 ]I 2.0 3.2 13u
 

temperatirve, 0) 500 900 1250 147( 1680 1770 1800
 

, o
Thu* at the depth of penetration of t-e smaaler craters, nrioti 


cooling mid h}p odenin g of tho rocks may have taken place. In odols D an E
 

this has been assumea, a triple value of .SC X l08 (still only one-thiir
 

that f or cool terrestrial rocks) at x " 1. Iw. or -4:-,3 0.8 Ian being propr sed,
 

vrith a oorresjDnding softeni-g, of the mavereanards. 'The representati on
 

of the Class 2-4 orater pr1ofiles (Fig. 5) i- now good, the best fit being
 

oa.net at 0O28, aid, intermedate \. value betvz-en thetwo models. 

odels F end G. are similer to B and D but vith more hardening of -the
 

crust, meant to represent a late stage ofpr(-mere cratering, pehaps 20,0(0
 

years after tin start of accretion,, when th !youngest' craters in the
 

continent.es _ Lhose of Class 1 - were forme., As has been pointed out above
 

(o. Table XII'[), only the large Class 1 enters... of ldxwn"s "-ist re oP
 

pre-mare age. In Fig, 4, the Class 1 cr-atcr Poofiles are plotted with
 

http:continent.es


that Modei 	 f
back(IrOund ,areor continens) indicated, and iL can be seen 

represents "'easonblywell the observations for the pre-mare craters larger 

than 40 1on, v!ile !Aode3,0 is "too strong", 

larger craters in thecraters a,- wll as 


mqaria and all ray craters are of post-miae origin. They must have been
 

st h as
 

The smaller of Class 1. 	 the 

produced b? high-velocity impacts of astroidal and cometary bodies, 

in Table X'V, Models P aw&c Q. At an average age of about 2 X 109 yea:
calculated 


and hardened completely, therefore a

the lunar (uter cruLst pust have cooled 

high strentth, cjual to that of terrestr-al granite or basalt, has been 

assumed. 	 The assumption has proveed a success; in 1'igi 4, the dbscrvud flat 

cratt rs all run of the 	depth-to-dianeter ratio for post-mnre ob ects (all ray ' 

the maria, and all Class 1 or xters smaller tnea 52 IM on th, c
craters in 


well matched by the P antl Q models the average corel)Ln
continenteg) is 


falling be'tween the two. Frovi statistics of interplnetarj stray bodies
 

71 
(Opik, lSa;) it can be estimate& that cometary impacts should account ?or about 

fTr 60 per cent40 per46.cent oratering events at the 5 k! crater diameter level, 


at the ,AM :)nd 70-.75 per cent at the 40-SO '. level. Accordingly, the average
 

correlation for a mixed impacting populistion of asteroidal and comet r.7 bodies
 

should lie between Models P and Q, neare!r to ? for small crater iaeters, and
 

to Q for the large ones, an expectation that is in sur-prisingly good accord
 

4. 	 despite the heterccneitywith the dserxvations as plotted in Fig. Tnus, 


in ago and background of the Class 1 orE.ter selection, the deata can be well
 

represented as a combination of large pe-3nare craters formed at low rmpact
 

velocities (3 Ic/sec) and of' post-mare .steroidal(20 lcseco) nd corni tar

tne
(40 Iaz/sec) ipacts. Together viah th older pre-maro craters (Fig, 3), 

6-" 



successful representation of the crater - rofiles lends sone strod- idne.,dent 

slupport to o-r co'ncopts of lunar origin Section IV), as y l1 as 1-o th 

Qp2ntta~~"~t heory of crater.ig. YJort'i noticing is the .,ro ssp.n f teh.. 

idnotic e--Tstcotty .N 0.22 - 00.3, corresponding co l-i4 er cont .A.eraj-e 

kinetic (tuLrov-'out) efficie -ncyof the erae;ering shock, hishor than for 1snd 

cxater's va2d diluviu but about equal to "hat o .hard rck at low vejf.oc:ties of 

inpant (of. SOctions .. C-1") 

The LU.OSO!n Of -i Oh to aiavter ratios for a given orator diame'ter 

:is conside..adblc, s ing veriation viithi 1 an extree renge of albout 5 to 1 

(of, {Ei5s. and 4). Yet +his can be accounted for entirely by the ditOnermion 

in tho atigte of incidence factor, (cos eqviVon (9).. ve. eRa __ -yD 

there is little room left for an int-i'-nc variation of the othier rolcrant 

pnraameters velocitv density and strenj,'h of the nateri@a-I This -I.spC-l-t 

true of tin pre-mare orators 5 oratert on(Fig, arnd Class 1 e continents 3 larger 

than 4I0 1mn in Vig. 4), and for an unders ;andable reason - their ima-pact veloc-in

must have been close to the noon s veloca.,ty of escape, thus practicall; constant 

Unlike the case o2 the exlperimental "Teapot" crauer (Section 0..). for 

the lunor craters the density of the " aitback material is assmied here to be 

the same a- that of the original "bearocc9: materriel ior the pre--- craters 

this assutm)tion tubLw-ally follows from the fact that the toed-ook" for non 

craters co-sists of the thf'roout -ad fal--baok material of their erased 

predecesso.'s, - so that the material must le identical in all respects i iPlueling 

dezit"y. Besides, any sigificant d-ffrence in density woufld ic-rea..30 the 

fallbaok v.Alm'ne of 1-rge craters so much that, instead of depressions, the-ir 

floor leve..,s would appe(a as elevations :,bove the original ground leve - which, 

http:crater.ig


as a rule, is not the case (VrLtb one notahic exccption, the large pre-aare 

crater 7orgsn;us, whose floor -is 4W meters above ground leve_) FPor the. 

1apost-ma-- e crater-s (P'ig. 4) , auXij incraarsc in f8-hLbaok vNren cooad be 

co-aterca by an incrcase the elasticity cceffioient , ;.nt in thil case 

the l,-ge depth oferosoin (it fror1 5 to :12 3im) vould cnsure"prescmrc corpacion 

of the partially melt-d rulble. lczxtver, "or the smaller post.-r.are oraters, 

2

v4 

Sann sere-%otto balance a chanjie in volrie; stead, an incease n 
c 

would be remitand which clas not aTpear to be plausible, the largest pcssible 

value (9 X jQ38 eye/cm2 ) as fox hard roc s bei aajg-ersused. 1z. 

-artl byt"az{!erj! Through the nolten spray, pzartly tiwouzh s-$isidence helped 

by later i: pnts , the fallbak tst have nearly ac uired the density of the 

or.L4inal bc,rccJ.s -

Tntexlye-,ree as TOoact, craters in-Lthie result of obliue A %he pre-]naXe 

the lunar highiannids regard to class are found to show a r ieunmom 

ellipticity of 0,070 (n = 55) in central regions, and 0.09- (11 = 125) 1n .iio 

regions %ik, 1931); the second figure is of lo,'r ;-!igcbt esoite ocin

based on a greater nunber of oralors, The values are corrected for oserivatio: 

error disersion an:-.d a:ca sunposed to reprensot -he true cosnmic average of cr-ate: 

elli. ticiti es- a wei',gted ean observed value of 6 = 0.030 can be ac, opted, 

for a median &U.ter of aou 27 cn. , _hp 1o095: 4'4 equaxlion (23) 

yields 

* ,/ (152) 

vehere D = 3'x This yields for ,Models A and 33 (Tahlx , at P30 51.2 kn 

0.076, and C-or Eiodels f and B, ?t B, 003.1 The 
C 

values are closer to the obsrvd. ..it.it thncol "- exece z cr-ns 
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a priori calculatio-s based solely on firf t physical princiole. The value 

iinly depends on the relative orater dianW5 D [quation 

B. 	 (CToaDic Rc!of qnd Stren', the Prims:lve Iusar Crut
 

The "in orographic of V-o inoln6g the ;sjcritt
... features noon, of its 

crat:'r.s, must ha-e been forned during and imndiately after the acoret on phase 

thn the crust ;as hot and soft, and wi.thnut significat changes aftorvars. 

Fron the stMLpoint of supportiAng strengtt,_iith its su-a21er gravity tl'c moon 

should be Ae to suppo:rt six times &ceacr differences in level than M-e 

earth. AcuaLly, the ajsoubo differcnc's in1 level on the 3oon are ccnsiderah 

smaller thai on earth which points to a loIer strongta of its crust t.the time 

of its formation, in agreemnent with the congluzions draam from crater cofilcs 

WSC.o VN4), The mean difference betw en conti uitp and ooan levels on 

earth is 4.3 A or, witb the isostatic co-rection for -the vrexght"ater>of' se 

the cq-iva.snt mibalanced difference snouats to 5, 5 1mn; on the maoon his -iould 

correspond to 1.9,8 Qe while the actual mea differsce beteen the winaf.a and 

the cont-neates is only 2.5 kn or eight times loss (Baldw n, 1965; .1:, 192a), 

Cc course, the differences in level occurring on a largo scale are 

isostatioally balanced, and the slones a-'S always smaller tAn the angle of 

repose, arlbtan fs. Yet, rhen the unbalared pressure (weight nnus buoyancy) 

exceeds the plastic limit (compressive st ength, sp), -riction is uflte to 

prevent subs.denoe Differences of lovel 'h over short stretches or continuo 

slooss thus set a loTr limit to s whici the oxtrene cases amrooaches -hep 	 

v&ale its&lt, 

s - , h 
P.- t-'i -

The stress Ls greate~at the "foot of the mountain", i, al the lowes4 
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unco!fenoM2ea level from whioh 'h is restooned. With dept the st ess decreasel 

on account c? isostasy, beginni-g from a subsurface level Phere the heavier 

rock (iMfas Cen earth, compacted mncria ock on the ioon) begins,- ,d rcaches 

zeo at the bottom of the lighterv frmaJ.Icn (siaa on earth, battered ro.k or-n 

1 efning on the ratio of the densities.
the-moon, ox a depth of about 5 A h as de

The Otrenz't of the rock will ;ywith tk o deq-}t, increas-ig on ancou t o 

conpastion t decreasing because of]higher termperature, so that there 'a a 

certain ambiguity as to wabi0 depth (265) propel y refers. It turns oit 

that on the moon the insulatin, dust layer is rathelr thin and that solil rock 

of high thermal oon niutiity begins soon tnough belowr the surface (at loss 

tbsn 20 metirs, Section VCB and V11,c); the differences n temperature are 

therefore not large, and the loner limit -of s wotJld therefore cory espond to 

the near subsurface layers, of the order of .6ho Mhere the stress is vraat-st 

The s-re.gth vould decrease downwards as -eto-eratthve rises, but this snould. 

not beeooie :ignifiont before a de-ah of 10-20 12. is reached. 

In Tahlo XIII typio l estiaates of he compressive strength of terrestrial 

and lunar rooks are collected. The most prominent slopes have been chosen 

for the moo i from Baldv;in' s contour map (,L963) and from the lunar li'.So profile 

as measured by 0. 6. Watts (of9') O0 tt'ese latter &.ta a tirofold selection 

:s used: .lh from the average limb profile over 100 position anle (s00 ba) 

and [i lib-aions (Qpik, 1964), in which the differences in level are partly 

smoothed ou as it actually takes place ;- Lh the highest sunmits and de pest 

trouzhs Who ic load is s:a'ed by nearh-y lC s extreme efatures; (b) i he from 

extreme dif-teronces in level over contino )us slopes tabulated over 20 j osition 

angle for zero libration aid. published by Byld.iD;M.the contour ma-p For 

13 
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terrestial features, in consideration oA isostatic orjensaion by vratcr, 

03 pn cent of ocean depths is taken as ithe efective component of j 1h 

reckoned from toe sea botton plys the effective elevation ovory dry land 

smoothed so as to eliminate extreme mountain ounAi in (m) P 2 S 

for moon and earth a iks, and the full w-.ue of JL, or 0W of /l l has beeneC 

used, to allow for sharing of loads
 
-ne largest or the limiting values of s sbouid approach the 'uE
 

averageo. ence, for the earth, s 2 1 seems109 dne/c. to be indicated, 

a value very close to that for granite oc basalt ad a cheek on the rel-iab-l-t

of the method, For the primitive moon, the compressive strength is found 

to be ten tines smaller, a 2 X 10 dyre/cm2 

C Ray _Uraer~zs end 8ren;,%hof %e j g earei loo0 0 

In Ba-Rvnts (i1935) list of 50 ray craters, 60 are on continentes and 

20 on mariaW This is also approximately the ratio of the recso ive areas 

occupied by continentes nd ra i a on the earthtird hemisuhere of tho moon 

(continenteaq however, *revailinz in the liN,:reas There is no inn~ication of 

greater density of these objects on the continentos, contrary to other types of 

craters, Clearly, no contribution to ray craters has come from the nro-marev 

stage to xVAN 98 per cent of Oo dinery" lunar craters, croundd 20 ta-e more 

densely on ;he continontes than on the maria, belong. This is not so -nunh 

a question of relative or absolute age, as that of the violence of thje 3xplosions 

caused by t e impact of asteroids or cone ;ary nuclei; these at-a veloiy of 

some 15-60 ]3m/seu, may load to irigh-veloctty ejecta travellin hundreds orl 

thousands klomters over the Moonts surfie, hich the primeval impacts of 

planetesimals at 5 k/seo could not match. l.. cratetsThe l-rsoconar 
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Lower of.iton..pressive Stregth (s 108 :.n1/oa2 ) fron Orographic Ycatures,
 

Noon enil Eextn
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(over ,300m ,iaeter) in the rays ( hoemace, 1966) are of such a size th It 
they should not be eroded by Licro netz.it,, bo.'bernent even. during all The 

45 x 10 ye&'-s of exposure, ;tile the saler ratrs coud ast for se-reral 

hundred illion years (of, Sections X0D. E Ad, even vhen the areorateX-t 

eroded, the rayT sitostico should 
last naD. imintain its :tighter colorationt.
 
It is most likely that the 
moon has not existed long eno-ug h for the first
 
post-mare rays 
of ray craters to be erased amd tha the differcce bethvecn
 
ray craters and the rest lies ini the 
origin-vl cvont, not in asolute age.
 
The ages 
of tie ray craters are ex:pcotedto range uMiforaly over the spam 

of 4,5 X 109 ears, with an a erage o2 2,25 X 10 yrs, the same as for tfhy
 
rest of post-.care craters, 
 Besides, ahos-; all lacge craters on the marla
 
are ray crate:,s3 this supports the view thkat t 
 e ray craters are not 
exceptionally young; they are not formed dvur1ing the recent one hundred mt2.llioqn 
yeals or so-- their hypothetical ftoreru~merr whose rays are s-upposed to bt!
 

obliterated b, 
 age a-e not there,
 

" The secc-ndary craters 
in the rays, lIcwn before but brought noxv.to bhe
 
fore by the Ranger pictures (Shoema-er, 1966), provide 
a means for esfluitng
 
the strength ",o'the post-mare 
 lunar crustal t-,ateriols. The ejected blooL 3
 

vflflch caused the 
secondary craters ha,;e with.tood -high accelerations which
 
taxed their st::ength to a 
 degree that can be aylroximatcly ca.culated on fi'rs
principles froia the cratering formlae c
 

Of courso, 
 under very par ioular circunistmices all-sided compression na3 
increase the srenth of some blocks, :insteac of shatteri,,ng then. These 
ho',ever, must te exceptional cases; in gano i, the ejected blocks ill b( 
representative of the strength of the parent bedrocko Clumping of pulveri zcd 



aebrjts mayr also prouoce slzoable blooks;, but of iif'erior st:,egth, umfl.'ale to 

,vithstmd hi1gh accelerat-ons; they -VPl not roach to great distnces from 

crater. 

o.ost a? the throwout loaves a crator with relativoly 2ow velccit..I- on 

area Short Irrjentory.,hio the central rfgi.onS the ejection yeloc.ti 
-

hh r but most of "Ibe material, is oxautveriseebrol n n. b, the sho 'k 

In a hig -eloitity :iUnpsat;, leating to ex-)loai're d"vopment of gasj so ac 

bocoPs may be conoiderablyj accelerated ana f"Ied i.ke S.Assi..es f-ron au

the accel'.zation depends on%favorel.e ci:otustnoese nos-tlofl 1ra"A-me ... 

ad timimz of the first shook that break3 up the bedrock i'Ato Lergo oh-ks, 

If the gas stre from the central fun.el ov-er....s a block at. the x-igLt tine, 

it nay....sen . it out of the crater -ih a 7,eLocity tnat pereatly exceeds nIhe 

ordinary ejection velocity of the inelasbi-c shock. v° ( 

mass of Suh high-speed ej- ta nay be small) yet suffi-cient to oausc VIo ray 

phe..omenon around ierge craters 

.'±thsUt entering into details of the ejection rocess. tile Ve].ocity 7
0 

(loer _int) of the ejects&block can be determined fro tho distance of 

flight; its size (a) is then related to the dilehoter 0-i of' the seconda&; 

crator through equation (). I V is the accicration vring ojectjon the 

crushng stress ( lateral strength of the materal Iiside the pra.,y crater) 

sl exerienoed 'b the projectile duxing: ejectio, is then close to 

lore o is its density. 

The lengtl of path during aoceleratLion 4-s of the order o0 the depth oS the 

primary w-ater (diameter I3 or about 0. B whence a lower limitLto ax celeration6 l0 
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car be set at 

(using t-he eqcytion for constnt ac: c.erctionq), 

We aE s,-me also \ 45 as a r.rdiar and vuost prcobable angle of eJectionll 

e-eec a xe intract alike; tils ea&s t(c manlum velocity =-d m.nu. est,,atod 

strength () At this L-Gle the 5-Artie). as well as final velocity o- tlhe 

arOjectile in its elliptical orbit is given by 

w0
2 = 2gL .i- -,;(s#cosq) = Sg/(si t- COST) (me) 

5,E4IX 10± c/sec is the sqyarc of the velocity of oscapo)',&.ie?-

Rp is tho l.una radius, g the suirface ac eleration of gravity, 2 ' the 

selcnoc n.tric angizler distanea of flight and L = 2R sn5 1 the 21 -ear listenoe 

of the PMlt~t neas'ore along thbe chxo.. - (Form oznbiitrap-y zenith angLe %, 

in eqrxatio. (156) the factor 2 is to be fttostiitutod by cosec and cos 

is to be taken i-ntead. of cos't), 

The ,'elo-ities are smch t at at impact fcrmation of theo seoonoxgy Crater 

the Stresse-s greatl exceefl the strecgth of any rook, w -> Y (I0),vi , relCore 

(05) ma (':-ith k = 2 shoulad be valid, Time comp.essive strength cThi ,h 

irOiunces the result but sl.itly con bc: sct equal to 
=2.9s yiths s , (157) 

p o 0 s 

gravitatio. all friction being relatively in-moortant, while 3 denotes the 

lateral. st tngth for the secondary crater, . _ craterng equations frr the 

secondary corater then yMld 

Deh B /dn, = :,t.35i o)Sth4 ( ) 

while the -ensity of the bedrock canoe: -s olu. 



For 2.6 the najmarioO. coefficient becomes 
. '<: &1.51 -- - J" 

Uts ing this vtol ua for the density of the proje3tile, and settin-.3 

s ' Sl. "'' o' 

simpole relations axe obtzinedt for the cruzhing strnSt (A A and dianeter ~~ 
1).
 

of th. ejected block, as depedin2 on te dianetcrs of the secondary -ai 

parent craters aad the velocity of ejection (16): 

s . % q'fl>'/) (140) 

a-a 

.
Tho seconiey craters whtch axe considee be.ow are all on the MUMa; 

the &aptit of penetration is of tbe order of i3 meters and aore. Recent 

n:.ontSurvyor I :hot-ograhs (,ewell; :i96s; 3 fae, 1966a) show the Vim of an 

oF ronded bow.derscrateo zo-th-vcst of the spaoeora't, partly consisting 

An. 5 and G) reminiscent of a stone x¢ll, Almost level vith We genor l 

In Fig. I,terrain, this <all can be compared to a raicd lip rith top eroded, 


it cna be co sred to the lip L,~ book npwar. and, .asedfrom level I- 1 rhse
 

original posit5 on is 005-0.04 crater diemet(rs bela the inldistabed surf xce.
 

The crater dia:.ter is 420 meters (est?.mate_dsroco from spacecraftb is
M about 

140 meters for toe near side of the rim, 560 .eters for the fox side; of. ig. a). 

Hence the origxnal depth of the rcRy strata from t',tihthe lip as raised is 

15-17 meters. The lay'er of loose material n a -ara must be less than this. 

It follows tha the secondary craters W-h " ,e oIe discussed must be the 

result of impast into a brxd rocky substratu i, - not into granuttLaod naterie 1;
 

the streith mu it be of the order of that for the parent crater, so that ti e
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coefficient " (159) should not differ mrach from unity and even nay exceed it, 

considering that sI is the actual stress which the block survived and whio 

must be smaller than Ue ultimate strength of the parent crater intcrior, tild 

is the utlmate strength of' the upper crust at the point of iqptacS°
 

Afew typical cases of secondary oraters to vll iamoma ray craters are 

considered beno. Ithough the s-values so calculated are inferior li ts-s,by 

choosing the largest objects at a given distance, or the largest disnces for 

a given secoarLa- crater size these-interi-or lim - should come close Ito the 

actual value 3.. 

(a) Ii tare Cognitui , there is a-co %spicuousgroupo of secondar-- craters 

along a rag rom 3-ullialdus as shown by Ra-nger VII photogaphs A 108, 3'0-,17C, 

(NkAS , 1961) and pointed out by Shoemaker (1936). Tear the south-est corner 

of' A 178, thare are three. large craters in a line, ttao of vt',ich appear to be 

doble on closer inspection. Mbile the mi, e one is single. Alloring for 

overlapping :-a scale, from a study of fl-B. hotograph A 176 the folloring 

dimensions o:' the five craters havre been derived: 

_° ters northorm; ;t mid"al e southernmost Average
'diameter, 3'- double single dou-le 

along ray 1.61 & 1.75 2.41 
 2.48 & 2.05 2.03.+ 0.08 
at rinta.gles to raylo61 & 1.55 2.05 1.85 + 0.021.75 & 1.90 

Blipt-toity is thus J = (2.06 - l.8b)/2o06 = 0o112 + 0.040 in the 

expected dirEctiono It is, ho}.ver, too i certain for qoula2titative appLication
 

according to equation (23). For the lavgL st of the group, the middle SJ-ngle 

one, B1 = 2.4'3 km. is the average diameter, The distamce from Tullialdu3 

(south o? th z.aronp) is L = 258 I-, 2 '" (,°4-9I (one selenocentric dogre = 0. 5 krm) 

-f' 



2 x los .y WO 060 -g/sec4 With 1 =60 1n] for BIllialdus, 

(ktO.) b2d (141) are tzapsformed into 

Sa 6.0 X 10 '( d5yne/c 2) 

0 3
 For-- ranrjirg fr-om 045 to %s 49 to 9.4 X 10 dynO/vm , 2.-5 

15 x d, = 0.'65 to 0.98 lea as the diaiweter of the proje--ti.lea As E. :Lw-er 

limits endL as referring to a block shattere&by the blast, zst fond to be 

close to and compatible ;rith a velue of a 9 X 10 a for gr'i -or basalt, 

valid flo the post-mrax lunar rocks (in a n-ae) at 5 - 6 km balow the surfaces 

the voluo of the ejected blv-ck is aioub 0.25 im , thab of the fullialus 

crater lse 6000 lm so that there isruhed, equation (15): dbou m no 

shora e of aterial for these, exceional ejaect. 

On the sante fraze A 1716 (NkA, 1964) (selengrphic i 2at South, 

21044 East) )f lRaqger 711, there is a grop of s;t.rt parallel ridges go. r, 

fro-n north-;ot to scutheast and not in the direction of Bullialdus. Thy arc 

10-15 kn long, a few hundred meters high va'd are also vell vrzible on th

earth-based "Ack Cobservaory phota - aphs; they appear as brihb at full mooi 

as to cantiaentes, in contrast to nhe dax. re. backgro-und. They are f -ZiLax 

in appexran-e to the isolated peaks in northern Mare lmbrium (Pico, "ittsn. arx! 

others) and twre difnioult to ecplain as ejecta froli imvcts. The centn~i noak 

of Alphonsus (see below) belongs to the sar.e kina, They havc somethdng l%0 do 

vnlh the neil ing o' the mare and maqy be zur-qixtv' relies ofs the pre-nare period. 

O'Keefe (196z.) siuggsts a volcanic origin ior the :ciages as well as for , black 

mar.king whid- rumns :.l the same direction, The mared,"- is cirkest at moon 

(Lick Obserw tor and other photographs), xcniniscont of the black s.otsl in 

I /f / 



Allphonsus a12d elso\Tbere a-ndoca-ot be na i of an1 elevation. Clearly, theso-±'e""4 

featires cnarrot be of direct impact origi' Secondary volcanic phenona ad 

lava effusiL'n d ;soi ietiication o, ti1 -. n=e (45,billion years ago) cnn boe" 

advocated; yet there is lit-Ue waond to assume volcanism (of a fera 

haired mil Lion years v o) as some author3 wouild ha-ve it. 

(b) 	 Tychot0s .cay(latitude 10? 64 So-uth, longjtd 202Es)o 

Rapger 	 VII - A 196 (NIASA, 1964) is sa ddei -mith seoonda-es (Sinemaicer$ L035) 

the lest the grou-o eFfor . in just below tiae middle of the frauc, =3 1.02 -a 
'
OCk,f a, k 17052 . -hB =3-3 kn 1 l, ea -tio-ns140 and yyield 

tO ' :2,-5° ' ,'01 

5.0 X 10 dyne/om2 1 0.25 Ion at ,7"~ = X 10-, v 1o6 k:/see, 

The blocks ejected from -ycho n,. orizhioating, from a contine:is of post-inare 

age may be somew-at weaker than those iro n J-ulialdus although, as a 2o -;er 

limit, the Jig-re is not blldixrt. 
A era'e' jut a sOt o the conspcuu qroup OttC ousZCe the ra .-r'-e 

A 19 ,has exactly the appeaxance of the. mn.ers of the group; if consi-ered 

a secodar r of Tycho, with B1 - 1 3 5 x y
 

makes the strength prfecticaally eual to t-at of the ae background of 3ul{idns,
 

The u terial is not well suited for the study of crater profiles 0eause 

Of anbi4:tj in the interpz-etation of shalor,-s, Also, the theory of falback 

for isolate I craters is not simply x bcause,oppilc in these cra.dced conditions 

crators of In extended area mutually cont-ibute to each other, compensating thuk-s 

for the eje ,ta; a.considerable contrioutton may have come fromidust anx rtubble 

of the ray jot -which accompanied the secoidery block -in flisht. 

The s'Condaxry crate-s shov mar' ed e-tinticity, the study of which ho',-evcr 

is complica'ted for reasons simlar to tho e listed above Thus, on JFrne 199, 



tWe larges t crater shows urasl elongation on reyroductions (Shoevaker, 1936) 

butb on the *ootogranic original ('AS 2234) it clearly consists of tD 

overlapping craters, each measuring aboout 0.5 km ii diametoer. Also, it may 

be assuned that all the iract angles in a limited area of" the ray are bhe sas-e' 

systematically differing from the istropOi average of 450 and thus considerably 

influencing tQcj-ationl; Nevertheless, local differences can be noted cvn at 

inspection. Thus, the large ellipticitios of a snell group of seocond cios in 

Prane 199 ("SA, 1934) are not repeated ii other grouqs; either is Lhe gromi 

theehrde smller D., larger t- Zquations (7).and 28)- , or was peculiar: 

shape and sjlittinqg of the projectiles res)onsible for the deviation, 

On Frvne 199, secondaries as small is 63 metrus are still visible though 

erod.d - pe naps filled to one-half tiheir original depth, If a dineter of 

500 noters is roughly the limit of erosioa over 45 X 10 years (9±k, :93"c, 

1966c, 0), the age of a half-eroded drate one-fifth this sizo Vould be ono-tcnth 

or 4,5 X 10 3 years. Ten tines younger t an the maria, this is still ton timses 

greater thaa 50 million years rrorosed by Shoemakler (i63). 

The i-iterior of Tycho shows on Klp3r's Atlas (XKiper et alo, 196)) "ro 

craters abo.re the limit of 2.0 on, one meisuring 2.V ha on the L-iner eastorn, 

the other O.' 5.6 in diaeter on the irner western vrall. For the area of 
60 0 _- k2 - ... ' ,

6033 k , irc Imilaum ca rIes 4.5 craters to this lirh.t (6 pik, 1900). The 

age of Tyoho could then be some (2 + 1) X 109 years. Although uncertain, this 

sup.orts the longer of the two estimates, 

(c) teween copernicus and Erathos-;enes, there are mjaificent c ater 

chains prodecdt by a salvo from the Coper-ieus event. A secondary of'3 = 6,0 kon, 

at a distanne of L = 150 k!m (reckoned frou half-any betven center and -n of 

1-1
 



Woerio= f388 M 1 &h"= 4571, 205 X 10
 

o- 1o= 
G.48 	k-t/see, yie-da n; I. =. 10 8d-nie/cn , 2m5 krnM 

(aI) T3he nomaous freouency oC oraters in southwestern Mare Imbrium 

(C4ik 190 sugests that secondsty cratcrs up to Bl = 0 have beea 

produced by ojeta fromn Goparnious to a di.stance of L 590 1m. Here-

" = 	 842X,84 0 94 In/se. Be = &3 km; rwith Iv = L,2 	 ' =4 110 v0 
90 2 0 	 0 

1.1 3 A dyne/cm . I = 1.05 2M o 1ns. Possibly, the value of - t itssI 

talon here too hig , but sI reivains vmi hi the expect d range. -to t 

From the evidenco presented here an6 
A

in the proced:iong sectiontha;, from 

an vnspeciffis deptb (20--100 meters) down to some 10 A, the stre.gth ol' 

post-Msare lusnr rocks is a]bout equal to terrestrial igneous rookso 

in recent motes Kopol (1935, 193) sxpresses uaot in the zmaot orig-.. 

of tia "seco Idnrf" craters in Tchs ray a; revealed by Ranger VII photcgzallhs 

aa indftrorte&by Shoe.saker; he pwroposes to consider them "subsidence forrahions, 

possibly triggered of by xuoorsqnothes' b-use th interpre-btion as secondaer 

craters reoy._ses, aceding to his cstiuatvs, an m1aceptab1y large toalatass 

of the ejecta. Fzomi Shoe s e s .(19S) coter counts in eaniotsidc t'e ray3 

d for one.-44ito of the lunar surface to . t.stsnne of 100 z-n around P c, 

beinS covered waith the scooniaoales (at an Everago equivalent thiones, o! 40 am>

for the lvayer o:' ojocta accordng to Koal. the total volune of' the e.joc ;ed 

boulaers turns out to be 250 K5 ,,hid is rot all excessive for a total ntater 

volNe of 600) Ao opal arrives at a mrh largor 4.rgtwe by taking a :,arger 

area of covergoe, and also by overestimatin, to a factor of 2 the crater area 

densities real from Shoemaker's (193) vory primitive logarithmic graph. 

Besides, h.s 'Lse of Nor"dy as empq.,rirical craler direter , kinctic energy 
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oorfielation lads to a project.ile mass of 3.4-X 10 gra to mke a. cater 104 k 

in. dieneter, w'hile Oer esti.mte. (based on first Prinompos, especially on 

_e,-otererzv 'ein' the lrooCrr sca 2acto;) 31i.l'Z 2.1 X 10 gram 

(a1 = 0.25 km, = 2.6 ) or 60 par cent of Kopal's empirical emtrapolaticno 

Thl_ disagree.m-t is not sig'lniticant. yet b~e smaller ass seens to be -nrcferablo. 

Fuerth he :.cay crater distribution is eairemely p !t),y,and Ranger VIl Frames 

A 195 .. IN (TASA, 19E84) on which ihocsa zez I statistics mainly depend ocntahn 

an exceptional.ly. dense cluster of secondarv'es uh-ch does not seer to -c 

representa t v The average coverage nay be very much 3ess. All in all, 

instead of Koals 5 - 9 X 10 l e. the acttal secondary ray ejec.ta from Qycho 

wolid amourt to a tot'l volume of less tha. 75 km3 somse 1.2 per cent of the o 

crushed crate.- vobe. Subsiaence craterb, of a rogular roun'd or ellivti ca 

share, de2sely -the area w"ith-"li ftie ,.2tvnl interference Ced ith 

meteorit diaeter-freruency correlation, are vey: difficult to une!rstaid. 

Fro" the ooo.ILned evidence, hardly any doult remains conceining the seoor dary 

impact origin of the craters on Tycho's ray, 

D. The Lunar S',aee -.s an ILmpact Conter-, 

On ea-rth, the atmosmhere pxeveits the smaller meteoritic bodies fr(n 

reaching the grounmd; they are not only decelerated, but also destroyed cy 

W}lation (evaporation, meltinS) and, in the denser atospheric layers, ivroug;h 

crushing and eragmntation. Irons car, it.<hstand the aerodynanical. pres-urie 

to ground 1ev ! up to a velocity 0 55 - 61 hi-!sec, but stones, and espe(-ially 

the loosely b nund coret nuclei (Opi , 1936,) rill be crushed at a consids-ble 

altitude and arrive as a diverging cluster of fragments. everth"cles, -dhen 

the mtntB is large enou h, the spread in the2 3aa and becausi linear Dassins 

14I;
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atrscspl'ere lo more or l =~scnstant and ofY the order of 23'3 MIeters (Gp4k, 1T)< 

a craterinss' :Ynrxtct can tna place; therofore on a2art l lateor oratewr be i ' I km 

aiafijeter dovn to a Pet- ntors can o&ly bcz -p odncod b, r tor 

catwers o-an lso be roauona. by stonr as emi,ot bodiet o ooCet. nuclei T .... 

Arcs are imrilnslally rarao moat of the large reteorito oeatrs on esr'h Must 

be fte to tho z o'n--etallic bodlos 

The mona bei4g & oidi of the rjoteetive shield of n at -oIhere, il 

resister as eaters the impalcs of all coajic x.cries sresmactire o s-,-. 

The range of c-'aters Tger tna 1 kim, c-i,34natng from the -oo se.it opniuation 

of stray bo4es, Aill be comon fOr moon ad earth, wile CM&Qler Orter,- T4li 

be some 50 timos more ftrecnent on the moo as depending on he fraction IT iron 

motcoritos a.ong the stray body -popdlationl (about -2 Par cent-by vas)., la 

ad ltton~jvit inaignifio.atn the aomrt(_ a!l its ofeosio, moon has presarvend 

significsnt size and pcwlatare age, iwilo on orth iost of then are eraowd, 

Tihen the nuwber of stray bodies of difft0rolut aise in terrestwlal zsptc icident 

On the moo '3, as derived f'.rom Astron6rnical Cbservationls; mteorItc~inocnq and 

Imeteor cratLers IVth nllJe.otjnc for statiStit-al_ SelectiLon a erosion OJA6 p11358Sa), 
ais transfor.a..1 -ito orater nuibers vith a s aling fac-tor D = 20 (e'qatior (7)i 

the n1unber or craters in a lunar mare txurn aat to be in sn, zA s agreement 

vttth the numb r predicte& for a t:in inter%a! equal to the aue of the solz- system, 

on the assumption of' a constant flx e, thc sty boies (OPilk, iS&3) as ahomn 

in1 Table XVIT, The -orater to r'ojectile tAzweer ratio of 20 is a. fair rerage 

oi the two av(45s in Table XVI, 3) 15 for asteroidal and D = 205 for Camretrr 

nu dLei (Ite kcollo group ' casteroidscan a) so be only exinct CoMetaXy nucte±, 

(%k-WCa ioa7 &e21tts Oil dat -a a In:ior tfl al to- 1niarad scl urelaterL 
1441 
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crater counts4 especially on the asus d higb "ngth of' the post-mare lunar 

Orust. The agreerent is good and within the limits of uncertMAnty of the 

calculation; it in another link in the r(rnarkeb!' secuence of concordant 

results base& on cratering th1eor, 

TAB2LE XVII 

Can tlative 1 tr o OCratej I ns on estern ."are 

Inboun3A 2 'm 

Crater diamseter. 15 1.1 2.48 5.40 12o7 544 ,0o6 

Observed nWider untorreoted 7, 2(4 351-51 ]0 

05served number, corrected 
for secon-?tes -563: 180: 55 10 5Q 1(o) 

Calculated numer 
(4.5 X 10 years) 1050 202 5 5.0 0.44 0,!O 

xoAhimodes, the largest crater in Are Imlwium, is a flooded pre-mare o ject 

of Class 5 cW dianmeter of 70.6 Ae; it shoiuld bo excluded from the count 

(ciX bracketed wera in the table). In the third line of the table, thE 

nntbers as tentatively corrected for Co crrican and Thatosthenton seoonc aries 

(ee Section IVA{)are supposed to represusnt primnry craters only. The smaller 

observed nui)er for the as1 lest craters (,ould, be .dua to "nconletencss of' the 

count, although it was conideMed CoMpletc by the author (Opik, 00). Th 

constancy of the stray-body flux over so :ong an interval of time is rendily 

explained by their transient character; their eli'uition life-time in short, 

of the order of 108 years, and they are sieadily injected from two main sources 
depletion inawh~ich have sffered yet little be: nninclne- chiefly Mom 

'/
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Oort's sphere of coyft..s (Opik, 1966a) 	 and some few from the 

orbit of Mars).asteroidal belt (a.roias Crossiw]- the 

Table XVIII contains a similar comparison or sunposed

ly primsry era2ters counted by moemiaker and Hackman (1963) s 

adapted by Baldwin (1964b) over a nuch wider area of combined. 

cal-,mar a. The observed. numbers are aan smaller thnmthe 

culated Ones for small craters, and definitely larger for tthe 

large craters (>10 kn) confirming thus the trend shown by 

Table XVII based on a smaller sampis. The very persistence of 

the deviations for the two differently eele ted ssmples points 

toward their re&lity, as vell as to an external cause, and 

not an internal lungr factor governing the distribution. 

The obvious conclusion is that .ll Maria have been exposed 

to bombardment of interplanetary bodies 	for th same 2ength of 

time, about 4,500 million years and that, -,hlien their surfac 

solidified, no significant.numbers of the original swarm of 

planetesimals orbiting the earth had survived. 

Other comprebensve crater co6unts and discussions (fodM, 

Salisbury and Smalley, 1963; Tartm-nn) 1965) eseeally the 

review by .artmann (1966) which n(ludes statistics of' sml] 

craters frrm Ranger VII and V11, Eupport these conclusons. 

Fielder (196,3) attempted to ec.bimate the absolute age of 

maria and cOntinentes by assuming it totbe Proportionl to the 

number of raters per unit rea. It such a manner, ssuming 

the contin.mtes to be 4.5 billion 3ears old, he ascribes to 



the Maria an aae of the order of 300 million yearso This kindt 

of reasoning is completely unfoundad, een in the liybt of'
 

his "internal origin" ]ypothesis oowever4 reiotive ages cnn 

be inferrd from .the crater densittes. The scarcity of crati 

on the maraa ripttly indicates that, their surfac esolidified 

after thm end of intense bcmbardamt., but the time iag may 

be only a few thousand years. During the subsequent 4.5 billion 
yearts about twenty times fewer ernters per unit area were 

imprinted on their sutface then in the preceding, thousand-odd 

yeanrs on the continentes end on their ovrn su rface before it 

was flooded; 

Cratcr counts by Baldwin (196) on the flooded floor's 

of tte Class 5 craers ,Ptolemeaeus and Flawnarion (iK the 
central highlands) show intermediale cr ter densities betwen 

mari end continentes, about six times those in an average 

mere. Opik.even finds fron Ranger X photograpbs for Aljhonsua 

and Ptolezrneus a density of about 20 times that in an everage 
mare (Section V. 0) Apparently, these floors solidified at a 

pre-mre S tage when the rennants of the earthbound cloud of 

Plafletesimls were still there. 

On the contrary, two major flo)ded craters around 'Hare
 

Imbrim do not show excessive numbe0',s of cr;terlets. On the 

spne Ht TUil'son photogrAph of 9ePtem~er 1A) 1919, 'ahicb vas 
used- the , Imrium count- 1960), there arer Mare ( 6 i 

8 craters on the flooded floor of A)Thimedes (2560 kW2 ) and 



-six on the floor of Plato (;840 km ); dovn to the offective '. 

dirmeter limit of i.
1l-. 

1 km, *t..s ives n crater density er 04.


km2 of 3178 for Archimedes, 7nd 1.4 Z 4 for Plato as compared 

to 1375 for northerny and 25.6 for southern Meure Imbriurn 

(Section M. R) "Saffected by Copernicin secondaries. Yitbin e 

limits of the probable error of sampling (Arclmrdes being on 
the bordeline beteen the two balves, tbe creter density i 
its strip being 20±L5) these figures seem to indicate thaz 
'the floor of Plato and Archimedes were more or less contemQora.
ry ,itb,oi following soon, the Maro lrnbrium event, Je. tbat 

no pre-maic irpacts have left theil-, traces on themo 

The Cxcessive number of cr .etes In Ptolemaeus and Plamn.arion 
sgebted to Baldwin (1964b) the possibility that some of them 

ight be of internal origin, blowholes on these Ilava extru-. 

ions" This sugge'tion is not onli- unnecessarI, a sufficient 

increase in the number of gi;Pcts
being obtained by pre-.sti.g
them a few hundred years into the pre-mare period; the inoruml 

Platocrater- nutnbers in RPtj and Arcbigmedes weigh agains L the bl"e
hoe hYoPfesis--,hy should these Te present in soeq absent 
in other lva covered craters Of ecoaablc diweusiona? As 
to LCva Iete.rusions , apparently ncne did take place, the 

melting be:, caused in situ by impyet heating of the already 
hot crusta: m terial, Some :lmitea vale'tnio events mty have 

indeed takn place on the moon, on the background of colli

.. onal melting, but such formations seem to be fen' and small,
 

like "the flmo s black soots in Alphnsous which -re (166), 
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on the evidence of Ranger iX photographs considers as caused 

berdl di 0 t er- ing- stati tics.
by eruptions; they can.adl dstort thecrtin sttstcm 

Sitbmerged "ghost crAtrs", in which the outlines are 

feebly visible without any surfece relief, may have a duel 

origin; either they are traces of iormal crnters catught and 

destroyed by the flood or are they the result of impacts 

while the lava had not solidified. A list of 42 more conspicuoUs 

ghost craters in the maria is givenr by Fielder (1962). These, 

6bjects axe visible because of materiel wiith different re

llectivity or coloration being admixed to the lava invelt. rhe 

sei-Oestroyed flooded craters , chiefly o the borders of the 
maria represent -a.transition from normal to g°host ere; 

typical examples are: Fracastorius (97 kcm) on the southern 

border of Mare Nectarie, Le ,onnier- (5$ lm)ion the wstern 

border of Vare Serenitatis I Kies (45 kiN) near -to iNNand 

Campanus (W -km)-on the southern edge of M-lare -fubium, And Sinus 

Iridum is perhaps the most striking examPle of this tve o? 

object. 

To the same category beiong the extended, sbarply bounded 

color provinces in the maria, deteeed through mulicolor 

pbotogrphy (\fhitXker, 1966), by super-imposing an infrared 

positive (W3OO A) on an ultraviolet negative (3800 I)tAs 
pointed out ,by Kuiper (966)7 they are indioations of lqva floy's 

of different composition; howeverg one cannot agree with his 

comment tht "tne lunar maria are not covered with even I m 

of coslmic dusts which would have obliterated the color diffe rences 
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(loc.c t,.;p.21). There may be up to2O cm cosmic dust material 

accumulated over the ages (cf. Secticn VII, B), but thi- is, 

mixed iiYt a much greeter amouet of granu2ar mter il from 

the local.edrock , co]_Eration0Viich detcrnnes" he 

From ?n.or rhotographc; crote statisties have been ex

tended dowrn to meter size objects by Shoemaker (196%) and 

H.art,,n ( , " AisofK er 66.o)- For tbe post-ma'e .. a..B, 

a very resaikable detail in the frequency cmrve of di.eters 

is reve,]edi down from about .5 km there is -..

-

diameter n up

ard surge in the crater frequencies (rate of logar-tnmic 

icrerse, , inich then is checked at about 300 rn di&metcr 

Vwere the rce of increase drops. Tb surge must be due to 

the appearance of secondary craters .utnu-mbe ring the prir 1 arieo. 

while the decline in the increment can be ascribe? to erosion 

which Ainoi the lifetime of th-e crtels and thus their numbe' 

roughly in proportion to the diamete. itself (Qpik, !955c5 

l19601d). The lifetime of a 300 mete:: crater can be se at 

4o5 .billion years, corresponding to arn elevation (rim) of the 

order of 15 meters being carried awa. and an equiva ent de

pression fl.led. This more or less agrees with tn.eoreieal 

estimates of erosion by micrometeorie impact (sections V:CIoB) 

On the Ranger iX pnotos, the deisity of craters on the 

flooded floc r of Alphotsus is about the triple of tht An 

adjacenL Maeeiubium, but below 500 adimeter the numbers in 

Alphonsus ard in the mere become apploximately equal and more 

app~o~m~aoly eqal en mor
 

http:t,.;p.21
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or es tie same as in the Rnnger VII end VIII rove samples 

"olik, 19 ,fromaaP, verbJal commniction TV Shoemaker) The 

implication ie agai that the smller ore-mare ciaters hove 

ad onl3 re Cater$ surviveenorme eroded. post-m 

One of tAe reaoUrements of the !.npnct theory of uner 

craters is rendomhess of their dil tibution. if ratndoaomnSs is 

d-fined as the unpredictability of pdace and time of en event, 

the distribtion of unr craters undoubtedly conforms to thi s 

definition. 
Recently Fielder (065s),~ a prowtnant proponenjt of the 

volcanic theory, tried to prove tMat the craters are not dis-

tributed at random, yet he only demonstrated that t, hestri_ 

bution is rot of the elementry PoIsson type--a colusion 

tlich is obvious even from a casual inspection of the lunar 

m20. The vois on for ula requires-that all points (crater 

centers) ar3 placed on the surface individually, independent-, 

ly and witnout mutual interference, This by no mne,,ns is ful

filled by te crgitering phenomena; & large crter wipes out 

all former smaLler craters ithin its 'ampaTs,reating a vcid 

vhicb w;ould aupear extremely improbable or even practiclly 

impossible nn a random distribution of points. Overaspping may 

not be sign.ficant in the maria, but secondary throwout craters 

ore there vry numerous 3 these bave a tendency toward grouping 

(Copernican crater chains or solves, Tycho rays), rendering 

futile the ise of the Poisson forxul3° 

imagist that 2500 croterlet consers are tbron at rnandom 
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over an area divided into 100 squares without mutual inter

ference, so thaL the average number per squyre is 25 now let 

a.subsequent large crater erase all the craterlats in ene 

square, and let i cluster of 25 secondary craters be added tc 

another square, so that the total number remains unchangedo 

According to the elementary Poisson formu.la, the mathematical. 

expectation or, practically I the proDebility of having one empty 

square is 100 x exp (- 25)-1.4 x 1C-9, and the probability 

of having 50 objects in another is Q X 2553/50(hep (25> 

:3.6 x 10-4. The Poisson probability of both these unusual 

squares equals then their product or 5 x 10-13, a practical 

impossibildty. Yet both abnormal squares are the result of 

random eyerts which arce not unusual-a t all. 

Clearly probobilities of cratcr distributions calculated 

from the Poisson formula are mesningless as pointed out by
 

6 pik (196) and Marcus (1966a). Refined mathematical studiez 

of the distribution of impact cr tErs according to area dencity 

and die eter have been made by Marcus (1964, 1966a), by taklg 

intoaceccurt the formation of primaty and secondary cra"tors, 

oveorlap destruction by obliteraior and filling, with some 

of the relevant parameters based on observatiot or experiment.
 

The spatial distribution of the lunir craters conforms to a 

purely random pattern, but the observed nufbers of craters Dse 

than 1 km (from Ranger VII) are much greater (10 times at 100 

m diamete*,' 20 tines at 10 m) than those predicted from ex

periments with terrestrial explosion ,t craters. Marcus con

http:formu.la
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cludes that "If the- observed excess id real, then either 

some primary craters produoe an unusually large number ot' 

secotoaaries or else many of the smaller lunar craters are 

origin of the small cratersof intern,9l origin". An PntnIn.l 

is the least likel. thing to assume--those ?hich originated 

soon after the melting stage bhve been obliterated now by 

erosion9 end recent volcanic formations are no more pro ~bLe 

tebn .ostsF On the other band terrest-ial craterinz 

• Y
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experiments have bemi perfomed'onweakly cohesive media (Qe= 6,SxlO'v 
desert alluvium) while -the post-mare lunar crust is perhaps 15 times 

stronger and, according to (140)9 would produce 8 times large5 

secondary crajers (B 1 ) for a .givenoprinary (B0 ). Clearly, the results 

of terrestrial expriments canot be directly adapted to the lunar 

craters without using proper scaling procedures in ~uhich all the para

meters including the strength of the .bedrock should be taken ij:ao 

consideration. 

E Alphnsus__and its Peak 

The ClasE 5 crater Alphonsus (Fig0 7) is one of the most remarkable! 

yet still typi cal pre-mare ±ommations0 Despite the negative conclus

ion regarding the suggested recent "volcanic eruption" from its peak. 

the fact of fluorescent luminescence is important in itselfj an.d -there 

are many featires in the crater which point tp some kind of pltonic 

activity (Urej, 1965,1966),* not iecent but dating back to the pre-mare 

stage. The Iroad features of the crater, however, can be interpreted 

on the collic onal theory of cratering, where also the original cause 

of melting anW of t e transient plutonic activity is to be sought. 

The crater is Iiseted by a broad band in the K-S direction,-a 

very low unevcn riale of lighter color; this is not Rn indiS-aous 

feature of the'cratr but a "scar", a splash from the imbrian collis

ion which came on top of the completely formed crater. 

The simultaneous presence of a comner of igare Nubium and 

Alphonsus on hanger IX Frame A36 (NASA, 1965a) fig.7) lends itself 

readily to compcri on. Table XIX crtains results of crater counts 

by the author, 

Tbepredl±ted number oi interplanetary impacts is calculated on 

the same basis (Opik, 1958a,1960) as in the preceding section. Con

trary to the observed deficiency of stall craters as revealed in 

Tables XVI1 and XVl1i, the number of craters in this part of Hare 

Nubium is l,7 times the predicted nurmber; the excess must be caused 

by secondaries, the region being within the reach of Tycho rays. 

The inteior of Alyhonsus contains 6,4 times more cratero than 

thus, the density of craters in lphonsus may ocrxespondMare Nubium; 

to 15-20 tine that in an average marc. The frequency of the se small 

pre-maro crat~rs (yet well above the nrosion limit) thus exceods the 

ff- /S& 
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Table =1 
Crmter Conts oninsus !oar and K are Pubium, Effective Dimetfr Imit 

AlphonsuYtripa EON Aflrhnsue 
$Atannna ~p aztYasd~f H\o~tarn all, 1214 

Area, tnm2 1230 1940 1420 1400 5990 

-Numtber 47 61 82 - 86 276 

E Mev wer 382±39 314±28 577±45 614±47 460±20 42 
.o.... 

triEanE.ar 
are ubi, 
Middle 

S_ ]02Qxt ns 
]orthern
boune 

Mare Nubiun, 
all 

06tiole 

marks 

Area, In 2 1,300 2470 2740 6510 

Number 9 12 26 47 

Number per 69±16 49 -10  9403 727 42 
104km 2 

mare crater desity bout in the enme Vatio as that for large Craters 

in the highlan surroundings. This indicates that the brater floor 
solidified rapielyLc t ( and at an early $taeeoto 

become a recVlent of the pros-mare borbardment. A suprficial CoM

parison with PMolemaeus (also of Class 5) on Danger A3 Frame Bi7 (NASA, 

1965a) indiatiyd that its crater dinsityto diameter limit 1.1 WA 

approximately the same as in Alphonsus4 The floors of these two 

eratersa must have solidified about the same time, as for similar 
reasons bas been suggested by Baldwin (1964b) for Itolanaeus ani 

Plinmarion, al'hough he gets a systematically tmaller number of small 

craters. 

of crater densities over different region inThe fluctuations 

Table MIX are s1so much grater than their s~apling errors oppaetly 

the result of nequal occurrence of secondaries. 

It has beon pointed out by 0'Kee e (1966a) that the pbsenoo of 

craters on the illuminated slope of the peak of Alphonsus must ave a 

very particulav significanc ; he suggests a volcanid origin of the 

peak. Indeed, in a search by the authnt on Ranger TZFrae A63, 
Fig.8 (WASA,196a), as ell as on several other adjacent frames, no 

trace of oratern could be found on the zain slope; there are hoar 

137 
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two Lt the southern fringe of the slc-re, one jtl at tile foot xTere 
the r.i-e benin. -Pour or five snall shad,,os cou:l-d be ,-et cr sUs

.ected, but on the wxrong side, intlccting ioujds, not c i.ti , Th-" 
contrasts dr stically it-h the plentitiude of craterlete on Alfhonus 
floor, though the brighter band of tte Imbrian splash again cot ,'i-q 
sewer. C-Itcms in ssple reotangles of 4o16x5.76= 24.0 ki 2 , eoual to 
the i~l~umina;ed area of the arcr rized in r-'r ' ... ar - Table In -th.je "-n .pak0 B, aumna 4in .,the 

Crater ,ooun, to0 . Dianreter 0.270 Lkm in Certrv1 4eon(5.42L.. 

of Alphonsuas" 

V/ese (left) Cen-er Imbrian East of leak 

Nunber 28 

of Peak 

38 
0lino ',ith eek 

1 

BidLge 
per 2-_0 

9 

km2 

34 

Number 21 52 (e4.6 40 

2L.0 kJut +north of pe- per 2 

%-E! ,ea_ nor Uhern ed.,e D± frame,_ per 24.0 " me 

uII&ber 27 43 68 16 25 
Average density -per 104 O 2 

-Peak 400 300 

Imbrian Ridgc 5950- 660 

Other Areaai 16000 ± 550 
lIft erplanetax y -, 

ost-are imiacts 

on Peak, Predicted 
(without erosion) 600* 

Allowance is made for prcojected area and shado; of the Deek. 
bottom part pf the table, average denities (with poobable er:z:or of 
sampling indicated) are compared with the predicted number of inter
planetary impacts durin.g 45x years calculated as before. The 
1crater density" for the peak .. d upon one singale entry yA, i 
the systematic deviation observed-.-- re-lioted keeps the same tri )nd as 
in Tables XVI. and XV1ii, the agree:e it is "per-ect", the ob F4 rved 
,value being two-thirds of the predict d. Besides, many crat ' 
diameter.s are now near 300 metersf, [h erosion limit, hence tae older, 
cu-es mut-st ha e been strongly eroded afQd become unrecognizable, so 
that the obs:rxved n' mber nazt ber also en -this account. Ag 

http:4o16x5.76
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It is clear that the peak must be su3ceptiblc to interplanetary hi&gh

velocity collisions, but thut the otter kind of impacts which account 

for the high crater density on the floor of Alphonsus did not impress 

the peak. These are secondary impacts of low velocity; the most 

probable exyl:nation is th-t the peas material is harder tha t e 

throrout blocks, so that they are crished at im'pact without J.eaving a 

crater mark on the peak. 

The altitude of the sun over tha photographed region of fig. 8 

was 100.89 end the slope of the pock turned towards the sun was risins 

another 100.8 from the lnrizon (the steepest slope was 190.7), uo that 

the sunrays made an angle of 210.6 with the slope. Shadows were 

shorter than on level ground which wist have made more dLffi ult the 

recognition of shallow craters. Thts, however, cannot explain the 

complete absence of craters, especially because on the sides of the 

peak surrays were falling more oblijaely; not more than 20-O Per 

cent of the craters could have been Lost on thi a account. indeed, 

counts in Mare Cognitum on Ranger V1.1 photographs (NASAI 196471965b) 

where the sun's altitude was 220'1 (A) and 220.0 (P), respectively, 

showed an atundance of craters: 

On Ranger V11--I, Frame A 193, in the upper left central- qadrangle 

between the reticle marks covering 6.0 km2, 46 craters down to an 

effective diameter limit of 0.24 km 'rere counted. Reduced to a limli 

of 0.270 km as in Table XX (with the inverse square o± the diameter 

as correction factor), this yields 5700- 590 craters per 10 4 Im2 

The area is free from Tycho 's ray (4 

On Ranger Vll, Frame P.3- 128, in the upper half of the square 

free from clustering and probably not affected by Tycho ts ray, 55
 

craters dowy to a limit of 0.260 lcn ere counted in an area of 77.4 

km2 . Reduced to the dianmeter limit of 0.270. km and 10 km2s this 
+yields a der sity of 6500 6R0. 

The depsities of small craters in the chosen regions of Mare 

Cognituan ar. comparable to, though Emaller than, those in Alpbonsus 

(Table XX); even allowing for less favorable illumination and the 

choice of lss crowded regions (outside conspicuous clusters), the
 

densities rxtobbly re still lower ;a it should be for post-maxe 

craters if Bone are-mare craters abve the erosion limit ha-e 

JAY
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survived in U1phonsus. At the same time it is obvious that 
i-llumina.tion is not ;wrponsible for tb6 tbsenco of craters on. 
Alphonsus peak.
 

The abssnoe or scarcity of craters on the peak is real. WIth 
an average of 38 craters found on an equal are. on Alphonsus floor, 
and If 20 is taken by allowing for less favourable illumination, the 

Poisson prob.biJity of finding one : zone in such an area is 41 Q8 

too" small td fectori withn acoidentl woidane., 
The asszmuption of a recent volcanic-origin ot the lt, some
 

8years ago: may seem an easy way out. 
 The undisturbed surface 
right to the foot of the peak (Fig.0,8 without traces of being dis
turbed by the eruption of an active volcano of this size, does not 
favor the suggestion. The shape is not that of a volcanic cone. 
Other peaks of similar character, lil:e the group of angulat blocks 
in Copornicus (shown on the much rubLicized picture token on govember 
23, 1966, by Lunar Orbiter 11, all confined to near-central regions 
of the respective corters, indicate close relationship to the entire 
buildup of the crater during impact. And, further, the assumiption 
does not help muchi the drater walli of Alphonsus are also cn
spicuously poor, almost devoid of orzterlets, while a little plateau 
in between the Alphonsus wall resemtJing a dry lake bed, according 
to grey (1965), is studded with crat(rs (Fig0 9), The crater wall 
cannot be explained away as being of recent origin. As rightly 
pointed out by. Urey, the phenomenon -ould be explained by a h4rder 
material, evEn possibly nickel-iron, which is not affected by low-

Velocity impacts,, 
Another possibility suggested b5 Urey (1965) is tht the majority 

of craterlets on the floor of AiphonEus are collapse features, not
 

secondary impact craters at all. }cwever, as shown by count 3 re

ported above, the densities of these smaill craters (not the large onesi 
1h Alphonsus are not exceptional, but a.et closely the same as found 

in Mare Cognitum. Equality of the runber of collapse featurvs in 

such widely cistant areas (and of different age and origin) i3 
extremely lji:robable. Also, the esters at this size iit KOk2kn) 
are still esventially round as a rule, a strange, nay incredible 
regularity. There may be some eoll,pse features (none yet iroved), 
but their st.istical importance is i ndoubtedly negligible. 
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The crevasses or rills on the floor of Alpionsus (Fg. 7,89) 

as elsewhere, are apparently cracks-aused by solidification and 

cooling. The width of the srcngesi; rill in Fig.9 is 500 to 1000 
° meters and its averuge depth about 75 meters, with a slope of ll 

not so very steep as it looks. An. impression is p~artly formed that 
the crevasses are just. chains of orators and that these are just 

collapse features, but this is hardly true, There are so many crater. 

on the floor that any draw-n line may attract the crtcrs like "beads" 
on a string, with but small detiations -- and the wiggles are actually 

there. Raindreps on a our window ca.n also be seen running on almost 

straight linas, collecting previous drops that are distributed at 

ran.om, A crater impacting near an exisinE crevasue will ex)ind 

assymmetrically toward the void as the direction of least resistance 

and will thus be attracted by it. A pre-existing crater will tend 

to collapse and join t2c crevasse on its nereso M:oe. 

There ramains the only plausibla exlanation thot the Al honsus 

peak, a-nd to a slirahtly lesser degree its walls, consist of e hard 

material unaffected by the secondary im;acts The number of secon

dory craters on this hard rock must be reduced at least 10-2C times; 
if not to nil. Accordinm to "nema2er (1966), the cnuIatixe 

frequenc of seconc.ary .rcat , loth in terrestrial eclee-iyts 

Jc-.n :_uclear ex,.losion) end on the moon (Langrenus) , varies

nearly as the inverse fourth power.0 . . for .vcn.odiameter. i 

Jectile size the diamxeters o:re reduced to one-half on hard rco;- th'e 

crater- r mbers will be GeOxz .. Aimest suffi( e,Q1.6 which ,ould to 

explaa theioicenc on ;=L. hj wJi, '"'cin, FSo for unfavor-

Mbe i12xnination. 

Using the suAiias a and b for the hs~rd resP. soft Mrulld paral

meters, the following sample calculation illustrates the point. 

The unevenness of the secondary crater distribution on the floor 

of Alphonsue points to nearby source3 of the ejecta, either 'nside, ox 

near outside the crater. A distanc of 100 kn, and a velocty of 

V0= 400i!X, feuation (45) susgests itself. The frontal ine:,tial 

("aerodynami c") component of r OurM- at encount.er, with > -

Ka= 0.75, iF then about 3 x lO9 dyne/ o: and the total pressure 
hi&-AeT b L v:lle of the we"e.r o the two (29). This ._s more 
t.an cant.. resisted "bya .. so n ,, .6)be stony mtcri.l, o tintueu.,on.soui ti and 

/-/
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(7) would apply. With k=2 for both cases,,f = 2xlO 9, ,Ac= 9x10 8 as for
 

=1.3, 1 ,
=13x0 8
 granite,"or the hard substance (a),SJ =2.6,f" =2..6, 

A. 	 =6xlo as asert alluviua for Alphonsus floor (upper 20-30 meters 

only), = 0a4;0.447, Q t P)4= 0.04 results, a ratio that is able to 

explain the virtual absence of craters on the peak, and their scaroity 

on the wall of Alphonsus, without recourse to exceptionally herd 

substances (iron) 

So far we arc mainly on a theoretical basis. If the exflanation 

is correct, the peak should carry a great number of smaller cxaters,
 

say 20 to a limait of 0o27x0.44-7= 0.121-. Unfortunately, theye ore no 

observations to confirm this, the last close view of the complete peak
 

being obtained on Banger 1X Frame A65; at diameter limit 0.201m there 

are, indecd, seen. 3 craters.
 

Better direct evidence is providod by the A.phonsus wall (Fig.9)
 

which also exaibits a scarcity of cra--;ers, probably due to the same 

cause0 On Enger l_ Frame B77, which contains a closer view of the
 
2
wall, on an area of 112.7 kma the author counted 98 craters to elect

ive diameter limit 0.141kn; this gives a density per 104km2 of 87 00Z
 
620
 

For comparison, down to 0,27km the density on the floor cf .
 

Alphonsus is 1.6000 + 550 (Table X) Another count by the author on
 

the sane Fram A63 down to diameter lu'it 0.54km gave 1440 2220 per
 

10 kn (six equal marked quadrangles, ,oxcludingthe two contoiing the 

peak, 883!02 each, gave 17918,11,11,9 and 10 craters each). The two 

counts correspond to a "population index" of 3.5 for the negElive power
 

law of cuin_atite crater numbers as depending on limiting dianeter.
 

Logarithmic interpolation then yields a.diameter limit of 0.322km at a 

density of 8700. Assuming that at equal density, equal projectile
 

populations were at work, the counts thus indicate that a protectile
 

which produced a crater oflf= OYr
0,22kn on Alphonsus floor, coild only
 

produce one of;= 0.141]k.m on the wall. -Hence 0.438 as derive
 

from the crater statistics, in uuexpeaedly close agieement ,withthe
 

-valuepredicted from plausible assumptions as to the mechanicl pro

perties of tie surface materials, Te empirical crater density ratio
 

is then (0.4 38)3*5= 0.0569 essentiallj the same as the predic ed ratio.
 

Combinivg this with crater profiles and other evidence fr the

10g 
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mechanical properties of lunar rooks, it is evident that not only is 
there hard rock on the moon under alayer of more loose material (10-30 

mheters thick in the maria), but that trtsr walls and central peaks 
contain, or oDneist of, outorops of these solid rocks, covered perhaps 
by a very thi-n. insulating dust leyer. 

It remains to be seen how snaob az--. immaense solid block oorcd have 
arrived in the midst of Alvhonse (an. other craters with peaks) Fro, 

the shadow (f'igt 8), the su~t2 970 meters, is asymetricall[y placed. 
over the sout'l western sector of the base measuring 7.-nM from north to

south and 6.5'zi from east to west. The steepest slope is between 
routheast over. south toward soutbfw;est inclined 20 ° to the ho-rizon, whi 

the illuminatd eastern slope is inclined 130 and the northeestern ov l 
100 (directiona from summit to foot of the mount ,,in) (Bast and ,est. are 
reckoned ,stronomically). It could be OcmPnred to a more or less 

rectaingular s.lab of butter on aot porridge: Undoubtedly, below the 

visible top there must be a broader e:tension underneath, 

A tempting and most probible hypcthesis is to conoider the peak a 

direct rennant of the planetesimal wh4oh produced -the ora-ter. In the 

rear portion of the impacting body the pressure is smacller thmn at the 
shock front in proportion to the thickness of -he layer, and a certaItn 

layer may eur~rive when the pressure ic less then the plastic 2imi Ap 
A loose aggregate (comnet nucleis) may even be compressed into a dense 

mineral, part of which may be destroyed by shearing, yet a part may 

survive. By analogy with ocqvations (134) and (135), x secl subostit
0 

utig for 0.1 Bo, the average thickness A4 of a surviving ard kernel 

na N be set equal to 

2x scy (VI 21
in former nottioens or, for WQ= 3x lO)cm/sec as for the pre-mere
collisions, ,S 2X:-109 dyne/cr ,,= 450 = 2.6 1ncm3 

F' 0.02 (14.aa)_1K 4 a [= 0 .0 24 o 

Using Yodeljj of Table Xli at B0 = 120?tm (diameter of Alphonaus)
 

X =25kmu Y = 20km, and hence Ap = 4EO meters. This nay be close to
 

the average thickness of Alphonsus peF.k (one-third of a cone 970m 

.highplus 16Otn underground)

kern"is thus possible to explain the peak as the hardened urviving
ke-ne. of the rcear portion -of the _na.eteSi.Vmal,, reflected bec: to the 
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surface alter hinetraticr, Unlike the hot surfabe 61 the prlantiv& 

nmoofl C 1y melting~'at jiz.act, the planetesite l wm-s col and its roar 

portion suffering little compressional heating was not melted. 

The excess weight of a block of the above-mentioned dimensions, 320 

meters average 2eigbt above ground and 160m half-balanced by bucyancy 
amour ts to 1.7 v 107 dy-m/en? which is much lees than can be supported 

by a material of the assumed strength z = 1.3 x 10 the latter 
estimat which sucoessfully accounts for the scaling of crstering on 

the floor and wills of Alphonsus -refers to the mixed pre-mare and post
mare crater population, with prevalence of the-post-mare stage (as foll

ows from the comparison with Mare Cognimum) when the material hqd cooled 
and ha-rdened. The Alphonsus event, however, belongs to the pre-mare 
stage when the material was hot and soft. A minimum bearing strength 

.of 1.7 x 107 is thus required for this stage, too. clearly, the 
material could not have been liquid lavat at least not to any consider
able depth, otherwiso the peak would hme sunk in. Also, liquid la ve, 

would have solidified to-hard rock, equal in strengtb to the peak end 
wall, while the cratering statistics indicate a much inferior strength 

for the flooN. It follows that the material was not completely meltea 
yet robile enough to fill the floor to an approximately unifor evel. 

A mechanism simlar to ash flows as sugaested by 0'eefe (1966a) appeas 

to have been at work* 

As shown in Section lN.. a considerable fraction of the material 

must have become completely melted at irpact. Vhere did it go? Por 
Alphons s we s....me Model] of Table Xl- at I 25km wbich vielis the 

correct crater aize of 120km the parameters are the ssme as useQ in 

the mare impact model of Seotion A,02V ept that for thy higry ytsho 

liquid fraction =0.5 is to be assimed, instead of )\=02tX~ 
0.125 as for the crushed solid gran fi-action with high internal 
friction. The diameter of the projectile (A= 1.3) is 25/1.093 = 22.9Wn 

its penetration 25 x 0.8 = 20km but, because of flattening, the rear 

Portion(xresuml ly compressed fromcS= 1,3 to J= 2.6) will follow deep 

into the crater and must be reflected bc ok to the 4urface to make the 

peak. The mel-.ed fraotion is t =O375s ejected with a&velociiy 

-V=QN= 0O.74ki/ soc in a direction ji (F el) such that sin= 0o$,g$ 5 
0.3U'00 	 qu$ivn (27) I. The flighst dastance of the liqufd spxay is. 

tC -A 10' 
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then. 190!m, st,.rting,. frcm a nelting fr. nge about 24ka' inside the 

present rim. All the liouid xrould h ,ve been r.ud ronud, Ia,be

yond -the amparts of a f.rater even of ulphonsus size. Thi s is an 

.intrinsic' ,6o ty of tlhe aechanics of shook melting depen6ing only 

on tVho lineoar ieso of, tei~ ora1-te gaic?~ravity, andxl stat e of 
pe-hcating, and not on the velo$ity o:" imract or the str.ngth of the 

material. A cold surf&,ce would reoui:'e-- a stronger hock for nelting 

snd w'ould spray the pma.lex liquid fraction to a greater distance. 

Roeal .lava flows from meteorite impacts can-thus be caused on thie moon 

only on a scale of a mare. The Class 5 flooded crcters caimot; be 

regarded as lava covered , but rather a:i filled with the EaLobile 

_ 


Por-ridget of partially molten debris, remaining in the 

of lower elasticity end shock velocity. 
VI TH TOP LAYE-R 

crator because 

A. Dust end Rubble- ticaDielecrc end iMechnical Char.c-seristios 

The upperrost re±2ting and insulu:ting layer on the moon's sum

face has been usually referred to as "lu t There have been 

objections to the term for various reazons, partly because pro:onents 

of the du-t coaoc-rt have sometimes siccibod to it extreme propnrties 

great- mobility, excessive depth --xhich_ did.not appe.r realit:c. 

The small -depth to diameter ratio qYxmtion &92of the r2: ers o 

Ramger VJ, WIiTYT, YC. and pictuesLmua IX Survsyor I .. de•initky ho.. 

that the surfzce is granular and finel,7 divided, not pmice'lie or 

continuous solid. A very convincing ,;tudy in this respect by Gialt 
-


A

e-i1. (1966) is based on crctering cxp~riiments in frcgnental ni)dia at 

0.6 iw!wec 	 incidence ot' 0 endvelocities of &nd 6.5 and a-d angles of 

600. The sane follows from a consideration of the scope of h per

velocity 	o:rtering e.xperiments ()'alker )1967) In 0 eefe's (1966) 
aword., it is "a network of space with grais in it, ratbher thaa 

' netork of rock with space in i-." "Dustt is still the best term to 

describe it, r ot%'ilstandig¢, it. laxe rocky inclusions ;'/its 

cohesive propErties, the dust pL-rticles being cemented togethe:r through 

contact in vctio, or by deposition of ffaporized Esbst-nes (frzm meteo

rite impact a.d solar wind sputtering) The dust possesses z-tential 
moility, whIeit by impct-nhoc k the I,'rticles are sent flying around 

in small or l?.rge oratering events, 

/Z41 
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The origin of the dust is tK be seen in the battering of the 

surfoce by ir tcoplan ory jynioles5 as well as by the secondary 

throout debris eo'or-eTing rvsnts0 Direct accretion of ioro

neteor-itio serial is but a minor sotuc-e of the dust; most of it is 

the product of destruction of lun r rooks by impact I .o.euStOo( 

(4) and (14J For this reuson the coloration ofnthe dust must 

reflect the properties of the subotratum fron which poet of the dust 

material is derived, whence the differenoes in s2haed not only between 

the m:ria tond the continentes, but also between minor local fr nt

zon_ such nu ghost craters and color contrasts in the m .-ri Tori

zonl1 transport of dust on level gwcund is induced by microreteorite 

impact; it t2 gravitydaepondent and, thoTStoally, limited to a few 

kilometers (ciosA, ,0. The fharpness of some demaar1;~tion. 

lines, such no- the southern border of-the eastern dark spot in 

AiphonusQ 1g. 7; well visible on Vlis and or-iinal 1Thrger X 

irames A 3-36 which pv a broad daak band across the cratler north 

of the peak, joining the oartern wnith a western dtrk spot)i, v'ould 

limit effective migration to less th.n 0P. This Palso dny 

electrostatia migtation as iirstkproposed by Gold (1955) any import

ant role, ac has been already pointea out on theoreti cal grr-xads by 

Singer and t tker (1962); theihegvnive conslusion is even Aore 

valid i0, initead of 30 volts, the photoelectric ptenial o2 the 

lunar surface is less than 10 volts ,Opik, 1962b), the eleotostatii 

foroson a particle varying an the sq'wzre of the notential. lectro

static "bopping" of the dust would p:ovide a mens of transport al

most unlimited by distance and would obliterate all sharp cozoration 

diL fecnobs on the lunar surface (except the ridge,of crater walls 

and other elevations), which certainty is contrary to the mot obvi

ous observational facts. 

A 'clver experiment by QoIl. and Bapke (1966) led to a saperfio

ially close iwitation of the zain festrves of the lunar surface microE 

structure dcwn to about the m,n scala. By repeatedly throv:ing comr

ercial ceme't powder (average grain about one micron) at a layer of 

similar power "until the statistical mature of the surface is no 

longer channed by such further trea-ment" a close replica U the 
Iaf !X or surveyor I picturen of te small-scele lunar sur:Ace near 
a spaoecraft was obuineds :Lncludin; apparent "boulders" of up to 

8 om diameier. Powdered dyes were added, to imitate the' 
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actual ztlbeodo and photometrio propez'tibs of the lunrr surfece. The 

. ,.± corjosimion of' the 'cower a.1y irrolevt-nb, -, t ' a all.Jobaly u
 

2nartio SZC e ssential, to make it ztck at imoaGct. Jtletep
 

almotF:rertlca. ridges vrer :Lormed, in defiance of any n-le of repose. 
IlPnbtcs"t &o ;.'roducod, bat all these form."tions had little 

strength and collapsed when touched by "and. 

T.e expn.e1ne t diflafersoa from lunar condi tioIn in that thc .aterial 

is taken from. outside hnd at thn sirEace with a reletively lowa trovi 

velocity. Or, the moon, the material is ejected omrari impacts 

.,.-,destroy the previous structure ±. the tret e, and %-hilcealso 

easily blow .l t-hIe false "pebbles", itoutlders'ft or miniature -:des of 

low boltesion, Otherwise there is considerable simlarity. Cn: it 

a.Cr t;t -ine (dust wculd stick cve't to 'vertical sufaces ((,f true 

bouldcrs), son: ewhat protecting them fr-m further e-osion until it is 

shaken off by -new im-pacts. 

The density of the aust is expected to increase with d, 

poriments by 1.apke (1964) on the oomprossivity of ftin- powders suggest 

a density-depthh relitionship foc dunit- powder on the moon (pa:ticle 

size less thayr 10 microns), if' gently placed and left undisturbed under 

its on weightq as in Table ". The .ltc. are sligrhtly smoothed. 

TA)B I' fff 

Density c- Yresh DuAite Powder at Lunar Gravity
 

10 100 4 (O&))

Depth, cm 0.16 1.0 5 100 

Density, g/a' 0.40 0.43 0.50 0.55 O71 1.0 l:3 I 
On the m(on, in the a.bsence of an atrnospherve, the co_"esao between 

r thegrains nd e i otance to compressionn,y b e greater and de:isity 

smaller. On the other tand, continuo as battering, by -eteorit s (mic-' 

rometeorites) druld lead to tighter racking end tend to increae the 

density 0.,th(! dust. The figures of Table XXI are. thus probably 

mwi-nzms values, especially near the surface. Dunite is belieed -to be 

cb.-eractrstau: of the silicates in the earth Is ma-ntle and more similar 

cosmic than or Nowever,to unditferen', ated material granite basalt. 


of other kind of rock powder such as basalt
the nechanica.. properties 


(now believed to represent best the composition of the lunar.. aace)
 

should be sihQlar.
 

Eadar -(,leetivity provide' El o1 servatonal m-eans. for cc tirtin.
 

the dBrtsity cf the reflecting layer, ts well as of slopes whi(.h 
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extend over a inser scoe Er,.ter than the rave!nngth (lvtno end 

Pettengill, 1963; Haptfors, 1966), athough not withcuta oetcin
3" 

abiguity. In the waveo - th r ion 3 to,-ro t 

face" is e.ontially a epsecuicr reflrntor vhich indicates t t the 
-eftlactivc roughni-ess ie less than cn. ?rom the distributicn of eobc 

ringes it is found that nearly 90 'cr cent of the echo power c-.c.s 

from a centril region about one-tenth of the lrmr radius, e.,plained 

.l.r fromby s. reflection a gently lndulati-g suriace, with the 

reflectin8 elements only slightly inclined to the horizon. The re

maining 10 per cent of the refleotion is diffuse, continminv to the 

very limb, and can be asorited to "boulders" or blocks of thE order 

of 1 meter. This description, originally proposed As a hypcthesis, 

1 '_is ncw confirmod by the Luna IX and Surveyor" I ( - V, T1,V 

photographs (Yis. 596). 
For long wavelengths the dielec ric constant $-; equals the 

square o! the refractive index and is determined through FNecnel 'r 

.tormaLta, - r 
( + , (143) 

where Ar At the reflectivity at normal incidence - which alwrys is the 

case with radar. Prop the reflected jower, AT cannot be dei e.vind 

unambiguously; an as ptorgdngthe distibutmon of the re

flecting elements has to be made. 

The curent model, confirmed by the close-up pictures, Essumns 

reflecting elements which are small •s compared to the lunar :rdius, 

with inclinctions distributed at ranaom. This leads to _k: 2.6- 3C 

to compare ;.ith 2.6 for dry land, 4.3 for quartz-or sandstoni. 5 o 6 

for most si lic rooks, 17 for olivine basalt, 20 for mteoric material 

in of aiscThe inisroretation tenas bulk density (or porosity) is 

tosomewhat ambiguous. A plausible formula by , ersky (1962) leads 

(Qi-l)(E+ 2) / (Q 2) (E- 1), (:44)f/A = 0 
+ 

Vwhere P0, -0 are density and dielectric constant of the con-noted 

and -those for its granuler or porous deriv'tivoparent' rock, 
For quartz and the tormula yiejds p= 162, close to the ug'ial value 0 

-or lun"r surface, 2 ,, the bulk dnsity for qaartzthe with as 

-prent woulC also be 1.6o and for typical silicate rock .ate al, 

0 
6 ' 

\ i 
density results s = 1,44 with 4A'Per cent 

V r.)_Co,] 

: 6 , 
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po.ous unfilled vollute. if olivinve basalt is the parent9 p= 1.36 

,,with 59,c. porous volumeAt:uld obtain. The depth to which this infor

ation Pertains is of the or_-der of a wavelenimth, thus from a few centi

meters -to 10 meters. 

Another forula, by Krotiko(/ and froitsky (1962) 

"o3(E /(21-o I)L 5)1 -K) + E.i" 1-
yields for sana 1.30, a value that Ls too low, and for the lumar 

surface the saea value, or ovenf:= 0.46 if olivine basalt is the 

rjar ant rook o 

On this mnda the surface is a r.andom cmbination of relrtively 
scooth elemen', extending perhaps for 10-1000 neters and with an 

average inclin tion of 5-80 (Evans and Pettengill, 1963). Acording 

to lVans (1962), "the average gradient of points spaced 68cm a.-pears tc 

be 1 in 11o5 ald of points spaced 3.6c:n it. is approximately 1 in 7."; 

the radio alboio is 7.4 per cent at meter wavelength. According to 

llagfors (1966), on the scale of a metec the mean slope is 1l.-i2 ° or 

I in 5, and at 30 6cm wavelength it is _,bout 1F°o 

A diftereat model of radar refleotion proposed by Senior and 

Siegel (1960), by Seni or (1962), and favored by Russian worker ass

-wes refleoticas from larce elements-' oimrarable to the lunar re.dius 

with correspondLing radii of cur)v.turem it requires a larger aeflection 
area Snd leeds th4 toa smaller reflectivity; i 101 and (f the 

order of 0.14 (144) are obtained it is difficult to see how reflect

ing surfaces c-uld retain a significant radius of cu.vature, or odmplete 

smoothness, on such a coale; 6lose--up pictures of the woon del!y a 

rea-lity to thin model which also leads to unacceptably loy. values of 

the density. 

Other models are possible, too, and there is as yet no formal way 

of deciding between them on the evidence of radar alone. The detailed 

law of the distribution of the reflecting elements leaves some freedom 

of adjus-ment. Vith this reservation, the £vans-Pettengill model is 

to be regarded as the best apg:roach to reality. Conventional:y, the 

density of the upper layer at decimeter to meter depth will be assumed 

in further calculations as =1.3,, Tis is also the prob--a.ble density 

of comet nuclE and their custb lls ater the evaportion of the ices 

(Opik, 1963a,J966a,c).
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The aver&ge inclinatien of the rei'ecting elements inoreaeea with 

decreasing rodar wavelength woich indic bes inoreasing routn sss with 

deoreanving liner scale. This oontinm-e until i, the visible region 
of the electromagnetic spectrum an extreme degree of rou..ne.s is 
attain' , when there are out opaque reflecting grains oi low albedo, 

much la,5ger than the wavelength so that diffractionl backscattee is 
virtually non-aoristenty nor are seoondai y reflections important. The 
grains are seo a.ted b7 cavities into which light &nd shadows deeply 

penetratoe Tht "fairy castle" structure explains the eharctecistie 
lunar PA0s effect. Near tu11 noon or zero phase angle (zn4le between 

incident and reeoted ray), shadows are not visible and refIection is 
observed from the decpest interstices, -.hioh lcbtds to the hararcteristic 

upsurge of brig~htness. V.ith increasin, iThose angle sA dows bec-ome 
visible, while luminated portions become ecreened and the brig tpess 

drops raidly. 

The most ertended photographic measurements (or ortho-hromaic 

plates without Ailter) by redoretD (1952) on 172 individucl Ivnt points 
show without exception the dominance of the phase angle in the ight 

curves; the anile of incidence, which in Jembort's photometric law is 
of exclusive cignigicance,. is of secondary importance, so t i 
brightness is nct rea hed woon the sun in highest bt when the :)hoot 

angle is near-n zErO. Tahe uniform Prightaess of the full noon is thus 

accounted for, espite the rapid decrease of illumination of a hoiL

ontl eurface tAward the limb (Opik, 1962a). A comprebensive rotiel 

of lunar photorscry has been given by Iinaert (1961). Throe-colof 

photoeleltrie mcesuremonts on 25 lunar features over'a close rane of 

phas e angle of i 280 were made recently by \Vildey and Pol (1964;, and 

maeticulous~ stui.Zes of lamr polarization have been performed and dis

cusued by Lyot end by Dollfus (1966)
 
The prinoilal aim of photometric anl polarinetric studies wS the
 

of thedescription of the surface structure and identification" +terials 

Until recently the second task proved extremely disappointing whrn corn

parisoe were medc with terrestrial mrinenale Wh the geomet:'Ial 

build-up of the lunar surTaces as a feoi:y-castleI sructure Of '( oaue 

grains with lar e-scale surace undulation cupo-.rmposed on it, d:A 
account qualitatively for its photometric r0opertics, the detjilod 

'$70 
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variation with >lvse Laigle and other iliutnation Tr 2-mftr t he 

pola.rization, end especially the low albedo reminem d ezz 2l[inoe&O 

until it waB shown that irxadiation by a proton bean ohangcs almost 

all miner&l powders into substances of low albedo with lunar photo

metric characteristics almost independent of the che ial compos

ition or lat1ce structure (ilapke, 3965a). The hope for chomical 

or miner'losioal identification of lunar materials through §hoto

metric nd -olarietric methods tkaE vanished. It became clesr 
inste.d that what we observe is the result of "radiation dWagag 

through cont:inuous irradiation by clar wind and cosmic rsv, as 

modified by erosion and mixing. Pescite the equ liz-ng ect of 

irradistion) differenoes due to the parent material reain. The 

ambiguity as to chemical composition has been now ri,'ved br

scattering experiments on Surveyor T (M are Tranquillitati, 01 

GWinns ledii), and V! (continens nnar Tyobo) which all showed a 

basaltic coposition (Turkevieh etat., 19679 1968; and NASA Reports) 

?xperisent l and theoretical work, especially by Eapke (Vapke 

1966a,b; Empke and Van Horn, 1963;. Oetking, 1966; and )p 

Spagnolo,1966; Gehrels etal1 , 1964; Coffeen. 1965; -ganand 

South, 1965) has led ,to satisfactoxy representation or3imiax: on of 

nar photometric and paolxetrln Yroperties on the' basi of the
 

,airy castle" mmodel. As a result of iAtegrtion of a variety of
 

elements, atreement of the final outcome is not necessarily a proof
 

that all the assumed details are correct. Nevertheless, -Ae broad 

outlines oi the photometric behavior of the lunar surface are un-
Dunite powder (graia 7410 4 

doubtedly cxplaind in such a manner. 

am), after 65 coulmb/m 2 proton irradiation, equivalent to 

10years of solar wind as encountered by N riner Y , closely re

produces linar photometric end polarimetric properties (harke, 1966 

Iiapke's mn)roved theoretical hotonetrio function, with a curftce 

covered to 90 per cent by little steep featuren (,bout or cver 450 

inclinatio:) represents lunar brigl tness to the vary limb. These 

features W seubcentilmeter scalej "are poobably primary cnd seo

ondry metacrite craters and ejecta debris ... " (Bapke, 196(b) 

Most z'emarab e is the blackeoiing of materials under orpus

culcr bcmbardment, (Wehuer, etal., 1963; Rosenberg c-ad tehner, 19i
 

KaIN 
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ke$ 1965)L 1.i occompanied by sputtering and deposition of 

ac ive silicate comB nds deficient in oxygen on the rcr Hias of 

the irradiated grains. The dartenin6-increases with decreising 

grain size; boarse powders darzen the least, and rougb roo): Pur-

Laces nore than smooth surfaces (Iiapke, 1966a). Tbexe are diff

erences due to compoeition, brt- it would be, difficult to exricate 

them from to:wse due to gsaiv size. 

The dorkening of lunar naterials is akin to that of inter
plamnesqry dxist whose albedo is equaL or less than that of soot and 

hae also bern explained by radiation dmagqO' (Opik, 1956). 
Syutte:ting by corpuscular radiation and deositin of the 

suttered atoms, as well as sublimation of vaporized substances 

from meteorite impact offers a nean; of cementation of the duat

grains, The dust will loose its mobility and become a "weak, per

ous matrix ? as Whipple has rut it 4t an early date (1959). In 
vacuo, nirmzm)eded by interposed ail noleculee the grains may become 

slightly woded together by direct contact; when the contact co

hesion exce-Ads the weight of the grain, the granular substance 
acquires the mechanical properties of a solid and will maint,in 

slopes of ally steepness0 C0ealyv the finer the grain, and the 

smaller the gravity, the more like a solid will the powder behave, 

This is the case of the experiment by Gold and Kape (1966), end' of 
the4\u mnm:' surface as seen by Luna X and Surveyor I (Rewell, 1966; 
Jaffe, 1966n). 

Aos aing to Smoluohowski (1966). cohesion forces between neigbl

boring gdaihs of the order of 0.5 d e or ore will be present, 

sufficient ;o counterbalance on the moon the weight of a silicate 

grain 0.l3cn in diameter. At an a-eryge grain size qf 0.033cm (sec
 

below), cohnsion between luncr d would exeed 60 tiscs
-st-ains 

their weight, In ultrahigh vacum, Ryon (1966) alo found for 

silicates mov-e or less constant adhsicn forces of 0.3 to 1.5. dyne 

at loads be. ow 5 x 10 odynes. the adhesionFor higher loads, 

rapidly inc:_esed, reaching .100 dywns and more at a load of 0 

dynes; "wk.i-n this type of adhesion was observed, extensive surface 
damage was ;,so noted". At lmar r_,vity and;= 1.3, the second 
type of ch ;ohion would set in at a iepth of 1000 meters for a graiyn 

/71:
 



size of 0.0..30m; the :..is inversely proportional to the sqvare 
of grain disiaetrz Thus3 in the lmmr u- -er layer onaly the f.rst 

type of cohesion would be active. However, this refers to speocially 

prepared olemn saxnples. 0enentntion nay lead to such strone coh

eive lorceso 

in view c' this type of cohesi n, it would .bewrong to treat the 

small elev ,icns or craers of the dust layer ifra the standpoint of 

the engle of xepose. The dust ponsesses no spontneous fluidity, and 

the inolinaticns of the raar_ releoting elements are not oond: oneo 

by foriaion. krrom the mechanics iofcrutering in a wetak medium-

Lia11 h, ecattaon shallow craters and low inclinations are 
expected as a rule. The dust is ther induced to drit dcnhilL, what

ever the slopc, by micrometeorite impset; (Opik, 1962a), ..so t..t n 

the smallest alopes are ultimately levelled cut (of. Section )._ As 

has been poinled out by -i~ple (1959) and the author (Opik, 1962a), 

there is-no lose dust layer on the rxon, which explains also the 

absenoe Kdut on Sutveyor Y external surfaces and the failure to 

record any groat disturbance or raising of dust by a nitrogen jet 15C7m 

from the eux,fce (Jaffef 1966a), or te lack of a covering of lust on 

the L'na IA c eora lens (Lipsky, 1966'.o This, and the firm settling 

of the spece probes on lunar soil hat'led even to suggestions that the 

grovud was no-; dust (.966). This vinv;pOiLt is shcwn to be erroneous 

by Uapke and Gold (1967) end is also refuted by LunnJ xf (Deeember 26, 

1966) which drovs a rod into the lunar soi15 proving that "the mechan 

cl wropertien of the moon's surt-ce layer 20 to 30 centimeters deep 

are clone to the properties ofmedium-iensity verretrial soil-" atts 

R.1o 1967) The density of the luna:" soil is estimated to be about 

1.5 /'c] a(Jaffe; 1966a). In the following we still will call this 

the dust layer", v:ith proper reservat Lons. 

The color .ot the moon is reddish, its omnnidirectional lledo in 

the optical range incresing from o.o in the violet to o.o73 in the 

visual (green-yellow) band of the speatrun. Infrared photoelectric 

measurements from Stratoscope A_ on More Trnq.uilltatis (attson End 

Danielson, 1955) showed that the increase continues in..he dep in

_,£ro the refleotivity increaeing cbout throe times between I and 

20 -OrdUUary rock powdes cannot match these obsorv-uions; yet 

/.3
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an uddiOtio_ by a 2-ke proton beam ecio nt to Come 105 y 'sof 

solar wind Aoro or 11" :roduced the desirble e'firt (..ttson and 

Haoke, 1966)5 except t":..t the inrt-.re reflectivity of the powlers 

remained still cc.mewet ligh as compared to the moon. The pooders 

whioh responded to the treatment were from samples of basalt, toktites 

and duniteo Contrary to thee terrectrial samples, a powdered chon-

Kite (1ahinview meteorite) was n o.cc.ned by the proton bc:<n, al

though it all edo decreased in all wavelengths. This may e.a- that 

the lunar mar material is more ol the composition of the eart s 

crust .-.nd not meteoritic. Other reccat gro und-bas-ed rsults point in % 

the same Wreton (inder, etal., N9)end decisive evidence bao 

come from dirc ot Q:urveyor V, V! and VJT Tests (iurkeich, et1., 1967b 

1968). 
B. Thermal Proerties 

,easuremnts of the tWral eission help to disclose some pro

perties of the layers just below the vurf:ace Infrared tierm2 

emission (arord Ito) and radio emission are used forthis purpose; as 

it varies with the itmar day, or duri.g an eclipse, studied loeally as 

allowed by the rdsolving power of the instrument, or integirated over 

the whole disk. The efiectiv6 depth for thermal. emission, L, inrea

see with the 'ovelength, Xe; - by using difierent wavelengths, the 

thermal par&WAter can be studied at dfferent depths, qualita ively at 

least, while ;bsolute. uantit tive cohelusions ar e,\ess reliable in 

view of the mcny uncertainties invo!vod in the construction of thermal 

models. 
emiasio-

do.i 

Adapting a formula proposed by Troitsy (1962)9 the 

from a layer of silicate roo: or granulated material 

can be set roughly (to a :cotor of 2) equal 

= X e/ (146) 

depth of 

of bulk 

to 

provi ed the g-rain is small as comar to wavelength. 

For 1.3, this becomes 
L e= 144 (146a) 

to be used for the lunar surface. The depth is much reater than for 

radar rf - ct-on where it ia of the order oft- n e 

The rapt, variation of lunar sur..ee temperature during eclipse 

led Weeselink (1948) to a calculation of the heaT eonduttivi% of 
lnaor :oil!; lespite an additional cooponent from rodiative cc nducti

an or(er ofvity as.depenaing on grain.size, it.tarned out to be by 

http:inrt-.re
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nagiitnude lower tha-n for atmospberio air and to correspnd to wiineral 

dust Jin vacuo at a grain size of abou-; 10- 2cm. Since then i wealth 

of observ,'icnl mtcrial regLrding tihermrl emisrion from the moon has 

accuuated. Despite elaborate models produced to account fcr the 

observ4ations (Ingrao, tatl, 1966; L.jnsky, 1966)g the interpretation 

in termscof realistic jhyical par0-i;ers has aodvanced very little 

since WVsselik's work. One-layer cud twoo-layer models with fixed 

pcranetsrs es o be made to agree with one set of data., while tey may 

fail in another. in the vords of one of the authors concluing a 
seu of critic3lly condoucted adaptatjons_ or va.rious mcdels olely for 

the Tycho region "In the light of our present inability to dEcide 

uniquely whic' of several plueibb models applies o ., any detailed 

descyrption oC small-scale lqunar urf.ce structure, uncriticaliy based 

upon any one .id of model yet devised, may be physically mearingless 

(Ingrao, etal., 1966)..
 

ite"knee" in the therml emissioi curve during eclipse. cr the 

sudden change in the rate of cooling, has been interpreted theougha the 

presence of a layer of greater ccnaduc-;viy at a depth ol e fcw centi

meters, leadi'.g thuA to the concept o,' a to-layer rode!4 It seems 

now that sclid blocks o dif:Cerent sfu;e Etrewn ll c'ver t .rface 9ue 

such as seen on the close-up pictures (iig 526) (Newell, 196C Jaffe, 

1966a), and as sugges-tcd by the diffurne cezP onent of rvd _r rcilection 

(JRvns aind 2ettengill, 1963; 11iazgo-te 1966), are 'to a conidcrable 

degree responible for the charac-teriftic changes in the cooling rates 

ater the cutoff or reappearance of iinsolation., According tc Drake 

(1966) ) "there must be a second component, not in depth, but rm the 

slarface" 

Tkis vzrtace compvnont which ipricipally mauvst berresponi: -jble for 

the ahomalie 2 t1 Efugh greater thermaL inertia as well as through its 

non-horizontal profile, has not yet bcn -treated theoretically, except 

for Gear and. Pastin (1962; Bastin, 19.65) ho considered the Effect of 
macraseopic oughness-steep c vitiee aad elevations-on the tb,ral 

and r.diative -bal-.nee of the luaMr s)riace, as distinct from he lat 
surfice i i uring in all the usual mod,)ls. 

The surlAoe ccmponent 9 due to st.ny blocks9 affects certi in de-

tails, yet tl e general run of the the cmnal emission curve depe.Ads on 



the dust layer with small in,.inatioins, satiszzotor-i y approxima-tcd by' 

a horizontul ouwer surface. Its thermal paramcters ere expclted to be 

a function primrrily of depth. to cm: extent oo tempers..ure which 

again is nainly a funfction of depth. Ey applying the equations of the 

one--layer model to observations relatinf-to different depo teeffect-' 

ive pa.rsmeters nIo obtained (conductivit-,-rain size) may yield an 

ap--roximate desoription of their va-riation with depth indepedert of the 
r-ore realieticall~yTgfid precript:Lons of a tvo-layer mode1 and perhapsinoiei 11llwinn,ferprcxmat con-

In any c.se, the rrors of such an approximate d l i cc 

t inacus v::ivtion of the parameters may be smaller than those o- a 

"rigorous" procedure based on unproved c.ssumptions. Besides tVart of 

the variation of the conductivity with epth.e diue to mechanical com

pr.ssion and radiative t.ransfer, can be estimated from first principles. 

so thet only th grain size remasins as the only depth-de lindent para
meter. 

For thermCL fluctuati ons of period sec), cnaracteristi ccc( a 

parameter K.(47
,t-= (Kt

K
ro) 	 (147) 

can be deorminf~d, to a factor of the ordcr of unity, almost tru: of 

hypotrheser 74rothe comiduc (cal/cm0 g).is thermal t fit- eC 


he buk density (/ the spcific h-nat (ca!/g) -


Vt =je7t / x const (148)
 

where is the amplitude of *biperatu, of the radiating surfae layer, 

Q. the amplitude of heat content ('cal p. r cm2 coluln), obtained from the 

observed fluctuation of radiation (inso'ation minus radiation losses)a 

For 	en inside (rEdio) layer at effectiv. depth x; the amsiplitude 0 is 
"flOtiOfgiven by the observations, while the he.t content QX i itself ; 


of 1 or t A 


The amplitude decreases exponen tially with depth:d3q
 

ex= a exp (-V_*/Lt), (149)
 
where
 

L t= k 	 (150) 

is the df'ective depth of pnenetration o r the thermal wave, to be identi

fied with the c'epth to which the mean thermal parameters apply. 

With c = 0. 2 cal/g as a close krm1ue for all kin" of viliate roc 
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and.' deterlie&obser'vtionolly irom (148), the aThIgmity with resCot 

o solely the opted value of /I,,oation (147)1. MiS>rests tth 

e rent values of 2-e deoreai witb vngth ;ad .ept, have betn 

obAn, in it..tng mainly an orease of the ocnductwity with depth 

as could be flath urcr .... 1.8 x lO4wetl epxeotea. eelipscs (11 see),
 

Wesselink obtained A = 1000 cm'acg eec'/cn in the rw'"io range, 

smller values have beecn £ountd as 'ell as in. the infr red for the 

Anton monthly cycle (tt =-2 5 x 1) . -Se)-Ruszion there-uthors ha 

tore doub'sed Weselink 's value. however, theGre is noe real tiscreyancy, 
. mthe dif rent values being ocacted for by inoeEs~in tter " , :al con

ducti vity ,p.it depth. 
i ' aco end gra.n dianster & the heat __ow.n grnnulr meduinm 

e
 
.. ..utn.... a v ow et-wecn M O;Ne 

tact 1o by conuctivity between grains pressed against each other. 

The relative area of contact per or cross section at depth x will be 

assumed equel to 
= g/S (151) 

2 6 / - :,.,2- ". 
in frormer notations. I-etting -the conmprecsivo stre angb/" 2X 10 

dyne/cm2 g = 162 comy/ . r- = l.31/013, for the !umiar dust consisting 

of hard silicf'te Sraine -we bbtsin 

1= (151a) 
if T1 is ;he differefceof temperature along the grciu,l8112 tlae 

contact di-fieieeno, + A T being total differenoe over depthK h~ the 

d -the efti'ee ive contact gradieut ca- be assumed equal to cV'h/ (Md L) 

X'#t1this, tho flow of heat through the rain being equal to the ontao, 

flow plus r ative transfer, s well as equal to the total f3ow, .the 

double ecntirn of beat flow can be ;,itten as 

g = X AT 6,;/ d + 4J'rT 
o - 2f1 J 12;1o 9 

which, after e.limnation of the ter.eratnre aL~faru_ os can be reduced t( 

I/1 Y7 It (?% Id + 'a (W.2) 

is o of rook, 


stoant, For our explortory model, constant values of g . are
 
Hor / th .dut.v.t copact and/t stefe tt - 0'2o

to be used, rhich then cap be considered as mean effective va:lues$ 

more or less valid it the particular afepth L,tto which the ob3ervatOfS 

refer. 

i,'
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th T= 240° 0.005 cal/m,.sec.deg. and eiwatic (15-a) 

this rcduces to Y 

200 + 105/ (715a + 0.16 )s (152m) 
for d and x in on, 

;ith= 1.3, c 0.2 in 147) 
3.o S-2 1 3); 

obtains. Setting.into (152a) turter. ' = LAne defined by (150) d

.Tablecan' be caleulated. MY11 contains soxe typie,1 result-', 

TAKLE flYT 

Effective ieanThermal 	 Characterist:cs of the lunar Soil__Thermal 

Infrared 101k 

--6Sonrce 	 -aSO 
,-kio00 3.8 x 10 0.5 0.035 

Eclipse (Ingplnk 13 61 
lu arC . ... X 10cyl 750 6.8 x 106 8.0 O03l 
The effective velue of Tf for the liuar cycle is bas~t en the obser

vations of Iurray and ,ilday (1964) and on the ca..ul..tion by 
Inagao etal, (1966) for '"temperatur'-independent models. 

wow instead of two or more disorete layer,, a cofliJ!-qos incres 

in the conletivity caused by oomprWatsion at a more or 1... conl

stanb effective grain size, 
d'2 0.033 am, 	 (154)
g
 

is indieate. The effective grain size depends, of course, on the 

distribution of grain diameters; ivs constancy may indicat. id-' tn"bl 

distribution at different depth, thu-s essentially a one-laytr struct-

The low surface conductivity requires a large thermal craiantq 
to delivor the internal flow of heat, %, according to 

ry~. '(155) 

With (152a) and (154)t this can be integrated. For very different 

initial ccnjitions and different content of radioactive isoiopev, 

Levin (1966. ,b) cites calculations I, Majeva (1964) which give for 

the present moon values of the ther al fMuEt within a range of (2.3 

4.6) x 10-7 Cal/M2, eeC. TMQking 4,3 x 10- , which is the verth's 

value dererased in proortion to th( radius, int1gration yiz.]ds, £q 

for the mea:t teperat'ire a t depth IC 



0Q532 30 (l-56X 2 ) +0.37s - 8.6X 10 -5 x z4-
0 (156 

where"1 
0 is the =con t,.-.j-:zr*ArPv of the surfco. only the firet two 

terms are Si4rifiicaft. 

orK = 10 cm asi an upper limit f validity of the model, 

"J=~ 490. Ohis W insignificint; vrcbcbly a solid rtcky structure 

begins even aO: u sniler dcttt whero thv conductivity VIMbb much 
higher. Th veruind9oed inoroLese it eondactti ty is r:'niO eWoui& 

so that the i sulating capocity of the outerrost dust layer hoe little 

effoct on the thermal state of the moon's interior. 

As eonp~rcd to the presurte KOMt the increase of the radiative 

of theconductivity with depth, aueto the inereese mean temperature 

layers, however:is insignificant 'in the granular layer. In the outer 

where reizvtt w-.e conductivity vlaye an important role, a curlo is effect 

arises, The diurnal tluctuationsof- temerature, affecting rzdiative 

the dayti e condutivity, when thetemparaturt isconductivity ea se 


in of a net outward flux
higher, to be higher, too; even the absence 

of heat roe the mocn's intoeror the daytime intake of solar heat bj 

the soil recaires: therefore a malrinward negative thermal gradien% 

restore thermnl. balancthan the positive nocturnal gradient needed to 

at the Our > cc. The net *-vernZe thermal g dient will be p -eitve7 

producing a net leakage of het1.the temperanurc rising iward withou 


in detail by Linsky (1966); when

TbiP effect bas been investigated 


the gadhnt
radictive conluct2Yity in taken into account, ohrsa 


thermal flux of the orier of 3.4 :

derived frT ra.dio data leads to a 

10-7 cai(on soc) in agreement with theoretical limitations (levin, 

1966a) , whle a conduetivity independent of the lluc.tuatint tompcxt t 

ure yields sn times larder a-flux, aa eptable for Varios ro2roll 
XT: 
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ThZi explains a16so the exce-:sive values of the lnrthe'rmal -Flux, 

derived by Krotikov and Troitsky (1963) fro the inward increa-se of 

temperature as shown by radio data. 

.As to temperature variation, fcr the subsolar point a vslue of 

3710 i(F-_Jttit 1961) and for theaantisola:r point. 1040 1\' (Saari, 1964) 

can be aszunw ad for the typio.l eurfac0. On account of low thermral 

inertia. the axtreye afternoon ra.giaxinn and the pre-dawyn minirimm would 

differ little from these figures. These are blacck-body values; a 

small correction for enissivity could raise these values by 1-2 per cento 

The mean equatorial near-surface tefperature as determined from short

wave radio (3.pm), is near 2060K(Drako, 1966) though the scat-tr of 

individual determinations is la-rge5 in any case the value Chould lie 

between 200 aad 2200M 

If' ] an& '' eretbe nemporatures of the subsolar and anitsolar 

points, the minan arithm-etical equator temperature i's close td 

r-1 ~~-MB 0.1l J 172) (157) 

!This equ..tion is empirically adjusted to the skew radio btright

ness temperature at A=3mm (Drake, 1966). Fot the thermal inir-red it 

yields 11 = 208o, which is close to, umd less affected by obscrvzationsl 

erior than, ti Iradio value. 

Table XXIII tentatively represents the v ?riation of the nean sub

surfuce tecperature with depth0 It is based on radio brightness temp

eratures as 2i sted by Xrotikov and Tritsky (1963)5 properly i:odified 

° 
by Linsky (1966), with a systematic oorrectibn of -12 applicv, to ma-ie 

the zero poixt coincide with the surf ,ce value for the intrr:d. 

TAB 1L 351t , 

He an- Te peratuLre m.DpbN nvJut( 



Depth,. em 0 25 50 100 200 400 700 

Tem_,perture Ot -65 -59 -54 -49 -43 -33 -23 

The depth is calcu.atod from the waveolgth ocoording, to (146a), 

0. Thermeal Anom. -es 

The lur.r night-time temperatures Wre too low ior tccurate 

obeerv, tions in the 10 -pwindov, Using the 20-.atposphet"ndow 

LOW (1965) found a mosn temperature 	 of 900 Kfor the cold limb (dark 

° near--polar or pre-cawn). Cold spot.s of 70 0 K and lower were found, 

tentati-vly "d as those of low,conductivity about 2300 or 

deg see&/calJ, and a hot spot of 1500,was recorded neor the sout> 

eastern limb 

Hot cpols' which are warmer t n the normal surface duri anl 

eclipse but cooler in daytime, have 	been systematic%1 observed and 

listed by Sh(rthill and Saari(196LIS 66). Among 330 such objects, 

84.5 	Per Cent GrcmyY Craters, craters with bright interior oc bright 

full moon, 8.7 per cent are bright areas of various ualiticarims Kt 

tions, 0.6 pcr cent are craters not lright at full moon, the test 

being unidentified. They occur over the entire lun r surf!c f but 

somewhat mortdcensely over the -nai, being expecially crovde in Mare 

T.anquillitatis. On a recent map ( aari and Shorthill, 1966)-mae 

from the observ tions of the lunar eclipse of December 19, 19 054 , 271 oy 

58.0 ± 1.7 per cent of the hot spots are on the mrial, 196 or 42.0 ;1.7 

per cent on the continentes. btrong anomalies are even slightly more 

concentrsted on the maria (125 out Ai i total of 2ol or 62.2 ± 2.5 per 

cent). There may be some adverse selectivity for the limb areas where 

continentes predominate, so that the representative areas of Maria and 

or slightly in f'avor of contiientes.continentes ray be about equal, 


real, although the distributio
The excess ii- the maria seems thus to b 

is quite patthy, so that the random sanpling error is not repeesentat

iye of the atual stt tistical uncert inty. In any case, the anomaliec 

/.
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ore clearly post-ma e features. . The rost prominent ones are Tycho 

and Copernicus. 

During eclipse, the interior of Tycho (diameter 88km) r-%ctined 

a tem..perature oround -70 to -6000, with maxima of -51 and MOD, while 

in the "normal" surroundings it dropped to -106 and -1120. Just out

side the crat5 rs wall it was -82o0, at double radius around tae crater 
1, 

-9700, at 205 radii -101 0 0 at 3.5 radii -406°0 The resolviig power 

of the appar ;us was 10" ofN arc, 19km or 0.22 of the o t--.r di-arteter, 

sufficient to.±i6 gradual decline in the infrared radiation urnd the 

ore er. At full moon, the crater is by a few deprces cooler than its 

surroundings (7700), but this tay be partly due to its greater albodo, 

Otherwise the anomaly is unoubtedly accounted for by greater thermal 

inertia, i.e. smaller Yj , or greater conductivity and density of the 

material. 

In addit:ion to the epots, extended are , chiefly in the mv;raia 

(More lut. cruji, Oceanus Procellarum between Aristarchue and Kenlerv 

ortbern Mare Imbrium, continens around Tycho, and others)9 ars warmnr 

by about 10O0 during an eclipse&Thorthill and Saari, 1965,,1965). 

rom their distribution, the anomalies around craters are un

doubtedly due to croter ejects, similar to the rays but more o erenI;r

ated in the vicinity of the crater. The median distance to waich 

massive ejectt are flying can be caloviated from equations (45)s (27), 

(16)0 (4) and (19) with /=9 x 108 26N,9 x 0.14 (&Le XV, 

]odelQ)7 y= 0.5y sinpo= 0.89 this yieldsV% o.39 x 104 on/se-, 

14= 8.8 inv. .& radius of thecircle over which most of the ej cta ore 

sprayed may b-t tWken twice this value or 17 km, almost equal t the 

resolution of the radiometer used by Ehorthill and Saari. This radius 

is independent of crater diameter. The effective diameter of the 

+ 34 km, where B is the crater diameter. The-area
anomaly is thcn B0 	 0 
caross and always well reoixablecannot be les:s than the 34- odd o, 


by the radiometer. Therefore it is expected that the neasurad ther

mal excess wi.'l not depend on the sizE 	 of the crator even when its 

power, except for the thickneesdiameter is sv-,ller than the reselvin 


of the overltr when it drops below a certain limit.
 
This is exactly what Shorthill sa Saari (1965b) had oma but
 

they g ve it a diffsrent interpretation. By assuming tht t]he
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as :tric ted the er for olovThermal excess ise to cart itc.lf, crtczs 

%rae 

obtined a, strange incrcase for the sn-al].r craters. 'hir "correc
' 

time re,'oluticn liirt they reduced the excess, to the :-.rca -,nd 

ted si,;nal diiferiences" huve no pIh'ysical mcening; even when the 
meteoric theory io- i4ccardcd (which no longer i- po-cible wi-;h the 

present -t,.of knowledge), a volcanic eruption on the moon would 

also spreod the eject.a to di:tancts Independent of crater size, 

The uncorrected obscrved vnmoaties. (Shrthill c-nd Saari 1965b) 

yicLd for all craters within the diaeter rane from 4-to 90 km 
consistently the saase value of the then.al parnvmetEr Yt = 600 from 

the eclipse obI-rvtions. In tearms-of our preowure-adjnsted thernal 

model. from (153). (150). (152a) with t = x.l4 se-, t= 1O 

10 L1= o.81 cm, and dg = 0.115 cm --re obtained. The theral 

anomaly of the hot spot is re, dily explained by a. coarser grt.in2 near 

the surface, ju&t of the order of ordinary terrestrial san.nd The 

upper layer is continually ground and overturned by metecrite jrpaot 

and supplemented by the smokelike products df sublim~tion . it is 

expected th:..t, without fresh overlay, it will become more anL more 

finc-grained with age. Alsov smaJl iaeteorites end especd]ly the 

numorous secondary ejecta which do not penctrute the dust an(: rubble 

> yer but vhich are responsible for moet of the overlay oUride the 

re ch of the large post-mare cratering events, ill ojeot an spread 

around in: toxial of a smaller grain size than large meteorites which 

penetrate the top layer (crater? over 0.5 10m in diameter) C.-nd crush 

the fresh bedrock underneath. The difference in the thera.a_ properti 

es of the ervivons of large prin.-ry post-mare crbterst as coinpared to 

the sufasce at large, can thus be urbdcrstood without postula-ting for 

then improb.:bly short ages. All aces from 45 x 109 years to zero 

would do. 

In addition, there may be blocks of solid rock on the surface 

,,hich, even when in a small proportion, will contribute to th)e 

anomaly; ir such a o-se the calcul.ted effective grain size is an 

upper limit, 

On the other hand, an exposed solid rocky surf.:ce of this size, 
as it fignr-s in Come interpretatioS, is physicslly inconceivable 

except vhan the -ges of all these objects are assumed unbel.evably 

151'2 
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short, some 106_107 years. Nor would small corrug tions on a on 

scale (Gear and Bastin, 1962; Balt~ns 1965) help in the interpretstion

the2e would be levelled out by eroeior and substituted by the naturally 

.undulating and small-scale roughness identical with the rest of the 

surf ce, Bo that no anomaly could arise on this account alone. 

The youlng ray craters, like Tycho and Copernicus, in addition to 

their quality as nocturnal, hot spots, have proved to be stronE back;

vcattercr2 of radar (Gold, 1966). As first noted by Pottengill and
 

Henry (1962), the intensity of radar tabkscatter from Tycho is some
 

10-20 times- that from the suxroundings (.t 0 7Ocm) Partly this is
 

duo to greaton roughness. The diffuse, non-speculur generil com-


Vonent of backsecatter from the moon (1vans and Pettengill, 1963;
 

Hagiore, 1966) is most plausibly explained by reflections fro- comp.ot
 

rocky "boulders", similur to those.shcwn on Luna IX and $urveyor I
 

pictures (Figs. 5,6), with dimensions larger than A/j4 Similar
 

on the su ace and bariedblocks in greeter nuubers must be 1 re-ent 

among the ejecta of the ray craters. A correction tor genera Lrcugh

ness; i.e. the more frequent occurrence of lrrge'tinclifltions ytter

of' the scetterig elemennts than corresponging to Dormsal 	 urface 

In this 
undulation haE been atte.pted by Thompson and Dice (1966). 


the incree soin r-flectivity
way they separpted thecompfne. - t due toK. 	 -' 

in such a. manner, for craters(Ar) from T]... oansed by rouchness. 


larger than the resolution limits coixecte values of the dielectric
 

constant are tsuggested as follows: Aristilusg 4.5; Tyho, 5.2;
 

Of the 25 craters which showed radar refeletionCopernicus, 6 5. 


23 would suggest dielectric constants within t0i0 range,

enhancement, 


or less, amen. them 7 ray craters, 11 non-rayed cra-ters of Cless 1
 

5 craters (Atlan. Posidcnius, and Vitruvius!

and 3 non-rayd Class 


or near the borders of Mare

With lesser eohancement, all within 

Serenitatis a Ad Mare Tranquil.litatis)- Two objects, Diohan-vrand 

Class 1 non-ra&yed yteld extrejciafnry values of the 
Plinius, both of 

dielectric coastant, 15 and 35, respetively; heavy meteoritio mater

al may be suspected in these oases. 
of bire rock.to have bscksca tber charecteristicsThe rest appear 

However, it K5 not necessary to postulrte a solid rock sur:ce, neither 
iuried under a thin layer of loose meterial. Rocks of
exposed, or 
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Dore than \o '2Y 23 cmi n 	 in the-upr 5-10 .eterF 

of the soil, woiuld uct in . yimil. r war:eer if their rojcto cZo2s 

section covc-: the are";. :or this, they ned not occupy Loic tt"n 10 

Der cent of vol'zne of the "boulder bad". Surv•yor I pictwTCc Sugge
,this popsibility hen 1h-n a muc we2ker degree, ext ts even in this 

mrc lanecape of Ocenus Procellarn (We.gr. 5,6). 

7. E R 0 S I 0 N 
A. Surf. ce Eodifictiqcn Proc~sses 

in the ceo, ofollow'ing 	 a vunnl.t-iv2 py,col "tOOioy "hy. 

cvlution of the lun'r cc under the influence of Worn;! cosric 

.. ctors is deseloped The i for it i the theory of crn.crig 

and encOmnte",as well as observational data referring to £c atiron on 

the lunar £urf.ce and the mw-tert l contents ofinterplanctary spsce. 

As alredy could be sezr from the ;rcceaing sections, indcendent 

lines of evidence converge in checking and ccn:izng the prcdicticn-o 

Although not pre~ise, these predictions are supposed to be close 

approzimaticus, to - 20-30 per cent in some cases. wTithin a :actor 	of
 
.
2 or 3;othem4 when the vu~ultitative bzsis ,s uncertain as- it is with 

the density of interplanetary mtto.- It turs out tt th, present 

state of th lun-r surface can be completely understood in taros of 

ofextern.l f.tors acting alone for ell the 4.5 billion ycaro post

more xista--ce any signs of endocic-volcanic or ltvc-acti'ity be

longing to !he initial short pre-maxe and mare stoge. 

Concluions in the opoosite sese are either beaed on iprobc-ble 

physical realities> on oulitc'zi-ve judgassumptions, on disregird for 

ment by terestrial analogy not .qEl .cable to the moon.
 
. As an Example of the latterv tin vety interesting btic[e by
 

O'Keefe eta. (1967), "Lmer Ring Dikes fron Lunar Orbiter " may be 

cited. Th argument hinges on the contention that "the slopes are 

less than the angle of repose of dry rock; borene an explanation jfl 

terms of mabs wastatge is hard to upport". Now, in lunar nrooepres 

erosion, the angle of repose'i: irr'lev-nt. It could be dezisive 	whc 

left :lying 	 roll domnhul vh(the eroded t:hips of rock were 	 in -si-t to 

the slope in sto:p enough. The only process on the moon where this 

could be opsrative is the destruction of rock by the extrem, variatio 
of temlperPire yet, in the Sosence :t 'waterg it can work only to a 

f Si 
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very minor e::tant; otherwise the obsorvod prevonce Of NtOW block$ 

and eztrasiot a wouldi be utt erly inci rhnil. Actually,~ hmocver;~ 

flmotoor]itio :imnct (indeptndent o velocity) will dNsperpe the rocc 

frogn;ents over o,radiuc of bout 7 kn (o .ection Af 0); olamsteed'

(O' -e 1967), W .11-Una therocky ring is about 3 1kin wide etwl, 

debris will isparre into the engulfing p11dne without wny rel9stion to 

the slopes of the mr:ulamteria.l settling on the ring willring. t 

be pa rtly swevpt out by the iMpasts ir a staitr manner, and p:rtly it 

will drift downhill under the instigtion of microxmetorite ?tomlrd

wient at t. c .ulable r6te (Section 2.B) proportion-tOthe t nent of 

the slope smLe however small the argle is, independenat of riction 

and without ny relation to the angl( of repose.- Besides, the notion 

ofi angle of .apose is inappli ble to the fine lunar duet wblhen, the 

sent though in much smaller or)othe 

cohesion betmeen the grains exceeds qheir weight (grain diamttr less 

than 0O13 cm): Also, on the photog:'aph Of rlnmstcgc&sring (O'Keefe 

Awl, 1967) little cratcrlts, witnesses of cortirnui eroson, ere 

n mbcrs surrounding Alaia 

the antlogy with the peak and woll o.! Alphonue is complete of 

of n, yr-mare ageSection V.5). The ring nay be an iqncent ring dike 

although intepret:tian as the remnait of a raised impot criter lip 

is zuch -ra-plasible (cf. ]figs 56 end Fig-l); hovr, the 01gu

ment about !Ihe angle of repose is not only irreleva.,ix but micle~eing 

at wcYk on the Tuhwr surfa e hive boenThe neeoanica.l .processes 
Pe (1959) and Ofik (19620), Theme
realistically described by Wh p 

accretion from icloneteoriOare sputter:ing by corpusoular radiaticn, 

mater1i d etptotion and tronsport by prinary and SOCOndAY iMpacts. 

M~ost Wi the destroyed mass, mrsh greater than the niass of the 

though not rYecessaril;impacting bodies, returns to the luiar surf&ce 

Except for the f<Llbaekcin the immediate v'icinity of the imjaot. 
the crator ccvertng Prefraction, it settles on the ground uutside 

vioas cmal! features with an "overlay". The overlsy is suWNPequefltlY 

dinturbed by nicrometecrite and small meteor ite impOc fo:, to 

leave elevxtions and collect into d;preesiOfNol Ann equilibiufl O-AtS 

betwoon new small craters and their levelling out by erosio. establ
flatter with gE. Thisishes itself, the crater profiles lecoming 

lusts until & large orator erases -he traces 6f previous frmttiorZ' 

I;'I 



Using an ingenious method, Jffell(1965,1966afb) attemptea to iA

torpret the profiles of Foall orators by overltty only . By sr:4nkl jE 

sif~ted 8n$ on sharxp crtificit. czprinte in sanO, tbh washout 

of laboratory crater profiles as depening on the added send "hyerwas 

COnwred with the profiles of 'nal)centers (5 to 10 meters) on 

Onrg& O tr T wA photographs, and the thikness of- overlay was 

es.tim,t Id in roportion to orastr_ diamter when the ±L toTy and 

lnar crater roCfilcs ware similar. In such a manner it was found 

that 'Qt least 5 meters of gra,,r r rial, a-nd probly oentiderably 

rmorG, >'-P Veen depon'ited on W~e Wrrnimiittts; AlnhosngVnnel 

by hgland axe u to fortation of most of theznbsequent the oraters 

55 meters in diameter or la.gu"r, and similar results.] ,svebeen. obtindn, 

ed for D-&re Cognitum (Jaffe,. loc~it.). 14 in intcresting to note 

thatt despite objections to the validi ;y of the method, Jaife' figure 

comes close to the estimate of 14 meters made below :or post-myse overn 

lay, calculated a priori from astronomical data and eratering theory. 

Walker (19G6) r-tised some objections to the method, and others are 

pointed out here, The profiles of lun.r craters change more ireM 

erosion (hich may carry away an elevat n or fill a depresrio of 

20-30 .etersin 4.5 x 09 year-% and iAttle if at all from ovealaY. 

The wvashout of experiniettal craters depends on friction and roiling of 

*svndgruins (size about 0.03 am) which in air are much more mobilo than 

in the lunar Yzouumn and for which the angle of repose is decicive whe 

there are no percuscions or collisiono. The -tdsar loo. mat is 

forced dotnhill by meteorite impacts as well as by the secondz'y spray 

of debris which accounts for the oveiloy and which at the" sams t e 

them downhill. Apparcntly, the somedisturbs the grains and sends 

role was playea by the labor-Story sandg,,rzains fTaling on the rl i-ficial 

crters and dinturbing by their impactr their ourface even vher the 

elope wac ess then the angle of epose. 'The agreement bsteon the 

e:ptiricl .ndu the theoretical cstixoten of overlay is thus not quite as 

fortuitous as tt seems .a certain amouant of injected ovorlayoausing a 

corresponding alamping of the orator profile. it seems that e give 

overlay of terrestxial sand at t rre-strial gravity sprinkled fMem a 

mGmunt of a unt idsmall altitude he thu sFme effect aea-a equal 

rubble on the moon throv with much highter velocity on the iunr 
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co"ncted dust plus licot ercion bz a v ler mass of .... 

motooric mterial. As to the tqwarEnt increbe of the estiUncled over-
lay depth with or:,ter diameter suaggeted by Jaffe's experirmnts, it 

can be ascribed to inorm':se i a'e, oraters below 300 mcterg having 

existed but for a fraction of the to-ol span of 4.5 billion yeavr end 

having thus rceived a smaller sprinling. At a diimeter of 300 

meters Jaff&s figure W plotted brTWYier (1966) point to an over

lay of 7 metr, at 5mi diameter the overlay is about 0.07m. while in 

proportion to dia:meter or age it is xpected to be 0.12m/; 5he oraer

o±-rv~g;itude asre.ment ie satisef.ctoy. 

B! S trinr y Soljr Windj Loss n in fro icromteoite 

Solar v,ind bomba.rdment c.uses the sputtering of atoms f:om the 

-- theory oof cluttering, -ndsilicate lattice. From• a semi-empioical ,8. 2- --

with a pure proton solar wind 'flux o 2 x 108 ions/cm see (Mriner IX 

data) Opikls (1962b) estimnites lead to 0; sputtering rate of 3 x 1O 9 

g/cm . year. From thorough experimntal investigtions of ,pittering 

of vorious gateriales Wehner eatal, (1963b) arrive at a much tetter 

founded sjuttering rate for a stony rough surface of 0.4Avor about 

1.5 S aC-g/m2 year, for 2 x protons and 3 x helium ions 

per om2 and Eec with energies above the sputtering threshold in the 

normal solx wind, with allowance for solar storms; tis filure vill 
be further adopted. For a pure proton flux Weher's figure would be 

_ x 10 9 giOn. yeor, or one-half the author's estimate. 

About two-thirds of the sputtered atoms are cjected wita vloei

ties greater than the velocity of exeape from the moon The annual 

loss to space from sputtering thus can be set at 1.0 x 10 8 g/em2, at 

a constant volar wind, this would amount to a loss in 4.5 x 10 years 

of 45go/m2 , equivalent to a dust layer (TO 1.3) of 35cm or to 17cm of 

solid rock. About an equal amount is sputtered ±nward and contrib

utes to cemntation of the dust; the continued stirring and turnover 

by micrometrite impact ( 1 0k year p xing time for the top 1cm layert 

Opik, 1962a- ensures mixing of the irradiated layer with tbE deeptr 

lunar soil. 
1teorito influx may lead to gin or Ioss of mass, cocording to 

velocity (Co. Section _V-A), nd to crushing and reoi.trib.ton of Wle 

debris which are ejected from the Craters and spread as "ov erlayv 
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over the surroundings or falling buck yvnto the crater floor: At 
r s cosmic velocities cf impact, the mass of overlay may be 2-3 or o 

magnitude greater than thst of' the injecting bodies. While secondary 

ejecta, may add to the overlay end its redistribution, the not-balance 

of mass over the entire luar surf;ce depends of course only oa the 

impaOtjn extraneous mass and its velccity, 

From the consideration of energy transfer and veporiZatjioa in 

the oentral portion Tcentral fumnel") of a meteor ... e. .(p. 1961a, 

Table 23) th author .. that below velocity of 10.7 k,/socestim-ted a 
all the impacting mass :will remain on the moon at its present gravity; 

at 20 ke/see a stony meteorite will nouse a loss to space 17 times its 

own mac.s, and at 40 kni/sec a 44-fold loss occurs. 

The first case is tbat of the micrometeors of the zodiacal cloud 

$artic l e 035 ' wich thus, at a space density at 2 X O21 

dion 3 nd relative velocity U = 0.187 = 5.6 Im/seo (Opik, 1956) lead to 

a g .n of 001g in one million yea4rs(pik, 1962a) or 45g in 4.5 x 0 -

2years par em of the lunar sur" 4 e. The gain turns out to be equal 

to the lose foom sputtering but, with factors of uncertainty of the 

order of 2-3 in the assined rates, the. balance is uncertain e7en as 

to signt 

Higher vslocities are those of meteors and metorites which thus 

cause a net loss of mass. They consist of difierent populations, with

different distributions of particle sizes. The ordinory ... ctball' 

meteore, flaking off from comet nucle and with masses in the range of 

0) to about 10. gtam, Levae.uated fron theoretical luminous eiticiency 

mpl lly confirmed (Opik, 19630 rapidly decrease in m-Ucbers with 

increasing size eo that little mass/i-t contained in the largest oateg
ories. The nain mass (tabout 86 per cent) of these "visual" meteors is 

contained in an "E-component" with as-ieroidal orbits (Opik, 1956), and 

J1 1 2tbe total influx is estimated at 5 /at = 80 x uig/cM. yesx lead
2 

ing to a loss about 20 times this amoumt dr to 7 graIm pox am in 4.5 x 

10 9 years. 
A more important component of the mass influx represent ihe 

"asteroids" of the Apollo group whose frequency exponent, a -Y.7 po-wr 

of the radiu$., appears to join them inte one continuous group from 

meteorites O~ 25 to 400cm radios up to bodies in the Iilomcte range. 

f' : 
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From combined observi tionI data (Opik, 1958a) the ,-ss accretion -rom 

this grovp in grsws per . ye:ar cad within the rz Me of r; dii froMond 

I to R2 is eztim.ted at
 
-II 0, 0.3
 °
dyt/dt = o1. x 10 (R - R )58) 

at a density cf 3.5 2/om31 

Comet fu.cleJ., _cording to the same source contribute (at density 

2.0 #cm 3 ) 

d42iit = 1055 x I0-14 (R208 - I0.8 1159) 
andLiars 	asteroids deflected by pertu bations, at density 3;5g/0ma

to/at = 1.27 x 10-18(R721 4 1.4-)._ 
 (160)
 

These accretions correspond to differential number fluxes at the 

lunar surace per cm2 and year and interval d according to 

dI T/t = QR-au~,-13 O-15 - Q161) 

with 01 = 2.26 x 10 -1 Yl = 3, 02 . 48 X ' 12 = 3. 2 
x.1-19
 

C3 = 1.22 x01, n3 = 2.6. All the fluxes and accretions are 

isignazja.nt at vrl radii (as compared to the visual reteor-z), so 

that I = 0 an be assuvcct For an uppCr limit of crater diameter of 

about 200 km, R2 5 x 105 cm, equations (158), (159), and (160) yield 

6omparable values, 
10
 a2/t 5o2 X j0

and with the Ivisual" dustball meteors contributions 8 x 1071, the 

total mete influx becomes 1.32 x 10-9jcm2- yeer). With a 30-ioId' 

loss ratIo as the mean for impact velocities of 20 and 40 kr/sec, -te VE 

loss to space from these components would amount to 178 S/c in , 

109 years. his appears to be the dchT]ijant component; within the 

uncortainty of our estimotes this represents also the net mass loss to 

space from ie+ -ed-ib iye 

lunear u-ace, accretion from micrometeorites and sputtering y solar 

ind mutually cancelling out. 

Most of the loss is accounted for by l.arge erater-ing eveLts end. 

t'hus, afjects crater interiors without directly influencing tkose por

from the aeveage 

d/1/dt 5.6 x 100 b , 	 x i-10
 

tions of the Purfac-e betwezn the oratcre3 The loss 

surface, undisturbed by the localized large cratering events, must be 

calculated to a crater diameter of 30(. meters or R2 = 7.5 x 102om 

which 	is-the Limit of erosion or levenling out of the craters during 

http:isignazja.nt
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the total age of the moon. This yields now 

qpl/dt = 8 x 0-11 / = 3 x -12, /Adt=1 X10-14 

plus dp/dt = x from the visu.l daetballe. 

With. a ics f.ctor of 17 tcrp- anda/ 3 ' and one of 44 for aAn 

a total lcss from the surnce w disturbed by l>rge surviving 

crators q >300m) beeces 5.0 x 10 g/cm per year or 23 V'om in 

4A5 x 109 yearls This is practicasly the effective loss foom Meteor 

ite impact, for afn outr$'2dly "level" wurtace ontaide the bound,,ies of 

largo craters if sputtering by solr wnd is assumed to be balanced 

by the gain fom microneteoriteu, W%]atever uncertainty is involved 

in this figur 'it shows the order of magnitude of the vcry osgll 

chamges in th? mass load of the lunar surfaoe as caused by esternel 

factors, Those are very much amalle- than those Aue to reditribi 

tion of irate through ortring. 

The most important component in -the external xass exchange is 

the influx fxom micrometeorites,45 g%/cm t Although ea atV least 
fromequivaflent chount of ma s, 45 Evim- frod slx nin cnd 23 211m 

metorite imro-oty is spmttsrd bocck lo spe c this does not mon that 

the micrcmetErio mnaterial is immedintely lost againg. Befors being 

subjected to sputtering, 'it becomes nixed with 10-30 time. its mass of 

overlay ebr.s, ejected from the bedock by meteorite impoaet (see 

next subst.on) , and the maerial s-)uttered to sp,. ce would contain 

only some 3-10 per cent of ricrometeoric material. With the figures 

of external )maas exchange as estimated above, over 4.5 x 109 years 

there is a gtin of 45 iom2'2 from micrometeors, and a loss of 45 -+ 23 

68 g 2 of which only s/er2 votld belong to ncroeteoK tes,25 2-7 
contain Pome 40 g/om 2 

n such a case the present Iner surface should 


(+) of micrcmeteorie origin, admixed to, and diluted in$ the overlay
 

debris or tie "dst'"layer.
 

0. Overjay t, 'A 

Much m.r.Lortant than intrinEto gyn or loss is the miteril 

crushed and thrown about by crateriog impacts; this may exceed see

ral hundred times the inf,-ling mass. From the crater bowl excavate 

by the impsnt it is ejected to dist nes of tens or more kilomctero 

from the crater, where-it settles aE "overlay , a mixture of dust 

rubble, and boulders wbich is subject to further modifioction by 

http:subst.on
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meteor Ad rodiatton boinNrdmeni; to foryn whvt we hzse called th e 

lunar soil or Odust" layer. The average distsnees of ejection depend 

esspenfifl~y on the strength of the rnte:'ialIQtttions 4(4) (16), (19) 

(27), (45)j and are thus greatest for impact into bedrock, while insig

nificant for Mcst of the stirred-up mass of &ust., in large crntcrp9 

when the distrce, of eection is of' the orler of the orater rcditcs 

most of the debris falls back into the ornter bowl where ov'erMC may 

attain a thickness of severafl kilometers. or the post-m e coater

ing impacts as represented by Table Xt the thickness of overlay (as 

due to the sintle impact) in central pcrtions of the crater is 

=
11, B (/D - 0.625 H-/B ) 
shois the thickness of overlay in pos-rnare oraters.Table 3aZ1 

TABLE X 

Thickness' of Central 0verlay. 4 From ?a<llbaok in YostS-Lfare 02 stom% 

05 44
B0 (diametur), kam 2.2 22 210 

Sei impact, Mola 8 34 780 2500 23000 

1.8 - 6 230 840 10800
4, cometury impact, meters 

when theth onyesUndorbtedly, pressure compaction token plsoe 


of the layer Ns great; except its tormont layerv it cnnot be r

gvrded as just loose rubble or dust.
 
njecta may be reaching over a
Outside the crater rim, maosvve 

7 beyond the rimpfringe of about 8 km (of. Setio Vatto); 9 lin 

the thickness of ejects can be roughly estizate&to be one-eith of A-Z 

a,vhticb leads o thick overlay in the vicinity of large craters, and 


The distrinegliible one nesr small craters. 


bution ofoverlay must be extremely spotty, following the Pattiwn Of
 

Imn in dSameter, and with a
the distribution of craters larger than 10 

more or less uniform "background" of area not disturbed by the vecinit 

fromof large orwaerz (the areas being renoeved,by more than 15-30 km 


rim of a crater 20-100 km in diameter).
the nearest 

wherea pre-
Tbece considerations apply chiefly to the mari 


existing rocky (leva) base has been -3ubjected to destruction bY im

pacts. In the continentes the crust ajppears to be complctely formed 

the pr-m.re stage, WnYe..ri r Maria
by aooretio. of overlay during 


ower
surf ces of the aecreting moon bein; buried under the final of 

overlay. 
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The formntion of overlay bes been in j:rinoiple desoribed by 

Whipyle (1959' Lad 0pik (1960,1962a). There vre two kinds of p-o

cesses at vork, (a) 1l injectinlg boones and r.odistionr contribute 

to modification (grinding, cemen tation), mixing end ispleocmcnt of' 

the eisting "overlay or "dust layer; (2) only those meteorites 

large enough to penetrcte the layer contribute to erosion of the bed

rock cnd are instruoent-l in addinC n,-w umtcriKL to, and increasing 

the thickne;'sof the xaycr, Hence t:e growth of tbe layer with ti e 

becomes slower as its thiness and the inferior size limit ot the 

active meteorite popul tion inorests 

In addition to primcry impucts, secondary and higher orcbr CoM

-tribute to overlay. At first we will consider only post-mare primary 

impacts on an initially bard surfaco, supposed to be solidified lava, 

of a strength about that of terrestrial igneous rocks (o. Section
 

V.C). 
Let I (cm) be the thioness'of overlayr, (S)J the re-Iequation 

= Z- 450oas 
_ative penetvwtion in a layer of infnite thickness 

at!'


an average), R the radius of the pro;eotileo Althov~4 the velocity 

of the projectile decrea.ses at penetation, its flattening an hyper

velocity e'ents increases the cross ,tectionarea, so ti $t loss of 

momentum can be assumed roughly proportional to depth of penotration. 

Bence the fraction of momentum retaiied after penetrtiocn of the dust 

layer is
 I ~ X/2p~)#(262) 
yields for penetratio- thatThe condition o minimum redius 

reaches the bedrock
 

R0 = x/2b (163)
 

of eroding the bedrock A
.nlyroecilas with RtR O are co.pao.e 

infalling mass at radius R produces a mass of overlay
 

A1= A)) (7MAY
 

where iht is given by equations ), 03), (7).
 
are too small to penetr-te
Microete6rites and visual met,"crs 


the dust lyor and do not contribut3 si ificantly to over2sVyeOcopt
 

o 
at the ver , beginning, when incident on a bare rocky vuriae4) ThY 

the remaining three componOttsp AI is to be su*titated by 

d (d/dt). dR with R R2, 1 = con 
UR~~ ron-10 
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ass Aiven in (58)fl (QOW (160), ;nd ejuation (164) integrated from 

,round,Regu-tien (1631 toan"&2"\UPper limit For the ,main ack

unaffcted by ioinizy of large craters, we assume an upper 

limit of crater diameter D0 2.48Bkm and P - /2D (of. Tebi3 
for which the mean spcing indare""imbriummbr isa (406o5 xx i0 5/27)-=47]h 

about the double of the extreme flight distance of massive ejecta from
 

bard bedrock. Ejeote from crnters -up to this limit wll have by now 

produced a more or less unif:orm oerlay X0 with little spottiness. 
= The ejects from icrger craters from Bo 2.48 km to B. = 44 km, or 

from correspoading larger projebtiles rirom I to RM = 44/D km) will 

cause locally much deeper overlay which, sreii uniformly over the ent

ire area would amount to an average layer X.L;. however, for these 

larger projeebiles, loss of momentuvm in equation (162) is to to cal

culated with X- XoT not Xo-X' beoaune of the spottiness and low 

probaobility of coincidence o:C the maj-r impacts. Actually, for these 

Latter, R is so large that 1 can be assumed for the present and 

past state of the lunar srftace. The upper limit B0 = 44 La for 

major crators is that for which throwout is about 50 per cent of the 

total detritus. For still larger craters, most of the overlwy re

mains in the crater, forming an avercge layer 1/5-1/3 of Aa given in 

Table tZV; it must be treated as purely local enhancecat, and there 

is no point in &Jiulating its contribution to the average depth of 

overlay elsewtere.
 

For the three components of metcori te influx, the following num

eric2l oonstants have been assumed. 

for Apollo group Yquation (l58'1and Mars asteroids (1600S <= 3J5 

W=20 ka/se' r 2 88 (t r 1. 3, 3 AP= 2 X 10 as for the dust 
layer), = X ;576 = 83 x 10 em, 15 7 105, / 232 

0 07 232'. 
for comet nuclei (159), $= 200t W :y 40 kminSc, V-2o28, R =1 /4.56, 

410 .c m 6 64 x x T 
IV=.6 0 m 6.35 *0a, V w 637, After irygration 

with these data of ecution (164), saparately from tto ]i .nd Irom 

R to lot with JX =IJ,/f =,AF1/ 1.3 as for the overlay rRble of 

assumed density 1,3, and omitting Sm-ll irrelevant t e, tho a priori 

calculated rate of growth of background overlay irom"primary meteorite 
"

than 2.5 Irm) in a lunar mare (solidiVied la &impact (craters smaller 

listed
as the bedrcck), in cm/year (at dens.ity 1-391cM3) as 


becomes
seeparstely -or the three components-
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g /dt =	 - x O (A p ll ° = 2-97 x 10 	 o group)
 

8
+ 	 655 x 0 8.96 x i0- 1 2 x0 (Comet vclei) 4(165) 

10-I I  + 7.0 x 	 o (Mars asteroids, 

and the 	annual rate of smoothed-out growth from aajor impacts (craters
 

from 2.5 to 44 km diameter) equals 
A Ai/t = = 4.10 x 10-8  (Apollo group)
 

-
+ 6.57 x 10 (Comet nuclei) J (166)
 
-
+ 3.94 x 10 (WMars asteroids).5 

Integration of (165) (in which the negative terms are not very sig

nificant, reducing-the outcome by only 10 per cent) yiclds, for 

t = 4.5 x 109 years, a background overlay of Xo =147 cm from primary 

impacts alone; to this is to be addod a spotty overlay from %he 

larger craters (2.5 - 441m) of average thickness = 468cm (:84cm 

from Apollo group, 266cm from comet nuclei, 18cm from Mfars as-eroidsj. 

The totol average overlay from primary impacts, calculated a p)riori 

from cratering theory and astronomical data, is Xo+X1 = 615cm or 800 

g/cm (at density 13); because of the spottiness, the figure has 

not a very definite meaning. 
over- Secondary impacts poobably contribute very little to crw:;ers 

2.5km in diaweter, and the value of XA should not need any co:rection 

in this respect. As to Xo, the contribution from secondary :impacts 

by large ejecta from the larger craters must be considerable. 

There eyists a direct empirical method of ovaluatifl the thick

ness of overlay, based on the volume actually excavated by observed 

While the crater diameters are directly meassured,craters in a mare. 


for the depth to dismeter ratio, /11 = xp/B o, the average theoretical
 

values (diameter range 2.5-44km) of 0.1105 (Apollo group) and 0.0569 

(comet nuclei) will be assumed, according-to Table X, 'weight d in a 

3, so as to give a volihe ratio proportional to theratio of 1 to 

184/266 = 1/1,45; in other words, it
calculated vlues of overlay X, 


is assumed that, within thechosen diameter range, there are taree 

This gives an average
cometary craiers to one of the Apollo group. 

ratio xj! o = 0.0703. Yurtier, do-blinSz the volume as for surface 

ejecta of density 1.3 originatipa from bedrock of density 2.0 (however 



for thick overlay or fallback the doubling is not justified, j 

material is compressed .under its ONIIwoight), equation (15) yields 

the volumeOf ejeota as 

V 0 = 0°0344 B0
3 . (167) 

The thickness of overlay averaged over area $ is then 

X= /3 (168) 
Opik's (1960)tcounts in V,'eteriL IT: .reImbri-mm yield thus 

"observed' vs..ueso, overlay as represented in Te-ble 

All crztcr-'of the area except Archimedes are included, Arch

imedes as a pre-marc4crater (2, = 706km) is kbcitted. The cumultive0t-
number of craters in the third colunn is from largest (cc) dcun to 

the given limit, while the cumulative thickness of overlay in the 

fifth coJl.um.a is counted in the oppo .ite direction erom 2.48 Imn up. 

in the last coluvmn.q the average sept.ration ofa the crater._,s at given. 

cumulative number', N, calculated from (S/N)% is given This 

characterizes the spottiness of overlay; little will spread beyond 

a radius of -3 + 20mm from the cen,er to crat er oh roughly,he be0 
yond an average separation of B0 + iokm.ihe large contributions to 

X beyond BJ> 214kM are localized -:o a fraction les, than (61.4/241) 

,f0.065 of the area and are not cha:.,ateristic of the b-ckground but 
largoly depend on single major impacts. As the figures sttnd, for 

the diaeter limits 2.5-44kmr, the averaged observed overlay is 

X = 1489cm, to be compared with the value of X A = 468cm as calcula

ted above ttrndetically for primary impacts only. The di'l eranoc 
may be pertly due to somesecondary craters large_ than 2.51a it the 

Copernicus and Era-t osthenes rays, but mainly it is the manifestation 

of the excess in the true number of large craters above that calcula

ted from the present population of _nterplanetary stray bodi es, as 

persistently revealed also in crate:r .statistics (Table X i ). Al-. 

though due to a few individuals, tht excess is always there, and 

essentially in the same proportion, such as in more extendec counts 

on an 8 tines lsrger area (Table XV=); these counts as p3-esented 

by Baldwin (2964 b) agree so closely, with those in Western lare 

Imbrium that no revision of Table X..ZV is necessary. 

qb 
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T A B L 1,XV 

Oxrvl~y(X Fro'm 1laro cratrs 
era ec, ovor S 

(>2735') in Wesrteri,, 
465 000 ':u,2 

reIbrn% 

Bo Cmb er A zrfi A-vert.ge 
CT-ter Ma- 1"! cen cmn!.ative semi:On 

meter, RJm interval. cumulctive oI 17 

2.48 207 0 47 

97 14.1 

2.92 i0 14 65 

36 .8,3 

3.35 74 22 79

21 8.0 

4.10 53 30 94 

19 35.1 

5.40 34. 46 117 
9 24.6 

6.70 25 60 1.36 

7 20.4 

7.9 18 80 161 

3 :-5.4 

9.72 Ji5 96 176 

6 62.2 

1.2.7 9 158 227 

0 0 

16.6 9 158 221 

1 50 

21. 4 8 209 -24: 

4 :: 432 

27.0 4 6,7' 340 

2 423 

34.3 2 1064 480 

+. 425 
43 0 1 1489 68) 

"1 b88 

55 5 0 2377 

0 0 
O- - - 2377 --1:7 



Cvrl ) SinWo jTA, 

lectern; Wt-c ~ emzuvetr t-, 465NWSA 

XI Culnu-- &e (am) X Cbwervod 

Not=r Wea Apoll Co,,t R03-0 All (on) 

nxiter- nuco . : .. ideUS 

&O46"2.£40 37 27 2110 65 46 
2o43-21.4 124 140 GA8 2711 209 

2.48-43.0 I4 266 1. 468 10

21.4-43,0 60 126 U 1" 1260 

in2 Mbl ctta;dovcnoy c'uiouiatcdUVWUQ, V;02 prir;.ry liac,CP 

£rmo ~tjA ct dsta for KiOTent crttr siza izitn iv cnp.2red 
with the obsirved viuicu on the noon derived Iron-cro-r Volu. It 

caosn be Ven tuat the ttinaros~ are in '00oab 1 Thrgzuart except for 

fOr thin VWn1 0.T-trXt0Qr23enTb'ser anotea1 eflL7r7dcUd 
The diazr-panoy ha& little bearing cn the c ovarl y 

rthe te ;n caer, d..e...n by the acrntribti ro 
smaller cxt:rr for wThich reavcntbl ueLoz-t in exsectedc &a GhO=n by 

the -t WEYc...Thb.o . 

Ase d ,of TdahiesfYTJ ond XXVa show th r th.c.n... of 

ove-isy !X too eject. wcrc rciiforuZy cver the entire oleo. 
Actually no Puch r"ifOrity CLn t plsCe; pS.t Of tht ejeOted MOSS 

comes frome thec zparscly iiztribatea large~c craturp Whose zvaflr~tionsl 

greatly excetd the ejection rang;e . The dii tcibutio1 cii ovc....mrt 
tbroYor be extrom:iely spotty icllovir,, the dirtrlbution of l- ,,

crc-terz in ,hosa vicinity the thickncs of the lcr unt by oraers of 
mag itude c=ceed thwt of the 'vervCe btckgrounO 

A sct-ft-ic rcprezenttiono-f the distribution o± over2uy Otno be 

obt,,ned b assuming an effective rtodiuc 1 of spwd A the oj<ot& 
rroulld tho cr-tcr center and by (in',-ibutin; mly ojectd-nifc the 

I 

mass ovor at carea of A! M With tin awnvzito 0VOla O~ F:azrtc l&rn Of 

lunar rook &a injction 110, the Uight ditunco at I 0 (half 
mass of oxaior) is 8°8 +'0o35 BQTRW from .t.r Co. ta ad at 

6~25 (tuartt r-caw or halY-dtzutarie treim center cf crate4! kb-Us 

-,
0.
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_it is 18.5 + 0.25 Be(-(m). An avera.e c-n be asum.ed, 

Tm = 15 + 0.3 B0 (k.-r), (169) 

With this and the ata of Table RV, the frequency dist.. butioni 

overlay thicken.ess in a mare has been calculated as shown in Table flVI. 

The values are based on the actual crater stati,ico in MarelIibrin 'ut 

for a average basic overlay of B (as explained below) being added, due 

to craters less than 2,481m in diameter. Figpr c b rocrntm tbis 

very uneven di stribut'-ion grapZkically. The thickness values aTe 

T A D3 L B XXMI 

Distribution of Overlay.2Thickness in Lwna aria 

as basedcnVohle and Rpan~ of Bjeota 

Thickness, meters 13 14.5 18.5 23 29 39 60 180 330 550 880 1470
 

Percentage Area AS.7 226 7.1 1.7 1.4 0.6 1.4 0.3 l.o 0.8 0.5 0.6 

averages over intervals of the crater stotistics for Maxe Imbrium (whicie 

is representative of all lunar of.faria,Tables YVIl and XVTY. 

Were prxiary impacts only to be consi.dered, the basic "veclay woul 

have beon expected to be equal to Xo= 147cm as calculated above for 

craters below 2.5km. However, ej-cta from secondary craters-ire nEakin2 

a very much l.rger contribution in the small diameter rnge, icreasihg 

the thickness of the overlay and, by its protective action. decreasing
 

the role of the very small primary impacts. 

We shall use as- typical the actual counts of small crate! I in Nare 

ognitunm, as derived from Ranger VII hotographs by Shoemaker :1966); 

from his curve on Fig. 2-42, loc.cit., cumulative crater numbe s At 

various dianm.t:ers were taken (dots on full line). The curve, after a 

marked twist upwards below B 1.2km, interpreted as due to scoflU-9X1C 

This tan be plausibly
bends sharply down below B = B = 285 meters. 

attributed to erosion, BI being the diameter eroded in 4.5 r ID
9 Yoars 

and the lifet:me, as well as the number of smaller craters presently 

surviving being proportional to Bo/Bl. The counted numbers fOr BoQ 

must thus be n-ultiplied by the erosiox factor 

(170)
E' = B 1 
/ Be7 

to allow for eroded craters which are no longer there but whose ejects 

may have contributed to the overlay. 

The cumulative number of primnry impacts per 106m2and l(9 year, 
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is asUmed a3:ofiflg to (161), tzfter integrt tion and with the .xOper 
constants< with It in cm: 

log Ra 11.921 - 2.7 log Ra (171) 

for Apollo group or meteorites,
 

log N = 9.828 - 2.2 log Re (172)
 

for the coret nuclei, whilefthe contribution from 17-rs astero-is is 

negligible wit;hin the ranco ponsi6ered. As in Tble XV, 2Z= B/19 

and 2R= Bo0/26.6 as for interplanetary stray bodies inpactinp on 
hard rootk 

The aaop5ed erater statistics arG collected in Table XXkIIl 

(Th~t~t~ir~O~rprt2-22 x-l~m~r-ob ervem- Ham 

"4utui aoco:-di.t -to Shoemaker (966)*;- N N 0 timaries or' hard 

ground, calcsQkated; Bo lowtr limit -'f crater diameter. 

kmorter densi-iLs \VeV lO and Z& ycIr2?, 

introduding the hypothetical, element cf a ge of 4.5/\].0 yEars\vnd 
•{>oenaIrerives.hi.% 

f into hlt: we Ib, total,uiorm incdence strigh tor counts) f.-the 

is'Itlore 02 less correctNQhe effective abo\ is, /horter on Eccoun 

oJ1rosion$, or teast raters (c-K Table 5NYXte saller 
-.fz~r -eatugzally__eoovjte& e2,,r-O!o5-m
lz~ 


From the .equations of Section TII the geometric parameters of 

cr-ter-ng in two characteisriec media -- the herd bedrock, and the 

rubble of cveclay$ are deterined as Yollows, 

It will oe found that, jnq the range below 2.5k seccndary orators 

arethe main co ntribut±i to oterlat; also, in the smallest cl.ss of 

crato.r% the Xpollo-,meteoXite group prevail among inarxeS, while in 

the larger classes the comet-nuclei group is more j1rominent ((:f. Table 

]x.V I I). A ,simplific-.tion is therefore admiasible, in aes.umcng an 

equal poportion of the two groups among pii'm aries This gies an 

average of x /B 0.0837 and insteadt of (167), a volume of jecta 

from unprotected hard rook Qpf. aQuat:..on(15P 
B 3
= 0,0204 173a)

G 0 
for the primaries. On the other bani, overlying rubble will prevent, 

partially or totelly, the proj4ctile :triking the underlying ".bedrock, 

this condition is most critical for tae sMallest PrOj ctiles iaaong 

which the Apollo group prevails. PCX thisL group, with T0 = 20!,m/sec, 

45% p = 2 and /=c 6 x l07 2 x 108 as0bojt 

http:oenaIrerives.hi
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, A Dlt KX-IAT 

"2('nnulctive Orator ,umbers per 2.22 x 10> km P obs.rved, 

Mare Cognitum according to Shoemaker (1966);*; R , V primaries 

on hard gromd, calculated; Bo, lover limit of crater diameter 

log 3 
(meters) 1.247 M636 1.947 2.270 2.512 2.716 2.935 3.071 3.282 1536 

logN obs. 7.332 6,590 6.00 5414 4"758 4-071 3.402 2,873 2.437 1.798 

log R,qcm 1.775 2.162 2.473 2.796 3038 34242 3.461 3.597 3.808 4.162 

log Qcm 10521 1,910 2.221 2.544 2,786 2.990 3.209 ,345 3556 3910 

lcg(Na+c)7. 20 6,212 5.483 4.609 4.010 3.512 2.984 &659 2.164 1.338 

RR /N 4.48 2,86 2.01 1.39 1.05 0.83 0.64 0.55 0.43 0.29 

I:bhoemaker gives his crater densities "per 106 IUU2 and 

109 years" introducing the yrothatical element ot aL agre 6f 

4.5 x 2-09 years and a uniform incidence into hi str-aight

torarct counts. If the total age is more or less correct, 

the edfeotive age is shorter on account of erosions at least :F 

for tho smaller craters (cf. Table MIX). Hie figures are 

.ctua...ycounted mambers per W6/4-5 W2. 

8ei~l&'l;v"', " oo 11J~c! (1 
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T A B L xI
Calcuttion of Maria Ovesla 'X}( a density I3o__ fo 

Crtes~znl~rthn 2 5 km,
(Superior inmber in'dicte aeeim1 Trower otors thus 3.62 5 =3.62x10) 

Bo5 av- ,meters 2190 1500 1010 759 590 462 366 283 214 
n observed (per 2.22x
 

105,km2 ) 107 472 1770 2920 6400 1.414 3.144 6.5' 1-375 
S-1 1 104 1- 33' 

n corrected(pec 106km 
109yrs. 107 472 1770 2920 6400 1,414 3.14 4 6.8 1825 

Part (A) Upper limit of overlay all impacts on unprotected bcrd rock 
,) 80 180220 41,70 2A.0nprimary, eolo'aiatedI 69 310 .508 806 0 O M O 180 

ns= nc-nj,,socoodary 38 162 1262 2114 4920 1.164 2.694 5.84 1.625 

M7p 4 . 5xlO9 yrs. ) cm 13 19 i0 6 6 5 4 4 4 
2s ,(4 o5x ] O9 yr3.)cm 38 .51 125 89 97 11.0 127 128 153 

X = Ax 51 121 256 351 454 569 700 832 989 

lvubble penetr0.! primapies
P li,) 169 116 78 59 46 36 28 22 16.6 

Rubble penetr. II S 

secondatries (m) 790 540 370 270 210 170 133 102 78 

Part (B3) AssurfAd: Present Overlay thi okness 12 metzers and uriform 
accre-;ion with time 

Aver. age %,in units of 
4.5x109 0O5 0o5 0.5 05 0O.5 0.5 0.5 0.48 0.38 

Aver. oderlay X0 in 
ete0rs 6.0 6 .0 6.0 6. 0 6.O 6.0 6.2 7.4 

ip primary celoul, 70 31.9 540 907 1750 3280 6250 i.85 4.764 

n= n -n 9 secondary 37 153 1230 2010 4-650 1.08' 2.49 A-95 1.34. 
Yp efficiency p.rimariea)lO0 1.00'0.99 O'5 0.98 0.97 0.95 -Q-93 o.87 
-i S( efficiency :'evon
, rW- Io00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.O0 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 

Hewi Overlay -

%Xpcm (primaries) 13 20 10 7- 7 6 '6 7 8 

6X cr (seoondries) 37 48 122 85 92 102 117 3.09 125 

X = - ,m 50 118 250 342 441 549 672 788 921 

Total PrEnent )Late of Ejecta.cm per 4 0 !x109 yrs.(from overlay + bedrock) 
d/d tX6), cm 13 20 10 7 7 6 6 8 9 
d/dt 0Xs, cm 37 48 122 85 92 102 117 309 127 

d/dt X7 cm 50 118 250 342 441 549 672 7,9 927 

http:Ejecta.cm
http:1.00'0.99
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T A B3 1, B )CXX (contd) 

OleuL.tion of I!4 ri a Ovorlej (X) (at dnsity 1. 3tc 3 ) from Ljecta ci 

Craters smaller than, 2.5 231. ... -h -, 3.625 

(Su ,erior numbers indicate decin;al poWr 'actors;- tv-, 3. "-i3.62xl05 

Be ,av.n.meters 164 129 100 79 62 49 37 28 20 

05 2. 25 6 
1o -m2) 1 2.32 3.62 5.7 901.412.986 5.4 9.4 

F 173 2.22 2.85 3.63 4.60 6.56 7.64 10.3 13.9 
n 6, 2 

noobserved ( iDc: 2) 0 5 5 666 

109yrs° . 2.545 5.155 1,036 2.0764,1469.2662.2875.56(Io31L 
Part (A) Upper limit of overlay. all imp&cts on unmprotected hard rook 

6
3.884 7,74 1,485 2.285 3. 99 7.05 1.916415 69,0

n irimatrycalculateo. 
n= n -n6 secondary 2.155 4.385 8825 1,84 3.74 85662.077 5.147- 2 

S e O' 

-X1x( P4 5xlO'yrs. ) cm .3 3 4 2 2 .2 2 2 1 
AXP , 94.5xlOyr.) cI 91 91 65 87 9785 101 109 94 

x = x 1083 1177 1266 1355 1443 154 2 1665 1756 1851 

ikubble rlonetr.'i 
priiarien (M) 12.7 10.0 7,8 6.1 4.8 3.8 2.9 2.2 1.5
 

Rubble penletrP.13 
seecndaries (m) 60 47 "5 29 22 18 13,4 10.1 7.3 

Part (B) Aesumed: -Present overlay tticknes,-s= 12 meters and uniform 
accretion with time 

-Aver.age t,"in units of 
0Z±040 0,2 oot4 MB0,07o0.29 o,2 o.11 0.05 0.04 

Aver,overlay X in
 
7.e;ers. 8.5 92 9.6 10.3 10.7 11.0 11.2 11.4 1e15
 
olcul. 5primary3 813/- 1.256 2.1963.856 1.o05722875.07
1.49 5775 


1956 5.416 1.23 3.28(8W= n--nP , 15 2,16 p 8.25 
r-p(efficiency primarieS0.78 0.62 0.4A 0.38 0.30 0.24 0o18 0.1.4 0.09 

SGaQv gco- 0.99 0.98 0.9' 0.96 0.93 0.89 0.80 0.63 0.46 

New OverlaIr 

4 3 2 2 1 1AXvPcm (primaries) 9 9 7 

44 29 20 37 42 55 48 44 29sX,c (secon earies) 
x = Ax .- > , cr 974 1012 l03) 1080 1125 1182 1232 1277 1307 

Total Present Rte of Ejeota cn per 4.'SXlO9yrs. (from overlay + bedrok) 
cm "' 12 15 15 3.1 10 8 no 9 7d/t t X p, 

d/dt AXs c2_ 45 30 2L 39 45 61" 60 70 62 
ddt X. c 984 1029 1065 1115 31]0 1239. 1309 IN38 3." 

http:primarieS0.78
http:1.o05722875.07
http:penletrP.13
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desert alluirimq=2.17, DO 280, Q=p i29, the penetration into an 
unlimited layer bf rubble in a primary imnpact becomesXP= Bo/ 12,9. (,7(174a) 

2cr the secondaries, only those of high velocity as in the rys of 

ray craters being important (the penerating low velocity ejetia are 

unable to crush the bedrock; they as well as the non-penetrating ones 

are only able to produce craters in the overlay; of. Table Y D NOtle' 

we assume W% 0.75 km/see, 450 2.6. At impact of .ec.ndarieE 

upon bedrock, 
xi = 0o139, (175) 

and from (15) the volume otejeota from unprotected hard rook becomes 
Ve" 0.1070 B" , (173b) 

The yelatve penetration of seoorhdaries into rubble is then 
0352 Bo. (174-b) 

With 1.3 as the density of overlay or one-half that of the bedrock,O9 6 2 
06 km
and n. the numaber of impacts per 10 years upon an area of S = 

112 x22 
102 m2 the oontribution to overlay thickness in 4.5 billion years fron 

a gtn group of craters (Bo) equals 
.X = 2Ve. 4, 5ni/S (176) 

For the pri-mary craters this becomes 
- 1 1 Bo 3V 1 84 x 1 n (177a) 

and for the socondaries 
1 1 3A2s = 9.63 xl0- nB (177b) 

in cm per 4.5 x 10 yeaTs when B0 is given in meters; both equations 

are poovicionally disregarding the protective layer of the ove¢!ay itse

lf. and represent thus upper limits. 

In the four upper lines1 {of%Table IRxx the basic cumulative 

crater numnbern of Table XXIII are broken up into discrete data, inter

polated for more or less comparable (not quite constant) logarthmic 

intervals of tthe median values of crater diameter are given in the 

firet line, tleobserved dilferential numbers in the second, th erosion 

factor E9 in <he third, and the rates of impacts per 106 km2 aid lO 

years as corr oted for erosion in the fourth line. 

In the folloving Part (A) of Table X0(IX the data are intsrpreted 

http:alluirimq=2.17
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conventionall-y by dit'r&rding the bz-ing action- of the ovr.lvy. 

While the tot. l cr;.tering rtte no in the 4th line may be considered 

independent of this action of overl.y being based on purely cpit al 

dat l, the number no of primnry impacts (6th line) does depend on our 

conventional assumption, as this determines the vatic of p"rojectie 

to crmtcr dianeter.- thus the size and the number of projeeti1e~w4ll-

With the rubble layer, smaller projectiles will- produce craters o a 

given oize thus, be primary impaots afterand, there will more and, 

substreoting their number, the difference yields fewer secondaries. 

As these latter chiefly contribute to the overlay (lines 8 and 9 of 

the tble), tie overlay in Section A represents en over-estirate. 

Even as the figures stu.nd, hew overlay cannot be produced when its 

thicknes exceeds the imaginary "depth of penotration"., into xubble 

(lines 11 and 12 of the teble) or the crater depth in rubble of infin

ite thickness at crater diameter B The penetrations are given by 

H, B)/12.9, (178a) 

for the primacries. and 

Rs = 0352 Be (178b) 

ior the seconaries0 These quantities are independent of be radius 

of the projectile and depend on crater diameter only. In Part A this 

takes place at Be(49 meters, whence a rough upper limit for oNerlay 

thickness of nbout 16 meters foli s. This compares favorably with the 

estimate of 13-.7 meters at a particuar spot in Oceanus Procellarm, 

made in Section .0 from Surveyor I pictures of an eroded boulderwall 

of an ancient crater (Figs. 5,6).
 

Part (B) of Table M-IX represent; a more sophisticated celcula

tion for an assumed overlay thickness of 12m at present. The thick

ness is aseumed to grow umiformly with time, average values instead of 

differential equations being used henteforth. In Pert (B), the first 

line gives the average age, in units of 4.5 billion years, of the 

presently surviving craters, calculated from (179)
 
a t eCft_,-, -; n avemrge thickness thee.. e mt the overlay at an d t h e s e c o :,d( ezeavh 

time of imp.t 480) 
im(e-tte (1 

in meters. i. 



w en overlay t-hiokness ozoeeds Or~bbe psnetraticn%
 

the bedrolk is untouched and no inoroasoof overlay t:kes plaoo ' For 

the prinarieV in this case D = 28.0, 2R= B '20 For unprotected 

bedrock or X = 0 the iigdres are D = 14.9, 2RJ = Be/14oS , which also 

is the cave of Taxt (A) of the Table. For a given crater diaeter, 

the radius, and thus the predicted number of impacting pitojetiles is 

different according to the kind of target. With the logrithzie 

intervQs for B or R in Table MYIX, the frequency index is the sanme 

as for cumulative numbers, n-I according to integration of (101). 

For Apollo group the index is thug 2.1, and the ratio of primary 

incidence in the two eases is 

(28.0/14.9)247 = 5.50 
Thus, when (181) is valid, or Tor B0 120m in Part (B) oY the 

incidence .5 antble, the primary will be times that given inart (A), 

The incident massr however, contains En additional factor of 1'3, nd 
thus decreases with the 0.3 power, in, , ratio of 

.(4o9/28.0)0 3 = 02t3.
 

When (181) in not fulfilledt two-layer oratering takes plaee.
 

instead of a complicated analysis, we simply use an interpolation
 

formula betweeen the two extremes for Bo 120 meters in Part (18)
 

S4.5 (120/B )2 (182) 

whorea for Bc 120m n = 5 5 n is to be assumed. iere n. is the 

value The calculated values of averoge invidence 

rates are given in the 3rd and 4th linss of Part (B). These are 

incidence rates of projectiles of the ,mame average size that have pro

duced the observed craters, although in the pact the craters in each 

class - and not the projectiles - may have been ;m'ller becaus; of less 

overlay and mee hard bedrock involved. I
 

Equations (177a) and (177B) requine certain additional eficiency
 

factors, AP to allow for the average fraction of bedrock crushed as 

depending on overlay tbicknesss and on the time t; during which pene

tration to bedrock level was rossible. Two cases present thenselves. 

por a given oveilay thickness X aMd potential penetration K& the 

condition must be fulfilled that at xai and at g/h., i~. 
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Wie assumqe thus the dTdIvidual ef"ieiecy in the second cae 

CX/ntY (183) 
and the average over the entire time of existonce of the mare 

(4.5 x 1 for which X =6meters, 

W (183a)(/IN 
In the first ose, when the layer is thicker than average pene

relative t me
trationt penetzation stos ,fter r interval
 

t - (22 (164) 

Q11 being given in meters) during whioh,7= *4Hz Gubtitatin§, this 
into (183) a, multiplying by t, the efficiency of "or-CtzkB), 

a red 'to A l--A-
becomes
 

= Q1.(183b)
 
(For secondaries, use I-!,for iIfl) 

These efficiencies and the. corresponding differential ove:lay 

acoretions, are given in the 5th to 8th.lines of Part (B) of Table 2JXIX 

The 9th line of Part (B) of the table contains the cumlaive 

accretion of Yew 6verlay, in centimeters at density :.3 for thn total 

time span of 4.5 x 10 ,years until present. Extrapolation to-rard 

smaller crater diameters (B0420 meters) will not yield nucht on account 

of the rapid decrease of: Hj tp and A total extrapolated overlay 

thickness for Part (B) must be close to X = 14 meters, while t e, start-

Lag ssu.mptior was X 12 meters. The solution ie practically self

consistent. X = 13 meters can be assumed As an average thicknes2s of 

overlay (density 1.3) in the maria on regions removed from the vicinity 

of large craters, consistent with the observed volume and number OT 

craters and not critically depending on theory and interpretaton. 

This agrees remarkably well with thftimat.e from the Surveyor I 

picture (Fig 6) (of. Section TO) and is not in contradiction with more 

crude estimates by Jaffe (1965,196649Y67) which point to an ovarlay 

thickness of 5-10 meters. ..'Besides the accretion of new overlay from 

an environmental standpoint of interest may be the total influt rate of 

overlay materi al, new from the bedroc and old stirred up from the 

existing layea of overlay. ie, the accretion rntes then settiag 

7 s= 1. The 3ates are given in the 10th, l1th and 12th lines of. Table 

X1X (B). E'rapoltion to smaller crater sies (45) would field 

about 2000 cm Per 4.5 x l0 9 yrs, but the addition consists of "soft' 
spray", which is not attevant fr.om o stndpoint&. 
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The preceding McsutS refer to the axia sur2&ce1 origin'ly
 

molten and solidified into hard rock end subsequently battered. by the 

interplanetary poplatioh of stray bodies, assuned to be the same as 

presently observed, 

For the lunar continentes the conditions were different. We do 

not know what was underneatb butthe exposed top layer is battred to 

a great depth by a saturation coverege of craters. The great pro

tective depth of overlay leaves only the larger craters to contribute 

to iV
 

Let us ap mse that the bRee of the continentes consisted of a 

rook surface, posibly prtly melted and solidified but still qot and 
soft. The impact parameters which suit best the rAevant crater 

range from 16 to 64 km are those of Models D and E of Table _XITV (Pigo3), 
0.178, A/secp 

8 02sec 5"/28.1 3 9 = 
We may thus sot xj/B = =i =/28ol wo = 0.25, 

s = 2.8 x 10 dyne/om. From (15) tbe volume excavated is
 

V = 0.0435 B 3 (184) 

The flight range cf the ejecta, p.roportional to the produnt s 

at = const. (cy. section is now only about 0.26 that far post

mare eaterso On the other hand, the craters of relevant siz on 

continentes are about 25 timos more numrvvua than on Maria (Baldwin, 

1964b), or thoir spacing is about 5 times closer: the overlapping of 

ejecta of neighbouring craters is thus similar on the continentes and 

maria. 

In Table XXX, Baldwin's (1964b) crater counts on the contnntes 

ofas contained in his Table XV are used to estimate the thicknes 

ultimate over.ay, io. the layer of ejecta of density p= 1.3, Pro

duced trom a sock layer of V= 2.6 by the counted visible craters of 

the highlands. The rubble layer thi6kness so obtained is a lower
 

limit, the original surface was rubble itself and not hard bedrock.
 

However, from the model of origin of this furface as depicted in
 

Section TYG, it is probable that the bedrock preing the final
 

and essntially compect4e, as also isbombardment was partly melte& 


supported by *he evidence of crater profiles (Table.XIV and Fig. 3). 

The estimated overlay thickness distribution as arrived at in Table
 

YXK is therefore likely to be a close aproxination,
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I0~t~ Urtr ArcsOetr jcz±r~~ ~ l;ptr ttoluzOber 

I. C . 

.. . , " ,-. 99-412 W' 0 143 114,00 0.148 024S5 13.8 43000 0 

U3.. ,P16 36500 0067 0 315 1 .3.2 MOD 
.03 199 ,., 0:199 WK4 A -31 04800. S 440 
.5 8-s- 2o(c 0o179 2970' 058 0.77? 110 4 . 

25- 5.20 00296 K. 0400 1,72 1 1410 252 
- . j.2 130 0a213 421 0674 1; 6 15.0 456 

S- j 712. 32 0. 223 211 !R0 ,16M4, 108 13-


3.2 y3008 0.27 " 20 1.] ."t, .,, ! z.0 '- 2, .8 

A -..... o.00 - 10 

The laye-r thiciness x'iErked v;ith an a,-:. .- sc
-&re-e that ool~xction unde: wn wcgh-t nx- have t: kon 

pnice as ell as partial dcp-aLye r moc-ltilg nse lay-ers vmi
 
have .3lumped to twno-thirds or !1ssof the i-nio&,ted tnoknc#
 

and t-) a density of 2.0 ox inore. 
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In the table; the 3rd colum gives the crter rea ,.T 0 72007

the 4th ooluntr the fractional ctxer coverage nS /100; the 5h " 

1 ; h0t
coluna the axe, within a 5 km fringe over the crator rim, S 0.75TW" 
(B +10)2, or the effective area cove.d by the joeta7 :nclu%±ig the 
crater intericr; the 6th eoluwn, 6= ni S/105

3 the frerctior"l Ooverage 
by crater ejectaq and the 7th - the cnula Jtive coverffge, .c (flis may 
exceed unity Vhich means overlapping); the Ectua! coverge or fract
:Lonal area in then 1 - oxp )= Considering that a deper overlay 
takes exclusive precedence over a shallower one the distribution of 
overlay in ori er of thickness is that of the distribution of toe fringe 
areas in the crder of decreasing cratEr size. The percentcge area in 
the 8th columr is thus the difierntil of e x 00t and in eah group 
the average tickness of overlay as given in the 9th colum. is tht 
over tbe fringe area of a eroter7 X 4. = 2 Axe/ =f 8787.0~r0 3(km)/St(k2)

l ID[,S-li 


(Qw$aoeoring to (184), the facto- of 2 allowing for the smaller dncity of 
the ejecta. Fig. 11 represents this distribution oioverlay tickness 
in the contimentes. The 1Oh or last colunn of Table XJC contains 
the differential overlayafX as avereged over the entire area. The 
total cuTtu.l.ative thiclmess exceeds lOkn, but this levelled-out aveage 
conveys an inocurate impressrion of the actual non--uhiform dsribMtOn 

teatured in tle9th column and Pig. 1, 
D. (sverlav Particle Size Diatribution 

From Surveyor and Ranger pictureF, as well as from an understsn&
ing of the process of fragmentation in cratering impalt it follow 
that the overlay rubble contains all particle sizes from microscopic 
dimensions up to meter size bouldere Let us attempt to predict the 
particle size distribution from the physics of cratering as outlined in 
Section TL 

It is a '"ellknown fact that the strength of materials ircreases 
with decreasiAg linear dimensions. The effect is caused nairly by 
imperfect ohhbsional ooul ng bctwenn the molecules of the lattice, 
only a small fraction of them being ia full contact with each other,
the of its ocanequences is the layered morphology of meteor ocrater 
debris; in "he inner portions of the crater bowlt the greater shock 
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presoure*pvoduces fine-grainsed rock-flour, while on the outrkirts the 
rock is fractured into sizable bouldes. 

Let y be te fractional crater mass as in Section.! and Sig. 1. 
y-2 

The shock pressure is proportional to y and this can be set equal to 

the destruction strength s 

B = o (185) 
whichIresults in fragments of average size R, paeh that 

S= y 

We -assme a power law for the strength dependene on sioze 

R = 01f (186) 

The exponent V can be roughly eslimated as follows! For gran:,te, at C 
imansions of the order of 20cm as in building industry, so n.2 x 10. 

dyne/cm 2 Its typical molecule, ,q 2 has a lattice energy o 2.8 ev 

or 4.5 x 1 erg and occupies'a volume of 37 x 10 cm coores

ponding to a mean distance betwecn lattice molecu3es of 3.4 x 1o0em. 

For a bond of two molecules the energy equals one-third of the lattice 

energy or 15 x 10 - 1 2 erg, and the force of cohesion with an .nverse 

fifth-power lqu of interaction, equals
 
dynes.
-12 -8 4 
- 22 x 10- dnes1.5 x 10 /,o.2 x 3.4 x lo) • 1-89 

Distributed over an efiective contact area of (3.4 x 10)2 CC, this 

eorrenponds to a cohesive (tensile) strength s = 1.9 x10 dyke/e 

at effective dimension R(stands here for diameter) of 3.4 x 1- x 23 = 1 8 1" 
4 1 om.a Applying equation (186) to the two extreme val& of 

s, we find 9 = 0,254,as an average exponent over a relative range of 
k85 x 10 to 1 in the linear scale. 

For a check, consider the Arizona crater with boulders up to 20 

meters, supposedly from the periphery (y=l) and rock flour of E,-l0 cm 

at an effective value of y=yy. With the value of gpas sugges-;ed above 

the ratio s js becomes then (2000/10-3)O25 =38 whence, according to 

equation (185), y = 016 is found to be the fractional mass a; which 

rock flour of the spdiiied grain size is expected to be produoed, a 

not unreasonatle result. 

Substituting sg = s from (186) into (185), we have
 

R =- Y oet, (X87) 

y = $d 2'i (187a) 
5--;-) 



The number o:' nsrticles in the massi'element dy is proportional to 

dy/R3 or, with (187a), the frequency of fragmentsa among crater debris 

ranging in size from R to R + dR becomes 

R n
F(R)= dR, (88) 

where 

n = 4- oi (189) 
is the "frequency~index" in the power law of particle diaeters as 

in equation ,161) With A .254, we find = 387 for the predicted 
frequency law of cratering fragments as counted in a volume. For 

comparison, 3. G. Sith (1967) finds for the surface distribution of 
fragments wih R = 2-20 cm on the Russian Lun.a Q pictures n-1 = 29 ± 
02 or n = 3 9. A similar value of n = 3.77 is found by Hapke (1968) 

from the Sur eyor pictures. It may be relevant to note that for 

volcanic ejenta in Hawaii which produced impact craters in the 

surroundings, Hartmamn (1967) finds an empirical value of n = 3.64 

0.1, close bt not quite equal to the exponent for lunar overlay. 

The agreement between the predicted and observed frequency. 

functions of lunar surface debris is remarkable and t-

the cratering theory as,presented in Section I. Of courset erosion 

by micrometeirites and repeated turnoVer of the overlay by now iM

pacts will tend to increase the number of small fragments at the 

expen of th larger ones, increasing'thus also the value of n above 

thit jiedioted. Apparently, none of these effects has been very 

efnicivcnt; the first, pcobably, becuse the surface fragments AM, 

are buried cad protected from erosioa sooner than they are eroded; 

the second because the mass fraction of old overlay in eratering 

ejects is small as compared to the contribution from new crushed 

bedrock.
 

The derendence of strength on size would apparently invite some 

revision of the oratering formulae of Section I. The size of the 

largest blocks, as formed at the crater rim, is about 1/40 to 1/60 of 

the crater diameter for the Arizona crater, and 4/450pyl/110 for the 

largest block seen on the far side cf the store-wall lunar --ater of 

Surveyor Y (Fig.6). The Surveyor I bedrock seems to have been 
shattered bcfore the formation of this crater, and the blocks may be 
too small. It appears plausible to assume that geometric imilarit



holds, and that,; tile charateristic value of the marginal crushing str-

ength (so) determining the volume and diameter of the crater eorres

ponds to a particle diameter equal to i60D& so that for typical 

granitic or basaltic bedrock, the effective laterl strength, accord

ing to (186) wth V = , becomes 

so = 4.0 x o n (190) 

dyne/cmo, with B0 in km. According to equation (7) when s = e C with

out a gravity :rictional component the crater diameter then varies as 

the 1.06 rower of projectile diameter, instead of strict propoxtionality 

The effeot on penetration, amounttng to the -1/120th power of
 

linear dinension according to (6), is negligible . Thus, leaving the 

penetration pa ameter Pr unchanged, the cratering param eters in the first 

half of Table XV are somewhat changed through the application cf (190) 

and are now as given in Table XVa. The new figures for crater diameter 
B , in the tou:th line of the table, ... e now markedly larger than the 
A.mr values :5th line), but the ratio of the two does not increase 
monotonously with crater size, the deci.ease in the cohesional lateral 

strength, so? being balanced by the inzreasing friction component.
 

For this reaso the effect remains smaLl; the decrease of strength 

with increasin3 dimensions, although f voring greater numbers UC incid

ence of lrger craters, is utterly inWequate to account for tte obser

ved excess in the numbers of big craters (Tables 1i, XVIII). 

VILE. M~ehanical Propertieso-of lunar Too Wil 
Surveyor spacecraft pictures and experiments as televised to earth 

have shown that the lunar %yoilis granflar, with a very broad istrib

ution of grain size from meter size boulders to sulmillimeter particoles 

(Newell, 1966,1967; Jaffe eUal. 1966,ab, NASA, 1967; Christensen An
 

1967; Hapke, 1968). Hard pebbles are present, as well as clumps of 

coagulated firer material. Impacts of the Surveyor footpads (Pigs, 12 

13) as monitoxed by strain'gage force recod data and supplomented by 

static penetrction tests (Surveyor in), yielded experimental Qata 
similar to th(se described in-Section I.E from which the strength
 
parameters of lunar soil could be derivd The parameters cvi be 

defined in diiferent ways, depending cn the mechanical model ued. 

Although the lata are scarce, they art sufficient to show considerable 

qualitative aid quantitative similart;y with terrestrial natuxal 
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T A B1E 2XV 

rfor Post-ire conditionc with Size-Deendenu 

36 Lteral StrenFth(so% in 10 dne/ow2) (fto Table XV) 

1cm 0.125 0.25 0.5 1.25 2.5 5.0 12.5 25.0 

so 3.9 3.3 2.7 2.2 1.8 1.5 1.2 io 
S 3.92 3.34 2.78 2.4 2.2 23 32 5.0 
B km 1.40 2.93 6.15 16.2 - 32.4 64.2 148 264 

BoTable xv 1.14 2.28 4.57 11.3 22.6 44.61 109- 208 
0* -

Ratio 1.23 1.28 135 1.43 143 Q.44 1.361 1027 

TA]3LJ XXXI-


Suyr I, oot -'d 2: reconstrzctior of notion dtring penetr.tion 

(a) strain gage data 
t, 	 seconds 0.0000 00166 0.0705 0,1140 A
 

8
V dynes 0 1.714x0 2orxlOB 28554]. 8 

s dyne/cm 2 0 .537!0	 5 ' 6O52x0 5 7.87x10 5 ; 

X, cm 	 0 4.72 5.24 5.80 

Average velocity
 

i cm/sec 284 9.6 12.9
 

(b) ternoyted velocities: w 0=364c /,wI=256om/seodI//dt=
 

(r = 1.3 g/om , K= 005) 

t,lO-3sec .0.5 15 2.5 35 4,5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 

W,omseo 236 256 268 284 299 319 338 348 \ 352 351 

t,10 3see 1i5 11.5 12.5 135 14.5 15.5 16.0- 70o51 70.5- 1140 

W,o/seo 345 331 304 275 10. 108 10 1 13 

The NASA team (Jaffe etslo 1966b p.69) gives 3.6 i m/se o. 

Al 
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beach greve, .eapeoially in that theo.obesive strength rapidly incrszze 

with depth. Equations (37) end (37a) appeared to be appropriate also 

for the frontol end lateral resistance of lunar soil. 5ome comprss

ibility of the lunar soil was observed, though insignifioatn eiough to 

justify the aplicat16n of the penetration and crataring equatins of 

Section Ii. Table 2I contains the results,. 

In Part (a) of the table, st':otic tests witb Surveyor II ,:Tidbin-

billa") on an -iner crater slope of about 140 crater about 230 meters 
Q~61

in diaeter, in Oceeus Procellarmu,r7- 2°,9 south .A= 23 .3 ei-st 
(astronomical) or ;West (aetrcnautical4j lsed withir ad interpredo 

equlation (37) Eand three assumed values of a test No. 6 is dcisive 
and would rcuie a2 2.4 ± Mo 2 2 while other tcstc are indifferent

in ' -" 2 2 2 

in this respect. was decided to assume a = 2ei2, the samu as for 
terrestrial saad (Section IT.B). There is not much uncertsin,,y in S!' 

as depending on the particular value oE a2 and for the Talue chosen 
the logaritbio mean is 

3 = 3.21 x 10 dyne/om4 (+23 to - 19%)t 
to be com-. red with a value of 5.55 X 10 $ for similar experiemvnts 

with terrestrial sand. ablo M (a 
/Q4 

Test Nfo. 4, made on-a trench bottom$ yielded 9.15/3.21 = 85 

times a higher value at a depth of 6 cA after removyl of the oxerlying 

terial; .thi.compares favorably wits Experiment (2a) in Tablo Ill (a) 

where an 8.4-fold increase in the bearing strength parcmeter was 

obtained at an excavated depth of 15 U , 

The dnxamt"ets are baped on the impact of Surveyor footpads. 

The footpad ha's a circular top 30.5 cm in diameter (Qig 12) ard a 

total height of 12.8 cm; the circular bottom is narrower, 20.3 cm in 

diameter and w:Aens upwards over a con-cal section of 45F angle, 5.1 om 

thick. The footpad is not rigidly connected with the very much more 

massive main body" but it i, linked to it by a system of shock absor

bers with stra-n gages. At the first contact, the footpad acts almost 

as an independtnt projectile, but as snon as it decelerates, the shook 

ahsorber yiold. and increases its presmure on the footpad which no
 

longer moves tcecly by its own ine-tia The equetions of motion of 

Sections IIAfE which refer to a rigi. projectile do not aply there.oM 

in this case. On the other hand, th strain gage data provite a
 

http:there.oM
http:9.15/3.21
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Mucmtnica'l ftrenptb and Crato:-dx n~ Top ]zWn~tr 

StAic Bearing -trenlgth £xeriments with Cnrvcyor - I 

l73cm 

(tCOP NASP I ,/Sh 

S1fl 

2 21967, p. 97), a =2om assmed a .L El yumtc -Y,C0 4 (i)wt 
a/n 14dy 	 ,/-, P ' 9 n4Vtfl/

20est 	 2 A4 sdyAl )1s dyne/ 	 Io 
No. 2.0 dyne/cry cm 910 dyne/cm1 (oaIotlated'with ~ao~wt
 

A 	 sr - xl7,0
S =3.2l x o10 " 	 f) 2.50 

1 3.92 2.5 475 	 2965 68 4.24 2.30 

2 2.16 2.5 .262 	 2.65 2[ 2.68 2.34 2.30 
3 2.76 1.9 3.13 	 1.80 3oa 1.71 2.66 1.G6 

2
3,7' 2.

5 	 2.16 22 3 15 2.20 26 

3, 34 .- 3.48 jo 31 
7 2.16 2.9 2.07 .35. 1.71 3.51 	 1.36 

1.9 4.13 	 L.80 5Ooi7 3,7
8 2.32 	 * 

0.376 0.72 (0.0) . .64 ... 	
', 

compresed clod 

2. 813-1 	 ..
3.21 	 ...Logaritbxic mean 	 1o-231.28 1.22>.±23deviationreatto 1.23 

Bearing test No, % made on an excavted -renoh bottom 5-f 5cm below te 
2 9 15I4I 

2Probable 	 Ui 

snrface, yielded sr 26.x idyne/cm at; XoO6cm or 

4dyneicm (with a-=2)
 
%
(b) 	 Dyn,:mic (Im ct) Experiments
 

2 16 gi/n 2Z H 1o.15i I. gr/&aesmcic7 V-7/v

45324 cm (m 

2 	 : 8-02 cul2 aslnal.0."04:':1,1 0-11118 and a ta ne/ci2 X0. .. 
Tess 1 dyne,m 	 19018.6; 	 dyne/cm4 

s/s I cm c/seeTest 
7. B 221-00 1190 

.Surveyor Foot]ia 	 No.2 5._j4 5.8 364 42 
l8.3 12.4
22700 

Surveyor I, iootpad 	No3 3.39; .1 364 370 26,2
 
t8t 21. 2 2.5 (53) 32.6 2.01. 24100


Surveyor 	 aoji 
280 5.8Surveyor TT 	 ooltpad N-.2, ,40 003rd touchoown 25o2 	2.5 (60) 26.5 3.36 190 " 

i-arveyor ' ]coc a 'o3 	 4 ... 5.18 19200 
. .. 5.0---3$n or 

24400 190
 
Loaritbio meF n . . 119 / .39 1.25
hrobable de-viation ratio ... 
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more direct means of'evaluating tre meonana cai parameters 02 '~Th QoilJ 
and the amount of radial romettum transmitted during pehetrztion, 

Theory of impact craturing requires that the target mateial 

rpnt laterally with a velocity determined by the preceding history of
 
penetration, higher than the instantaneous penetration velocity. A 
cone of 450 as; in the ootpad will not therefore, in its forward 

motion, be Me to overtu.e and contact the material parting sideways 
It has becn here assumed therefore (contrary to some hnt by the NASA 
teen) that, Uring impact, contact was main'ned only with the bottom 
area of 324 on2 ofithe footpad.
 

The shoc: absorber records give the time variation of the force
 

F along the Lbsorber azism making an angle r.with the direction ofaV 

imxV from about 610 at no load to 70'C at full load. The decelerating 

force is then F P coso From -_ephical and tabular data des
cribing the inpact events (leescit.) a plausible approximation, coso\= 
0.487 - 0.147 F / with C = 7, 5I-O 6ynes, was introduced. The 
,aximum 	 load ,hich i reached at grca es't penetration, X0 , yields then 

2
S, (Mai) = F (max)/C witb 6= 324 am

1 2' 2and, from (372) with a = 2 om 
S(ax)/( (37b)o + 2) 

is obtained direoctly. 

Withthi perameter, the values f sp as derived from th strain 
gage when entered into (37) yield a few discrete values of x end the 

average speed of penetration between them for successive inter[vals of 
time, The iaitial speed at impact, v0& and the -peedpshock entry w1 , 
as well as tho initial deceleration di /dt at entry (uninfluenced yet b, 

the shock absorber) being estimated, n history of the forward notion of 
Lootpad botton surface can be reconst:ucted (graphically), to fit the 
average velocities and the boundary condition, In such a. ma.ier, for 
Footpad 2 of Surveyor 1, a reconstrucion has been obtained an; describe 

in Tablie MR.
 
The timevariation of velocity an shown in Table XXXII () in more 

oxless emprical, It can be interr-eted in the following uty: 

during the first 0.002 see the decele ation is balanced throu incren

sing cowf3lin; by way of the shock aisorber, with the main mess of the 
spacecraft; between t = 0.002 and 0,009 see the 	coupling actelorate' 

II 



the footlad to virtually the velocity of the saoeoraft; 01tar that 

"'" the footp-d is brought 4 almost torest within the next 0.007 seconds 

by increasing resistance and acts now as an efiective brake on the main 

body during t = 0.016 to 0.114 see, while its own penetration is slow 

and the kinetic energy of the speecrafl is dissipated in the three 

shock-absorber legez 

The radial momentum released in the lunar soil by the imp.ct con

sists of two components - the shock momentum imparted to the target at 

first contnot, and the hydrodynamic pressure integral 

= t - WI) + Kafu d /2 Kta (19) 

to be used with (42). The lateral st:eng-h parameter is then derived 

ultimately from equation (44). using tie terrestrial beach ave:rage of 

F 0.118 as the only available guess. 

The data for Footpad No.2 of Surveyor T L',hich lande3 on a practi

cally horizontal surlsce in Oceanus Pr)oeilarum, at = 20. 5 south, = 

0Y those quoted 

The penetration, 5.8 Om, was drrived from the shadow of the top surface 

OR = 30.5 am) at low solar altitude; the surface was tilted 9 om 

above rrdistubeQ ground level at one and, 5 cm at the other, r a 

mean of 7 cm above ground level. Substracting 12o8 cm as the thick

neou of the fcotpad, we obtain - Xo= 7-12.8 = -5.8 cm for the bottom 

surface, with 4.5 cm at one end and 7o1 cm at the other and of the 

bottom (Q = 20O3 em). The difficulty of estimatei by mere inspection 

of the photographs is illustrated by the fact that in preimic t re

ports (Newell, 1966 Jaffe, etal. 1966a) the depth of penetration, xY 

was estimated to be only 2.5 on. The crater rim-to-rim diameter, B02 

was more easy to estimate, although the darker material ejected beyond 

the rim may hve pfodueed the impression of a somewhat broader crater 

than the actunl size (of. FigA14 whihl shows more contrast than Fig.2), 

Besides, because of the motion of the lggs. as controlled by the shook 

abcut 5 cm inwards (toward the 

430.3 east (astron. are the best of in Table lcfI (b). 

absorber, the footpad ocame to rest 

spacecraft) fon the original center c:. the Crater, and aSuMEd thus 

an asymmetric position (Fig. 12). 



in Me other four =s oft Table XXI.a.ametwrt(b) the 

were more difficult to estimate. The publications (Jaffe ot n10 

liM5E Christansen at aA: IL37; Newell, 19X57; M'AIA 1967) as 

well as IGA P1oogr.hr1ic print,; were consulted and com-pared. 

The penetrations prob-h.y rood -0.5 cm, the craterare to .. 

anytors t 12 cmy while the velocities and velocity histories 

were consideroe in parallel or in homology with the date o, 

Table .. II as of better quality. The very low velocities Yor 

III-urveyornot accord with some stmtsments in theare in 

HiASAv reoortsy but follow directly troni tne strain gcge timef 

records (less relisble than those of Sureyor !) and are 8up
oorted by the concordant values of .so obtaine 

The Oik ejeeta surrounding the ip~ct craters iO. 12) 

seeM to indicate that radiation damage blackening is not a 

onewey process And.tat tih" e e y Surface, exposed to immeiate 

radiation, becomes slightly btezebed or, rather, that the 

Mnaterial when buried and protected from direct radiation b(

comes spoitaneously darker WIh line. However, aS sugestec by 

Uapke (98), the difference in aliedo may be due to diffeent 

greainess and porosity, and not t) physico-chenical ch)and es 

in the grains. Footpad sfo 2 Of buneyor Ill stas ejected fToia 

its original crater at third touchVown and came to rest at a 

distanee (ofabout 30 Cm from 'it no bottom of the original 

crater (ig 13) (used in Table Xxiy) is laid open and appnears 

to have a higber albedo than the udisturbed sur-fae or the 

ota--a result Off Compression. This seems to support the 

gemetari .n,t-r -retaaoof th AffOrences in albedo, 
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The dark mbal of e;jecta from- Zurveyor 1 (Fig. -) shbs 

an average outer margin at 34 cm, in some secetors reaching to 

47 cm from the crater center (reckocniag 'ith the asymmetry of 

the footawd). cv d a roy is going tc a distane of at least M 

cm. The extreme not--o-unusu-l. flight diatance of t-"e ejecta 

from the edge of the footpad can be set equal to L -::47 -

Cm. \,ith So x 0 '-5. o.190 5 104 To0 So, 2S x % ,yne/om". th" 

a small contribution from friction, 130% [equations (11) and 

(12 or 750 dyne/Mfir is to be adodT uiking s-4,,. jlOt 
itb 0°3 g\/crt us equals _A1 c ma~ec according to equation 

(4) ?Ollo.iing the line of reasonirg of Section K1. K7 and vith 

wo v;364 on/seen from equation (16) we find Y u /f 50o00. 

Further, ith sin{X8, y=0Q6 a, nearest to u =--2303 ell/See, 

" in O48 Lrow (271 g-1 .2 Cr/sect90 cos&,0.3s 

equation (45) yields the ejection velocity to baQ? cm as 

vs:84 w/se A4/s =--".O8only.2-20l w=3,,,ance =0 FA th, 

cOnspicuous ray, Lz51 cm, y 0 5, u3::364 crm/sec -"sin 

cos "bO9 ,-V =L06 ci!see and IV=30i/e-64=0o.a '. Q0 Q3 o:r 

the same value. The lunar dust seerrs to possess nigher inte-nal 

friction and lover kinetic effiolercy es compared to terres ial 
gravel. 

The tsio Surveyor experiments yielded very similar mechtmical 

parameters despite the difference in terrain, Surveyor I W 'ing 

landed practically on level ground, Surveyor III on the innr 

slope of a crater well inclined abcut j40 the horizon (i7A, 

196? , Port Ii7 po.20) Although both are on a mare surface o.-' 

Oceanus PrOcelelrum, near the lunar equator bVt separated t, 

http:cos&,0.3s


Pcin 1oi~ituds or by 600 kin,) the meachanical properties ar 1 
4
pr~a-jbjy- eprenteyrtwtve of'the tpp.r laoyer of lunnr soil in 

geherel a d to a depth of 50-100 :m to which extirapolatioa 

of equations (37), (37a) and (37b) is opermisaible. The parameters 

are chiefly de~enTined by 'he -fine-grained matrix, of tne order 

of 0.001-0. 008 cm as shown by the retention of the iprints 

of the footpad pattern of a netwofk of about I cm mesh with 

ridges 0.00S cm high on Surveyor ill Footpad No. 2 crater of 

the tbir, touchdown (bowever not xisible in the reproduction 

of Fig0 ].3) Lumps of coagulated grains were present, from 0,L. 

to 5 cm, about I cm average size; they apparently consist of 
loosely bound smaller grains and are easily cruubed. These 

IuOps, at well as admired occasional hard pebbles or rock 
splintervy,by -virtue of the Cooperative action of the constituent 

grains at inner contacts, are proably responsible for in..
 
creasing the thermal conductivity 
 and yielding a lrger effective 

"thermal" grain size of the order of 0.03 cm (Table tXiI)o 

TO. Y)O. contains svemrmy of the mechanicIII a 


characteristics Of lunar SOU-(from Table XNXI) as compared
 
with those of terrestrial natural grav6 
 (from Table 111)
 
The nota ions are those of Uections iI1 F InFthe fift" and
P0

eights columns re given the surface bearing Strength, Spot" 
nd the "orface lateral strength or "cohesion", so jbotiC(r-, 

respchcin to zero penetration, x140 or x= 0. With aop=- x104 

dyne/cm2 ." An 03tronaut with heavy equipment totallin j Q k1 

but eighl.q only 2.4 x 107 dynes )n the moon will be suppc rted 

l 
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*T3LE XXiII 

Awert. .e Wchanic l Yrojeries oTLuhSr Soil and iQatur a-,i 

Terrestrial ravel 

to be used in part.icular with eqoations 37) _3)and 

'6ea...ln- (Qoressi)-- rStrength lateral (Crushing) Strngth 

1 s S2:sb",p . po C c A 

OMk. Avoroge..robalble Surface Average Protble Surtace linetic 

of prico Range 6trength lange Strength .fficienc 

IjAtC 04 d/on 4 10d/cmt IC4d/ 4 104 a/oc 10 d/Im2 

Dynamic Dynamic 

asunar 
2Soil ,O 

5 zO.0O2 2.-3-0 5&0 0,14±0,02 0.10-0.20 0.23 =08 
.Tcrr, 
G-rvegl . 4.9 0.6 g.O-8;O 9,7 0.44t0.05 0.28-0.68 0.87 0.16 

Static Static 

Soil (.12) 3, 0 2.6-3,9 6.4... ... .
 

Terr.
 
Gravel 0.63 5,6.60.6 30-8.1 11.1 Oo2t .-3 0.,16-030 0.44
 

http:0.28-0.68
http:0.44t0.05
http:0.10-0.20
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without sinking'a centimeter into t-he lunar surface by 400 

cm2 contact surface--just ebout Witat may be provided by his 

to feet 

The minimum lateral strength of lunar soil. or its cu-

face value of so- 2S00 dyne/cc n be compared with the 

,iuni.m ldhosion of grains in vaco, Pbout 0.5 dynes (Smolichowski,
1066i Ry n5 1066; cf. Section yVi§A), k ou -r ,z-i. .. 

grains in contact per am2 -, or an ziverwge spacing (di-nmeter) 

of about 0.023 am to account for ,Uhecohesion of the matrix. 

This does not diffpr so: very much from 0.033 cc as the avee.ge 

Pthercrnaj. diaifeter (Table XZI). :t may be noted tha meteoric 

dustballs, or the grainy skeletons of cometary material Mhich 

remain after ices, have evxaporated, have P crushing strength so 

of about !04 dYne/c, at average grain diameter from 001 to 

OA cm (&pik! WO0S1) their strength is about tbtt of jluncr 

soil at no-=2 cm, thus at an average depth of about I cm., 

although the density is less. The two kind of materidal seem 

to have much in common. 

Extrapolation of equation (37a) with So= 1400 dyne/ci 4 

would yiald the strength of terrestrial alluviun so 4 x _01 

dyne/c42k, (a probable upper limit for g;ranular wnaterifl) 'A 

a depth of penetration of xo-170 cm The overlay is much 

thicker then this (Section Co 0), and a constant valUe of 

cohesive strength of this order can be assumed to bold fo;' 

most of "the thickness of the ovexlay. The corresponding upper 

limit for the compressive streng-n is Sp=.7 x 108 dyne/c&p. 



TX. Thp allsteThirowr 

A. 	 Electrostatic versusBaltist~eTrnsnoozL
 

it has been pointed out in Iection VIi, A UhIt electro

static transport of"lunar ustj sc ingeniously propose? by 

Gold (1955), does not work on the lunar surface---d>_cto 

because it would have oblitera ed sharp tran'sitions of con

trast which are actually 6bserve 1 and dollure because its 

effect At the actual environmenl cf the moon cannot be signi

ficant (Einger &nd isMer, 1962). The ratio oc elh -sti, 

repulsior tQ gravity of a small"prticle on a planetary su:'face 

equals 
F?/z2,66 ±x r1(gotL,) (192 

v nere I i s the comamon electrostati c potential of the surfane 

and the particle in volts, g the accelcration of gravity, R 

the spherioel adians and E the density of the p-article Ld is 

the elecl. "tatic plasma screening length (sinilar'to Dcb; e 

length) Ion a planetary surface charge. tor the moon2 g---'ii2 

CM/sec 1, g/crv3 for individu&.. irregular pa.rticles, I= +6 

volt an. Ld 100 cm (6 pik, 1962b): whence 

PefF.=8O.20 x -"i (192a; 

The effect would be noticestle for R & 1O"4 cm, 
Fe/F>> 003 and of decisive importsane for R<5.8 x 10-5 cm, 

Fe/ F g>a or at submicron sizes, t;ben disturbed by meteor 

imoact, these small particis m;y flost in sun:Ligt rithit 

tbe scrcening length "l,range, aout 100 m 	from the -Surfce, 

'WI4 

http:efF.=8O.20


their charge sustained by the photoelectric effect until 

entering a shadow when they become neutrlied and fall bacio 

The virtual absence of any trace of detail blurring (which 

should be caused by particlts of &o high a mobility) indicates 

that thes small partiol- cannot play ny significant rolE on 

te lunar surfce. The thermal conductivity and the cobesion 

of lunar soil also indicate that the relevant average pat:.cle 

size of lunar dust is at tea-st 100 times greater then that at 

which ectrostatie transport efficiently bgins 

Theiefoxe only the ballisti:a! transpovt of dust on the 

lunar surface caused by meteorite impact, is of relevance, 

-B. Impact Fluxes and Craoerir n Ivernay 

As istinct from accretion and loss, two main sources are 

causing the mobility of the dust direct meteorite impact into 

the dunt layers and the impact of debris from secondary ejocta 

broken off the bedrock and aeoumuIati,,g as overlay. Alzboueh 

the latter source signifies also a kind of transport, from 

fes the standpoint of' the local iaterial balance of a "nor.-mal" 

plain undisturbed by large-scele rteriag its effect amouts 

to virtuEl accretions while the "abnormal" area of a new 

crater Mom which the material is taken begins a New 1isto 71 

and Is atypical° Of course, the Lactors of dust transport 

begin at once to work on the su-fce of the newly formed
 

crater, tut some of the starting oondritions, such as the lick

ness of cverlayq are different. 



The ,o.untitftsive importane- of the diffethrent sources in 

stirring be Qeasuredbythe dut can "rovisonallythe radial 

mom.entum imparted to overlay by <ron-penet-nti.- oectiles 

Jz1wkp w'i,. the lrzthee iepitgixg raten is mass per unit of tn 

-- may, 0.5 x V0 years- anfi area SOLY For Micrometeors ):L' 

tlo zodicl dut WV;c60 ]im/sec (including accelerrnti0n. by 

Vie ,oe,5ek=29o-, fvoool (Ta ble )- A nd Seeti' n VT. B 

lence J 564 in the units chosen. For thetvisnal mteora, 

chIefly belongnuing to tb n 'coponen nd wih a e -all -on 

-peneratr95x ong,9s v0=1c ,3 6 --2o35> kt3 t4 
:135 k, "p-kyI0a 

or-20. Per the Apollo-meteorite group, R22) cm (on 

wpenetra:in, the larger members lead to basic crtering and 

produce newoverlay oom the becdock), from equation (158) 

f~~2 .w 0 20 kui/sec (Opik5 l%5aYi k-=3.31 JTZiCa 116 Fo 

coet lusleir eouatin (059), h9In 300 oe Itro.&00671, ' w0l -W 

ja z4 0 4 5 T 21.2 'Poer 1t4arE. aswteroid, hP20OC c i, 

x 0'$s vC,- k a/e(OpitR, )WAY, k=2oS Jt2 10

or utterly negligible. An to secondary ejecta ,6ny the ha~rd 

spray eoiiportent is here of irxuorance whicii originates from 

the bedro)ck end tbus is representative of tbe 'new ovdrlsvt its 

rate at present may be ocoe to :LP matersc /U=1600 g/em 2 1441 

40,5 x 1 rs es given by tfe t]Idckness of ov tr ay (Tabl-


XXIx ( With a =6 xIl d0ne/em2 , ' ->2 - P2 fop 

the parent bedrock at y=0.5 as %be median wass and xV/ w 

equattors (4), (16), (24) and (25) suggest an average Ojeibion 

or ,.2eco. k/ssc, k.0_d ry impact velocity of t"ownOi0 4 6:3 and 



W, an aditiOlil Actor" h/ V I" -,-r "stetic . 
the reltive -adhcr~ 

(cf. DTC-2CXN0X(, DUVftWWS 0100z,1034 Renee 

the relative stirring poser of thy difi'eront components oh

talns as given in Table XXIVo 

Because the velocities and .g. t distances r 

ejecta d opend solely on the mechanical properties of tnexget 

ths, fi. u-ren of the table nest appnoximptely reprezexzt the 

eletive mixin g effici noy of the soperat e sources with respect 

to the Ofne granul ar cozponent or overlay. There i07 howeve 

a qualitotive MifTyr noo depending on the st.atinsioal iact 

of the dffetnt populat-ions. co Onne3s J,.,4 and Jo are con-. 

centratet in' small particle sizes untm sw,,eep the surface vit -

out uch penetration and with shaLlo- cratering iKile J 

pVels In large projectile sizes hich are 1net-rain- aCd/ 

crtatez-in throuh. the entire thicsness of over"lay J%. deu

pi.te preevalence of large sizes, possesses a low Veloeity-On

does not penetrate deep enough to stir the entire lyer Thus, 

despite the lesser mecbsnical sweeping powervtJ and 0. aye 

mainly r-sponsible for crater Ing in the surface layer, and 

- in arition prvideIs sizable bouJ.ders. the role of Ji,., 4tnd 

JO then consists In levelling out the craters and eraterlots, 

and in dblating (grinding) the bculders, or in "Polishing 

-- smootbing out the surface ougt ness continually produced 

by the tyo othe-r Cotonents and themselvea The actual stite 

of the surface is tben detorgnined by an equilibrium betwa.n 

the two pposing processes. The iole of compnents Qp gixd 



with rospret to the overlay Inyer is negligible and need not 

be furthe-r consi ,e-ed in 'this context4 

In Table XXXV, theoretically oredicetd tWt x and exwnically. 

supported flux ,nd cratering fdat; in overlty qre given for the 

four relerSat sourcess of porticulnte fux snd for r taxtcJ 

level war, surfece, The sm'frce sample is supposec to be remote 

,from Thrgp craters; it wboul cortespond to a "nor:et" overlay 

tbichness of 13 meters which, orcncdin to -Table X,VII, jnw y be 

represen-ative of about 62 per cent of the total more surface 

(and, with some indulganqe, even of'6l7T 22,+ 70:1-7+ pei 

cent). Fov' Parts A, P, nd C of' Teble iXXXV, the fiuKr ntes and 

velocities ore besed on astronovical data in the author's inter-

pretation (oe oik.; Sectionw VI. By C) V. D7 I it 11a8) 

Wvieb be believes gives a well balenced account of the observa

tions and which bq is reluctant to exchange for data from other 

sources; *Te cratering parameters, equations and notations are 

those of Sections 1l. B9 Cy F, while n is the frequency in~ex 

of radii 'ccording to equation (161), the cohesive strengtb data 

for the orerl.ay are.tbose of Section VI.. R is the equivalent 

"spherical" radius of the impacting meteoroid, Bo the rim to rim 

crater a ,tramter, x o the pengtration, x' the apparent crater depth 

below the undismurbed surface (assumdto have been flat) n , 

corrected for fallback. 

Port D of Table XXXV contains the flux end cratering dta 

for the eec-ta irbisb are contibuti 1 to the overlay. The to-al 

mass infli, is assumed to correspond to a present accretion 
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TABLE XXXIV 

Relative Sweeping o:c Stirring M:omentum, Per Cent 

JB Jo -JJ3 Je 

Source 

,-eirrinemeteorites 

Power, % 

,M-cro-

795 

Dustba L 

Mete

28 

ors 

Meteorites 

Apollo Group 

2.3 

Comet Ms 

Puclet Asteroids 

0.2 0O0 

Secondary Total 

j'et 

15.2 100.0 

TABLI XXXXVI 

,xpectated i'umber of Punctures on the ,oon from Meteorite 

Hazard 

Jignesium sheet thick

ness, nuM 0.4 1.2 1.4 4.2 14 42 

Steel sheet thicbness y m 0.14 0.42 0.5 1.5 

lumbenj f puncture s 

per 100 M2 and 1C years 2000 200 1.5 0.)16 

5 

1.5 x 1-

15 

1.5 x1 

.4-"{ / 
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TAWK XC TT 

Incident Tuxes nd i P.t i Ov 

at Present (-IL.3) 

"Normal" Overlay Surface, Remote from Large Craters 

f o met'.qrs of : i%,Cc1 ClOpu5d 

(39 (the Projiectie is, exPlosively d&strored) 

wo= 6.0 k/sec; 0 =3.5-g/cm3 ; upper limit radius R 00.. 35 01i 

n=2.7; cumiilative numbev flux, R cm, nF(F 

per cl& horizontal surface and year; cumulative mass flux 

- D.035 L/dt-.LGfr7 

lo'afm, per cm? and year. Craseringyo 

parameters; penetration negigible 5.0 x L0 -s4 2.32 x 10
0 

45 0 ,dyne/c i k 2.0 r " - , pzv 3, 52, D=-69) A/ 4. BO 3ao,-

7.04 R9 X =592 R 0. 2 cm)X x X0 ( ); cumulalivc 

crater coverage m year, 0023Q -- 30 tL y0", 35 re4, 
0 036 0.0205 0.0121 0.00O 0.0010 

Cumun. mas fraction 0 0,50 0.75 0.90 0.99 > 

Crab.1. nuoer 0 1.88 54 2.4-. 

cumul- crater
 

coverage, - 1 -3 0 4,73-4 a !.23 ±M& 

Bo C o 7 4.1- 2.1 0.3 

cm 0.207 0.121 0.072 0.035 0.o0) 
*ny0:0 
 10 1a 60
 

x 1 0-125 0.092 0,063 0.033 0.006 
B0/x (proflln ratio) 95 73 563 60
 
Fraction of granular 044 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.28 
target, C 

http:L/dt-.LG
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TA-LE XXV Ontinued 

B.o Visual Oustba!s-(ll ) 

(tb e projectile.explosively destroyed) 

wo I8 k,. isec; &z0,65 g/cn3 ; lower limit radius o-0.061 cm; 

n5,2',cmulative number fu " ->0.OO1 cm, dlT/dt=-2.93 

per m2 and year; cumulative mass flux, R>, di-/dt- 3.02x10'- 1 

( 0 AR) 1.2 gram per c1 2 and year. Cratering parameters, pere

tration of majority small; c = 282C(1 4 1.47 dyne/cm2 k . 

0~~~ -/02-0.233 
1J=45 pu.=l82(l4lTR2.-2, 

-O2.91(1--l4I7 1 - / R; x't.o(l- i ] );cumulative cr ter 

axea coverage 0. , 785 B1 P 2 (GgA N)* 

ixt cm 0.061 0.109 0.194 0.416 0.743 1.32 2.'84 5.0 9,.8 

Cumul. mass 
fractiol 1.00 0.50 0M25 0.10 C 05 0.025 0.010 Oo005 0.0025 
Cumul-number 3 , 7 g 3o28- -10 -1L -12 -14 -15 -i's -17 

2.8 1.18 1.04k 9.12 37 'tC 28 

2830 2870 2970 3520 E100 10030 36100 135000 3411000'
 

B o , cm 27.8 49.5 87.3 180 294- 449 716 935 1350 

x o 9 cm 0oU77 0.317 0.565 1.20 2.12 3.67 7.60 13.0 22.4 

xt, cm 0,044 ,0.022 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 

'D/Xt 6630 2500 9000 - . 

Fraction of 
granular 
target, G 0.,49 0.52 0.57 0.63 0.67 0O72 0.79 .E 0.92 

Cumul.crater 
coverage cr 22- " -6 " " 9 104 11 

6°68 202 3.17 7.28 1.55- 1.51 2-67. 4.50 

3.7 7.2
2.21 .64 202 


http:dlT/dt=-2.93
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TA:HRUB' X:,C &onine 

C. Meteorites--Ano oun-5 

tb projectile is explosively destroyed) 

wo = 20 km-sec tas g/cm .aon-enetraing upper limit;, 3 ; radius 

Ro= 200 cm ,hen penetr a K , inot 1'tc n-"); 3.7;- u
 

2
number flux, R > 090, Cdt=.8,4 x 10-I4- 2 0 per Cm and year9 

cumulntive moss d-/dt= 5.5, x A0 " i/qo. gram per C& and 

yee. Cratering parameta'sS sp 2.48 X 1:(2 
<wfhen X0o 17 3 cm atd "p= 7A 1 (-1 Who'/ ) k hn Xo0 173n;
 

wen /17.61, 2DR , pRJ FB.y, ro
c Bo= P= Xo z:IPR. X!= Xo(-l k'e/3.3cwt'-

RI Cfl 200 100 50 20 10 5 2 1 0.5 0.2
 

Cumul. nss
 
froction
 

R""Ro 1.000 0.813 0.659 0.501 0. 408 0.30 0.251 0.25 05 6 50t
 

Culo number o " 16 0-15 1
 

S3.7 3.12 2o047 4.206 .-Sf '5 ,.954 I. 4o 830
 

Bo g cm 13800 .140 3S40 2270 3I30 i030 6M 404 2% 

Cul. erater 
coverage LI 0 9 910 


--0 yeaEr ' 0 2. -. "'122S 598 0 1.54- 5.3Z 1.2--9;W8; 3
 

Xo, cm 880 443 224 94.4 496 26.0 11.0 5.7L 2.96 A2
 

X) cA 830 432 219 877 415 17A -1.9 02 0o0 0'0
I 


Cumul. crater 1-19 -18 -17 -16 -16 -15 -14 -t
number 515 3,34 -218 2.5/ 1.62 3.248 862 453 238 1.0
 

B 166.' 16.5 18G.0 25.9 36.9 60.7 322 200) UQ
 

G 10i00 100 1.00 1.00 0191 0,74 0.57 0.4-53 0.38 O.S 



TALL' XX,, oontinued 

Part the p ectile is not C.estroyed; A2o6) 

Part (n) refers to primaVr impacts. Contibuting iwpacts (Apollo 

-reteorit type) with R fCrom 400 to 1600 cm (laTger impacts 

are outside reach of "normal" surface sample); typical. f.eding" 

=]800 B=z 30?R cm5 	 largest ejectaimpact R cm, 	 24000 yielding 

r = 	 nm,3.&87o5blocks T *r.lro= Be / 20 =20C 	 Cutmulative 
Max-,

number influx of ejecta a r < ro, &/tz 1.773 x 20-i r/r)
 

per m and year; cumuJAtive mass influx of ejecta, d1 A/&w, 

3.47 A10-7y in gram per cmi and year, with y-(r/r 0o 
Mv aximutm velocity of ejection,W 2 2- 2 and 

71a.C Us X7 y a, average 
5.78 x 108 dyn w 2.._2~-' for pare~nt crater, i 5:; x1 dn/m 2 

2. 	 0.22 in ,-.8 y4 maximum dsnc 

•, 	.ight from parent crater, x - maz2 ) 2.0 cos 

Impsact into overlay, /w&: 08421a 2.48 x1k ) 

and as in Part C of this table, P'r0.562/: (c -), 

Q-8.05r~cos 2 (cm/sec) 2 s X0 =( cos5 3/P9 

ot- 9r 2 (cm2 ), i"=10.9r0 (gra), m 3o47r (g/rai7, aQe./(rcos) 

0 0% V(pressure component) I" d (dynamic component) V
 
(total volume), VD= 5.72 x oe c Va- 10.l3k ILO 0 ) 4
 

S= xo(1 - iB )9 all to be used with the equations of Section Ii. 

B. The blocks under oblique incid2nce are ricocheting and usually 

settie on tbe.undisturbed surface not far from the cuxth ctter. 

ParT (b) contains crater statistics for the sum total or 

ricocheting chains: Cumulative nuber of craters to indicte 

limit (Bo)n dfr /dtLT1.57 o (Gg N)(l.5 - 0.&0g) per CmS 

and year (pr:maries -t_cocheting ehai:) 7 where AD is the difler

enti)l nnber of primary impacts. 
£ ,5 

http:dtLT1.57


TSB TA~XXY A(ntinued
 

r, cm 200 100 50 20:, I0 5 2 1, 0.5 012 

(a) Pr-iary Inpacts
 

Cumul.tmuss
 

fraction~yy1000 0Q915 0.841 O 50 W 0.631 0.562 0.5], 0.47S 0.422
?87 


iO rcr o 0 j,10 t59o1 4o14 29i-9 o5 0136o +9 + . 7+ 5.24 9 7.30j8
 

0.600 0.681 0.740 0.800 0.835 0.863 0.893' 0.911 0.926 0.941 

wo ensec 4905 5350 5S30 6550 7260 7770 8740 9530 IOS6 11620 

Lma+3.!l 2.83 355 4.20 6.10 5.98 650 7.59 8.41 9.30- !0.6
 

X0, CM 69.1 585 47.9 34.4 25.6 13,2 10.90 702 4.36 2.19 

RV 0.189 0,219 0.25 0°302 0.393 0.072 0.567 0.613 0.646 0.656 

vf 7Ar 0G662p611 0,619 0,653 0.712 0.762 0.331 0.873 0.907 0.029 
0 6,55 339 143 80.0 21.0 12J 700 326 

x! cm A7 53,6 43.7' 30.6 22.3 150 7.89 4.52 2.68. 1.11 

110 /t 23.3 12.2 7.76 4.62 3.59 2,97 2.66 2.68 2.61! 2.92 
G is+ ag In U.0 0.8' 0.75 0-69 -0.62 0.66 0,52 0.46-00 0.92 

Gran-impact>
oumul. nmboer 15 3 -8 
(c&-YTK) 0 io a.82 1 i- 75035-0 6.21 4 0 2 &.9 3Q66 

r; cm 0I 005 0.02 0.01 0.005 0,002 0.001 0.0005 0W 
(b)Primary Ricocheting' 2qpacts (nwnbers reduced 

to ame crater diameter limit, Bo a ts in the Qth line above)
 

Cumul.Crater 0 i.23'4'51o0-+0t ,0 9.4'+1G3"10 43C° 56 6C
 
number per
 
cm a< y>ear
 

-
0umul c " 3te0 90 82.00-84.1781.20"2.k8 5,7Q7 -1.76
covere,yr'? 0 as'33a.S -1o 
 -

Average X+cmL.2 51.7 62.3 30.4 22.5 001 9.6 6 3.9 1.9 

3SAverage x'cM,5 44.7 36.4 25.5 18.6 2W.5 6.57 3.77 2.24 0.92 

Average

J: 27.9 14,6 9.3 5.6 4.3 2.6 3.2 3.2 a.1 3.5 

WI 

http:82.00-84.1781.20"2.k8
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or g/cn 2 10 9 years, W.icnrate of £2 meters I5§0 in 425 x 

gives 347 r 10 - 7 grain of debris per cm ,Yn, year, The rat') 

is litl Loess than the averge Iarrived at In Section VVi\3 

end would correspond to present time W P greater protective 

layer thnth- averoge Qn the pasL. The fig'ure is essentially 

en emir:lcnl value, as it is base i on the sactual volum? ejected 

from obsotrvnd orators (TpbleXX- T ) . lith another emcinracl 

datum, linking the largest projeetile size to the 'dieveter of

the cratkor (Section VIT. D), the Yffoctive radius of the largest 

fregment will be assumed to be 

r - i0A 

where Bo is ta diameter of the rater in the bedrock from 

rwaicb th, fragvents were ejected. -With a mexiimm fligth di-i 

tanee of the largest fragments about S kml tb ,line ofT'abte 

.XUV. D or a sourec area of 27 kca end 400 million yearsas 

their liWe of survival on the lun .r surface (ef. Section X. A)? 

one cratoring event per 27 kRp ani 400 m.yo would correspoad 

to 9 x 10 events per 10i k and 10 years; in Toble XX, 
this cor'esponds to Bo240 meters qr -200 cm aS all e:Cteetie 

upper limit of debris sizes. Of emurse, several hundred su h 

blocks &ould be ejected in one er.tcrinr event and, in the case 

of a large crater, the blocks could be larger such as in§revin 

field in Rare Tranquillitatis (Fijg .5) were, on a lunar Orbiter 

II pbotopraph, blocks up to 9 metrs diameter are discerni'le. 

The Survyor fields, hoiriverj seen to agree with the expeced 

average conditions, with blocks only up to meter size visie 

23, 
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(Fig. 5,6) Setting r 9om, n 3-Q75 {toIuatiof (1613 and 
max 

, and the total m flux be:Ing. given, theSection Vz'. 

cuulativi n.umr and mass infaill rates aS gHivenPaht D of" 

Table VAXV have been calculated wgith tlie aid of vell knora inte

gral fcrmtlas (4pk, 1956) 

The ve]ctities and angles of ejection from the parent 

crater, indepenaent of the parent velocity when Y >VI and solely 

target rook,
,eperAig on crushiing strength and density of p-arent 

to the formulae of Sections II. i!, Cwere cnsculhated acoording 


I', wim% ., (Taoble and 575 .5ne/e&
0.22 X r) s- x o8 at 

DO:n 2.4 x 4 cm as the as-umed interic arent crater Git 

aceording,,'equation (190). With Y-2.6 g/cm3, this gives 

) 2 -g1sq(cv/sec) 2 and a IaxLum velocity of ejection 

xv2 < )2 w 690 ( ec
 

vwhere y is the cumpulative relativE mass as given in the thrd
 

lince of the table5 identical with fractional crater volume of
 

Section I. B0 The average velocity of ejection is assued 

0 

uoequl too w0 =U luaX i/\'Fpg altho ) W1 31hoPI 'X could also be useril the

aritrarxy span of the model is muCh greter mpsway. The u)per
 

pert of Table ilines p to ) cortains these .*source deta
 

of overlay--flux, angle, velocity and range L of the fragamonts.
 

The ajecta are lending at sama velocity and angle as those 

of ejection. This is the low-veloctty problem of impact inlo 

granular oarget solved "aitb the aid of the, equations of S(otions 

IE. E, F. The lower part of the table contains the elculal, ed 

cratering data, especially Be , th_ crater).- tameer, x.. tie 



penetration, and , the apparent crater depth as corrected for 

fallback. 

We note that, in ourschemtically regular modelthe 

ejecta radii are assume dto be unique function of y5 which defines 

the position anid shock, pressure inside the crater during ejection. 

This is asumed to be thatched in C unique manner by the in-, 

creasing aohesive strength as the particle size decreases, an 

assumptio, which led to a successful prediction of overlay 

particle size distribution (Section VII. D). In n,-ture- there 

will beg of_ course, considerable statistical fluctuation around 

the aveernge relationships. Also, those high-velocitq ejection 

peenomena connected with fay craters are bere not taken into 

account. Our model is meant to represent the bulk of the eorection 

processes, while the exclusive rer-f6rming processes are not 

quaTAitatively prcminent enoug-,;h to modify essentially our con

clusions (cft concluding paragraph of Section V.C)Y 

Tabl: YJkCt.purporbs to describe quantitatively the cratering 

events at impact into the .ranular target of overlay. Yet -v,1/hen 

the projectile happens to hit a fragment considerably largcr 

than itself, the projectile will react solely with this fr-g-

inent; the impact lill then be virtually as onto hard rock, and 

not of tha granular type° The last line in each of the sections 

of the- taole contains a. probability factor, Gg derived as sub

sequently described and indicatinc the fraction of impacts which 

are of tba granular type, while tie remainder, a fraction cf 
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i- -g,c, are limited to iyacts into single large grains or 

blocks and are thns of the bard u.rt typo as dealt with in 

Section . B 
For a hypervelocity projectile (Groioits j!I? Jo an? of1 

the table), a small grain though, larger than the projeotilp it

self may bU demolishd comipletely and the r.al momentum trans

ritted to other grains. The ultimate rezult will not differ 

essentially from a truly grahular crateri. vt1gi 

ae all 0.maller than the projectile. The blocking ef eci ?O 

large grains will be felt only when the shock wav from th-= 

collisioL does not transcend; oLrially at lneta, the boun9ries 

of the tnrrgt grain, in Other vords, Wen the virtual coutcr 

dimuter, BR produced by the impact ito the lard substaiee 

of one tarzet grain by o projectile of radius , will be of the 
order of gran diaeterr 2 r (cpital Z stands fox, 

projectije radius,,# r for barget grain radius). On a model of 

a circular target-grain croSt sec-ion p the blocking e fec-; 

measured by the product of target gra %ree, 1r2 and the 

blocking efficiency was roughly e'aluated as follws (blocking 

efficiency easured by the azimuthal amgle of shielding by the 

grain).
 
"-r+ "R blocking effect' 9r'2
 

(2) 'or r .%, and -,&istancc- between grain center an 

impact ce rter, the rough estimate by zones of yiels. 

b~bo CIA<II.anig] eI".1, 
0 /

btlet-, &gl 



• i%0 067 r1, 5r.
 

. 1300 ...
blockint,a!gWle 

blocking otAicency~z W u.5/? 0 

aver. b QftinA5cy - I I/A '504 

area/4t r 0.25 C.75 1.25 

blockinrg eat/q7r2 C.25310 259~ total Ct&2It ±Y 

(3) 3o r-. lotn! blocking effectin(5/12)Irr-A 

(4) ;'o-, r-z the suriace of the &Mai (rot neceszo''n 3. 
its root) is 'destroyed conletety at noiotact. -nd the blocking 

ef.ect is Zero. 

it in concluded therefore tha> for hypervelocity (des

srructiven &actt.hte blocking effrct of large taer t groins can 

2
be renrdoeynted atisCactorMily by the grain srea i?- .wn 

-,*-, nd tapen equal to zSio waen r & r.'b3 Cef b-n 
called t.granular blocking :lit.M From the cquations of $octior 

TI.5vita 6 /cm s= 2 x 10, 9 x 10S dyne/cm"2 o 
- _p c 

te baj t-rget mator l1l we find Or te micrometeorues Y? 

pzDDz .3 a r = i5 3, R an-i converiently rbw 8R. or the 

visual duotballs (J.) I p l 0.o93 , D : 10., P, - 214 R and thW 

1ci rblocking limit )t= Fo1 the Apfllo-meteorite group' J)7b)
 
F. ( XV) and .-5ble , =2,9.1- 1 All thesc liits -

ore cuite high, due to the destruev Ae etficienoy of the high 

-velocity impact. 

.iffentu is the case with the secondry ejecta(Jke; at 

their low velocities, they are refl teci x'ithout destruction 
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from a larger target grainj, Considc ring only head-on collisions, 

a fragment of velocity o and mass will impart to a grain 

of moss Pr a forward velocity of 

and will :.tself acquire a reflectei velocity of 

which is negative when the projecttle is bounci-g back, In the 

limit-ng ease of tI vt. - wV ) where 

ecoring to experiments mentioned in Section i. F) is thE 

linear kintic elasticity, comparatively high for this case 

of a sin; e collision of rocky panbiclas The terget grain wbich 

'W.s hit proceeds further as an independent projectile, but'its 

PCnetration xo - X into the granular substratum will be smeller 

then the norml penetration of the projectile, x X' ."A 0 

the eonAtions of Settion I1. 1, the degradation of the tarnet 

measured by the ratio of the penetrations was fo-nd to be :as 

follows:
 

/ 
I
 
2CP AR-(O)zOOS2S 0. Sol
 

x ncNX W.6 a2s 08383
 

It eppears that a blocking U ~mit
of rb= 2R can be aesuied 

On account of the slow variation cf the cumulative mass of the 

overlay cjecta with radius (Table XVo M1J1 d ln e the xact 

limit is irrelevant The blocking effect is thus equal to he 

relative Cumulative cross section. of te overlay 

sec~o,-- 0]] o t~e
?]''rS ve4/
 



particles wth r >rbo The surface frequency expOnent of Particle 

sizes is o'ieusly n - 15 s.here n is tbe volume frequoney 

exponent i equation (161) (esch particle lying on the surface 

occupies a volume dVr'J 4 per CM2, whence an additional r- etor)
- 3 

The cuul ative cross section area is then (to a constnt factor)
'' 
nra ; 2-P4 4-Ai 

- ' r tr 2)- - r \ aind this is exac+ly the spe 

as the expoestiofnlor cumulative volume or mass reckoned oer 

voume. hece the blocking effect, - 0G equals the cumulative 

mass of' th fragments for r > I and t fraction ofrb the 

grsny'r" t wet iact equals thus the cumulative mass to 

V ari as tabulated in the -sedn line of Table XXXV, rt r 

As a sonsequences of the broa. frequency distribution cf 

Overlay pa-tfcle sizes, quite a considerable proportion (i - G.) 

Of ti m Ct, are non-granular in charaeter, the proportion 

increasing with decreasing size. Thte mean values(weigbted by 

mass) of the granular impact fractions can be asnumed to be; 
microme beoites (JU)9 Gg -0o40; visual dustballs (,o,0 

Apollo netcorites (JQ) non-penetrating), G-- O.7; second r 

ejects G ::W5
o5.Thus, the granular target moel alone 

cannot se"e Oven s a-first .proxiation, f course, 'binoced" 

-impacts into lrge grains or blocks will not 4e produce crat,.rs 

observable in overlay but only small erOterlets or pocknarks
 

on the rocy targets All the crate-s ib overnn- rccgnizabAe 

as such on Survey-or pictures must therefore be protuced i the 

granular iupact process: the factor G. gives their numrber
 

0,,
 

,'/^,
 

http:crat,.rs
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relative to the total, and can be called the Ooverlny cratering 

fracti on" . 

C. The Astronautical szard 

The astronaut on the lunar surface is exposed to the bcnbard

merit 'by flying socondory debris from cratering .iwrlcto eic--

Where on the moon, though mStly from his immediate vicnt, 

in additicn to direct bombarnent by interplanetary p"ticus., 

The total mass of the secondary fragments 6xceeds 30 times -,he 

incoming n'teoritic mass- although its momentum, on account of 

the low VElocity, is only one-sixth of the meteoritic one (able 

xxxIV), tWe hazard from this sourc' may appear serious. Thun, 

from the oumulative numbers of Table -XXV the number of hi s 

per 100 W anad 10 years w6uld be; 

R or r ,em 0.02 0.2 2 

W(icro. teoi "e) !180 

Jo (dustb-Li.l) •., 0.0029 1.5 x 10-3 

jI (Apollo meteoritesq0.032 0.0000 1.3 x 10-7 

J (secondtry ejecta) 550 0.73 9.5 x 10-4 

Among the small porticles th micrometeorite impacts of 

course prevail over the ejecta, on account of their much bijter 

velocity, despite their mass being only one-thir of the mass 

of the ej-cte6 Among the larger pacticles the ejecta appear 

to dorina>,e. 

ioweTer, unlike the direct Meoritic components wMich 

appear as a flux of statistically independent individuals, the 
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ejecta are coming in in oursts from large and rare cratering 

events in the vicinity. They are spaced by long intervals of 

time durig which no ejecta, are falling, The total frequency 

of the parent cratering events (primary meteorites and secondary 

rayncrater ejecta)q given by the cumulative-sum in the 4th line 

of T Toble XXIX is 2.3 x 108 per iO6 km2 and. l0 years. The 

maximum fight distance of frgmerts with r>' 02 is 10.6 M5a 

so tbat spray of this size can reec a given point from a 

surrounding area of only about 350 km2 , which corresponds to 

an expectation of one event in OCO years. 90 per cent of -'he 

spray cones from B0> 49 m tTable AXIX (b) 9th line , \itI an 

expe.ctation of one event in 6 x IC5 years. For comparison, the 
expectation to be killed in a car accident in the U.S.A. i8 one 

in 5000 years9 and to be injured one in 200 years. Cleerly, with 

all the other sources of accidents on -- + ,- .... k-s, 

hurricanes, fires and warring hostilities--the moon is a mic mc 

safer place to stay on; in any case, the hazard from flyin 

secondary debris of component Je. can be disregarded aitogcther, 

not only occause of their low velocities but also because of 

their wide spacing in time. 

Ther) remains the hazard from direct individual interylane

tary meteorite hits, which may be Pore dmngerous on account of 

the greator velocities involved. The shielding by the lunar body 

reduces te hazard precisely to on,-half that in interplanEtary 

spr'co. Tab1c XXT cont nins the re Levant expectations base& on
from/ 

data. another publication (Opik, 116a). 

2 
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On acca,"t of the.micrometeorites, the hazard in toe case 

of weak protection is quite considerable; an astronaut with 1Nmm 

magnesium sheet metal armour runs the risk of bein badly bit 

during 5 years of exposure. With 4 nm protection I the risk 

drops to one bit in 70,000 years. RYus, fror this standpoint 

.also, the Toon may be easily made a much safer plece to stay 

on than our earth. 

D. Observ~ablit, Sha t! p)Craters and hicocbetilg 

From ibe 0/x retios in Table XXXV it appears that the 
craters producec by secondnry fregments Q Part D) aye deep 

ad must be wel observable when not degraded by erosion. on 

the contrary, the craters produced 5y the meteoritic components 

are shallor and Practically non-observable even when fresh, From 

a study Of' Surveyor ! pictures and crater counts on them by the 

NASA team t the suds altituldes of 200 and So (Jafe et i., 

1966b, pp. 18--25) it appears that tbose with profile ratio of 

4< 20 were certainly detectabi (unless covered by sha&ows
 

inside larger craters); the detecti)n of those with a profile 
ratio from 20 to 50 is dubpious, andd those wan "r 

certainly Missed (on Fig. 3, the largest ratio is 120 for craters 

observed on the moon at large; boweer, it seems that a ratio 

of 80 is aq upper lim-t for recOgn ti by repeated Observations 

on the inoo-n, andu at the Surveyor co'ditions 50 appears to We 

a generous upper limit)o Taking 50. 1s limit, twe can say that 

the craterB produced by micrometeorttes and dustballs (Parts 
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A end B of Table YV ) are unobse:vable even when fresh 5 

slthough iche volume disturbed can be large and may be the chief 

the migration of ust; these components do notcontributOr to 

contribute to the roughnss of the surface but cause only a 

smoothi-ng or polishing and sreepKin effect. In the Apollo (droup 

(Part C of the table), cr.aters in overlay larger than 15 meters 

in diametyr Q lO3cm) have observable profiles when fresh, but 

still are relatively shallow. On the contrary, secondary enecta 

(Part D of the table) produce in overlay deep well observable 

craters, the profile rartio decreasing with size, Therefore 

practically all craters less than 15 meters iiiameter observable 

on the 1uaar surface must be produced by the secondary eje.ta 

A benutiful example of such a feature is rimmed Crytery Noe5 

of the Surveyor i pictures (Jaffe.et al.o 1966b } Newell. 1966). 

It is olaced aout 11 meters to the soutimeast (astronautical) 

from the ;paoecraft, and can be seen left of the middle on Fig,5 

end on Figs. 16 and 17 at different illumination7 with the sun 

at a low angle on the latter Its diemeter is 3.3 meters and 

the depth is stated to be in. Fron a study of tbe-picture4, I 

find a smaller depth, x1t 34. c -as the depth below the undis

turbed su'face, which gives Boixto19.7. The nearest description 

is for :.z the secondary fegment radius in Part D50 cm.as 

of Table X'CV which gives Bo-z 339 am, x' -44 cm, Do : 7 . 

The observed crater is seomawat sh,ilower, possibly due to some 

erosion o a different angle of inpect and velocityif the 

figures ae taken literally). 

.4,
 

http:Jaffe.et


The Ioulder which produced it, hor--ever, is missing fro-n 

the inerlno of this- -and simi.ar other craters0 Yt must have 

ricochetted "o-t, possibly even brepldn up into e few Inrgn 

pieces, ard the sombo-hat er-oded boulder visible in tbe righ-;, 

corme: of the picture (waosuring 5t9 x 26 x 15 cm sbovc groud) 

or another in the south-west (astronautical) (50 x 25 n 15 am 

bove ground), or both, could be (irprobnbly, however, os they 

are too near the crater) portions of the oripinCl projectile. 

The rema,Nable feature of small an:d large, often angular boulders 

lying on top of the lunar soil (cfl. urveyor photographe) XM-th

out definite trac s of.cratering acound tbnm, can be explai ,d 

by multiple ricocheting of the imaocting frsgments soetbi g, 

simil.r tc what hao<ened to surveyor .ii ("TAibinbilia"), (MCASA 

1967) AItough in this chse the vernier rocket, were minl.y 
responsibl. if is the kineticefficiency of ricocheti

(in the sense of Section I F)5 in repeated jumps the veiocity 

would decrease in a ratio of n sralleresch time making 

craters, &o that in the last jump no visible cra-er is orodi.ced, 

the fragtnt finally cominqR to res-:, at a depth of not more than 

a few c-njimeters as did the surv~eor footpads, With - 0.09 

-)zO,. initial velocity w0 = 60 m'sec as in the table, the 

ricochetirg velocities and distances will be ( 460): 

ricochet 9 1 2 3 4 
(imnpa0t)
 

w. m/sec 60 18 5o.4 62 0.49 

L, jumlping distance -200 18 n.62 0.150 
me bers 
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The Surveuor experiments permit of an estimate of the Pico

dheting elastic efficiency, ,- . Oscillations of the space

c raft on hard ground had a frequency of 80 see - while on the 

-1lunar surface the frequency was 6:5 sec (-ASA, 196? lI1Pv A.16), 

For harmohic oscillaticns this meis that,,t equalK. peak .o:ad 

the amplitudo A o on hard ground ve increased in the ratio of 

(AO? As) /A0 1. 51 of the moon, yiolding A 0= 0.51 Ao-the lmnar 

surface responding with nearly one -ha f the amplitude of tM% 

spacecraf (Nlich was about 02 cm). From -comutey,-simulhtad 

strain ge data of lending on a hcd surface (Jaffe et a., 

196h, p0 73), a very low value for tneshock absorber,,. -0.114Z,. 

results, "hile on the lunar surface the velocity decay rstio 

for Fcotoad 2 of Surveyor i was O2o (he velocities boing 

gixen by ;gt, where g,-16 cwlsec 2 on the moon; ant t is ine 

time of free flight between two t oichowns). !ience 

( o ±At A Ao2+ A ) (O.3:))2 and-v,,ith the rtio Of
 
=:. 0b
to Ao given, 2 0s*0. . ed An"s~-0.092, accident-As 0351 2 -z 0 cz~n 

ally almont exactly the value (0.02) estimated inSection Vil'. 

-for the knetic efficiency of luna:, soil in a cratering process. 

The value of ' - 000 0 a seems to be well j ustifed 

for all inpact processes in thy 1 .ar sil, to be comparaed .ith 

a value oM about 0.5 for hard rock, 

As a consequence of ricocheting, a rock fragment irnpingin 

onto the 3unar surface with a moder-tely low velocity will 

produce sveral craters iH suceessve leaps, the velocity d

/.5' 
44 
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creasingr ,ith Ddamping ratio of' A The upper limit of initial 

velocity for sunrxivp. of the frvtwont at impact is given by 

it is of the order ofequation (10); vith =13Sp .....c i09, 

0.5 km/se:. Hence crateriNg from component J0 is h'ot coMpetely 

exhausted by the data foyiprimary impacts Ps contained in TAble 

XXIV (D) (a). Table 7DCCVII1 describes some crater chains produced 

by ricochwting, schematically calculated by assuming a con'taot 

ale ,. ricocheting sequenced After a rVIoclettroughout the 

fTrm a granular surface (probabilitby G )t the velocity is 

assumed t,> decrease by a factor of ,= 0.w itah a. crater impMnt 

to be lef; behind; a ricochet from a hard target (large gr-in 

rb , 2) does, not make a crater bu? the damping factor is Jarger, 

0.5 bing assumed. The notatio i s are those of Table XXXV 

and Sections I& E, F.
 

The i)th column gives B , tbn' rel till crstering aree;
 

th:,e 1eth xi 0 or the total roJ.ume excavated, to units
 

of 1363 cm2 ; the llth gives the volume ejected beyond 

the crater rim, in zame units; the 12th column contains kwe 

or ie evo gre radial momentum imported to I gram of the "volume 

affetted" ecuations (2) and (36)1 The chain is terminated
 

either xvin L 4 -- , or when the altitude of the rebound it
 

less than x0 so that the projectile falls back into its lest
 

crater. The lost line in each section of the ctable shows tAe
 

"amplification ratio' or a factor ly WAich each of the iter-,
 

is increased in the sum total of tie chain y as compared to
 

a first ena direct imo-act into graralar taiget. Fxcept fr ine
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TsL. . xxvnD' 

Serple (Calculated. ooebeting. Orsteiv Chains , Conponen-t j, 

(1) r~0.5 cem; G,=: 0.52. intermittent G4ranular and Eaild Tar'get 

(Gfp' 0.51QpICU Lated 
\G-r ,-.n32ie.Y St aa5 Crat.ing 

Noo wO X 0 BO k x5 Bo / xt L Area. Volume (0.3600"! m.omentU. 
I... /e 00. e cm/geccrn2)total -ected 

impa, cersec cm cm cm per grai 

Spran,103S0 4.35 7.00 0.646 2.6 2.6i 4910 214 30 6730 

S2 ara 3110 ... .. ... ... :'' 4' i"° .....
 

3Gran. 1555 22st 4.28 0.4S1 .l133.59 18.3 41 21 750 

944 

23 
S.Gran. 233 0.46 2.'73 0.201 0.36 7.7 7.5 3 3 50 

So4a-rd 70 . . .. . . . .. .......... . ...
 
5,3 

S7 ran. 35 0.014 171.0.108 0.01A 33 1.3 0 0 0 

3 0Stop 

Chain ttnl 5.357 k-iO" 76.1 258 154 7510 

Amplification ratio 1.27 1.55 1.17 1.16 1.12 

23>
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TABLE X&XVII, continued
 

(2) r=0.5 cm; G g 052. Intermittent Granular and Hard 

Target (Gge, 0.5) Calculated 

Hlard Star. 

tNO.O? w0 Bo k Xt B 0 /x' L Area .Volum'e(A 363c&'.momntu 

Impact cm/sec cm cm cm ..10.7850en2 total eiecteS 6 0  e 

S Hard 10 8O ... ... ... ... ......... .. 
gram; 

S2 ran. 5190 3.55 5W92 0°629 1.87 3.16. 35.0 124 65 3260 
1.054
 

s 3ard 1.555 ... ... ... ~ taP. 

2620 
S4Gran. 778 103 3.60 0.376 0.82 4.39 13.0 20 11 290 

S5Hard 233 ... .... .... .. . ..... 

59 

-6Ora-,9 117 0.145 2.14,0.136 0, 127 1.°7 06 -ti20 

S2Iard 35 ... ... ... ... ............
 

SsGran 17,5 O MOk0,77)o106 0.004 192 (0.6) 0 0 0 
01 

S9 Stop .. .. o. .... .... ... 0 0 0 0 

Chain total 1295 53.2 145 77 3570 

Amplification ratio, 3M07 1.09 0.6.8 0.59 0.53 
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TABLE XXXV 2 00inued 

(3) 	 rz0.5 (P-z 0.52. All Granular Target (G 1) Calculated 

Cratering 

Radial
o of 

Momntuur 

5 0 total ejected (cl/sece
Impact wo 	 BO k x) Bo/x' L Area 9 Vo.lue(03c3c ) 

err/sec cm cm cm cm:0 7s cm> 	 per graff 

-1 10380 4.26 700 0.646 2.68 2.61 49.0 214 IS0 6710' 
4. 20' 

2 3110 2.98 A.12 0,667 1.54 3.32 26.2 78 40 1760 
3780
 

3 933 171 0.76 0,403 0.90 4.18 14.1 24 13 370
 

340
 

4 280 058 2.90 0.232 0.41 7.0 8.4 5 3 70
 

'30.6
 
5 84i 0.075 1.86 0.127 0053 17.4 3.5 0 0 10 

2.7 

6 25 0.0070(0.93)0.107 0.0063 137 (0-9) 0 00 0
 

02
 

7 Stop 	 000 0 0 0 

Chain 	total 4.611 102.1 321 186 8920
 

Amplification rattl.10 2.08 150 1.43 1.33 

(4) r =50ci G--0.92. All Granular Target (G 1) Calculated 

No.of Craterin Radial 
Impact 	wO x0 Bo k x, Bo/x' L Area Volume(0. 33cm )nomentum 

,ec/see am cm cm - cm(C.785c) total ejected '1cm/sec 
per granP 

1 530 47.9 339 0.256 437 7.8 .155-- 5 5.036 1490 
1.82& 

2 1749 23.3 2D3 0.192 18.6 15.7 0.86 2.01 1.60 34NO 

1690 
 6 6
525 11.3 22 0.153 5.7 42 0.59 0.67 0.34 801526 	 6 

4 158 5.0 11 0.129 0.54 354 1 01365 0.186 0.026 20 
14 

5Stop ......... ... 	 0 0 0 0
 

Chain 	total 2.07 P96 8.36 & 99 930 

Ampoification ratio i00 2.57 1.52 1.39 1.30
 

http:rattl.10
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TABLI )OX-TX,1 ,ontinued
 

(5) rc-200) am; Q I.00o.,Al GranmtarTarget (Gg 1) Calculated 
g 

COrstering
 

Radial 
No. of 

Impact-A X0 0 	 0!' Area olum(0.3c) momentum 
I Wpao Co 	 l a e', c/se,w AWNS 

eecmc cm cm totl ejected per gram 

1 4905 115.2 1460 0.35 62.7 23 2.136 2.468 1.-4 930
 
1.294
 

a 	 14272 56.3 1050 0.149 26.0 40 1.O 6 0.628 0.29 220
 

1160
 

3 442 15.0 844 0124 4.7 179 ONY 0.i8 Q.038 50
 

105
 0
0 o 0 
. ...
4StoA4 3) ... . . 

Chain total 1.41 3,946 3.198 1.06 1200 

Amplification ratio i.09 1.85 130 1.21 1.29 

TABAi )OXVI1±I 

Coaisonm of icocbetinw Amolification labios 

I.-0,5 Crm
 
Crater Volune Volume Radial kllq
 
Area excavanod ejected momentum avarage 

Average '(1)t(2).2(Gg=050) 1420.3?5 0.825, *0ot 

-j 

Case (3) so3t)?g l.00)A 2.08 1.50 1.43 1.33 

Correctic factcv to(3) 0.635 0.O.O 0.612 0.620 0,621 

2S3
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ttat cteri g these factors are all x lthin the order 

of .unity° 

ibile isS'the probbflity of impact into granular tarnet, 
- g 

of hard a.rnd a ricocheti - clhain may have all- cw: "i "tL 

irom.acts accordi-ng to the binomi&L L" of probabiliby 0g.-anular 

all- these om inatiom, iean strethin, ocr-- wouldTo calcul-te 

numericl lysis too f..r b e e.culations are very aDircoxa

,at although certainly be-ter than mere qualitativeanywaky, a 


a p~rn is a-t
 

FormO cm, G 10,59.) thre? typical coses have bee-I 

,an chain und &of l 

startiUng -ith a soft one, (2) a similar chainm startig with 
hard impact; (3) a "soft" chain throughout° The true sta.istical 

considere . (1) n alternating of hard " i--acts, 

mean for =-0.50 -hould notdier essentially from thng 
vrgefirst to"cases, an-d a comorison x'ith third
 

cse cul sho then the error of neglectinz the hardi .m,<,

altogetber, at the given ValUE of 3- 0,50--The comparison is
 

made in Table XMCVIII. The last line gives t, ai oftN(
 

first two lines, or the correction f-ctor in a trsi ?ro 

0G 1 to :g O,53iithin the uncertainties of thie model, the 
g g17t
 

factor is the same for all four parameters, its Pverage v:n..ue
 

of 0.621 3howing the result of the difference in the elist:c
 

constent -'2 and 0O5, respectjvely) betw en toe twoaes.
 

For equal . the true averege should equ' l CT= 05 ezfactl

but becau3e elasticity in bard ipacts is higher, the chain 

loss is p- rtyr compensated; as cormer,ed to the "all sofL' hain 
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(= =I)y l e correction factor of the amplification ratio can 
g ,: ( "- -- 2 h c i e
 

(GI f.)]. 3bv,5¢e gives 

....at G-40 0625 at G, and I at 0- 1 which very close

ly describes the true factor at, "soft" amplification ratio of 

1,5 and in a thod appeoximation 'fir ott..er ratios. 

The mplificotion ratios, A0 oalcul ed at G 1 o not 

differ veriMch in the sample cases (3) (4) and (5) of Ta le 

.Ysvi:, sc that averages can be tqve< A = AV 271? for cratering 

area, As= A. ol44 for total volume excavated and AOa A0 : .35 

ior-velumk ejected. The chain ampificatinn ratio for rock 

fragments or hard grains impacting with moderate velocity 

,600 m/sec) and ricocneting on luner overlay is tef 

A _AO 1.5 - 0.5 G (194) 

with the proper value ot' AO corresponding to the particular 

parameter ,(areat volume, etc) to be used. The sum totl Dr 

the ric c-etng chain is obtained by applying the factor A7 

to the arna, volume, ete0 of a di'ect "soft" first impact 

This kind of amplification of eratoring by i cocheting con 

take placo only wben the projectile is not destroyd, .ttet in 

the case of component je. Another kind of amlihfcation, caased 

by the granular ejecta themselves, is common to all tynes of 

impact. Bcause of smallness of tbs grain, small k and 

values 8nd low velocities of ejection J cratering- proper in 

overlay b the secondary ejecta fr3m the overl&y itself can be 

discounte. but as a factor of mobility of the "dust" this as 

be assumed to be G A (1 -v 
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to be conaidered OnlY tranmiss±on of radial momentum is of4 

importance here 

Of the ejecta, only those with w > u s (all notatons are 

those of ection 1I ) ere to be considered as a' facbor of 

causing further mobility in the target. This limits the active 

mass to a frrect:-on of of the total mass affected; on 

the other hand, the velocity of ejection increases toward the 

innerm port-ions of the crater equations (V.-(2)1 which part

ly balanes the limitation of mass. For hypervelocity impact, 

the ratio of radtial momentum transmitted by the ejecta into 

the surroundings to radial momentum of the -prinary cratering 

event is Wound to' be 
. . .", . . - / "Xt(-1e50o5 O ./ /j/j 4Ak iri fkOVA/26u5)A(25u ,ik w)- 21 t 0.5 

where k. and wo are radial momentum factor and velocity for the 

primary event, and k is the radial momentum coefficient in bbe 

secondary shower. For ricrometeoribe pact, wzo6.0 x 105 

cr/see5 ujVv 200 cm/see, k0 0 2; with =, 39k =0.2 (ch Table 

XXXVII, r=O0 5 cmi at W' a7200 cm/eec), and from Table XXXV A), 

G =0.4, ]-t/x 0.75, the factor ia square brackets (accountiln 
<p. 

. 

for ineiveed velocity of ejection from the interior) becomes 
4.0 and JyJI 04--an utterly ins tgnificant increase. ?or -ion 

-destructive impact (Je), the gain in total momentum from e]ecta 

is still Emaller, and can be neglented comoletely. Thus, only 

ricocheting is of significance in nnplifying the action of 

primary pacts On overlay ,Mile the contribution from seonnd
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ary ojecta is too small to be token into account. 

XM The amplifiablon factor in (194) consists of t-o.distinct 

of isoft"fctors Go the st-ightfo'fard probability 

cratering, which-thus rules the number of successful crvatering 

events in each ricocheting steptbe saie es for the priMarr 

iwpacts end the product ( 5 - 0.51) iwhich "easures the 

total quantitative gain in the paramet 1er (sum of area, volvie1 

etc, of craters) for one primary impact. We may-assume the crater 

parnmeter (area, volume) to decrease in geometrical progression 

wiiQb each ricochet (which is an idealization of a more comlex 

process) (of. Table XXXVII); if h is the cormmon ratio of the 

progression (assumed infinite)$ evidently 

Lo an ) -e(lo Oo5 

At G = 1 is for the "test case" of ornjely granular target, 

l-l)/A o z or Ao - 3Y(1 - A40 (06)0 0 

0.For crater aroa (SDO)2 Aow S-- Jo 539 whence for crater 

diameter J.O), A 0 -(0.539)A w0.z?34 and A=-v 3,76. For total 

crater vo;.ume (B0
2x 0 )T o- 1on ,:=0O306; this is the protuct 

of the couvaon ratios for B- 2 and x,., whence the ratio for 

crater depth or penetration (x o ) buacomes 0.3V31o- 00 $ 3%: - 0. 566 

with A0 z 2.30. Similary, for the a jparent depth (x') -/-oTo 0-8,0

A0 l.92. This of course is an ove,'sinmplifi cation,' as can b 

seen from Table XXXVIII and is men.t only to convey an overall 

idea of te ricocheting process whfch is too complicated to be 

4 A% 7
1

,00a 
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representod by a uniforumly decreasing geometrica]. progression. 

1evertbeloss, for the sake of simplicity, somne of the ricocqet

ing chain parameters cp- be expressed through such aprogression 

of a constant common ratio, with a2 error of a few per cent only. 

The (ratering area of a ricochetig chain, according to 

equation (194) is epilified by a :actor of 2.17 as compared 

to the paxent crater when G= 1. owxever, the ricocheting craters 

are smaller, and when the sum totaL (cumulative number. are . 

volume) to a fixed limit of crater diameter is takenh, the rco

cheting me nbers arise from larger E.nd less numerous crater izes 

so that the relative contribution t the fixed limit is 1es 

than 2.1. The actual eontributiox depends on the frequency 

function o! the primary diameters. .Similarly, the contribution 

to crater ;.,rnbers is also a decreasing progression. Wit an 

empricl vlue of n3.27 e reprenentig the cumulative prim 

crater numbers BeI n between B.".-339 and 7.0 cm (r OL50 & 0.5 

cm. last line of Part (a) Table KKQTV D), and with the pro

gression r.tios as quoted above, staplifiel expressios for the 

ricchetiO& chain parameters were adopted as follows. For thee 

cumulaive crater number, primary+ ricochets, to same limit B0 

do 15 5 (1.1.o -- 0.0.55 Gg (197)%'dtd5 )!(G g-N) 

was sssumed, whbere A N is the differentitl frequency of primary 

iMpactS, or (G W) the differcntia2 a xyfrequency of "soft' 
g ~ <(granular) )rimary impacts I[last lile of (a), Table XXXV. 

The cululative crater coverge to liit B (area per crat 

& years or :ractional area per ycar)is then 



P
 

S-3O
 

O.JS5 zLjr tx (19S)T>Z 
where L -V3; is the differential frequency of crater numbers 

(primary+ricochets) for the ,interval from Bl to B2 as can be 

obtained from (MY7) or from the 1st line in Part (b), Table 

XSxV. D. 

Through admixture of degraded shallower ricochetsq crater 

deptb is dacreased The depth-to-diameter retio in a chain forms 

a progression with a common ratio of 0.566/0.734:0.772 for 

xo 0 and one of 0.80/0.734>0.653 for xiBo With 0.734"=0.365 

as tne aaaon r"doo- of crat-r nwmbers for a rco[I1&et: ng 

diameter decrement of 0.734, the average penetration I X0 , at 

constant crater dieaoter, requires a correction :actor of
 

(U. 0.365)(1L 0365 x 0.772)--*0.824 

and the apparent deptb x1 must be similarly multiplied by a 

factor of 0.834. It turns out that, despite multiple rico

cheting, neither the crater number nor their total areas and 

volumes are changed very much as compared to the primary impacts 

when statistics are made to constant crater diameter limits, The 

degraded chain mrbers join the gznnpx more numerous groups of 

smaller craters where theiz nu.bers are relatively smallt .L £,tu5 

P In Part (b) of rable -XoV. D the ricocheting chain datL,I 

primary an- secondary membe s counted te the same limit of 

are given. 

Table xxXV contains the predicted rates of crater form tion 

0 
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fror the main sources- The actual cNe- num rS depend on 

the balafle of formation end removal 

ex rneousmain of removal 

agents cau be discened; through superposition or overp-4i-g 

of a later Io.r re> and tbrough erosion by smaller crater

ing impact. Erosion o-rks g radually. exponentil1y vith time 

anct cannot erase a crater hompletely aitbough it may become too 

shallow fon recngntion; this will be discuWd in a sQbeuent 

seC ion. 0zerlapping changes the terrain completely and no trace 

of a small crater can be expected to remain when it hapyene6 

to fall wihin the bounds of a later, sufficiently large crvter0 

Quntitatie ostimates of overjepping can be rwae on the bsss 

T "o processes of crater&by 

of abe CZ(V. 

Only a vet schemattc approach'to the problem can be ju.ti

ieo The leharktlon line between "small" anlarge" crator 

cannot be kharp. Yet without allowing for intermeiate t,ren-o 

tional cas$s, wIe cNoose a convAional sharp, -margin of crater 

size for dletion by overlapping which, from some rough ewnninaes-, 

should leac to more or less the samc statistical result a 

othemaiaJp adaptation with grasual transition. 

Let Bc x be the diameter an apparent depth of the earlier 

crater, a and x0 x a the diameter ond depth of penetration f 

the later crater. Several conditions of removal can be set up
 

to be applied in different cases.
 

The overall condition of' removsl or erasure is set by ai 
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effective minimum ratio of diamete-rs vfnich we find must be close 

to 
Da > 'no j (199) 

also, the center of B3o must fallI v.iLthin tbe boundary of Ba. 

Tbis condItion is sufficient only -Wen the larger crater 6igs 

to- sufficient depth, namely when 

Xa > -' X' (200) 

In such a ease the rate of removal, N) , is evidently oqal 

to the cumulative coverae by crat rs larger th.n 2 io 

2 e 

1 =- (201)
D 2 

WThen (200) is not fulfilled, or i.rben tbe larger crater is much 

shallower than the small one7 partial filling to a depth of 

2xa after one overlap is assumed,. and the rate of rerovale 

becomes 

\- 2 a T3 /.x (202) 

A vaeiant consists in selectin B - "it..
 

san< such (200) fulfilled - ad
that is setting 

C-cB (-203) 

Of the alzerneaLives presented by (202) e-nd (203) that is to 

be chosen wLhich yields the larger cate of removal. 

xCCV contains only those components of impacti_ 

flux wic, do not penetrate the overlay at present, A fourth 

coponent, represented in Table XXCX in so far as it. does rot 

overlap w .th those of Table .. V7 -nust be added although it is 

important only in the larger cratQ cl-sseS0 Thetfurinariest of 

this com mentl are essentially a xtension of tbe•Apollo 



group of Table XNEKV and shall be entered only be-Meteorite 

>114 mV The "seondaries'ginning with o 129 meteve 

in Table XXIX e primaries from the standpoint of Ta-ble XXXV 

they are probably energetic ejecta from ray craters with respect 

'of Table -C,.a is secondary.+An upserto which Co.conent D (t) 

2limit to crater size is also set at Bo 20< 2 83 M (o< 

our region is "normal"in Ceoforltty with our assumption Ihat 

e crat rs. In such a manner theand beyon& the reach of :Lar 

Meop covexage by the -AddViitional {:om nent J of the largpo 

creters, (alculated from Table XXI, is given in Table YAXL 

in TMble Q a summqry of' cratr fejom >tion Ind removnl 

by overlapoing is given. Only crters with a profile retia Df
 

B0 /x 1I 50 at the moment of forma -on are included. This re,
 

stricts te smal-crater staistic -chiefly to components - e 

and part cf 'W(Table XXNXV $ D Q Q, in the larger sizes supole

mented by component' c (Tables :OcXJX and XXIX ) bhicro tsorites
 

and dustboll meteors (Table )DXV, I & B) produce flat unro

cognizable craters which are not ireluded in the counts, al

though their ability of deleting sr:aller cr-aibers by overlapsng11
 

must be reckoned with.
 

The top of the table gives the necessary explanations. F i
 

(Fo) in the 5th, 4th or 10th columrs of' each subsection is the
 

theo retioelly calculated differential rate of cratering (on 

the basis )f observed interplanetaiT populations and, for J(,
 

from the rate of-groth of overlay) itself based in turn on
 

-,,
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obseveI ecsvated crater volume): vith a ylcvvrance for the, 

QUOtb G or the proportion of'grnwflar inpacts;5 o.cumulative
* F. 

rates are given In the lst line oV Table XXXV,5 D (b). 

Without yet sllovuing for erosio-, the time variaon f 

crater area density n1 y subject ;o creation rate F- and doetiob 

rate is determined, from the differenti al equption 

dni t -. F-

When integreted fron t " 0, ni- 0 to t to $ n1i. , thi;! 

yields
 
-(F 1 1/')(l - "' to ) (204.) 

For >. -- O4Y , the equilibr rn density F j is reached. 

then SQ tr is small, n--)Fi O in the 6th or 5th colunmn of Oach 

Part of table XL-the c& c:lated c ater density n correspod

ing to t 0 t.5 x109 years of uneroded existence is liven. 

When constructing Table XCXIX on the basis of Shoenake aJs 

counts, erosion wzas essumed to delete a crater after an ercsion 

lifetime of 
410:1.58 x 1O0B (205) 

years wrhe BO is given in centimetons. The equation is based 
on a disc'ntinuity in the gf5Aient diC 0 explained as an 

erosional reh'val of craters with Bo= 286 meters in a time 

interval of.4.5 x 9 Years. erosion time seale3.0 The p}ovJsional 

?B giveu.by (205) is shown in the 8th or7th columns of TabieXL. 

7,hen t' eosion is too slow and cr..ers.ateremoved mainly by ove'lapinK; this is the case the smelt 

-crater e d of the table Jn-Trth-eye tbe theoretical cra;erg 

density will be close to . NU erosionno hen t' c%, oreva 

-t A 

http:giveu.by
http:410:1.58


TA3 >1 

}alance of Craber re tion by I:trpect a Deletion by -VrP-,in 

Ratio B0 /xT 2 50 (Table XYXV for inMn',cmtand Erosi-n to Profile 

Normal.. LJre Kegz.onpariameteos Tab.es LI and LII for crosion). 

.er'
(outside the ejecta from craters 1.... t 590 "t F (cnrIf y 

ddi~erntiJinflux; deletion Expectation par yeer (frori 

all five sources)i Bo /x' crater profie rntio at impact; 

Zo it' , ye r ; no is the dixfcr(ntial number of craters :er 

100 n2 wlhich would survive if unerc-ded for 4.5 x lO ya9 

1.58 'K 105B I s(y is a rough iPt erosio 

ifetime us used in Table XXIX, an the lifetime according 

to the firal solrtion (Tables LI K!:) The differentia1 crater 

densities per 100 t&2. predicted from ni 0 - exp(- iY) 

-)co r ' . corresponding to te- el.t5 x 10 t end t 

respectivTely4 (No 1"' ls) are -hepredicted cumultive oc-ter 

densities per 100 m o=crater iamets x' crater dOzn.t, 

(a) Cow-ponent Je secondat'y eject:aio -- rby Ie ner"in 

cretering events (i.e. v,,hich are p netrating the over!ay); 

primary and ricochets combined 
Bo(cm) Box ) "'o F noDO io110 n ' e 

1460 27.9 i93--0 5,29 0 0 0 

655 146 0 _ 1. 2315<.. 2.4 .2,-1"9 9 S.54' 0 044 0;0 11 

339 9.3 3.7f - 9 2.o66 j,3? 
5'7 

13-13 7.3 
,745? 0.67 
- '77 

0 
00O.6 

2 o2 022 
0.26 

16.6 3.4i 4:2 1.05 1.39 

143 5°6 lo 8 3.5 
80 77 -13 28 1.89 ?i2,.5 

51 
4.62 3.8 164 

5,,f5 - 8 1817 -- 2 
6,081 

62
62 69h45 38 17.6 2.236 12.4 5o 
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WbrnB5x-44.6 3.6 >01 7 ' 

2.2a1O 23,2 7"7h55- O ...oQ 

12.1 3..2 1.71,- b, 

'7.o00 ur_ 1559. 

3.26 3.5 j. 74- o. 

1380016.6 27  l '2 :1-711 

7140 16.5 61±.20 

3940 18.0 A.7ll7-1 . 

2270 25.9 0.1-711 "k 1 0 

1530 36.,9 .77 -i0 .5,69 

1030 607 3,S9-10 .579 

K50
 

B-,3L 	 Ilentinued 

Fj 	 114 ti te 1753'5j 	 1?. 
8,3a -7 230 4.856 190 9070 34 

344: 	 246g 

0 2.5452 450 3. 172 
820 	 700 C 254 

.3.7i96 690 -6,0 2.03 4601..1510 1.390 	 710 

5.22 	 1200 7.5.55 "8.70 1
 
2700 2590 1890
 

(b) Component J 	 loeteorices--Ao11o 

0. 	 p 0 0 

2,82-19 1.27-3 1.579 .J 4 9.378 2.6 
-3 4.2 .-	 " 

-	 - . 4 
1,85 
 o.9	 a.3& 1.55 4.118 7 0 

9.10 3 99- 1,023 

2.35-"7 0.092 4.738 "z0-'-2 1.528 

0.1.01 1.31--2  	 4.6-3 

*&. 571 1O 00-4 !.2958 0.040 44376,0

0.54 0.053 . 

758-16 20. 1.983 00148 1.87 0.014 

54 	 0.201 C.025
 

• -..oeO.201 	 ot0 t ( 



TAML XL 7 &nti-ne d 

c) Component s ! msjor secondary ejecta froom ray cratem 

corretco$ either to', in the etnth line of Table XXIt B7, (_, 

sn Ist aproximnation, n!) or in tne 4th line from botto 

or T- 2.e T2 ( 1 2nd .aproimt'n_ n e ) i i&entioa" with Component 

Je aI er exclusion of overlapping Componuen J1j Bo/X'r'4 to 6

fl°(crl) 

14500 

9 
1.2s&- At2o311 " 

FO 

- 0 

no 
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and the ct culat.d crater dens"e smaller than notieti 

tl.e probable values. n of differenti -, cratert o :.:- t,,'iaW(204), 

comabined rewovnl by overlapping nddensity an du to the 

bypotbeti al mpa:.t-&bl. hEd) evosion b.ve been cal

culated it- (dth or h!ttimes in Tii L X) h .a hTz i n 

esch subdiv1ASi,:-. of Table YI cont.ins tbe Yrodicted cumulative 

frequency N of craters per 1100 a... Tbe three components of 

rn
the table are not overlapping and their suvm obtained as st 

in the 5th columrin of Table XLI, i tben the predicted istI7sfo

xmation botal cumulative crater density as derived fromii 

inflax rate of the projectiles7 crater-ing theory, avilablt 

knovledge of 'th mechanical properties of the lunar soil aid 

bedtock, elimi natii "th-."ough over'lapping by lager craters( well 

defined ) and erosion by smaller projectiles (ptovisional rate 

of erosion, empiricelly suggested by a discontinuity in the 

gradient of the crater frequency unction) This can be con

parted v.tb± observed crater densities from three di-fferent 

sources es derived from the lunar probes (10th7 l1th , and -2th 

columns) onger VII end VTI-Ly (,Shoemaker, 1966) Rgnger V.--I 

(Trask,) 1966) , and Suiveyor I (JeXe eta a-j 1 966 b).
 

A cimparison of the ist approximation (N, 5th column of
 

Tble. KU) and observed (lOth--12:,h columns) crater densites
 

seems to slhow convincingly that p-.edicclion even with the 

provisior al assessment of erosion is in satisfactory accori 

with obs atio-n and that, in the same tnm..)ner as with the is
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""'i""ern .ovs
somo., t e hit- aril$ -t1-wmce was thoee made for t 


small orctcrs WA the number was 1flersed
in the countb W? these 

accordingly
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the Traria the smx-.'Jiscale relieftribution of large croters in 

' 'rrfece can be well acconted for tbeoretlcallyof the lun 

in terms of the physical T-ctors 6de listed above. The di

arevergencies between the different scurces of crater counts 

evefn greeter than those between onr liction und, &bsr.ier. Only 

within thne- i0 to rmetax diameter raenqge there seems to be a 

mjor discrepancy 5 the preditec- ioumbers being some 5 time 

too h.gh but even this deviation is contradicted by the 

?s
Surveyor data at 3 meter. xvbich shmy tvwic as many craters 

those predicted, and 5 times the num"Lber derived fx;om the )i 4-_ger 

pbotographs. The weak point of th" prediction is the provis Ionas 

*-nd overs:L0,oilii[fied etrea.tmernt of e-rosion., In Seeb:ion X. E' IN a
 

more sofioticated treatment of ero.ilon is appiied 'with the
 
calculate, .. in the mi.de part (columns 6-Pa9)
results given 

Table VLJ. There is certainly bett. ,r agreement no in tb e o+st 

di.screpan:, cr4ater range (3--2o -met ' ).o i.ve1 the main 

eate..ures of the statistical balance of cratcring on the moos 

are not mech altered by this more 3etailed theoretical stud of 

erosion: ,be observation-al data (p~rtly reflecLing real 

differencs on the lunar surface) are not concordant enough to 

permitia chetk on the more subtle d.tails of the theory. 

F. 	 ixing of 0vIrla:y 

event Volume of 0 0 363NoBo2Each c0tratOir displace 

tn(].) 0 standiny which is pertlyw.;th 	 for-t 

-.	 aallizng becomeseje3 ct-d rtly bo.c, T'sxis mteripi 	 thorouss.ly 

4$'f 

http:thorouss.ly
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h. over the crater area j'h,2
mixed, to an average:mii-hg depth 

given by bwh-h 0.4652 xo 
 (206)
 

For a static overlay layer at depth ho the mixing efficiency 

per unit of time (year) equals (xO) the fractional area of 

the surface covered in unit time b3 craters reaching to and 

beyond central penetration depth x. 5 this-can be derived Th'o. 

tWe data of Tables XJ.cV and XYXIX though the letter does not 

ac? much. Dver a time interval of t years the mixiOg fa or 

Q.5 or the effective number of times of conplete exchange o:. 

materiel of this specific layer situated at depth h. with tye 

overlying soil, is then 

Qm (ho)>-;:nB(XO) - t No0w
 
and the mixing time tm I c'orresponing to Qm=1 or complete
 

single mixing is 

H-owever, the simple mixing precess is complicated by the 

sccretion of overlay -which not onl, adds new material to tbn 

surface but provides an ever increEsing protective layer. TAe 

average accretion of overlay on oli "normal" region was est.mabed 

to equal at present 12 meters per 4.5 x 1O
9 years or 2.67 x 100 

cm per year; any mirked layer at dupth h0 can be assumed to 

sink under the surfvce at this ratc q so that its age in yea..s is 

t7 to= ho 2o7 x 1O 7 3.75 x'106 tn (209) 

Wnen to> t 1 , mixing is eofficientl when to . tm , the laye2 

sinks faster than its time scale cj ndxing, and becomes onlj 



f4 7 

not at all.
-artly _ixed with the overlying stiata, or 

A question oi identity arises for mixed strata. Physical 

only over 	sort intervais of time during
idlentiSy 	 fs maintained 

-ate of' sinking is thus jhysica'lly Ueeaninfgt3. TI
which the 

rate remainS the saMe although the Mint.erieJ content may clange 

' with 	 " ff.i(:in mtixitg
 

The d6iffarential- equivalent equation (20,) is
 

and with the linear dependence of ;qge on depth (209) the mixing 

factor can be integrated in terms of increments of eitber L 

or b o I JdtC-	 or 

"A , <B (h, 4t-=o37 B ho (210) 

The integral from t= 0 to t= to yields the total mixing factor 

for the past history -Of the Iayr when, itS depth was less than 

h * The integral from t= t6 to t -codefines the mixing
 

Qf i Vhis mixing
factor for the £uture when is smalll can be 

assumed tc- cease and tihe layer becomes stagnant, The probability 

of eventu l subsequent mixing is 

2. - exp ( - Qf) ; (211)
 

for small values it is close to Q j, for large values it
 

approacheE unity.
 

Table XLII conteins the calculated. mixing probabilitie_
 
as depending on t-he depth o below the surface The crater
 

eovereg e2 $ is the sum for a2L1 iour components of Table
 

xxxxyr logeithmic lly interpolated when needed for the chos,,n
 

values O of
 



The dividing line of 1 05 3 isi a~t a depth of he sil oM7 

Mile the one-half probability depth (PO= 05 ) is near bu= 0 cm. 

At n o < 4. cm the layers become well n4xed, with mixing tines 

running from a few illion years to 160000 years at a deptt 

offrom 2 [o 0.5 cm. elow h o > 25 mn the chance.of u.tim.tc 

mixing bccDmes very sligbt and the layers become stg t 

preserving the str ific:-,tion once formed when 'they -werenenr 

the surface.. Tbe stratification is wesbed out over a lay r 

thickness of 8 cm (linear dispersion ! 4 cm); chronologically 

it reflects the average conditions (e.g. with respect to conmic 

-rey intoractions)over a time interval of SC million years. 

Fluctuations of a shorber period must be smoothed out and 

cannot be detected, unlike the high resolution in time of 

terrestrial seiments. With / 5 - . 
, I,.-

http:u.tim.tc
http:chance.of
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TABLE XTI 

cum . Factor au iventual. Mixi"gnuiatsj.,p (Q) 

Probability (qm) of Overlay at Present Depth h (e) 

6 relative.craber creation ares Der year; xoz crater penetra

tion depth; acc'tion age, yeam1 -ntimescale of mixng-7t0o erst 

years 

xo (cm) 24 Q.4 69.1 58.5 47.9 34,4 25.6 1.2 10.9 

h1 !04 43.6 32.0. 27.0 22.2 15.9 11.2 8.40 5.04
<Li <L .	 669 . .8 S 1-, " 

-9 - -8 " -7 
-- , 2. -,1 3.64-10 1.5 3.% 1.10 2S 1.44 1.26

1>0- - 4.9 2 9 6o8 8 C7
]°60 4.39 - 5 	 6.06 2.53 9.09 4.o.. 2,25 7.940 

1.O18 8,32 7 5967 '40327 3.157 1.897to, .,903 1o638 1.2O8 

Qn 0.052 0.079 0.091 0.107 0.112 0.128 0 '152 CW55 1.49 

a 0.051 0076 0,087 0.100 0.106' 0.120 0o.4] 0.42 0.77 

x(cm) 72 7.02 4.36 219 .1.03 0.54 0.27 0.135 0.0675 

ho 3.25 2.02 1.01 0.50 0.250 0.125 0.062 0.031 1 

-2.69-7 5,98 -7  ,87-6 	6.26 -6 2,05 506.64 6,0Cc 1&5 -3 

t 3.726 	 1.676 5.355 1.0 0 48800 15100 1650 690 

to 1.22 7 .586 3.7 1. 886 9,45 4.75 2.355 i,175 

0 

f 	 272 4.54 8.5 Lage -

qrn 0.93 	 0.09 1WO0 I 1 1 1 1 
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T101,05 NXXXIX 

by Narge CraterCumulative Area Coverage Doe 	 ye8) 


1XXt ,whicb contains
Component J. (supplementary to Table 


to Bo > 139 meters, the rest of it
component JI onl1V doxm 

being eprssented by Tsble MXV C
 

1 5 113.5 8802
 
Bo j meterS 325 246 136 

'6.011.9.0	 1
 . .izarie4 s -0 1.32 2.87-12-12 -12-11 
fCD ,-32 2 -3ol ol-11 i3-	 11 

fl3.11 t.o .0;'1 1 3 6 %3 ,secondfries 0 7 -	 l 2.45 11-jxqi1'28 L 
0 27- 1.0h:r -1 2-1

t4.. 


32.1 23o8 .7 --A7.4Bo, meters 69.7 55.0 43.3 

6%.B primar:es ieO9 - lU 1aO9 1.0-1i 1.09-11 l091 009-11 109 

921-1 1 9.26,1 1 2.4 1 1 33s-11 4.68-
1 1 670-1 

cB secondairies 1.76

-MlY1Z 0.(x o =O35%) 
-
4.45711 5.77 11 7.7) -l L.OS-1 1.03--

CB, total 2.85 3.43 


f, -"r
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such a low resolution, the Quaternary and Pliocene would 

have bee lost in the preceding Zioeene, even the large 

subdivisiono of the Tertiary and the Cretaceous- raleoe-e 

transitinn would have been washed out. 

X. Erosion Lifetimes of Surface Teatures 

and terint Lifetime of BouldersA. 	 Transuort & 

;r (orann~rordjpherrA.~~~r 

In Section 1X. E deletion of small craters (or other 

features of roughness ) by later superimposed larger ones 

was evalated on a firm statistical basis, while erosion 

influx of small projectiles producing cratErsby continuous 

given roughness feature was
smaller )n a linear scale than a 


treated, as a first approximation, summarily by invoking
 

smootbing process whose
 an empirically adjusted unspecified 

linear scale is proportional to age. In this section we 
till
 

consider theoretically the actual processes of this gradtal
 

erosion or "polishing", the final results, however, havirg
 

been included in the middle part of Table XLI. Two 
main
 

procesSes are at worki sputtering of large grains, bouiders,
 

and orat r rime, and transport of the 	granular 
matrix. 

Outstanding large grains or blocks, sufficiently 
larger
 

as
than the impacting projectile, which do not behave part 

of the granular matrix but retain their individuality 
(cf.
 

rims, are sputtervd
and unprotected craterSection V. B), 

not much affected by the infallingby hard impacts. They are 


account of its low velocity (some
acereting overlay (J.) on 

k475 



grindin, -a collisional damage occurs; oveer, the mass 

affect is InsAgnificant); only hypervelocity bonbardnenb 

by the mfteoritic components is here relevant and, bacause 

of the lcrge mass influx rate (o. Table WICIV), bombardnnt 

by microneteorite (J ) is the main agent and may be co_

sidred alone.
 

Transport, as distinot from plain mixivg of the gran.lar 

medium or a horizontal surface and discussed in the preceding 

section, works on. slopes of craters or other elements of 

rouiness. At a oratering impact, more grains ere farther 

ejected downhill than uphill, which leads to a net downhill 

displacement or flow of the granular material. Also, out of 

a hole eer- grains will be ejected by cratering events inrto 

the surrounding terrain, then injeoted into the hole from 

the surtoradinge; this loads to a gradual filling of the 

hole (crater). 

in trarsport2 besides the micrometeorites (J over-

lay inflnK (Q0) may be of some importance (of. Teble xxINA) 

somewhat nhanoed by the higher vdocities of ejection (a.) 

due to graater strength (s o ) at greater penetration (x ) 

then in tie case of miorometeoritas. In adotion to momeniurn 

as determLtning the mass ejected, the transport efficiency 

can be as3nied proportional to th flight distance, L 

the transport efficiency(eustion (45)q. On this basis, 


is to be :qeasureO by the product kGw o (dj,/dt)L, whioh
 

171 



,. .thus EifAeas iron t plain cr nta u..ed in Tttlu )2W tV. ihe 

ocmpF0isonf bctween JMcarid 4? tiv be ).ade St the o~dirnn (50 per 

cent) cmulative; mass (Tablo TYXV> .or JI tis is. a t 2Q25A 
2 

,4 Q07 cm/=280 QO/
v:=6 :, 105--= 


10 ~ ~ r' Jco tno t 1Wj


•e010 	 o.ly W09.53 X 10cW/'uc W-613, Q52
 

A 2 - 2
 
-
s.4 M l0"dyne/cm , Lcru=3.47 x or .year.TO x 

The comparieon then consiste of two steps. An inner portion 

$. ,_ 0.323o the J crater .ich has the same shock velocity 

(u) 	 as the entire (ye = l harder J crater, yields (L cal-


In e
 

2.24,9] k_h=3269 .( 6,Q G=.7 	 .1 
J , 	 / e u me h1 

n . I =0.476. The total tr-nsport effiiency of 

the J crater (for y is Z=2o57 : whence Le /A
 

0476/2.170.185. The ratio turns out to be nearly the Pone
 

a Qore rough estim-ate.
as that orrived at in Tblo XX2I, from 


To allow also for the other small'components and going bask
 

to Table JO(XIV, the ;transport efficiency of the J Mcomponent
 

may thus bo taken with an additiunal increase of 25 per cent
 

'of its vrlue. The predominance ot miromet oritic eroion
 

thus greatly simplifies the calclation of transport, whioh
 

anywaay cinot be estimated better than to a close order of 

M gnitud a. 

The experiments by Gold and Hapke (1966) as mention a above 

could suggest that, simultaneous with dispersal of the 

granulai substance through impacts, a build-up of'purfa 

rophne, s ("ifir castles) would take loce as dcue to 

JOY 

http:Lcru=3.47
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adhesion, This Maut. be only prtly true for lunnar overlay. 

The eioiicss of the cement powder in the experiments was 

4
due to the very 2mall grain size, of the order of 10- om. 

It can be shown that, for a greaily simplified nodel of [wo 

colli izg equal spherical Serni-'e2astic grains, the aaxinum, 

relative velocity of encounter which can be balanced by the 

tensile . force aes
_astio limited by cohesion, or the "velocity 

of inelastic opture", equals 

/
"Aa TX r') (212) 

where Y=ohng' o modulus, &=dens..fty Ad=force of coheEion 

between two grains, )= linear elastic Mfficiency, r= ru.dius, 
For silicate grains in vacuo, 1=5 1112j/ 2 2.5 

A/-,d-'.0 dyne ($noluchowski, Ryan, 1966),=1966; A=.5 

as for Yard rock in a single collision, we have 

Va =1. 27 x 10-6r 2 (c/see) (212a) 

For r=i0- 4 on as in Gold - ,ape'sexperimentg vwaP127 

c/sec .nd -the particles can be efficiently captured at 

moderatu velocities of impact, vhile at r=1 42 cm, va=00 0127 

m,,,e,t they hardly could stick, especially vhon pertur ed 

by othec oncoming particles. eA, according to Table AiV 

D)(y') the mass of the small pa:,ticles from 2 x 10 5 to 

II ton;al2 x irA cm could only amount to 45 per cent of the 

- 2
mas s of the overlay, while thosa larger than 10 cm acEunt 

for 71 per cent. There are not rnough ,,t+jg,"$particle-,
3
 

in the overlr.y, and the build-up of "-fairy castle" str'ttures
 



A, 

mulst be greatly inhibit(-ed as compared to the formation, 

of regular impact-crater depressions while the former are 

much rore easily destroyed by "hard"limpact than the latter. 

We will first consider the levelling action of meteor

itic boinbardint on the g-ranular elements of Eurf&.ce rtiugh

ness ,N /the consequence of meteoritic (and other) impact9 

different-parts of the overlay surface are exchanging 

material (the influ from compbnent J., or secondary ejlota 

from nearly craters descends equally on all surface-eleeonts, 

leadin to a continuous growth and simultaneous redi'tr.butio 

or fillingin Section Y. 0 considered. or an element of 

surface placed at the same level 'its surroundings (differ

ences of level that matter are of the order of L, the 

f-lght distance of the ejeota)q ejection and influx are ob

viousl balanced. A surface element placed in a depreseion 

will receive more or less the same influx as if it wer 

placed on level grund, but, or account of gravity9 there 

will be some fallback at ejection, so that influx over bhe 

rim of the depression aill ex(oced ejection end the depression 

will bcgin filling. On the contrary, an elevation will 

eject (ver its rim the same aim(unt as when placed on le~el 

ground while receiving less fr'om the sur-roundings; its 

height will decrease. ye will s:ry to obtain a quantitatLve 

estimat e for the time rate or '-smoothing lifetime" fox' 

the el mcnts of roughness as dopending on their linear scale. 

http:Eurf&.ce


Only a crude aproaoh is attenpotd. Strict evluatiOn 

of the integrals an condizaoned b the adopted ZoCel in not 

ju-tified, the model of cratering ejecta being itself but 

f suchSpQrcxiU.te, involving arbitrary quantitative relations 

as equation ('27) for the ejection angle,9 0lend the one of 

An one of thea mean coefficient of elastic efficiency, 

simTlifications, average quantities of ejection or influx 

entire areas are here used, instead of the integrals.over 

per cent, isThe mathe-matical error, perhaps-some 10-20 

probably much smaller than the uncertainty in the basic 

assumtions. 

The granular surface is assiumed to be horizontal on 

Tn average, except for the randomly distributed e rpenis 

of rouhness (chiefly craters). ieteorite impacts on in
 

olined surfaces will lead to systematic flow downhill, a 

process to be considered separytely 

For granular overlay, witb the cratering parameters as 

Table XXXV. A and equation (4), the margina1 
adopted in 

sCook Nelocity is 

us=2170 2 = 46,6 on/see 

proportio aland th( equivalent volume of gaanular ejocta, 

to G=C.4A the fraction of grumlar encounter and in

by 25 per cent to allow for other components of creaset 

and to the product kw0 /A5 according to
meteorfte influx, 

equati( n (14), becomes 

http:SpQrcxiU.te
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}0 9> 1,05 x 0 .041 	xc1o25 z 2 xc6 (21~(6,z3)7 

j 0 (213) 

J1713 x 10-5 (am/year) 

(m 3 / n? . year). In a sjuceesst1- grfaca..r impra the ratio 

of mass ejectedi or dietnxbed (including fallback) the 

microm orite project-le 	mass it th_ 

04 (gl)414=1-72 x 

The profile ratios io/xy it of the order of 60 for 

mioromet orite impact into the granular surface (Table X).M 

A). The orater is extremely flat and the rim angles Ro 

Fig.!)" instead f 0. , in equation (27)nearer 90(c 

Within the same mathematical framflework we set eta . 

in Section M± F 
as used or the determination of fallback 

the aver.ge velocity of ejection in the direction Aand at 

crater as2 fraction y is 
(215)=3u,.,N/y1.lSly (omisec) 

damping of ejectionthe iaclnr j allowing for 	the as-med 
v', 4)1 The 	 lat~er 

velocity with depth x [Fig. 1 an, equation (24 

surfece beyondradi ted from a.horizontal level elenent of 


a circle of radius L (45) 	 around it Lad. tbus lot,co the 

surrounadngs beyona L is then
 

'%j=Q( 2 ' (cr/year) (Q)
 

where
 

and
 

e*Ar~ O&84/>2('7
L 
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-" the veocity co.responding to y4l, A=_, as=31A is 
ofequatieon" (2a5)m me 10 course,s"amount of 

gained by the element of surface through influx from 

beyond 'adius L. as follows trom the condition of ecuili

brium, &nd can be proved dir .yt by integration, in the 

framfewo2'k of the px-eacxlbcd conditiono, (216) is mathdmsi 

callv- etact, 

Im-gins now the entire level circular portion o. the 

surface oi radius L radiating over its boundary. Tbe case 

in more eomplicated than the fa.lback problem, because in 

a singlo cratering event the ejc-cta, were supposed to en 

out radially thugh at di±terem; angles, and the distance 

irom crater rim was unique for caob radiating spot while 

in the prcoet y considered proness each spot emits ejoeta 

in all directions along which the d&nnatiuns to the bor'6r

line are different. Instead of nmericai integretionswe 

eotimato the average radiation :-ro the entire 'urtace sont 

over tho borderline L, to corresoond to a point at 0.75 L 

ofrom tho center of the area, ani to equal the mean of 

expressions (216), one for 11=1;4 and the other for L=TL/4 

he bnutire level circulax(antipodal distance). Thus,for 

area of radius L, the average eiwssion as well as influ 

over,_ o from over its border, eoomes
W,[L' [Ij2--t 

5/16)1 j (1 4 (crr/yewr). 

ior .,4 the bracketed expression can be closely approi

28 



-/j'mated by 2 [VA(7) 

Consider now a cylindrical depression of radius L,
 

flat at the bottom and of depth M. From equation (45) cr
 

the flight distance, os compared ith the vertic*l ragE
 

of the flight tvjctor- at a partile ejected
 

from the center will just pass over the rim when Es-.
 

I ejetion2
To make the schematic assumption that when 

is virtualy blocked and (218) re.resents-the net averag( 

at the bottom. Further, when R<K P-, we-assumeaccretion 

balance :.am its maxitnlM a linear decrease of the accretion 

value (218) to zero at H=O efines thus th time scale 

of fil.ing of the depressions 
(,.19)

4-

so that, whe-n 12 3 -, is the initial depths -te cepth aftor 

time t rill be 

Hil Hi' a%120ep(-t/t 


For H '>-,,, the accretion is constant,
 
-~vat 2"1) 

to a oylindrical*elevaedqu (218)--(221)"tio - apply else 

granular surfaces whichcircular plateau okradius L with a 


jL does receive but a negligibl)
at a povitive height Hi 


placed suxrcundings and loses the
2nflux :rom the lower 


Table XLIII contains the paranet, anotut given by (218). 

or elevatisns
tn lifetimes of dep-resion (craters)meVters 

(granulnr nrounds) . 
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TA311~ MLIS 

Iifeties OTl o~rate or G-annlar HoUnds of? 

Qj<Iwith Bes ?,ct toSicrn f vr 

.JT Small projsctiles 

(Crater or mound diaeeter o=2L) 

0 ) ;Lf Mo 

102 3 4 5Ce: 


0.3150.52 0.379 " 0.242 0,202 0,10
2,!,h .,_ .39O 

10-5L)i, 


0.765om/year 3.73 2.70 2.23 1.73 1.44 

10.7 21.46.42 8.56DOI cm 24 0 28 

1.71 1.77 1.871.47 1.54&logV.r/dlho, ° 


39600 71300 12400 186000 682000
 
A-years 14300 

.- ) "20 50 100 200 500 :i.O00* 

.00228 .0114I /t 0.057 .0228 .0114 .0057 

' ,A- 5 

c0- 0.407 0ol13 O081 .0407 .0163 ..081

214 428 1070 2140
T3, cit 42.8 107 

2.00 2.00 2.002.00 2.00
dlog/ o 


1.647 6.607 2.628 .t4 6.60 
50) years 2,626 

2
 
Tior largel' value, %J'
 

1.94 
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Thene lit etimas are. ehorto§ than the hypothetical 

tI value: Lsble XL(a)l for the small craters for D0 < 100 

cm, and somewhat shorter than the overlapping lifetimes 

q$o for the oreter diameter rang( from about 8 to 2000 cm 

and, thU3 mnst appreciably affect the crater statistics 

(T#obles M$ and XLI, let versus 2nd approximation). Also, 

the condition R 4 o may practically apoly to all craters 

and mounds, so that Table XLIII may be considered as of 

general applicability with respect to this particular 

process of erosion. 

That part of meteorite flux which'is not instrumental
 

in grarnmlar cratering (ie a fraction 1 - tg of the total) 

produces hard sputtering of sinele grains or expoped bovlders 

The sofO component, Je, is inefdicient in this respect end 

only miirometeorites may be con idered. \ith s=9 X'10 

1=2.6, k=2, We6 x 105t u0.86 x l04cm/ae, equation (14) 

yields lor the sputtering mass ,,atio a value 400 times less 

then that of (214) and negligibke as a factor of mats t:anc

port. Also, with 2=025, y=05, the high-speed ejecta 

(and Af very fine grain) are spread over a radius of over 

20 kn End are not ;vailable for small-scale local smooth

ing. If equation (190) is accepted, for the small craters 

bt about 0.2 cm produced by the micrometeorites in roo, 

the eftective strength of the ateral muSt be greatly 

increased, to a0out sj=. 0 & xA dyne/cm; this sets
 

AV
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uW=6.3 x 104 e/see, and (14) then yields only 
M / =127 (222) 

The layer carried away from anL exposed horizontal
 

grain cr rock surface (density 2.6) by n .icrometeortesouttec

ing i~s t-Mn 1 Vr when A denotes the equivalent layar 

of overlay (density 1.3) created, 
,%s=1.05 x i08 12.7/13
 

s>=1.03 x 10- (cm/year') (223) 

This will be the ablation when H> IB0 for the tlook 

A rocky surface on level with the surroundings will be 

covered by overlay ejecta and thus protected from direct 

sputtezing. For an intemediate height, the tbickness o-: 

the protective layer will be such that micrometeorite 

bombardment .will sweepiaway AIt, as,-comes in. As the influx 

is decreased in an assumed ratio of W=4VB 'basis of o L 

equations (219)and (220)0\, the micrometeorites will spend
 

a fraction 1 - of their momentum in sweeping away the 

thin pxotective sheet (actually if is an exponental 

function of A , cf. next following sabsection) .;. the 

.. utte.ing efficiency for the underlying rock will thu3 

be In addition, overlay is showering on the block, 

buryinE its base at a rate of 1200/45 x109 = 2.67 x 10" 

om/year. The outstanding height of such a block with hot 

top decreases thus at a rate ei 

d1-'d= -2.67 x 10 - 2.06 x 1 /0 o
d/-267 - 2.06x 

gel< 
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1 i=th 1.293o)exr(-2.06 X 10-7,/B )-1,29D (224) 

The block is completely buried when 1=O or

exp(-2.06 x 1-t/B 0 )=i/(i - 0-775 i: (224a) 

when the indtial .average height Hi o; 0 the linear F-oale 

is in cm, the time in years. 

As an example set typical.y B=50 cm, Hl=25 cm>0B 

in the beginning (oM Figs. 5, 16, 17). The surface is at 
-7
 

first vrprotetted being sputtred at 7.,,.= O,515 x l-0

e/year (223) and buried at 2.67 x 107 cm/year, or a combined 

"7 ofrate of 3.18 x 10 on/yecr. After an initial period 

1205/3 - 1 8 x 10 -.77=3-.9 x 107 yearn the outstanding heigbt 

is reduoed to 12.5 om after whioh (224) applies, with 

HI=1.5 130-50 cm, The total li etime of the block until 

oomplete burial becomes 

3.9 x 10+ 4.3 x 107=82 nillion years, 

when it- thickness will be redu.ed to 

2.67 x 10-7 x 8.? x 07 = 218 cm, 

having lost only 3.2 cm through sputtering. This typica] 

case shows that blocks of this ind other sizes are not 

groun to powder by meteorite imnpact before being burie. 

in overlay; after a lifetime of 10-1OO nillion years
 

(according to size), they becom'e incorporate? in overlay,
 

being no longer disturbed excelt in a rare large crstring
 

event. Such hidden collections of bloc s may then be tbA
 

http:exp(-2.06
http:1.293o)exr(-2.06
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cause o- thiermal anomalies, even when they are not visible. 

being ccvered entirely by overlsyIr.cipitation (o Section 

Vi. ) 

B. Dlownhill Mi:ration of Dupt 

in Fig. 18, a.miconeteorite strikes a granular srm

face V29 inclined -under an 'angle z4* to the horizon 1,1-, Ph3 

meteorite MO impacts in an arbitrary unspocified directir3 

and causes a spray of ejecta from the point of impect, 0 

(which "tandE fox an infinitesimal craterlet), sy metricfl 

with respect to the normal ON , whatever the direction of 

-.t No oppoeite, symmetrically with respect to 0IM directed 

jets (angloei CA and.B are avyetrical with respect 

to the vertical 02, resulting in a greater donhil light 

distance, B than uphill, LA The result is a not docrn-

hill di:spiacement 

I. b takena nerative when to the left 0± Of,in gebraically, 

The dis:-ilaoenent projected cn tAe horizontal plane is 

evident y 

and thi 3 is ti ;-e-sae of. mig....coT of a mass fraction 

dfy, ejected under an anle su3h !hat 

I
 

From el_ entary kineymrltica- considerations we then find
 

,1uati.n (27) with sin =l as in the preceding sectio 
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vwhere v is the average ejection velocity (21.5). Subs tiut-. 

ing thi,0 integration over y yields Che average displace

ment of the ejecta, There, howewzrOI are some complications 

wthich refer to the va!ity of equati¢ons (2115) or (1(5) limited 

by 'the c:ondition y > euation ; ejectaG- ('?)i for of 

nricrometeoritE, inmpact theI iit (,itbL Am 3) corpres p-nd3 

to fliPIt distances of the order of 5 km7 far abov'e the 

crKtur ttbmesions we are concernid wit'hn Such fast ejeete 

will.go equilly up and down hi2l of smaller clAkCters without 

a systezciatic drift, their effect being covered by the theoryr 

of the ]receding section while for downhil drift they are 

of no oai Clevrly, ejects from the inner porions of 

the eraterlet a2--e irrelevsn:t in the contexto Only slow ejecta 

from the outer portions. o the crstr-la'let, whose tllitbht dits

tances nre not large as complred to crater 6iomter, will 

contribute to filling the crater by dovrnnhill drift. in Fig. 

]a,, n oreter of dinmeter Bo is sehemetioally represented 

by a cone HO$4-, of constant slopse c- Ejecta (OO1) f£rom a 

midcle ]int 0 (the microrneteor oratericton the slope will 

travel downwards allright -when fl S 001eB 0 but will mount 

the opposite ledge (-> a)nd even up or leave the 

crater vhen A S> 0; 02 1= . o *Bo In-tead of proper integrat!Dn 

whose at curascy is not justified, by the uncertainty in the 

basic d .te, we use averages as in many' other cases of thi'j 



treatise and sot the lower limit of integration for equation 

'225) a a horizon'tcl light distance one quarter of the 

era e&iaxnleter 

1thence- the lower limit of integr1.ation becomes 

=Yl (:A (226) 

There is a lower limit to the validity of the trea.tment,
 

Be> !L (corresponding to,:upper limit y= l not to be exc(edec) 6
 

-CL--tinj.g Ivn by equation (21V-, a 'ence the everage down-,
 

hill displacement inside a crater of diameter B and ge.r ge
 

slope I such that tn i =2-2x/' vln ditional mean cr 

factor of (2/§Tf) to allow for sm intlnun< riconaPdofs 

beeores ( /t 

-

/g)11s . dy 

or 1 

11\ 1x2 /i&Boi '13t)% WB 0 2 (221;) 

v~it S2cm-1) defined by (217). ;itBo is thus a diuension

less quantity. TMe_ flow through I cm of crater circum

ference ( 1''B3 not necessarily qio vhero B=00 2 is an 

inner diameter, Fig. 1a) is then evidently 

- exp(- , (2.) 

where is the volume of grasnul8) materiel ejected per our 

and see (213) and )i the "kinetic depth" of overlay at the 

spot so Lhat the expression in b7ackets denotes the fraction 

of projeotile momentum spent in t'he (not infinite) granul r 

1.ayer5 te rest being applied to the bedrock vith much lees 



sputtering efficiency (223) but of long range (10 km) and 

thus indifferent for the downhill migration problem. 

Assuming the availability of sufficient supply, thus 

maintaining a thick layer of overLa0)L.,, . the time scale 

for filling a conical depression of volume Vat( 2 

by drift becomes 

Or 
U~tJ~t~j~ 2.4L,(c 21."4~f~tB)N. (229) 

MiNc andX as in the preceding section this becomes 

2TF 11B 096t .3DS V (2-29a.) 
in years vhen Bo is in cm. TOe formula is valid for BO > 2 cm. 

and the filling is supposed to proceed exmponentially wjth 

time 

For craters comnpletely imbedded in overlay, there is 

no shortage of.supply to feed the flow downhill, rimn and 

cr-terbeC consisting equally of tie dust and rubble of grait 

depth. From.Table XXIX the size limit for this condition 

(H <13 1eters) to be fuifilled is B0 4160 meters forp 
primaries end Bo<36 m for the "ray" Secondaries. In this wase 

the flow sucks away the rim, the crater diameter increases, 

encroachiog on the surrounding terrain, ile the interior 

is fillin . Shallow craters without elevsted rims (as seen 

on the Susveyor end Ranger picture3) are thus produce&t 
f low)-Equations (229) or (229a) give unconditionelly the lniifetm, 

Oq for shese craters.F overlay 



-When supply is insufficient, and when, as for larger craters, 

there is bedrock unoerlying tThe Orater profile, the flux 

definedby OM adjusts itself to suply through a finite 

valueol the overlay Inetic thickness 'K , a tbin layer of* 

overlay atiains then eqilibriumitt supply and downhill 

flow, Oseqially in the outer portions of the crater wher3 

bare ungrotected rock will be exoosed. and subject to erosion 

by sputtering, at a rate of 

dt~x/1t%t s ° exp(- A) (2S) 

(cnWyear) wAhere Cs is given by (223). 

SuYiy t o the outer regions of these larger craters ;an 

be assumed to consist of three main component. 

(1) low velocity granular ejEeta from the surrounding 

however mostly non-sticking \cf. equation (212a)j ricochet

ing imsrds, end not apt to prov de much of supply near the 

crater rm the rate of crater filling is measured by 1/, 

(Table ALIII) but only one-half cf this should apply to the
 

rim region, 

(2) itlgh velocity sputtered material, of deposition 

rete 2s (223) corresponding to a time scale (on the coninal 

profile nocet s s w'i (no correction factor of 1 - (g 

shall be applied because the sputteriog applies equally t(, 

granular and n 'grsnular impacts); the fine-grained Mtatilal 

(partly Itomized) sticks to the soot without ricocheting knd 

thus equally feeds the rim and the central regions. 
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(3) Low-velocity mostly coarEe ejecta Cie) of the. 

accumulating 	 overlay, with a time scale 4-l/.aee and 

10 - 7 Jew 2,67 x cm/year.as in the preceding section; these 

are even more mobile that the finer ejecta from the surround

ing, and on .tiird of the rats ca ez soxye\ t arbit

rarily.for the rim regiono The condition of sufficient supply, 

and thus of the vrlidity of (229) is then evidently 
" 57Mzn/ fT 	,+i/ TSA 1/31 VOi/T F (2.1 

in hich ease the overlay thickness increases evevy-dere while 

the crater profile is gradually levelled out. When this is not 

fulfilled, partly or entirely unpotected rocexposed be

ginning from the rim inwards end drift is adjusted to 

supply througha the proper value of -IN,A equation (223) 

2(232)
 

.,rindin of the incompletely protected rim proceys 

then at a rate of 

a -2k e =-5.2 x 10 "/year)t(233)
 

The maxinum rim erosion from this Affect in 4.5 x 109 years 

amounts thus' to 23 cm, i.e. about 21 meters. 

Craters less then 300 m, which are eroded in less that 

4.5 x 109 years! would at present po i various stag'es 

of erosion, according, to age. \rith an initial depth to diasreter 

ratio 	of W/ 0 about 0.12 (cf. Fig. ,$ in on average half 

x2-eroded crater = 0.06 Bo can be esumed. 'With thIs the supply 

parameter accordiDg to equation (2,1) becomes 

http:cm/year.as


-
.6x10i/tm&<14 tf, -- /Bo (2.Sla) 

The cal c u lated drift liftetimes "-, (229a) -ith the 

corresponding supply lif-ti mse " are given in Tblo X1EV. 

Fron the table anecan see that condition (231), or 

'rm UF is not fulfilled within the range of Bo from about 

6 cm to 28 meters 9 were it, is ir-relevant because these small 

craters are completely built into overlay. Thercefore, ibin 

the vali3ity of our nssumtions (in which respect undoubtedly 

the values of (229a)considerable uncertainty exists)i 

or the drift rates F e (228) ith seemt 

valid unz-onitionlly. 

Thi. refers to the aver,-ge flat crater rims. Steep 

(moderately steep) rims of lerger crtetrs with bedrock exposed 

will retain their unpr"otected rocky . . he in.surfaces. le 

,pouring ejecta are roiling or ricocheting toward the inte-ior. 

AihonsIus is an example (Yigs. 7. 8 9), although on a mueh 

larger scale eand representing a nore primitive stage. Ano-,her 

example is the boulder rim or s-tne -wall of the Sur.veyor "" 

crater on the horizon (Figs, 5 a-n,1 6). 

C. Filling by ]Ricocheting Overlay injection 

'Ib last and most importan; fa(,vCor -of erosion for tmle 

lunar sirfi-ce features (crate'rs) to be considered is the 

filling of depressions by incomJig overla y6 The ricochetinlg 

grains Of overlay, as they are I,:sing kineti 

successiv se.t--elast c impats, will bpve a preferential 
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TAITA UKIJ 

Drift -pe aTxtion-timo -. Of Craters 

Lvaldtte c'.~en > ,or rhen oreter d&as ter 

B- 'e;ers (pro ced by "ray smcondnries") or Bo -.160 M 

(po end by intei'lanet.ry r"L"Rt ri"es)\ 

Tt- conditions of vl1,ity are always fulfil.e . 

)2.1A 
years 6.900 

.? 
29 

2A4
J611 

2 1,00 
1.0 

4-'2?,) 0 .2 ,-
S.138 5692 

4 O z_
15210 

diog dacp. 0.5 1.o34 - 1.46 1.47 1.49 1.50 

ours 25300 8.48 1.9i 2,393 4.1-8 2059 4.0 

-r or Lang-er vAues, -B andT't'B 



tendency to collect in Mboles" from which they are unable 

to escape. Therefvoe Nbe holes will receive 'ore acretion 

than the.r surroundings and will be gradually filled at the 

latter's expense. This differential levelling action of 

accretion in superimposed on a continuo-osly ricing gene-nal 

level 6 overlay . With this, as well as with the two other: 

types of erosion discusscd earlier (Sections X. A, ), the 

levelling' of the depression takes plece preferentially at 

the expense of its nearest surroundin.gs; they-are, so-to
 

-speak ucked in by the crater v3rtex and a secondiry ierl 

but sbal3owerj depression is formad around the original crater; 

thus, th depression never disappars completely except wh n 

erased b3 a subsequent laxger imp.-ct it only is made incrnasing T 

ly shallower until becoming unobservable. 

Tne theory of these processes, though more or less straight

forward Uhen the initial conditios (coefficiewit of elasticity9 

5 etc) are definedC leads to complicated stetistical integra

tlonse anD&Pting to an unjustife& ovsrdiscussion. in the 

following, a sI lified artificial mechanical model As inbto

ducedi amly sufficient to estimale the trapping efficiency 

of a deprossion without pretending to describe the actual 

sbatisticol complexity of trapping.
 

It aso must be pointed out :that the prefential trpppig
 

in deprest ions applies only to the non-sticking, riconhetinr 

pert of a cretion, "iiometeorite .Uterial (Jm) retained by 

the moon is not ojly quantitative] r insignificant as eomperd 

http:surroundin.gs
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with the Dverlay ejeeta (J.), but it is fine-grained or eOvn 

partly a;omized d must siclk at the spot where it settlt ,_ 

equally over a hole or an elevabion; it covers tbe terrain 

witb a uriforin layer without. a levelling action on its roug... 

ness piofile. Similarly, the fine--grained compo.nent of oven

-lay, sgy below r==5 x 0 5 cm xhichn, according to (212a)) mould 

stick at &n impact velocity as hig.-h as 5 uVsec, must be ex2luded 

as not-ac ti e; accurdin.to Table XXV. D, this component 

Recounts for 15 pCr cent of the iacoming mass. On the otbe.. 

11O.7 lage projec-tiles are not filling but destroying a d?

pression through overila. For a given crater size B one may 

set,anpper limit of a "filling" projectile size as that 

producing a crater twice the giveni o-e of dieme.er 

2T30 (the limit is Tough, made to ,oincide with the loMer limit 

assumed f oroverlspping3 the convontional vagueness of it os 

of little practical conseouence because of the siow veriat.on 

of the cumulative mass of Je with projectile r"us). -us, 

for Be=z 2I em, Table XDXWI indicates r =4.8 cm. at 2 0 ':= 42 cm, 

and a.cuwulative mass fraction y=0.628; subtracting 0.15 as
 

for the Sti .i :'ine-grMined fration, tbe actively fihliiig 

fraction f Overlay for this size of crater becomes .0o;28 

-0O150=Q.478 (of the total Staten to be 47 x !0- 7 Tergram 

cm and year) 
aInst 3d of'the stati;tcal ccnmplextty of part.cle SiZE 

and v61oc-ty distributions (Table AXAV. Q re choose a typical 

http:veriat.on
http:dieme.er
http:accurdin.to


average ;ize vhic!h best represents the entire particle spectrum. 

For a given crater dianmter the median particle size is that 

correpo Aug to helC-Mss or•y as defined above. XIn .Talle 

M- soa saeample bi.tnpc parameterfs for this median size ave 

listed. 

it -ll be found that. as compared with the other toc 

erosion )rocesses, filling is importsnt only for the larger 

craters. With this in view, we 6ssume the t;ypical projectile 

Poramete ?S as r= rm = 0.5 em co s -o 926'3 sian oo 


40 = 22.2 x0330 and$ Y.% or,
weo= 1 x cm/se t tQ52 

conventtonolly, 0.5 at this size (Toble ''CKVC D) means 

alternatig "soft" and "bard" ricochets ,'rth ?N=0.3 and C,5s 

respectively as represented in Teble XXXVIl (1) & a As 

an addittcnal schestization, we assue at i1,1at the specular 

law of r..fleetion for the angles, lwile the velocitiea Pre 

reduced by a fctor of )Jater each impgct. 

Let G denote the "gain fact.r.. o the ratio of accretion 

trsp.ed in a depression, to that a creted by a level surfase 

of equal area. Obviously this is a function of the depth ald 

Profile of the dearession. Provisionally a single depressl)n 

situated on an infinite level an'en is considered, coMpQeetion 

from Other pressiOns being thus disregarded. 

Let in Fig. 19 SI be the point of first impact of the 

Projectile upon level surface SS, " S , SS the 

r.cOheti ismncts which finally come to rest at S 7 al 

0 l/ 
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the points being convention assumed line on_lly to up a 

straight line (zig-zcg patbs oil!1 not essentially Mior th~e
 
gain factor; rectilinear loth an6 specular reflection angle
 

are convenient sim.plifications vhch should have little effect
 

on the romerical -sults) A levEl 
circular area, Ci o-r- 4, 

of diaaaeter B in wacO the ricocheting pat.t is assuW, ed iL 
pass through the middle, Vill contain tie point GO! thus crete 
the article when the center of 1,he area is &,splaee over a
 
range A1 distan 0C1C02fB 
 along the path s; its "catch lemgth"
 

beAin. ftus B. A circular deprecs: on of equal diameter may 
 trap 
the particle vihen imoacting at Sj j (botto%part, of figura 

A8 ; P01tile impinges at %s is reflected inwards -and tr pped
 
atSoo). Khough unable to trap in at S when 
 the distance 

si3- N' its catch length is t.n obviously Ak.1 B AL
 
where 4;L ZS3 S is the total ta:"lice of the riocheting
 

Mbth eb~ohcan be trappea. We have thus obviously, f rm
 

simple probsbility ccnsideratiown
 

where '\L A, 0 in the particulay case considered, 

Ift S-L2 , At., , are te e trapping lengths for impacts 

by S1 (which may not be zero in the general ease), each af the
 

Plecedirg impacts adds to the probabitity. In such a case 

&L o+n &L 1 +,-V- ZAL (235)
 
An overall tbub rule, 
 already ztPplied in Section X A, 

would Sct the extra trapping len th equal to four times the 
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average doptb which, for conical cross sectin equals one 

-half ths paximum deptb} Y'. Ance 

nL4Xis 4; 20 

or 

l+=-2XI /1 (236) 

Vor an actually worked out tiumrical, case (mental ex

periment see below) of 00:00.21 G=, 59 has been found 

while (236) yields 1.5 q a surpisingly good confirmation 

of the tqumb ruie. 

For a non-central path S1 50 through a conmcal depression 

the refl°ctions cannot be kept i the same plane but, dia

regarding this finesse (in line Uith other simplificatione 

the ratio of depth to chord in a cross section remains equal 

to T/13 -,4nd (236), as well as its more sophisticated original 

(234) , should remain valid for tbe entire depression a-sa, 

ana not only for its central section. 

Of (ourse, these expressions presume a Kepth to diameter 

ratio co. iderably smaller than uaity as is always the Cea3e 

with actual impact crater,. in the case of a very deep or 

infinite hole9 every,particle ent.aring it is trapped. The gain 

facteor then is evidently 

Goo= iA- (SS)/4- X :) 

where K is the number of touchdowns preceding S3 (when S2 5.>B> 

(Here S3 stands for the nore gpnerul Sn I the n-th toucdova, 

With an average for the two types of ricocheting as represented 

http:00:00.21


........ " 2 2"" LJ_OvLh,F
7c, t on i iny CY , e
 

of' flcmeter -'o 

Bo) Cm r, cm Wo4
Be0 ' x oFlv-ec cos. 

•24 35 4..-8400 
 0M890
 

37 21.6 11000 0920
 
21 3ol 
 210 12700 ,.hi

3. 26 0.017 l,- 15000 
 0. 969 

43/
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Tra":pirg Gain ?actor for inf-inilely Deep Circular lole 

of Average Chord Th. r Diarniet.er c T 

cm 2 10 50 200 1000 5000 lO- axLo4 4xLO 3xl6 4 L46x100 

Goo *7.50 U.02.3 5.23 3 3.41 3.22. 2,,63 2, 06 1.92): 1.57 

TVOBLE luVll 

Cumulative Deficit or Negative Gain Factory co (no-rmalized 
.3
 

to unity) aroun. a riaprssion with xt A-/ is the 

relative distance from the edge, so that the corresponding 

aistance from the center of the depression is B(i+ ) 

0 0.121 0o1.6 0.241 0.292 C.330 047 0.54 0.61 

W. 0 0.257 0.3,16 0.474 0.558' C.608 0.762 0.834 0.391 

0.70 C.91 1O01 1.74 2.08 2.75 4.66 5.85 11,L 

Oe 0.93&2 0,954 0,959 0.979 0.985 0.992 0.997 0999 1.000 
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by cases (1) and (2) of Table XXXV, the gain factor is then 

as shown Table XLVI. depressions deptb: thein T Unlike of finit 

gain factor is different for a chori and a diameter., he cases 

however, is only of academic interest as the moon is concerma&, 

although i probably helps in undertanding the significanc-e 

of the notion of gain factor. 

Fig.-20 explains in detail the conditions set up in ne 

sample calculation of the gain factor for a triangular(conical) 

trap (cross section ACBof a depth one-quarter its dioyt-er, 

OC/AB=x/Dz=-o Af represents the g.ound level. The portion )f 

the graph &bove -bis line pictures he transition from trapplEn 

to escape velocity(escape from the hole), for lunar acceleraion 
of gravity (162 Cn/sec2 ), in the where 

the first rebound velocity after any impact at first entry 
jdust 'ji XMnt_tq. mak the Tim

(tlh'7tin £%goT v 2 1s bb-TeJoc 
Cf tbe deoressio0n
,-T[trtouhown $,) and 

B:=AB is the .iameter of the trap-

The stcceass.n of MOW and "hard" :pects was assumed 

exactly as in Table xxXVII, variant (1) (Qsoft" tart) and 

variant (2) ("hard" start) being -a(nsidered separately and an 

average of the two results then takEn. The elementary kinemeti 

cal problea consists in the condition for a projectile shot up 

from a point S, (Fig. 19 leg SIo ;s an example) under zenilh 

angle z, with initial velocity v i t peach point IMiat distance 

L: E E and altitude hb---,F. The equation of the parabolic tra; ectory 



h=Lcot Zlr :j jsivlzj) , 

to be rnepresente also as a cond:lbion for velocitv 

when o)Le or do -,Xble reflected trp .ctori-s
to -the Oim.L-e 

(CA, 2, IP PB, NQ : .... 'B, inside the dep-ession,20) 

solves the problem. of thes velocity of escape from the tr.. 

in the single1 '§epeated (double) collisions the degrad-ation 

of vlo'ity was assumed to proced with strictly alterna i 

elasticity factors >.o3 and 0.5 in continuation 

of the sequence of Table MO1ViI1. If the point El (Fig, 19) 

was on the rim (B or A; Fig. 20) of the depression and the 

velocity V, as a mini.urn as comrpsred to other combintiona 

this wa then the escsne velocity (ve) required for a single 

impact. In Fig. 20) impacts on the back slope, CB, are indeed 

reflecte in ouch a manner that most efficient escape is 

achieved by the first reflection : FL ref:lected into ,witu 

velociy-F (Ft) LO reflected into CA ,i-ith velocity D'(TDh) x 

-

i 

etc. (tae curvature of the inowing trjectories is neztcted) 

The esc:-ape velocity for these iwrpacts -isrepresented by the 

curve D"F'BI (Fig. 20, uper praph) ) based on three calculated 

forv entry at D, at velocity (D' v. 2 /B3D=13.0; for 

entry a; F, velocity (F') 2 /B 5oet a B,. 

curve D ''B' SboV,5 the
velo itf-I (B t j c .4, The 

log,rit7 of these quaentities,
 

3r4 
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For impacts on the front SIcpe (some-here all aiong-

Fig. 20)q the U.T5t reflection (parellel to CK) Vuns at 

zenith angle Z =1 4 and either meets the opposite 

slope (Q) cog even vtiwen not neUin1g. requircs a double touch

down for escape ;t tninimui velocity. if et (ip 199 first. leg azz 

is the coposite slope C? (of Fig. 20), the impactiq zenith 

angle Z2 is determined from 

octzj O&/ -cot Z, gL/(vi sin2 Z1 ) , (239; 

the irnpect velocity from 
+),=.V2 V2-+29h.e M 

end the reflected zenith angle (gi. 19) fVrome 

13---10 -2.- z'(2) 

where 00 is the inclination of the slope oA or CA (20,6 N 

the present ease). 

The left-hand side of the v;locity diaram in Fig 20 

(above AD) represents the escape velocities Llog(ve0 /B) for 

imp.ct,, on the front slope AC. Tye different cases occur 

correspocnding to two possible vaiues of the elyaticity f'a{tor 

at secocd impct, Atr 
Ths, a projectile entering at Eialong H (Fig.20) w-'ill 

leave the depression at B With mirinum velocity RI by doulle 

trajctor y NPR vten +.... point P of second impact. 

and \'itb MniimuT, velocity H' alon NQV'.+hen A+=0.s at 

point 1. This bifurotion of escaoe velocity a- i'mpct On 

the front slope AC is represented in the u:mer graph Of "x!ig 

20 by curve A"IftH"D for -4---3 e.d by curve AE', for 



For a given touchdown En (51 3.2 S $3 " Fig. ) the 

catch le:igth is then equal to the abscissa interval in the 

over whi.1h atual rebound vaJo-.upper portion of Tigt 20 the 

city; vn a falls bMow vc . Thus, fov v /R l ov e 

200, thLs condition# is falfille over the entire lengnth 

AB q or the catch length M as B r v/B 7z200, logve%/ 2. 3 

the con&.t on is fulfilled only o'rer the left-anA portion, 

AT, or for impacts on slope AC while those impaetinz on sldjpe 

- L obtains in this .tcse.all &o eseape; 0,4O3P 

calcujetons of the gain factor at x&/B alonn theas 

principlas for tha same chosen seo of iamsters as in Table 

XLVI yielded Gf from 1.40 to l67v con-systematically 

fluctuating over the entire range of B from 2 to 8 x 104 Cal 

i -e range Si (the the for vhich B 01S (Pig.).t first' ri4 

cbet lenpth, Table XXXVII), and at expected systeratic de

crease Only for larger depression diemeters. The flu:ations 

v;ere due to a "resonance" or intexference" effect between 

tc diameter arod the set of ricocbet intervals, therw.se 

the absol2te was e and thevalue of B ir eev'nt, individual 

values of ffounld for each B were considered as fair random 

samples 02 the gain factor. An -ve '.ge.of 

zzI01529±0,039 

was obtaited. Of this the unit par; is accounted for by the 

length B itself, a adtion of 0.38, is the average of the 

D.o
tailpiece AL0 /BS so- in Pig. 91) . and a fraction of 2 

3g2A 
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19 1ontrjtbUT1ec by highe Ord? touchdoVm (chiefly $?' 6

19) .By a'ufloey xith the tburllt-rule equation (236) .q may 

set (Gvben z t /n -e-0.5) 

the cosficient being based on the outcome of our "unmerical 

experimontO. This gain fector is not dependeAt on Obsolute 

dimension when B <800 meters and thuse practically applies 

to crates of all sizes which can be eroded in 4.5 x ILI 

years on less and which are the object of our inter-est 

Gain in accretion inside a crater must De omtpansoted 

by a losb in a-s neighborhood. The trapped tailpiece of tha 

ricoehet ),A S3 o (Fig. 19) would h-ave passed 0n level 

ground to a distance on B ranginig from 0 to ihL beyond the 

rim of tte crater and is thus subtracted from a ring arrond 

the crater, bounded by the radii 4-B and AL, the dis

tributioiA function being unifora over this range (of the 

linear displacement of the source 5 r, W'ig. 19Y. In a first 

apProximtiOn% AL P&Gf - I and, %be efore, hjetAf do

cr ases the range AL decreses also and the withdrawal 

is effected chiefly by narrowing the ring of withdraem 

while little changilng its deptnq. 

Fron the .same nmreerioal expDeriment ot" fillig a deoph 

With xtA3 &Zverlay(for a progrersion, of the diameters as 

in Teble %VI) the distributionTf the deficits (with
drawals) :in the surrOundings was cbtaineG as represented 



in Toble XLVII (each particle trooped in the depressioin 

corresponding to one missif= from ito prosPective landing 

point outside the depresson). AL/B denoting the relative, 

radial extension of the catch are:1, eacli individuala (unity) 

event eo3 iLrbting AGf to the gain factor inside the 	de

overpression (B) is conventional- to be spread uniformly 

fit end contributes over tWis length to a uniform deficit 

The cumulative sum of hese deficits CA )e 

nomaliztd to unity, is given in "he table for each -value 

without, omothing, iBe. as it dirctly turned out in the 

calculation fo'r single dhosen B-vwilues 

The deficit integrated over uhe interval of =0 to 

,WAoa[us 0 54j to 00 in B-units) must equal the gain 

f 1 ove a area of -ST inBm units)o From-this conditio±, 

aceretio / o (in units of avevage accretion, % ) 	wrou ad 

the dpression (crater) is given by 

"N 1	 (M")) 

or A~~(Qa- I)(dQ/%/lIW 	 23 

e - j is he .elative radius, or the relative diemetyr 

of the zone. The gradient WO d was determined graphaical

ly from the smoothed data of Table XLVIII and the resulting 

relative accretion function (sligtly smoothed) is civen in 

Table X\VIAII, for the original cpsa.of xr/gn and for a 

number of other depression (crater) profiles based on 	 equa-

tions (24), (243) and a homology elation following from 

tV1f5 
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-ther -%hen G 1. 

(Yb)/ ( oa )0 aj (fa (244)/P2 4 

Vhere 
 hb/ aax'/B).b / (XI/B)a (2la) 

Figure 21 represents -,he distri"bution of accretion rates 

inside and a.round a crater, aecording to the table. 

The date of Table XTATIII can be used to Calculate the 

evolutionary cnanges in tno crater profile as it is fillingg 

X Aecreasing while a conical cross section is assum-ed to be 

mainta eid. if d9&-Q0 odt is the increment of total accretion,
 

the loci! increment is dh- f.dt and that at the crater edga 

(initially level outwaris, without raised rim) dho S069dV= 

O0 69X 0 dt(a). Filling of the cratr-depth by an amount -dx 

relative to the edge usiu. taneous Ly raised by dbjrequires 

the addition of ani average accrtad layer over the crater 

area equt. to j-tbcI i- dho , whence 

JGfdt ±aih 

or, eliminating the time do, as well as from expresston 

(a) we obtain 

-.9/x =dh P).69) (245)'A23/((s 

Iscy for any point at distance 4 from the crater edge, 
with its proper ?ecretion rate 9 the'relative increment of 

accrcticn bocomes 

- h0 )/dxtzJ10. . Sw09/ - O69) WSW 

Starting with x'/B= 0 05 or Ile first e'e of Table X01ViIfl 

t evolutio of the crater prof Re as calculaated by eppror•i

x'
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TABLE XVtIM 

Ig&lative Acrin utsie a Crater W, 
Distpmnee A L -JD Wom tha 'Rim; 

-- n_ Avernw& Volus is (4;Ii;isiQ the 

00 	 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.3 0.4, 0.5 0.6 007 0.3 n I 

x/i= 0 ~'- -. 52925; G 

Oo69O .730 .769 .805 .835 882 .912 YSS M.92 .983. .995 .9q3 

'c/BM0.20; G-s 1,423 

0.690 .735 0779 .81S .850 .896 .931 .0.4 .989 .996 093 

jj# 0.690 .74'? .794 .838 .871 x022 969 -§87 .98 

x/D = 0.P5O; .f 22026=2.92S .9987 . 

0 .690 S2 .997 .997aO 872 
/ 	 .- T/il t0,05 3.pt--LO60 

17006;o .D09 .397 ,,981L S°997
 

http:c/BM0.20


mate natuevical integraetion of (W4§a) and (245) is repres ented 

in Table XLIJK. 

.h consecutive stage of evolution by filling are rc

presentad in Fig.22; according to the data of Table XLIX. 

The graanla degradation of the crater at the expense of its 

nearest surroundings leads to the formation of a depression 

around the crater border gently sloping toward it withott 

sharp otlines reminding of sohie y/iwashed-out" crater
 

structures on tanger pztworaphs (shallow depseressions aNi. 
"dimple' craters, Fig, 23). At Ctage V, the crater end its 

surroundings have melted into one such shallo structure of
 

incresed diameter and indefinite outline. This is as far as 

the iningration of (245a) is self-consistent and can be 

trusted As to Stage Vi it is the result of a linear ext-enion 

of (245a) and is but of qualit4.ive or symbolic signifiesnce. 

Although derived for the process of filling by incouting 

overlay) the sequence of evolution of a crater profilM a, 

shown in Fig. 22 would also apply to the two other processes 

of degridation (filinig by sproy, and doanfbilJ migration) 

because they, too, are working 8t the expense of the neatest
 

surrounlings of a crater; only the approprinte time scales 

of the )rocesses will be ifferent. The presence initially 

of a r:.xsed :"soft" rimg .consistinn of the same overlay rubble, 

will non alter essentially the tie scales of degradatior, 

toAgh geomeatrically there will be some difference wile 
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TJJ-LLE )J 2 A 
E:volution of cr, o2f-.-__gJ--i 

z (2/ r B0.. .. . . . ..... . 

Stage Xm'/B i/h/D 0.1 3.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 Q.8 hO hc /A 

105(h-- b )/ 

1 0&25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

II 0I20 0O0212 173 322 422 492 552 60- 635 650 657 0o0(446 

IiI 0.15 O 10457 414 739 959 1129 3251 1351 1390 1410 147? 0. (33.5 

IV 0010 0o0747 762 1332 1722 1979 2136 2237 22S9 2309'0316 0.C515 

V 0.05 0.1103-1370 2162 2662 8035 3222 3340 3392 3412 343 .0.761 

VI 0000 0.1562 2537 3576 4035 4453 465 4763 4815 4835 4 4? 0, 107R 
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the rim is eroded simuUtsaneously sith the filing of the crater0 

As to a hard rocky rim, such es presently could be ex
pected for craters arger thau 150 mg a two-staged process
 

of their deradation wi.ll be considered sepa"ately" 

By the nature of tm filling process, the absolute rate 
of filling is roughly proportional to the relative depth 

x'i/B; implying the rate of degradion to be an approximately
 

exponential function of 115, the total accretion (3rd column 
of Table XLI, Multiplying these values by a factor of
 
2/TWO.0637 as for an averee chor of a circular crater, t 
obtain the accretion in units of Do,
 

'/Bo X' /B/,) (20e)
 

she-e X1as before denotes the initial depth, the average 
linear measure of degradation, He, crresponding to the 

different intervals of the tableg is found as 
follows:.
 

Interval, X/ 0.25---0-05 0O20--0o0 0.i5--o.05 0.1i0--0,0o 

el Be 0.0437 A040 0.0375 0.0323 

-evariation of thin paremelr partly reflects the 
acpruximtive character of Atquaticn24s5 in which changes :" 

the surrondings are not taken into account, and only party 

seems to be due to a reel eccelertion of the process at. 

shallower profiles. This detail is only of academic interet 

and we cal assume safely en overall value of He !B0 0. O037f 
exno flent ia> 
vhrelaxiton time for filling is then 

V "

e C AS 



or) with the no-st2c king. influx of'1 overley being given b 
2.C6 x 07 (y2 - 0O15) (g/e(. year), (247) 

here y.,is the cumulativo mass fraction in the 2nd line 

of Rabic D for-double crater size,XXXX 

_e 
 x 10" /(0102-0-15) (2A3) 

in years for Tit) in crm. Those v-alues are caiculatsd and used 

'Jointly with the tWo other proceses of erosion in the next 

followirg section. 

D. Erosion Lifetime of Soft-Rimmed Craters 

As Ustnct from, OF or the exponential mine 

scales of erosion and illing5 tW-e erosion lifetine as usad 

in (2O) and which is to be set against elimintion by oer

lapping of.larger craters, is th time interval during Which 

the crater profile becomes so shallow as to become practi al-

V unrecognizable in the crater -.unts, For this w'e hod at

ready sEt a conventional limit o degadation, 0-• x/4-= 

Hence tie erosion lifetime of a rater starting with a prm
file ratio of x 1/B 0 can be set equal to 

N / o V0.1(249.
 

where, 

and 'C,is the total: crater .eg.adation time scale. 

In Section VII. C7 when distssing tbe accretion of 

overlayg a tend in the frequency of lunar craters at B1 = :35 ju 

suggcstea a lifetime 2 4. x 10Y years at tbis size and v. 
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TABL2 L 

Filling Time Scale ( tG)_ Totol Degredation Tion Sonle 

a(nd gdt Lifetime (tr.f) for Craters in 0verlny 

AMithaoutitlrd Rim 

(a) Component Jo -i"h Rzcochets 

DO 9cm 3.26 700 .12.1 21.0 446 80,0 1/13 339 655 :-60 

aver. 0.286 0,323 0.313 00313 0,278 0,232 0.179 0.108 0.068 0,036
 

Y2 - 0.15 0.32 0.38 0.42 0.42 O55 00,.61 0.67 0.77 0o84 0 85 
Z0,yeears 1.446 2.606 4.066 r -76 '.o47 1,85? 0 5,gj7 1-108 2422 

years 9.704 1.415 2.O015 2.925 7,770 1,.706 3.736 1,26 3.297 1.058 

tf' years 2.661 S.254 2.345 6 .57b 2.84? 9,176 2.927 1.6G 6.208 3,089 

tbE, years 2.0!4 S. -1. ,0563S965 5.785 1,336 2,996 9,866 2.437 7,15 

.teq years 5,354 1.425 2.895 5,395 1.536 3.26 6.556 1.677 2o1-)? 4,227 

(b) Component Ji (Nietecri-t -qApollo)4 0.1,.=0°85 

Bo g cm 1530 2270 3940 .7140 13EOO 

o'P 0.027 0.039 0,.056 0.060 CGO
 

,eqyears 2.54 3.77 6.54 1.i 2.3S9
 

tF, 	 years 1.138 1.978 4 4o- 9 21029 

years 3,339 7.439 2.?3 0 7,3610 2,7511 

. years 7,337 1o288 2,628 5.678 1.289 
2te, years ?o>97 89597 2.70 86,2481.419
 

t' eass 2.-128 3,593 6,23 1o3- 2139
 

Cs! 5
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linear dependence of the lifetine on crater diameter for smeller 

t = 1.58 v 1O5Bo0 5¢) 

in years when B0 is 'in cmo The fotuxa was meant to apply orly 

to larger eraterys 285 > Se2 2 metern. This provisionaJ. life

time (without allowance being yet ande for removal by over

ing) is quoted in the last line of Table L. At the largest 

size (138 Q, where the linear effect of filling (e) prevrils, 

the two figures are close enough Or this sort of data, while 

for smtller sizes the a _riori calculated values 8i % become 

rapidly shorter than the rough linear approxiration. t , on 

account of the non-linear effects 9f flow (cF) end spray 

(Z1f). The 1e values carryg of course, a greater weight thli 

tty a rough apProximation. 

]no ErosioniLifetime Of ia_&'rn Caters 

A raised rocky rim can at prevent only be an attribute 

of moderately large craters, measu:;ingc hundreds of meters o:? 

more. SmalXler qraters will be compLetely built in overlay 

with the projectiles not reaching (1own to the bedrock (as those 

of Table 4)0(V). A rocky wall will Asolate the crater from i;s 

Surroujdi S as sprairY9lo are concerned, while the meohanjn-m 

of filling by ricocheting OVu u. a vill be less impeded, Qe 

assume thst% while the vall lasts, the crater bowl is filled 

by all th incoming overlay (2.66 Y 10-7 e/year) Without e:n

eluding any part of it (the "stiek,,ng" fraction is taken case 



of by the flow &nd spr y mochnnism inside the cxaterp alle)j 

Plus Sra.hdmi.rometorits secretion (Q x 10 - 9 oyear) 

vticb makes in average aecretion o. 

x 20 - 7 Ji i .74 WI3year; T 

while outside the crater, in view of the outward slnpe (F-!Fpx) 

the accrtion will i-ncrease outwara being negligib)e on the 

w fll top This would lead to a levelling out of the outward 
te..ai and buying of the rocky vslll, aecelerated by direst 

Wbtering as considered in Section XA With0 Some proteotVec 

lyer being present1 we eIssun one-half Of the mazi:n sput:ter
ing rate of 5 : 10 - 8 cm/year, This Kives the rate at which 
the wall is buried into a level terrain as
 

-2.6 x a Q0 C i0- 7 (xW/year) ( Y'-) 
. rocky rim of height hr above the terrain will tIu 

be buyied in a time.interval of 

tr hr / e(252'' 
which represents the duration of the first stage of erosiom, 

AeCO rdig to equation (1)5 vith x + hr 'sandirg for 
the aver'ege depth of a tYtPical -r".r re-,edfrom the a l 

to")is 0n fir ' stge this decrea c e 
Q i t1 wflenee he depth at the end of the first staye 

becomes -AO4 
YX1 .46? (253) 

The seoon, rim less stage begins ... this point and As to b 
treated ac cording to te -rules of Section XM2X The rel]aation 

timesj. j are assumed to depend solely on crater dtimter a



L 

before, 'Vnile the erosion lifetime in the second stage, t e 9 
is calculated for a degredation of the profile.from x,/3, 

to o.02 equation (2)jo The results are collected in Table 
Thp 'otal lifetime equals then the sum of the two time 

intervals, 
tt Mte+ "I 

(254)
 

The provisional 1y estimated l.inear lifetime, t I equation 
(250 , differ by chance very little from the values of t, 
or Q[ of ase D of the tables Contrary to what was found fr 
the small. rimless cratera, the er.sion lifetimes of the craters 
with a urd rim are found here to be longer than the t'-vaLues. 
by 20---30 per cent in Case A (prinaries) and by a factor of 
about 2.0 in Case B (ray secondaries), The turning point 02 
the freqteiky of craters would. thin be expected to take place 
at aox0Mtbers- hAen tb primarr Craters (Case A) beg6in :o 
be compltely eroded in. 415 x 109 years, and a second turning 
point is predicted arb about B= 112 meters when the deeper 
profiles of the secondaries (Case B of the table) are erasod 
during this interal of time. Of oourse the transition in the 
frequency function of crater area! densities is expected to 
take place gradually, on account of the spread in the phys:.cal 
and geometrieal parameters of craiering. The empirically 
sugeosted otert of comolete erosi(n at' =n285 meters is ttus 

not in cotradiction but in satilncctory agreement with thc 

predictio. which, besides, cannot pretend to suggest any-

thing mor than a close order of pagnitude, 
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TABLE.LI
 

frosion an Fillin b'egra3.2tion 13ifetimes (%h ) of craters 

,,ilth a -Hard Rim 

4o62OW 3,66Xi0 2.SxlO 213xI04 1.o64x].04 x - 4 

.iosia relaxation timTftes irideendcnt of profile 
e'6 k Bo for filling by verlay; F a 1790 B1 

for .ownhill transport! q5 1416 Bo for spray over the :OiN 

(too lorg to be conSidered); all in yesr;s 'L.=(i/tgri . 

the totl relaxation time. 
-	 3.569 2.729 2.149 .669 

O 3.62 

97o& 6-°07 4.yo709 

7E5, 1263 830I. 5,61P 3.769 2.62 
1 1-0 ,9 1.0895.-09 . 3189 0.89 

A. Typi cal Primary Craters (Asteroidal) 
4-4

t-- 6&7 x 10 Boj x.' 0. 0u tx'-z0 .00 o; hr--o020 B0 ; 	 10 

7 5 90 5.0 4.249 3,059 2.219 1.699 1.519 t e 

1o99 1,439 1 o099 v.SO 0.6893.0[39 2.44.9 
tI 


2559 2.199
6.139 4.439 $3303 

tt 10.6,L9 8.189 

]4 ;joici Secondary Craters (ay Crater Ejects) 

x' =0.O5Boj h&,=0.05 Bo tr ,l$6 7 x 10BoY xlzOo2 Q2 - e--2on: 

7.129 5o139 3o729 2.789 2.5?012.7? 9.63
te 
,a7°7 6.139 4.739 3.5'9 2.739 2.159 9 

9	 4.21P
S4 	 15.7 1l.859 o719 6.459 4.939 


http:h&,=0.05
http:x'-z0.00
http:41.o64x].04
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Interesting is the case of tIs> 05 x 10yyears- which 

defines the survival of an original stone- waled rim/ sinece 

%be'beginning". In Case A (asteroidal)< the Lower limit of 

unconditional surviv-) of a hard rim is DO> 700 metevs, while 

in Case B( secondarJies) the deeper profile vould allow the 

rocky rim to survive when B.7> 270 meters0 

A striking example, almost. a test case, is presented by 

the stone-walied crater on the horizon of Surveynr I pictur S 

(Pig. 6), The. boulder wall is apparently the c-est, of a bur ed 

rocky rim of a crater -fhich has ccme near the end of the first 

s6tage of croeibn. Although there is much freedom in the inbr

pratation, some limitations can be discerned. With BoV 450
 

meterS7 its age must be less then t which is 7.5 x 109 yeans 

when a secondary (Case B) and 3.0 : 109 years wben a prim. r 

crater (A.Case A). If'a secondary, its actupl age Cannot eieed 

4.6 x 109 yearea7 duri-ng which time its outward rim heigt, 

ehiefly', buried and partly eroded, tust have decreased by 

x 4.5 x 1o9 cm (251) or 13.5 m ters. An original height of 

hr&0.05BG 22O5 m would leave thus 9.0 meters of a stony rim 

tow'ering above the surrounding plain, and more if the age i 

shorter3 the actual height of the stone vall at its conspicuous 

part is 1.7 m, and the all-round aierage is less, perhaps 1.0 m. 

Case B is difficult to reboncile with the data and appears 

to be imptobable. 

It remains to assume that the crater is a primary-one, 
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of an age leas thm abc.'ut three bllion years. There is$ of 

coursey an uncertainty in the initial profile ratio, but a no-ium

tug the typical Case A of Toble LI5 t initial r,.hoight msy 

have been hr 002Bo or Umo meters of which, however, the tp 

may have consisted of ovcrlay. The finer ingredients of over-

Icy are rVpidly rcmoved b ticrometcorite impacts, leaving the 
coarser fraction, about 60 per cent of its mass (Table XXXX
 
A, 1 - G 0 0.60 average), to sputtered as
be hard rock, The
 

ef.Lective height of the rocky 
rim is thus t be decreased by 
0.4 of the overiay layer. If t is the age of the crater as a
 

fraction of 4,5 x 109 years, he 
overlay thickness at time of 
impact can-be set at 14(1 t) meters, the effective initia.. 
atitude of the hard ertter wall at 9.0 - 0.4 x 14(1 - t) rmters, 
which is to be buried and eroded a 9at rate of 3.00 x .10 7 x4,xl&
Cm or 1.41 meters pei ratechosen unit ef time Ltho initial 


of overlay formation, 14 m;before the ortering 
event is pi-
posedlY taken larger than its later 
or present rate, 

-2.66 x 10 7 x 4.5 x l0 9 cm 12or meters per unit time o)I 
If the Wll, height has been decreased by burial and erosion to 
an average altitude of 1oO M, this leads to an equation for 

the -deterination of age 

5,0(! .)9.0 - - L0=135 t 

hich yields. 
t0=0- (..0 35 0 >);yo 9 years 

roughly 1-b billion years for the 1ge of the stone-waflea 

crater of Surveyor I 
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F. OverLay Accretion Second Apnroxi"tion 

In Table A0IX the overlay .vobeWas calculated from ob

served crat r volume statistics With provisional allovnce being 

made for the disappearance of smaller craters through- erosion, 

end for "t-:o limiting cases of .protective layer ; A, for zero 

'overlaytaickness; and B3,for 12 meters as its present thick

nessThe linear equation (250) for the lifetime was used. Now 

we re in possession of erosion lifetimes5 calculated a priori 

by more s3phisticated methods which can be applied to a re-

vision of the expected accumulated volume of overl ny Only 

tlose oraners whose liftime is shorter than 4.5 x 109 years 

are aff+d. by the lifetime condition. Part P of Table XcIX 

has been recalculated accordingly, with the new lifetime data 

as of Tables L and Lip separa y for prigAries and secondaries. 

Overlappiag is a minor effect for these large craters, affect

ing their numbers but by a fraction of a percent and is here 

disregardd. The crater areal densities are then simply pro

pqrbional to the lifetime, te. Table LII contains the results 

of the resision 

The result does not differ essentially from the first one
 

and tilmt indicates an overlay layer of about 14 meters at.
 

present. The total su- in the lest line of the table, 1535 cm
 
replacing the former result of 1307 cm% is increased chiefly at 
the esaenne of small secondaries wich were actively offecting 

the bedtok only a very short time after the fo ination of tne 

maria. T'his detail is highly conjeatural, end wte may leave the 
subject a . that, being satisfied tat the now refined treatmeet 
of crater lifetimes has little affected our original esLimete of 
overlay V ickness 

/0-A; 
5 
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TABLE LIl 

heoi1oulaltion of OverlayAccretion, Cae Q of Table AIAi 

lby assuming t~he fpre Sent Overl.y o hiRes to be 12 metes and 

a uniform rate of acoretion (date which are not quoted apt -. 

identi a with those of Table XXZI) (the crater numbers ae for 

an a:-ea of 2" 22 x 1O5 k ) 

Do meters 214 164 129 100 79 62 49 37 21 20 

xy(true number, 
yrs, CA- 1.40o 3-775 8 I4 .25 2.196 38 1.0 0 

culeato a pcmai 

e ,rprinjl ... i.$ v8 .,,o,:, 38561.685 a.,329 0461t.. 

t~.(pimaes " ~ J? r.S' 3 - .0el 1E~A ~ 4~ 5.46Y 58 

(pimo.ie de- 2.63 M1 47? 003 8.I 12.3 198 3i.4 80.8 

letion ratio ) 
(predolted cb-, '° -" .. .. -,- . 

uervabe niraber of: 

95qO-71 ,-5595 61,35 6.11256 . 5 1.5 -,... 3.'13 5 .59 ,3 5 

primaries) 

(total obsrvcd).. 1O475 . , 5 6 &40 6' o •.2.325 3.60 had 0 j41 zC 

AE 5obserable numbr.. 1..7 652 O 2 472 82.55 
of se cond~feS: 
te socondaries 

,ed'; Do, 62YEoft 
-rimmed, 1.93 times 
the valus for ' >9 9- 8 8 8 3priaries) ... >4 4 2± 8.32 9.0 7.09 4.62 A 5S 038A4.0 j: 
.f " !secondarie3!.35 WA34 41.6o o .07 455 9.75 11.4 

nt( rue numb"er (f -"
",- ede~, 9 .4 - o6 ,. 6 6o s,.i 5 ', 227,ME 

' oA.. . 7 
ic. a- -m 3 2 j L 1. 

bM
C10 . 1!3 64 71 92 1 LO 133 
921 96$ !029, .11,3 1290,. 100 1056- 196 1A )1 1535 

12 I 
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Figure Cations
 

Fio I. Vertteal sen-i-cros-sction, to scale, of an impact crater (the 

prototypa is the nuclear explosion "Teapots" crater in Nevada; Shoerakcr, 

1963). The linear scale unit is Bo, the rint-to--rim diaftetcr of thc 

crater, 

Fig. 2. Thro out integral I - F3 (ordinates, logarithnao scale) as function 

of log t for tour iscrete vaflues of a (0.20, 0.39, 0.70, 0-91). Pig. 2a, 

same as a function of log (ab), when a > 0.91 The parameters: 

a 8x/ sin R Bo 'J()l sin 3 = 0.8.1, (4Q8sin tO; 
Fig. 3. Orator profiles for Baldwin's lat r classes (pre-are age). An. on 

continetes. Logarithmic scale. Scib ssae crater diamleter (3 0 ,k 

ordinate s, depth to diamneter ratio, ( I + AJiBo. tVastwe& points: 

centereu circles, Class 2; crosses, classes 3 and 4; dots, Class 50 

The foea calculated curves are those of Table XIT, with the parazeters 

indicatrd in the Figaire. 

Fig. 4- raer profiles for Baldwin's Close I (post-mare age), Coordinates 

as in Fig. 3, Eeasured points; cexte ez:re t; on maria; cros ses, 

on continentes; Wae- centered circles, ray craters. The two lO'er 

calmualted curves (P and Q) are thosu of Table XV, and the two uppcr ones 

(G and ) are from Table (XIV. The assumed paranotexs are indicatod with 

the curves. 

Fig- 5- Si veyor I photograph 6-O34, 4une 2, 1966. At center left> a 

crater of 3 meters diameter, probably of secondary origin, its roe0y 

projec ile h-aving ricocheted out. En the foreground, a rock aboun 70 omp 

"/1
3v 
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a gecondcary ejeotum having oome to rest on the surface after ricoeheting. On 

the horizon, a stone-walled crater 1450 meters in diameter, with the stone mall 

seen best preserved in the upper right corner; probably interplanetary primary 

153,0 Z 500 million years ol0 - Courtesy of N4SA and jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Fig. Surveyor 1 photograph 66-H-807, Jtune " 966o Stone-wall detail of the 

crater (sa ae as in Fig- 5) on the horizon (k50rn); average blocks in its wall 

measure 70 cm, Courtesy of NAS&A 

Fig. 7. crater Xlphonsus (left) and Mare Nubiun (right). Rlanger IX 2 min± 10 cc 

befoxe impact on March 24, 1965, from altitude of 258 milesn Dimension; of 

frame 121 x 139 mlles Courtesy of the NACA Goddard Space Flight- Center, 

Greenbelt, Maryland. 

Fig. 8. 2eak of Alphonsus (middle top). Rai ger IX 39 seconds before impact, from 

altitude of 53 miles, Dimensions of fr-av 28 x 26 miles. - Courtesy cf NASA 

Goddard Space Blight Center, Greenbelt, lMayland. 

Fig. 9. The East (astronautical) or West (asironomical)'Q(eft) wall of Alylonsus. 

Ranger IX I min 17 see before impact, fvoer altitude of 115 miles. Courtesy 

of ]ASA Godda:'d Space Flight Center, reentelt, Maryl.and. 

Fig. 10. Distribition of overlay thickness in lunar maria. Abscissae, percentage 

area. Ordinttos, thickness in meters. orful.l line, scale to the lelt; for 

dashed line, scale to the right. 

Fig. iio Disribtion of overlay thickness in lunar highlands (continentes). Cf. 

Fig. 10. 

Fig. 12. Surveyo7 I, Footpad 2 on TumAr surface. Diameter of footpad top, 30.5 cm. 

Courtesy of N-SAo 

Fig. 13- Surveyo: III, Pootpad 2, third touchdown, with surface sampler and a 

depression male by it (bottom left). - Ocurtesy of NASA. 



Fig. lU.. Surveyor 1, Pocipad 2, enha4nced cort-razt - Gcurte-y of 1.ASA 

Pig. i5 . Orbiter II photograph (]*pvember 19, '1966) of an area 360 x 1450 mzters 

in Mare Trxzqmulitatis, syining strewn fields of blocks ranging up to 9 meters 

in diameter. - Courtesy of VlUAS.. 

Fig. 16. Surveyor I -photograoh 6641-589, Jure 2, 1966. Crate, Un. 5 (3n diameter) 

asld rock, the same as in Fig. 5, - Courtesy d' NASA. 

Fiig. 17. Surveyor I photograph 66-H-814, ,fure 15, 1966. Crater leo. 5 an-I block 

(roe Figs. 5 and 16) at low sun ilinntlon. - C6urtesy of ,NAS\ 

Fig. 18. DoMhAill migration of dust A micrometeorito I0 strikes a elan.; 

surface SS. OAr O1 are trajectories of prticles ejected symietically ,with 

tespee to0 the normal ON *whichmaker an ar glc% vith the vertioal OZ, 21g. 18a. 

Cross secticn of conical crater K Oji, %vithimpact craterlotat 0. Tr tjoctories 

shorter than 0 0 lead to unrestricted dornhill drift, those longer thtIn 0 02 

end uphill cr outside th crater, 

Fig. 19. Trapring of incoming ricocheting o'.crlay particles by a depressi 3n with 

a circular i orizontal contour 

Fig. 20. fra'pring mchanism through sexi-elestic ricooheting in a depressmon 

of triangular (conical) vertical cross section. The impacting project'leo 

enter along Mi, D , PM, at an angle Z = ;' = 220.2 from the vertical. 

Fig. 21 Relative acor(ction rates of overla3 ,, /1.o (ordinates), inside -ind 

outside a ri--less crater,. (abscissa) is the distanwco reckoned outma.'ds 

from the cra.ter edge, in units of crater deametler. Profile ratios: ccfered 

circles, x{/B = 0.25; dots, x' /j - 0.20, crosses, x' /13 0.15; centered 

squares, xI t B 0. 10; Centered triaTg,'le5, x' /B = 0.05o 

Fig. 22. Evolition of rimless crater profil- and its nurr-oundings by trap Ang and 

filling. YnitiUl profile ratio x, 'B = (o25e Qualitatively valid also I'or 

erosions 0 
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Fig. 23. Raner SX photograph, March 2h, 1965, showing shallow eroded oissers in 

Aiphonus0 Fraae I.6 x 1 miles. Sma"tezt craters are 9 maeters in d5.aiqete-, 

Courtepy or NASA. 



(i) 	 Impact o:-atering and erosion are the pevailing factors which have been 

shaping the .unar surface for the past four billion years° 

(2) Inpact monlting has produced the lava flows of the maria, at an Carl3 stage, 

4..5 billion :ears ago. The maria were also the seat of primeval volcar.ism as 

testified by soe less conspicuous surface details suoh as the domes and dykeSo 

(3) Do tracen of contemporary orogeny or v')lcanism on the moon are indicated. 

The Aliphonsu,4 event of 1958 was not a gaseous eruption but a ease of florecence 

of the solid crater peak. 

(&-) Cratericn fornulae are proposed as deriLved from first principles, wiA th little 

empirical adaptation The main arguments are momentum of the projectile and 

strength of ;he target, not energy as has .cen often used in limited interpolations 

of experimenal results. The range of aplication of the formulae is almost 

unlimited, for velocities from tens of centimeters to tens of kilometrE per 

second0 Wi'thout using empirical coeffici nts of proportionality, the iomnaae 

represent th:n cratering dimensions -- pez' :tytion and volume - better thar wit'in 

2t2O per cenu Speoial formulae are dcrioed and empirically tested foa lo

velocity inpact of rigid projectiles into .ranulsax targets, with direct applicatior 

to the lunar surface layer. The oraterinz formulae, including hrowout and fall

back cquaticons, are used to derive the coh msi';e strength of lunar rocks, in its 

bearing on the origin and history of the . mar surface. 

(5) 	 Formulae. for the encounter probabiliti ns, lifetimes and statistics! 

accelerationa of particles in planetary en ounters are given, with empha sis on 

small relati- e velocities as for near-irc lar nearly oo-planar orbits The J 

I>~ 



damping effect of an orbiting ring of particlau upon its individual members, and 

its bearing t accretion of larger bodies is considered. 

(6) 	The prob)enms of the origin of the moon are analysed with the help of the 

theories of c-ratering and planetasy enoounters. The iathemateical thaeor,, of 

tidal evolutton can describe the past history of the eaxth-moon system with somae 

confidence only as far back as to a "zero hour" corresponding ho the m cn's 

distance nea:: R.oche's limit, somew hat less than 3 earthradii, ;hence tin moon 

started reoeding. From geologc evidence, the date of t s phae could not have 

been later than 3 5 billion years -ago,the age of the oldent dated terrestrial 

rooks; most probably, it coincided Ath the age of the earth, 4o5 billion years, 

because all he initial eventE connected vith the origin of the moon must have 

105
evolved on a short time scale of i 07 years* Tidal friction at the time 

of closest anproach, working on a time scale of 103 years or loss (too short for 

significant )ooling by radiation), must hOve melted the outer mantle of the eai h, 

erasing all revious geologic recordso 

r
(7) The hist ) y of the earth-moon system Irior to this zero hour is oper to 

conjeotuxe, seoause neither the iWent5 y f the interacting bodies of Wvich most 

have dizappe red, nor their man es and initial orbits can be ascertino., If, 

however, the theories are to conform weitth the taeagre observational evid ncep 

requiring (a) that the oraters on the con,inentes were formed on the receding 

moon by proJ'otiles orbiting the earth at about 5 earth radii (as testi;'ied by 

their ellipticities, and by the lack of an excess of crater numbers on Mhe 

preceding bc niaphere of the moon), and (b, that the surfacae of the moon at that 

time, thour. solid but soft, was hot but nily insignificantly or modcraoely melted 

by the inpactsp - two models appear more )rohable than the others: () Model 5 

of Tble Q implying an oripin from debris orbiting inside loch6 a limit cithetV I 

e'3At'/ 
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analogous to the rings of Saturn, or thron off through instability of the rotating 

earth; wmith sufficient mass load in the rings, cohesive cluazning of the debris 

enables tbem slo-ly toznrk their way out tid]aly, beyond3 Roche's li A , to collect 

first into sorao six-odd intermediate moonleti, and ultimately into one lunzx body 

at about 5 earth radii; (I1) Alfven's adaptation of Cerstenkorn's model o)' tidal 

capture, in which the incoming moon, origina:.ly captured into a retrograde orbit 

and, pub inLo snchronous rotation, passes sl:.thtly outside Roohe's limit at closest 

approach where it sheds off its outer and lihter miantle, retaining a denser cores 

This, while receding, again collects most of' the lost material. The fowmition
 

of the maria or, the esrbhward side of the moan, througI a belated impact or a
 

moonlet (broke,. up tidally before 
 impact on the moon), previously formed from the 

material ejoetod inw.ards, is also plausibly accounted for by Alfvn 'a modeL As to 

the time of the event, it never could have happened as recently as 700 - 1o00 million 

year5 ago, for! reasons stated under point (6). 

(8) The formation of a mare is explained by imoaot welting of 	 ina hot crust a 

craterifg coll-sion, on a linear scale sufficiently large for the melt to fall back 

into the erate,:; on a smaller scale, the li quid is sprayed over the cratcr wals 

in -alldireti mxs and cannot form one coherent fluid body of lava. 

(9) 	 Crater profiles, oroFraphic differences in level, and the secondary crafters 

produced by tha ejecta of ray craters can be consistently interpreted on issuming 

(a) that the post-mare craters were produced in a-relatively cool rocky target 

of the strengta of granite or b aealt, by in:-erplanetaxy projectiles (asteroidal 

bodies and coreet nuclei) at velocities of 20 - 40 )at/sec, 96, (b) that tho pro-mare 

craters were 1roduced by slow projectiles, tbout 3 lkrl/seep impacting on a hot and 

relatively sol t surface, about one-tenth df the strength of rranite, and c) that t 

S3,V 

http:origina:.ly


orographic diffc9encos of level on the noon wereforao during the same pariod 

of primeval tborb:)rdmeat hen the crust was hot and soft. 

(-0) The statictie of craters (larger than I - 2 kon) in lunar & iaa are cons stont 

vth astronordeal observation, cratering t eory an theory of ptanetary ancounters 

when target rook in assumed to be of tWe stren th of granite or bas.-t, There is 

no basis wha.ever for interpreting the origin of the ovur.helmirng inajori y of the 

craters as not being caused by impacts, 

0) Details in,the frequency funcion of the diameters of smeller craters suggest 

a minimuma sunrvival limit of about 300 meteors diameter against erosion during 

Q 5 x W09 ye rs6 This roughly agrees Oit> .teoraticalcalculatiois of the rate 

of erosion an the moon. 

(2) Statistics of svall craters in Alhonsus are consistent with their impact 

origin fron i mixed population of pre-mar-e projectiles amnong which siov 

secondary ejacta prevailed; the scarcity of craterlets on the peak and wall of 

.Alphonsus is explained by the hardness of these targets (barua rook or rock urder 

a thin nrotetive cover), while the floor of Alphonsus crKring 15-20 timesuore 

craterlts p-r unit area is consistent with a loose target about the stzength 

of terrestril! desert alluvium. The collapse or caving-in- h-pothesis of the 

craterlets is unacceptablej both because cf their prevailing circular sbape, and 

because of tie relative uniformity of their distribution, the crater derzity dorwvn 

to the same iaeter being similar in distant regions of the aria as wiell as in 

Alphonsus The floor of Alphonsus, ?orm d probably without coherent melting, ma" 

have spread out into a level surface in a kind of "-ash flow". Its peal (as well 

as the peaks of rmny other craters) can b: interpreted as a surviving ruMnant 

(compacted et impact) of the .4earpor ion or the projectile that prodocd the 

crater. 
too
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(13) The top layer of lunar soil consists of a heterogenoouf mixture of rarticles 

of a broad distribution o sizes. Effective valus of differcnt physLoal 

quantities may depend on particles of different sine. Thus the thfxralf 

conductivity of the upper 10 cm, consisting of three components - the bulk 

conductivily through a grain, the radiative conductivity between grain,, and 

the contact conductivity (depencanng on contact area, increasing with pTnesure 

and depth) - can be accounted for byatnV tant effective ofa grain diameter 

0-033 cm, ;,hile the strong radar reflectivity and Vheranl ine-ti of the hot svpot 

rejuires the presence of a promainent coumonent of sizeable boulders, iiboddod in 

the rubble as w ll as stren over its su:pface, The normal radar rcflotivlty, 

pointing to a bulk dielectric constant o? 2.6 - 3.0, is compatible wit r 

average density of 1o39 or 504 porosity 2cr a basaltic composition. 'oheeion 

of grains in vacuo is sufficient to halaioe the lunar gra%.ity of' grains smaller 

than about 0o13 cm; these are responsibLe for the "fairr-castle" structure 

of 	toe top layer determining the optical properties of the moon, especially
 

the dominaace of phase angle and the strong baokscatter at zero phase, in the 

visible portion of the speotruas. On a scale -of centimeters and meters, the top 

soil is polished by micrometeorites into a gently uadulating surface with speculay 

reflectivity.
 

(14) 	 The derendence of radioactive coyductivity on temperature leads to a daonight 

asymmetry and a positive thermal gradiort in the top soil even at zer flux. If 

this is tWken into account, radio obsersations of the thermal gradien , in the
 

10-7 
lunar sofl lead to a net fLux from the n.oon's interior of 3A1 x -al/(m2sec) 

as Comparycd to 4.3 x 10- 7 which is the carths value decreased in proxortion to 

the lunar radius (thus corresponding to equal content of radioactive ie\Wces
 

if thervae eqoulibrium is assumed).
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(i5) The average temperature on the lunar equator is -65o0 on the surface, 

-490C at one meter and -250O at 7 meters depth. The pressure-depend.nt increase 

of conductivity -ith depth prevcats the top layer frcm playing any sifnificant 

invulatin; role, so that the thermAl st.te of the moon's crust is not much 

affected by it: at equal depth, the crvst is only about 5000 warmer ihan it 

would have been without the insulating top layer. 

(6) 	 Impact erosion leads to levelling out of lunar surface features vi hout 

relevance to an "tangle of repose"o 

(7) The amcunt of lunar surface material sputtered to space by solar Arnd, 

about 45 E/cm6 in 445 billion years, isiarly equal to the gain from lbe slow 

micrometccrites of zoiacaldusts The meteoritic material is admixes, to an 

average accumulated overlay layer ofabott 13 meters or 1700 ASrn2 (ovcr the 

waria and outside the range of ejeota of large craters). The other, fast 

meteoric components lead to a loss ofabc ut 23 g/Ora2 of lunar material, 

(18) 	 In buil ding-up of overlay from the ur derlying rockc three Penetrat ng com

ponents of meteorite flux are relevant: the Apollo-meteorite comnon it (pzeudo

asteroidal); the comet nuclei; an'tho steroids deflected from takrs orosings. 

?requcney formlae for the three fluxes as depenaing on particle radi: are given 

and the ecrresponding crater densities (nuPmbers per unit area) oaloulAted The 

observed excess in the densities of small craters is consistently inturpreted
 

as due to a fourth component, namely to secondary ejecta from violent cratering 

events (ry craters). With little dependence on this interpretation, the 

overlay t ickness and its statistical distribution over maria and c oninentes 

is calcultad from the volume excavated by the actually observed craters, the 

numbers o those smaller than 300 m beirg corrected for survival from erOsion0 

j 

http:pressure-depend.nt
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(19) 	 From cratoring theory and an ompirical dependence of the strenth of brittle 

materials on particle size (Q power of diameter), the exponent of the 

difercential f-cqneroy (per unit of voltne or ases) of particle radii in 

cratering e§eeta is Pond to be n = 3.875, in good agreement with purnicle
 

covnts in lunar overlay from spacecraft landingso
 

(20) 	 The mechsnical properties of lunar soil are sPinilax to those of terrestrial 

sand. The bearing strength at equal depth, and the kinetic efficiency at 

impact are nearly one-half of those of typical terrestrial beach gravcl 0 The 

2bearing strength (frontal resistance) is about 5 x i04 dynq/cm at th surface, 

6 	x 105 at 5 cm and 2.5 x 106 at 10 on j:enetration, The cohesive laoeral 

resistance (erushing strength) is about 118th of the bearing strength at equal 

depth. 

(21) 	 Electroztatic tranport is theoretically limited to particles of submicron 

size* The absence of blurring of detail (less than 05 i.m for demtrkLtion line's 

in Aipbonsus) indicates that such particles and "electrostatic hopping" do not 

play a sigaificent role on the lunar suzface. 

(22) 	 The balListic fluxer impinging on the lunar surface consist of fiv inter

plaetawy ?omponents (JL,' the micrometocrites; J., the dustball meteors; 

J1 , the Apollo-meteorite group; J2, Oet nulei; J 3 , Mars asteroid; deflected 

to earth crossing) and of secondary ejecta of primary cratering events (component 

Je). The quantitative characteristics of the interplanetary components ire 

doduced from observation as corrected tOr selectivity, while Je is askressed
 

from the excavated oratering volume as c orrected for interplanetaryr i-Tacts and 

erosion. 

(23) 	 Cratcriag parameters for the ballistl? flaxes are calculated for O'erlayo 

Vor compoDnt Jo quantitativoly assessed ricocheting in viewed as ang aifying 
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crater gcnerttion in o'rerlay. Only a fraction Q (0.4 -- 10 as depending on 

particle size) of the impaots are 	of the granular target type while the rest 

are 	into larger grains or boulders .and are of the hard target type. 

(24) 	 Components{ JgM and J. produce too sbl]o oxcraters in overlay to be observed; 

the action o:' these components is limited o erosion, 82 per cent of which can be 

accounted for"by them. Component J. accesnts for 975 of the ballistic mass, but 

onl2- for 1N of the impact momentum and erosive capacity Components J2 and V 

(comet nuclet and the Mass asteroids) are negligible for small crateint in the 

sub-kilometer to meter range whore J0 and the meteorite groups, JI, are solely 

of importanc, but they - chiefly 2 gain in importance and dominate n laxge 

craterinS evonts (above 5 om 

(25) With a co.ventional limit of observabilty of 0.02 for the crater depth to 

diamneter ratio, the a priori calculated crater generation rates, as set against 

deletion thr~ugh overlapping and degradation through filling and erosior, lead U 

theoretical crater areal densities in the diameter range from 3 cm to 150 m and 

beyond which are in satisfactory 	agreement with observation from space probes. 

(26) ixing of overlay proceeds 	 slower than its accumulation The ,Jixing, thickness 

is about 8 cn, corresponding to a differene or "blurring" in Age of the strata 

of about 30 aillion years; this represents the "straticaphic resolving power" 

of overlay There is practically no intrchange of material between 1, rvers 

separated by more than 25 cm ox. 100 milli e years. 

hazard on ihe lunar surface is negligibl :,being(27) 	 The ballistic astronautical 


than the hr zards we are illing to accop; in
by 	orders of.magnitude smaller 

everyday lie on earth. 

(28) 	 Crater ard boulder degradation rates ft on filling by overlay, and frlm several 

types of ercsion (spray from micrometeoriv e impact, downhill migration R'dust; 



nouttering of czater rims and boullerk and their burial by overlay) have been 

quantitativwly assessed theoretically from first principles and from ths observed 

properties of inter?l-Letaxy popuations. The rns.ats ar, in satisfactorY 

accord with the observed areal densities ot2ma.l craters on the moon. 

(29) Ablation of exposed rock on the lunar unface is estimated to be aboit 

-5x 10-8 oylyear, while the average rate of burial into overlay (however, a widely 

fluctuating quantity, according to oratering events in the vicinity) is about 

2-7 x 10-7 a.;t/'yar, so that it is buried before becoming eroded Rock: lying 

on the surface are secondary ejects which have come to rest after sevexal 

rieochets. OraterNin overlay left behind the ricocheting impacts are relatively 

deep (JQig 6, the 3-meter crater), contrary to those made by primary interplanetar, 

impacts whi.al arc too shallow to be observable. 

(30) As the result of filling and erosion, which takes from the surroundings the 

filling mat*rial, the crater profile beccmee shallower while the cffective 

diameter inh:reases. 

(31) 	 Some examples of theorotical degradeticAn lifetines of or4tecs, or the time 

of reduction to a profile ratio of x/% = 0.02:o 

Crater diameter, 3-3 	 45 650 1.5 x 

2eon Secondary ,Origin and Sccond- cy ary, 	 Inter planetary,
description soft rim soft rim' soft rAim primary, soft rim 

Lifetlie, years 5-4 x I1+ i.5 x 1 60 3 x j7 2-3 x 107 

Orator iameer, 4 x i0) 1-4 x i(0 1.15 x 1OT 2.1 x IO4 -

Bokem) 
Oripin and Interplanetary Intern1a etary Secondary Intc= p anetar 

cscriplion )rimary; soft rim primary, ioft rim hard rim prim-ty, hard rim 

Lifetime, years 2.7 x 108 1.4 x i09 4.5 x 109 4. x 109 
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a b . . f .l1bnck parameters; also sl-ax=e of eliipze 

a2 = 2 ,y .. coefficient strength oC graaular t-arget? of surface 

BO ... rim-to-rin diameter of crater 

Q13 .. Arowout distanoe from center of crater 

d ro. diameteripherical equivalent of projectile 

D Be/c the relative crater diameter 

F ... toefficient of lateral transwi sion of penetntion (pressure) work 
tgainst cohesive resistance
 

11 .ia to bottom crater depth 

Ab oifferential Tallback fraotioc 

Fb oo :'wtegrated f -lback fraction 

roeffioient of friction 

vaporized fraction in central funnel 

g , ecelration of travity 

.. o drag coefficient of inertial (hydrodynawio) resistance 

.. toefficieut of radial momentus transfer 

L 	 . Night distnceI of ejecta 

S :otal crtering mass affected 

... watering mass crushed 

z ... sass load of projeotile per ueit cross section 

p x 1, the relative poenetration 

p, poentration parsncters for raiualar target 



Q ... syantol of central Cun&e 

q , shock boiating per unit mass 

R . quivalent ,adius of Projsactila front sUZr.ce (cross section) 

S, ap ., lateral (crushing) and fronaj. (coaprc.sive) stregth of target 

s o .v whoesioe omponent of lateral strength 

st .. bnsile strength 

,a, Sp I.. strongth parametors for r nular target 

U a shock front 'vlocity 

Us altlnate (destz'uc-tive) shock 'nlocity of target 

V, Vd '7p . total cratering volume auffeccd, and its dynanmic aWn pressure 
cowponents 

Vo .. Tratering Volume crushed 

v, ...ejection velocity from depth and from surfacev o 

"y.t initial impact vulocity of projectile 

t1 = " ... velocity of entry ehogranular target as decreased wy shook 

n:1niTnum velocity for detmuotion of projectilem 

Xo epth of penetration of front if projectile beo original tsrget 

surfaee 

y t, xierman'-depth of crater bottomt affected 

X, apparent depth of crater
 

x, ... average depth of crushing 

y ... frsution of oratcrin? tnasminide shock front 

y o fraction of ratering mass in central funnel 

z zenith angle of incidence or ejection
 

angle and mrai-munm angle OV ejection relative to normal
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aage of incidence of projectile relative to normal
 

7°., desity of projectile
 

e..lipticity of crater
 

...coefficient of kinetic efficienq7 (elasticity) at ejection
 

"x ccsame, at depth x and in ceitral funnel
 

.. o sxne. in ricooheting
 

Sof projectile 

coss section of projectile 

QL~ strength of target at secondary ray crater 

. dansity of target (rocks soil) 

A = qir,. relative seaz-major axis of orbit
 

Ap -otal accretion rate (on a satellite)
 

a orbitaL emwi-vajor axis
 

as al' a2 o'o distance of moon from sarth, earth radii
 

0j, e2 , average specific heat of sMlid and liquid.
 

Df ...a distance inside Rochees limi
 

...[oohe's limit of distance for tidal disruptionDr 


e, e0 , a' '.. orbital eccentricity
 

fM : elted fraction of cratering m trial 

fratcon of partioles ejected )ut of the system in gravitatonvL& 
wcounters 

G . avitationai constant
 

Ho ire-omelting heat per unit mass 



Af .oo boat of fusion 

i e ... inclination of the orbits of to colliding bodies- to the resiltant 
croit 

i, ic o orbital inclination 

W-ate of mass accretion per unil area 

Kp ..ocoefficient of P., or of the averago encounter probability 

.Kt, N
1: 

.o theiminl conductivity, and t.,o of compact rook 

Ks .° tetfan's radiation constant 

'adial damping length for collision of planetasiraals3'r 

,-min0 , mass load per unit cross section; ot pre-vlhneta'y rinj]n0 

linear mass load of planetesimal0 ... 

N .. rumber density 

IAf ... jlamber of fragments 

p1 ... niumber of fragments in one cohr.,ent ring 

Po' Pm ... mathematical expectation o. encounter per orbital revolution, 
and its upper linit 

o .. 
° werage PC for a random l.hvecl 

Q0 -ate of black body radiation 

Ra o -adius of sphere oC gravitatioiala.ction 

A :adius of planet (earth)
 

Rand Ra .w- radius of Satellite (mlorn) or planet (earth); and A1 
plaaetesim i 

Rf ... ippor limit of' radius of fra qwnts surviving tidal breakup 

r .. distnce from main body (heliocentric, geocentric) 

Tg, Te, L., temperature: aubsurto, surfae radiative, initia>. 

T angular deflection parameter 



A .. bemapratuye of fusion 

1A.n timec scale of jinurcnsc of sei-major axis of aclitted P-ax tic1C 

- ..im , otvard tidal drfz't of the 'noon 

tp ... ave.jyge tilme of free foil of p-rticle upon .atlli to 

ti peprtod oa' preoession of "bi lane 

Q daaping li_.-tt.e of 1 :te "' in rinf at finite incliiaiion 

tr o 'adial daiapilhr time at i 1'00 

ts , synodic orbital pOeriod 

t, ) lifetime foroco unltr at parsncter c3 

t (:o) pericd et the motion of Ptrigee 

t (w riod.of the UL.a.-ent of Pint-ow (Pazicee, pe' .A."n) 

equtorial velootty of rotatiwnuo 

U, Um ;tjlaobian vaeloeity of Unoulter, in units of circular velocity, 
-3n'd ito average9 

Ur ° ° rati Aj. onlponent of U 

V 00 ICTcUnter velocity in -ietric wnits 

v . orbiting circular vlcoity 

Vh htlwiocentric ve-lO-ooty'00 

V o Velocity of escape 

S• iutnimu impact velocity to cauise fusilon 

a ,. ,p 9 density: of plaietcsiaal, of earth, of Moon 

/Jh •. thickness of lava oruy.t 

(U) 	 fraction of particles surv-Lving (eluding) ihysical coli Aonna 

m:ass. fraction retained by pro-planntar/ ring
 

It .. probability of encontcr Vol time internal t
 



2 . melted fraction0 


p..o miss of "plnet" or "satellite" revolving arouna central body of
 

r"-n K2 oo masses of two competing acretting nuclei 

- otarget radius for physical ccllisi6n 

- target radius or enconter ptrameter (in units of r) 

5' . target radius for angular celiction of 90 ° 

' to .. angular distance of periar n from node, or argument of pcriastron 

kivorbital angular velocity
 

C0 ....angaar velocity of r,otation1
 

f *., space density of particul ate matte, in pre..planetary ring 

( nbo) in iixedcontext 

Aa, AV, he, K o o ricocheting anpltication factorso 

Ad force of cohesion beteen grai'ns 

Ar . reflectivity at normal incideice 

dg . diameter of grain 

dj~d , number flux 

E EBe, L'I o transport efficiency 

Ef.. statistical erosion (survival) factor of craters 

dornhill flow: (of dust, of ovBrlay) 

~g ... fraction of granulor target a t.impact into overlay 

Gf, C% o. gain factors in filling of depression by' overlay 

I o Iepth of dopressi on; also total layer of aooreted overlay 

VC



t1p I~s impact penetration into ovorlav 

hr teight of rim 

J WWdIa (cratering) !nolnenim' flu* 

,Y!3 Jol j. IA J$ je ° the six conponents of the lunar surface orateinp 

(radial) momen'tum flux in overlay, as wel as the 

symbls of te components themselves: mLcro. 

mret-orites, Ousthll meteors;. Apollo.iet oritcs, 

comet nuclei, Mrs astcroidg, seoondary 3jectaW J 

Ja .. supplementar'y io preceding ovella.xpenetraihg flux relating to 

intermediate and large craters; S = Jo,- J1 

J o total radial momentum in a cretering event 

Ld ... electrostatic screening longt in plasma 

Leo .. effcctive depth from which radiation is emitted 

Im + radius of spread of cratering ejects.
 

L, .o effective depth of thermal wave in soil 

n power indcx in differential f 'equency function of' particle :,adli 
(frequoncy index of radii) 

N N wabwr impacts; by Apollo group, by come; nucleilumulative of 

ni, n o , n o ,u s .- number of imptatsl crater area] density 

+ ° 2Qa - amplitude of heat, content per cm of surface 

Qm, Qf oo mixing factor of overlay, for past and future 

R. with groper subindices *.. impiugiig projectile radius 

r, rO ... sjeeta particle radius as $istinot from it 

S .,. area 

so, Sf ... area of crater, area covcred by Ojecta 

'-y 



tf ... relative age of craters 

te, t' degadation lifetime of craters, and provisional value 
A - - jy WA*"&tY, ; ^ 

It total degraaation lifetime 04, rimmed oraters 

tm ,* mixing tine of overlay 

VO volume of ejecta 

velocity of inelastic grain oapture; alln ricocheting escape
velocity froo tap 

X, X0 , X, overlay thickness; f"or small craters; averaged from 
large craters
 

Y .. Toung's mod lus 

wk .. angle of inclination to horizon 

-
- o kinetic parameter for ejeete (cm 1) 

N'_ t%- thermal inertia parameter 

10 ', dielectric constant, cf granular and of compact roc' 

fraction of momentum retaint d after penetration of a layer 

.. surface temperature amplituie 

kinetic thickness of a prott otive layer 

Ae wavelength 

1'! 2, .'total mass influx from flux components (Qe 
J - componen ;s) 

dr/a U mass flux 

> o ,overlapping deletion rate o' craters 

6D cumulative crater area covevtage per u-nit time and area 

contact area of grains per unit cross section 

fractional area covered by ejucta; also total erosion rolaatioll 
time 



i-i r', /% o ex-ponontial xelaxativn timesccssew of crater degxadation in var.ous pro

total mmply of overlay acretion time 

0total degradation time scale (relaxation 'cime) 

equivalent thickness of overlay annually displaced by 
meteorite impact 

I s .X rock or boulder ablation, Qn/year 

i' fraction of I ejected beyond distance L 

We negative jain factor around depression 
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